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Abstract
With the increasing number of elderly people and higher expectations of a good life within society,
this study recognised the need to provide an environment for enhancing Quality of Life for elderly
people. At the heart of the research agenda was the need to provide a decision-support framework
to assist decision-makers to take into account the requirements of elderly people in everyday
pursuits in the context of the external residential environment.

The results of the study revealed a difference in responses between the built environment
professional and elderly respondents.

This mismatch and the built environment professionals’

views being more aligned with those of the care providers, could be construed to mean that built
environment professionals rely more on providers of care services in making decisions that affect
elderly people than elderly people themselves, creating a situation whereby the actual views of
elderly people are missed out.

These findings provided the platform upon which to develop a holistic decision-support framework
for the built environment professionals to take into account the requirements of elderly people in the
planning and design of the external residential environment. It was recognised that the framework
needed to utilise the experience of the built environment professionals whilst making the
requirements of elderly people the focus of the decision-making process.

The principle of Quality Function Deployment formed the foundation of the BEDSEQoL-QFD
framework, which ensures that each step of the design process is linked to fulfilling a specific client
requirement and that the voice of the client is always central to the planning and design process.
The BEDSEQoL-QFD framework also enabled the research to claim an important contribution to
the body of knowledge. The validation exercise that followed the development of the framework
confirmed its practical utility within the planning and design decision-making processes of the built
environment in general, and elderly people’s external residential environment in particular.
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Glossary of Terms and Abbreviations
Access facilities: the way of approaching, entering or exiting a public place.

BEDSEQoL-QFD: Built Environment Decision Support for Elderly Quality of Life – Quality Function
Deployment Framework

Built environment professionals (BEPs): stakeholders involved in the creation of the built
environment, including planners, architects and urban designers.

Care providers (CPs): stakeholders with an interest in the wellbeing of the elderly. They are also
indirectly affected by the design of the built environment for elderly people.

Daily activities: routines and tasks that are conducted outside of the home, such as shopping,
catching the bus, visiting friends or taking part in leisure activities, exercise and attending doctor,
dentist or hospital appointments.

Elderly people: stakeholders aged sixty years and over.

HR-QoL: Health Related Quality of Life.

PANAS: Positive and Negative Affect Schedule scale.

Public facilities: provisions such as public toilets and benches that support the health and
wellbeing of the people in the external residential environment.

QoL: Quality of Life

Quality of Life value factors: the subjective domains of importance considered by elderly people
to contribute to their QoL. In the context of this research, the value factors were filtered to include
those that could be enhanced or supported by the external residential environment.

Recreation facilities: the provision of places and spaces to undertake various leisure activities, for
example coffee with friends or a game of bowls.

Walkways: a path or passageway designed for pedestrian use between buildings.
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Dissemination
Parry, K. R., Moobela, C., Goodhead, T. and Whitehead, T. (2013). Designing the Built
Environment to Enhance Quality of Life for the Elderly: Current Perspectives and Opportunities for
Bridging the Knowledge Gaps. The International Journal of Social Sustainability in Economic,
Social and Cultural Context, 8(4), pp. 35-51.

Abstract: Issues relating to Quality of Life (QoL) for the elderly are now more pronounced than ever
due to, among other factors, people living longer. With current UK projections suggesting that by
2033, twenty-three percent of the population will be aged 65 and over, it is apparent that the elderly
will increasingly represent a strong social- political force. This increasing number of elderly people
and higher expectations of a good life within society has been paralleled by a moderate amount of
research on QoL for the elderly. However, despite this burgeoning amount of research and
scholarly activities on the subject, it would appear that there is still room for improvement,
particularly with regard to enquiry on the auspicious physical environment needed to enhance QoL
for the elderly. How do we (re)design both the in- and out-door environments to ensure propitious
living conditions for these sections of society? To what extent do, and how best can, decision
makers take into account the values, needs and abilities of the elderly in the design of the built
environment? Unpacking these profound questions should reveal a panorama of issues that can
set the stage for a tripartite research agenda on QoL, the elderly, and the built environment. It is
not the intention of this paper to provide answers to such questions but rather to simply establish
the case for research. Therefore, the aim of this paper is to identify knowledge gaps on the
contribution of the physical built environment in enhancing Quality of Life (QoL) for the elderly. This
is achieved by scanning through the literature to identify best practice and knowledge gaps and
also providing initial thoughts on a methodological framework for pursuing the emerging research
issues.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1

Introduction

The interest in enhancing and measuring Quality of Life (QoL) is not surprising given that the
population of the UK has risen to over 64 million people as a result of more births and people
generally living longer (ONS, 2014).

From fifteen per cent in 1983, the percentage of the

population aged 65 years and over increased to sixteen per cent in 2008, an increase of 1.5 million
people in this age group (ONS, 2009, p. 1). It is estimated that by 2033, twenty-three per cent of
the population will be aged 65 and over, compared to the eighteen per cent in the sixteen years
and younger age group.

It is therefore apparent that the elderly population will increasingly

represent a strong social-political force. The fastest population increase has been in the number of
people aged 85 years and over (ONS, 2009, p. 1). In 1983, there were approximately 600,000
people in the UK aged 85 years and over. However, numbers have since more than doubled,
reaching 1.3 million, and accounting for five per cent of the population. Predictions of average life
expectancy have risen from 75.6 years for men and 80.4 years for women in 2001, to 79 years for
men and 83.3 years for women in 2026 (ONS, 2009, p. 1). However, between 2011 and 2013, the
most common age at death was 86 for men and 89 for women (ONS, 2014a).

This increasing number of elderly people and higher expectations of a good life within society has
been paralleled by a moderate amount of research on QoL for elderly people.

Despite this

burgeoning amount of research and scholarly activities on the subject, there is still room for
improvement, particularly with regard to the extent to which the physical external residential
environment can be used to enhance QoL for elderly people.

Conceptual models in environmental gerontology have recognised that the ability for elderly people
to function in their environment is the result of the relationship between the ability of each individual
and the demands of the environment. Glass and Balfour (2003, p. 332) point out that although the
environment can present a challenge to elderly people, it can also enhance their QoL. These ideas
have often been applied to the design of suitable housing environments for elderly people, such as
studies by Scheidt and Windley (1998) and Peace and Holland (2001). However less attention has
been given to the wider residential environment. This raises a number of questions around how
best built environment professional (BEP) decision-makers can take into account the QoL value
factors and common limitations of elderly people in the planning and design of the external
residential environment to ensure favourable living conditions for the ageing population.

This

introductory chapter sets the context and background for the research, defines the important
concepts and presents the knowledge gaps, as well as identifying the aim and objectives of the
research and setting out the research questions. A methodology outline is also presented, followed
by a description of the thesis structure.
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1.2

Research context and background

Interest in QoL, ageing and maintaining independence among older people has been powered by
policy concerns to reduce public expenditure on pensions, health and social welfare provisions, as
well as higher expectations within society of achieving and maintaining a good life (Bowling 2005,
p. 1). With morbidity and disability being reduced to a shorter period of life and a better health and
disability-free life expectancy, more positive aspects of ageing are being considered. Public policy,
such as Lifetime Homes, Lifetime Neighbourhoods (DCLG, 2008) and ‘Improving opportunities for
older people’ (DWP, 2014) is concerned with allowing elderly people to maintain their mobility,
independence and active contribution to society and to respond effectively to the challenges of old
age.

The contribution of the built environment to QoL and human welfare in general is certainly not new.
The built environment that people design directly influences the way in which they live their lives, it
directs and manipulates how people engage with social values, education, commercial and spiritual
needs and even a person’s appreciation of the arts (MacDonald Hay, 2008, p. 1). The balance
between architecture and society is in a constant state of change; buildings and people are always
evolving, new buildings are being built to accommodate social development and existing buildings
are being reshaped.

Humankind’s rise from the primordial village-based and nomadic way of living to urban civilization
took tens of thousands of years. However, since the first true cities arose between 4000 and 3000
BC, the influence of city-based cultures and the steady increase of urban populations around the
world have taken centre stage in human history (Legates and Stout, 2000, p. 15). From Hellenic
Athens and Classical Rome, to Renaissance Florence and Georgian London, history is replete with
examples of towns and cities, which describe the best of urban tradition (Rogers, 1999, p. 4).
These cities inspired generations in terms of design, economic strength, cultural diversity and their
ability to enhance QoL in general. However, the industrial city, with its pollution, slums and shortterm planning, seems to have damaged the ability of the city to perform this crucial role.

With many towns and cities continuing to decay (Rogers, 1999, p. 4), it is clear that the Industrial
Revolution, together with more recent economic disruption, has left an urban legacy of derelict
buildings and empty sites.

Towns and cities demonstrate the distinctive features of social

polarisation and social exclusion, including high levels of unemployment, homelessness, high crime
levels and poor housing and environmental conditions. As long as the situation between the urban
problem and QoL exists, ways of understanding and improving the built environment will continue
(Moobela, 2004, p. 3). In this pursuit, there is the need to recognise that some sections of society
are more vulnerable than others and as a result, require particular consideration. The contribution
of the built environment to the QoL of elderly people is a compelling area that needs attention.
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With the increasing prominence of the issues of QoL for elderly people, it is imperative that
appropriate protocols, procedures and environments are put in place to improve the QoL of this
section of society. As people spend most of their time in the built environment, the design of these
environments need particular consideration to ensure favourable conditions for cultivating QoL for
everyone, including elderly people. Although increasing effort and progress has been made in this
regard over recent years (Marans, 2003, pp. 73-83; Rejeski and Mihalko, 2001, pp. 23-25; Higgs et
al., 2003, pp. 239-252) along with the introduction of the Lifetime Homes Standards, there is still a
need to improve or even replace the reductionist practices and procedures used in planning and
designing the external residential environment for the QoL of elderly people.

Having established the case for further research on the tripartite connection between QoL, elderly
people and the built environment, the remaining sections of this chapter are devoted to a
discussion of the key concepts of the research, outlining the aim and objectives of the research and
a discussion of the methodological approach to be used in order to effectively tackle the multifaceted research questions also identified in this chapter.

1.3

Definition of concepts

This research centres on the three key concepts of ‘elderly’ people, ‘QoL’ and the ‘external
residential environment’.

These concepts are relatively abstract and as such there are no

universally accepted definitions. However, for the purpose of this research, they are defined in the
sections below to set boundaries around the topic being studied.

1.3.1 Defining ‘elderly’
Ageing is a biological process with its own dynamic and although there are commonly used
definitions of old age, there is no general agreement on the age at which a person becomes
‘elderly’ (Weeks, 2013). Following Nietzsche, Foucault developed a method of historical analysis
called genealogy, used to understand the origins of discourse (Foucault, 1991, p. 76), defined by
Foucault as:

“...ways of constituting knowledge, together with the social practices, forms of subjectivity and
power relations between them.

Discourses are more than ways of thinking and producing

meaning. They constitute the ‘nature’ of the body, unconscious and conscious mind and emotional
life of the subjects they seek to govern.” (Weedon, 1992, p. 105).

With the growth in industrialisation, life course was subjected to greater control and normalisation
resulting in the life course being socially structured into orderly sequences of growth and
development (Featherstone and Hepworth, 1991, p. 372). Constructions of ageing suggest that
people pass through the stages of childhood, youth, adulthood, middle age and old age. However,
the meaning of old age varies over time and between cultures and as such, can only be defined in
3
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relative terms.

The idea of a changing life course, as opposed to life cycle, associated with

predictable changes in perception and behaviour is becoming popular in social gerontology (Pain et
al., 2000, p. 377). Instead of defining and employing old age as a chronological descriptor, it is
accepted that the social and economic aspects of old age have more impact on elderly people’s
QoL. It is therefore possible that cultural representations of old age influence and shape both
individual and group perceptions of life course and action (Thane, 2003, p. 94). For example, if
people expect to be dependent in old age, they will more likely be dependent. Genealogy of ageing
suggests that people do not move through the stages of life in a neat, sequential way and that
definitions of ‘elderly’ vary over time, between cultures and according to political and economic
situations.

The history of old age has generally been concerned with demographics and material aspects,
such as numbers, geographical distribution, living arrangements, household structure and family
relationships, as well as welfare arrangements, medical provision, property, work and retirement
(Thane, 2003, p. 93). ‘Elderly’ can be defined chronologically, functionally and culturally. Cultural
old age is when a person looks old according to the norms of the community in which they live,
whereas functional old age is reached when an individual is no longer able to perform tasks.

Chronological age is suitable for establishing age limits to rights and duties and became popular
when society became more classified by chronology in the twentieth century, when ages were fixed
for attending school, retirement and receiving a pension (Thane, 2003, p. 98). Settersten and
Mayer (1997, p. 240) support the use of age structuring, suggesting that the concept of life course
refers to the way in which social institutions shape people’s lives through the domains of education,
family and work.

Measuring age chronologically is a basic category usually operating

interdependently with gender, meaning that age and gender are taken universally as principal
categories.

Most developed countries have accepted the chronological age of 65 years as a

definition and while this definition appears random, it is associated with the age at which a person
may receive pension benefits (WHO, 2011).

There is still a great variation in the perception of old age. Although people generally have an idea
of what stereotypical elderly people look like, there is no standard numerical definition of when old
age begins. In 1875, the Friendly Societies Act in Britain suggested that the definition of ‘old age’
is usually associated with retirement at the age of 60 or 65 (HelpAge International, 1999, p. 4).
This use of calendar age as the threshold assumes a correlation with biological age, although it is
widely accepted that the two are not necessarily comparable (WHO, 2011) because the definition
covers an extremely diverse group of people whose age does not automatically define their fitness
or needs.
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The ageing process, being biological, is beyond human control. In his study, Robertson (1996, pp.
209-210) examined medical records to establish the age at which cause of death could be
recorded as ‘old age’. The oldest person referred to as dying from old age was 106 years old and
the youngest just 69 years old, the difference between the two ages being 37 years. The analysis
of the results showed that ‘77 years old’ was a more general starting point for old age, although the
majority of coroners believed that the mid-eighties and nineties better suited the description. The
report found that an age of 75 years for elderly assessment by General Practioners was right if it
was to be done before ‘old age’.

In addition to chronological age, age can be defined using other processes such as biological,
psychological and socio-cultural. For example, as Barrett and Cantwell (2007, pp. 331, 335-336)
suggest, age can be defined by the social role a person has, their level of physical ability or by the
subjective assessment of how they feel. With a new generation of knowledge suggesting that
ageing can be delayed through diet and exercise, discourses begin to discredit chronological age,
suggesting that how people feel should be an indicator of age (Thane, 2003, p. 104). Featherstone
and Hepworth (1991, p. 372) support this view, by suggesting that a better standard of living makes
it possible to continue to live a full life well into advanced years.

Age categories have also been used as a proxy for defining elderly people. For example, in the
age categories of: under fifteen; 16-24; 25-59; and sixty plus, it is assumed that sixty plus
represents elderly people, which is supported by the United Nations, World Health Organisation
and Age UK, all of which make use of sixty years as the agreed cut-off to refer to the older
population (HelpAge International, 1999; World Health Organisation, 2011).

In a presentation for the New Dynamics of Ageing event, Mitchell (2013, p. 10) suggested that
older people do not like to be stereotyped or categorised in any way and as such, elderly people
did not identify themselves in terms of their age. This poses a problem in defining ‘elderly’.

In a study looking at the health status and care requirements of elderly people, three age
categories were identified: 45-59 ‘middle aged’; 60-74 ‘elderly’; and 75 plus ‘aged’ (Menvielle et al.,
2010). It was recognised that the requirements of the latter two groups were essentially different,
in that the aged would require assistance and use care resources, while the elderly were a
resource in themselves providing knowledge and understanding of future requirements of elderly
people with regard to their care needs.

Various forums, such as Askville and Yahoo Answers, make it clear that old age is more about
perception, where the consensus is that a person reaches old age when they are no longer able to
do things for themselves.
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While it is clear that categorisation based purely on numerical age is discouraged, elderly people
do, to some extent, share certain characteristics that allow them to be considered an entity (Briggs,
1993, p. 53). For example, elderly people are more likely to have health problems than younger
members of society and many have retired from paid employment. As this research requires a
numerical starting point for the elderly population group referred to throughout the study, it was
considered sensible to implement the same starting point of sixty years plus agreed by the United
Nations, World Health Organisation and Age UK. This definition, although random, is useful in this
research as a definition based on perceived old age or when active contribution is no longer
possible, would have made the data impossible to implement or analyse.

1.3.2 Defining ‘Quality of Life’
“On the whole, social scientists have failed to provide a consistent and concise definition of Quality
of Life. The task is indeed problematic, for definitions of Quality of Life are largely a matter of
personal or group preferences; different people value different things” (George and Bearon, 1980,
p. 1).

Quality of Life is an indistinct concept. ‘Quality’ implies a level of excellence to a characteristic
(Higginson et al., 2003, p. 1). However, different people value different areas of life and as a result,
QoL means different things to different people. Genes and income contribute to the opportunities
that people have, while family and community influence views about what is important (Massam,
2002, p. 142). Individual and collective memories and histories are key factors in determining
people’s opinions of the quality of their lives. In 1996, Veenhoven (p. 1) suggested that:

“In the first half of this century, Quality of Life in nations was largely measured by the material level
of living. The higher that level in a country, the better the life of its citizens was presumed to
be…QoL was measured by GNP related measures, currently by ‘real’ GDP per head…yet in the
1960s, the opinion climate changed…this gave rise to a call for broader indicators of QoL, which
materialised into the so called ‘social indicator’ movement.”

During the rapid economic growth and social change after the war, attempts were made to
measure QoL for social research in America and Europe (Farquhar, 1995, p. 1439). Objective
indicators were measurable statistics, such as divorce rates and ownership of consumer goods.
These were measures that could show changes in QoL. Drawbacks of objective indicators resulted
in subjective QoL indicators being developed in the 1960s Social Indicators movement. Subjective
indicators questioned assumptions regarding the relationship between economic and social
wellbeing and the complicated nature of individual and social material and immaterial wellbeing. It
was argued that because people’s subjective responses were real and they were acting on the
basis of them, they should be taken into account when assessing QoL (Farquhar, 1995, p. 1440).
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QoL can be approached from the assessment of societal or community wellbeing to the specific
evaluation of the situation of individuals or groups (Felce and Perry, 1995, p. 51). QoL could refer
to people’s satisfaction with the residential environment, traffic, crime rate, employment
opportunities or amount of open space (Myers, 1988, p. 348). Land (1996, p. 9) suggests that the
phrase may refer to less material qualities, such as freedom of expression or social justice.

In recent years, the term QoL has appeared in a range of media from television to political
speeches and newspapers (Farquhar, 1995, p. 1439).

Figure 1.1 illustrates the increasing

prominence of the concept of QoL in research and scholarship.

Figure 1.1: Publications on Quality of Life between 1992 and 2011

Source: Author's compilation from Amazon.co.uk

The frequent use of this term illustrates its importance as a concept. QoL in a research context is
linked to various specialist areas, including, sociology, psychology, medical and nursing science,
economics, philosophy, history and geography. Descriptions often centre on the nature of people’s
lives and the ability to maintain and improve the quality of their lives. Land (1996, p. 259) outlines
QoL as a process, which includes subjective and objective elements, highlighting the active role of
personal experience and the capacity of an individual:

“Quality of Life is properly defined by the relation between two subjective or person based
elements and a set of objective circumstances. The subjective elements of a high quality of life
comprise: a sense of wellbeing and personal development…the objective element is conceived as
quality of conditions representing opportunities for exploitation by the person living a life.”

According to Needs Based approaches, QoL involves the satisfaction of the desires of individuals
and a good society, which provides maximum satisfaction and positive experiences for its citizens
(Cobb, 2000, p. 10).

The Capabilities approach is based on human action or agency.

The

argument is that a society that enables people to aspire to greatness, to develop virtues and
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loyalties, become skilled and attain wisdom is better than a society that provides just the means to
satisfy needs. This approach includes having, doing and being.

QoL can be viewed as the reason of attraction to a place or it can be treated as the result of
conditions that are believed to exist and the extent to which they meet the desires and expectations
of the individual (Massam, 2002, p. 142). It is tempting to treat QoL as a commodity, however, this
runs the risk of not being able to see the characteristics of QoL that affect people as they live their
lives and give meaning, significance and purpose to human existence.

Farquhar (1995, p. 1440) distinguishes between lay and expert definitions of QoL, with three main
types of expert definition: global, component and focused. Global definitions are widespread and
usually include a degree of satisfaction felt by people in various stages of their lives (Abrams, 1973,
p. 35). Component definitions highlight and divide the multidimensional attributes of QoL. George
and Bearon (1980, p. 9), on the other hand, identified four dimensions: health; function; socioeconomic status [objective]; life satisfaction and self-esteem [subjective]. Hughes (1990, p. 48)
describes eight constituent elements of a conceptual model of QoL, illustrated below in Figure 1.2.
Narrower definitions focus on one or two of these dimensions and usually reflect the political or
professional motives of different disciplines.

Figure 1.2: Conceptual model of Quality of Life

Source: Adapted from Hughes (1990, p. 48)

A detailed discussion of the key dimensions of QoL and the associated methods of assessment of
QoL is given in Chapter 2. Although there are a number of ways to interpret QoL, there is general
agreement among researchers that there are two interlinked dimensions to the concept of QoL:
psychological and environmental (Massam, 2002, p. 145).

That is, there are two sets of

components and processes operating on QoL: those relating to internal psychological mechanisms
producing a sense of satisfaction or gratification with life, and the external conditions which trigger
the internal mechanism. As QoL is such a complex concept, it is argued that the two dimensions
have to be combined to provide a complete picture of QoL for a person or place; hence the
emergence of hybrid approaches to the assessment of QoL.
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In most of the literature reviewed, the definition of QoL included subjective elements such as the
satisfaction and fulfilment of needs (Farquhar, 1995, p. 1440; Myers, 1988, p. 347; Land, 1996;
Massam, 2002; Abrams, 1973; George and Bearon, 1980; Hughes, 1990, p. 48). As a result, for
the purpose of this research, it is appropriate to define QoL as the degree to which a person’s
needs are met and supported by the external residential environment.

1.3.3 Defining the ‘external residential environment’
The term ‘built environment’ is relatively new, appearing in the 1980s and becoming prominent in
the 1990s, it describes the holistic and integrated concept of the creative results of human activity
throughout history (Bartuska, 2007).

The built environment is an integral part of the definition of landscape architecture approved by the
International Federation of Landscape Architects (2003). Central to their work is planning, design,
management, maintenance and monitoring functional aesthetic layouts of the built environment, as
well as identifying and developing solutions for the quality and use of the built environment in
urban, suburban and rural areas. Increased involvement and awareness of the design of the built
environment should lead to actions that influence lives in a positive and contributing way,
integrating design for elderly people with all ages and abilities within society.

Table 1.1 identifies

the different types of housing environments available to elderly people.

Table 1.1: Types of accommodation available to elderly people
Accommodation Option
Sheltered, retirement or
warden-assisted housing
Extra care housing or
assisted living

Retirement villages

Close care housing

Residential care homes

Nursing homes

Description
Accommodation provided specifically for elderly people, with periodic visits
from staff. Each property has an alarm system so that the resident can call for
help in an emergency.
Retirement housing for elderly people who can no longer live on their own but
do not need complex medical supervision. Offering a high level of services
and facilities, meals and personal care services.
Retirement villages are a relatively new type of housing for elderly people, but
are growing in popularity in the UK. They offer a variety of housing types, an
extended range of facilities for older people, and attractive settings, as well as
meals and personal care.
A care home linked to or on the same site as sheltered or retirement
accommodation linked to or on the same site as a care home. These
schemes are particularly suitable for couples, where one partner needs to be
in a care home, but the other does not. The frailer partner is able to live in the
care home and receive full support, while the fitter partner would live in
independent accommodation in the grounds but still be able to spend as much
time as they wish with their partner.
For people who need 24 hour support, the residents have a room and access
to shared facilities. These homes help with personal care and they supervise
or administer medication. They provide all meals, and most will offer some
social activities.
Nursing homes are mainly for people who need 24 hour support, and regular
care tasks carried out or supervised by a qualified nurse.

Source: Adapted from EAC (2015, pp. 10-18)
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There are several different types of accommodation options available to elderly people (Table 1.1),
but as public policy is increasingly concerned with elderly people being able to maintain their
independence and remain in their own homes for as long as possible, this research focuses
specifically on the external residential environment within the general context of the built
environment in the public realm. The public realm includes all publicly owned streets, pathways,
parks, publicly accessible open spaces and any public or civic building or facility (ARC, 2010).

Definitions of the built environment range from “the physical world that has been intentionally
created through science and technology for the benefit of mankind” to “the man-made surroundings
that provide the setting for human activity” (ECSA, 2005, p. 1; Bartuska, 2007, p. 5). Similarly, the
external residential environment encompasses the built surroundings of dwelling units that provide
the setting for human activities and range in scale from components of the immediate
neighbourhood to larger scale civic surroundings (Ulrich and Zimring, 2004, p. 21). With this in
mind and for the purpose of the research, the external residential environment should be perceived
as the environment surrounding the dwelling units created for people, by people, to be used for
human activity. This includes cities, neighbourhoods, urban spaces and parks and green space, as
well as the supporting infrastructure such as walkways, roads and transportation systems etc.

1.4

Knowledge gaps: the rationale for the research

The literature review highlighted a number of areas that are, together, the defining features of the
rationale for this research. These revolve around four key themes: elderly specific domains of
importance for QoL; the need for qualitative as well as quantitative research; the need for holistic
approaches to design decision-making; and the importance of the external residential environment
to elderly people’s QoL.

The domains of importance specific to elderly people are not well defined in the context of the built
environment. Elderly people are, in some cases, living with one or more diseases where cure is
not always possible (Borglin et al., 2005, p. 202). Browne et al. (1994, p. 235), Farquhar (1995, p.
1442), Frytack (2000, p. 212) and O’Boyle (1997, p. 1874) point out that the majority of domains of
importance to QoL were identified for younger people or specific patient groups and as such, may
not be applicable to elderly people. Farquhar (1995, p. 1440) and O’Boyle (1997, p. 1875) believe
that research that focuses on the individual’s personal view of life and its qualities is one way to
eliminate this problem. Bowling (1995, pp. 1447-1462) addressed the need to include older people
living in their usual context in QoL research. A study by Bowling and Grundy (1998, pp. 353-361)
indicated that network size decreases drastically in older age. Their study of very old people living
at home in East London showed that the networks of 42 per cent of the survivors had shrunk in the
three year follow up, compared to just sixteen per cent who saw an increase. Bowling and Gabriel
(2004, p. 32) found that poor home and neighbourhood, as well as poor health and social
relationships were mentioned most often as the components that took quality away from lives. This
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is supported by an article, written by Sean Coughlan (2011) for the BBC News, which states that
loneliness is a ‘hidden killer’ of elderly people. Network size is presented as a positive contributing
element to QoL and is again something that can be supported and enhanced by a considered built
environment, for example, making leisure facilities easily accessible. Younger people put more
emphasis on relationships, happiness, work and finance than older people who choose health as
most important. Values could change with older age groups and as a result, to view QoL solely as
the performance of daily living activities is not sufficient. Knowledge about domains of importance
for QoL in different age groups is needed.

There is a predominance of quantitative research over qualitative research. The majority of QoL
research for elderly people is quantitative (Browne et al., 1994; Watson et al., 1988). Quantitative
data is generally used for a single application with standard responses that aim to predict and
generalise findings, whereas qualitative data is context specific and gathers data from ‘real-world’
settings, aiming to understand situations and better suited to establishing a holistic framework.
Integrating quantitative and qualitative approaches gives depth and clarity to research (Weinreich,
2006). The combination of approaches is necessary because of the wide range of data needed to
develop an understanding of issues affecting humanity in general and the elderly population in
particular.

There is also a need for holistic approaches to design decision-making. A single measure of QoL
is an emblem of the reductionist approach, whereby human behaviour and problems can be
explained by breaking them down into smaller component parts (Mcleod, 2008). Reductionism
works at different levels. The lowest level, physiological explanation, attempts to explain behaviour
in terms of genes and brain structure while at the highest level, socio-cultural, explanation is
focused on the influence of behaviour of where and how people live. The reductionist approach
does not allow the identification of why behaviours happen, but instead, smaller and more specific
questions are asked and as a result, the bigger picture is missed and not addressed. The net
result is that many theories and interventionist mechanisms only provide a partial insight into what
are otherwise complex problems. Often these explanations fail to articulate the connections among
different issues affecting QoL for the elderly. The different elements are often grouped together in
an illusory way (Campbell, 1976, p. 122). Holism refers to the whole rather than constituent parts
(Mcleod, 2008). A holistic approach suggests that there are different levels of explanation and that
at each level there are emergent properties that cannot be reduced to the one below.

Environmental models involve studying ageing in a person’s place of residence and the importance
of design, enabling internal and external environments to promote independence and active social
participation among older people (Schaie et al., 2003, p. 3). Environmental gerontology extends
over psychology, geography, architecture, health and social care and other related disciplines.
Environmental models are receiving increasing attention with the current societal and policy focus
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on maintaining independence and activity in older age (Brown et al., 2004, p. 14).

Different

priorities present a challenge to both the design of the QoL measurement scales and their content
validity and their scoring or weighting purposes (O’Boyle, 1997, p. 1874). If measurement scales
give equal weighting to various sub-domains of QoL, it is unlikely that the domains will be of equal
significance to various social groups and the people belonging to them. Given the diversity of the
elderly population, it is unrealistic for any single measure to be suitable for all.

The ability of elderly people to function in their living environment has been recognised as the
outcome of the relationship between the ability of each individual and the demands put on them by
the external residential environment (Day, 2008, p. 300). However, very few studies focus on the
wider external residential environment, which is equally important for promoting independence and
active participation amongst elderly people (Schaie et al., 2003, p. 3).

1.5

Research aim and objectives

The aim of this research is to provide a decision-support tool to assist central decision-makers to
take into account the common limitations and Quality of Life value factors of elderly people in
everyday pursuits in the context of the external residential environment. To achieve this aim, four
research objectives were pursued:

a) To investigate the relationships between the common limitations, QoL value factors and
restrictions presented to elderly people by the external residential environment.
b) To investigate the extent to which the built environment professionals take into account the
common limitations and QoL value factors of elderly people in the planning and design
decision-making processes.
c) To develop a holistic decision-support framework for the built environment professionals to take
into account the requirements of elderly people in the planning and design of the external
residential environment.
d) To validate the holistic decision-support framework developed as part of the research.

1.6

Research questions

A number of issues emerged from the preceding discussion that warrant further research on the
QoL of elderly people in general and in particular the contribution of the external residential
environment to this cause. The majority of key areas of QoL identified in social gerontological
research reflect the demand for policy research and particularly the evaluation of the physical and
social environment in which people live (Bond and Corner, 2004, p. 6).

The key questions that remain unanswered are narrower and include:
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1. What are the key limitations affecting elderly people that need to be taken into account in order
to enhance QoL through the design of the external residential environment?
2. What aspects of the external residential environment do elderly people value most as the
essential QoL factors in the design of the residential environment?
3. What is the nature of the external residential environmental features that restrict the daily
activities of elderly people?
4. What is the nature of the relationship between the common limitations, QoL value factors and
the restrictions presented by the external residential environment?
5. What limitations affecting elderly people do the BEPs consider when planning and designing
the external residential environment?
6. How do the limitations considered by the BEPs compare to those identified by the care
providers (CPs) and the elderly people themselves?

1.7

Methodology outline

To pursue the research agenda, a solid epistemological platform and sound methodological
approach were developed, hingeing on the post-positivist position of critical realism, which
combines elements of both positivism and constructivism. This is because of the diverse nature of
the research, which suggests that one particular paradigm is unlikely to give a complete picture and
therefore different philosophical assumptions are needed to provide different perspectives of the
world. The nature of this research combines complex technical and social systems and as a result
requires tapping into both the natural and social sciences. However the balance is more on the
constructivist dimension of research. This suggests that characteristics of both positivism (natural
science) and constructivism (social science) are relevant in this study and it was therefore felt
appropriate to use them together to create a strong research methodology.

There is no agreement over what or how data should be collected and each research technique
has its own advantages and disadvantages (Bennett, 2003, p. 1). Therefore, a mixed method
approach to data collection, which utilises a range of research strategies and generates both
qualitative and quantitative data was considered the best option. Using this approach means that
the weaknesses of one method are compensated for by the strengths of another, resulting in a
more complete picture of the topic being studied. The multidimensionality of the subject of enquiry
further suggests that a multiplicity of stakeholders should be targeted in order to arrive at a holistic
viewpoint on the tripartite relationship between QoL, elderly people and the external residential
environment. The participants in the study therefore included stakeholders such as elderly people
themselves, organisations providing care services for elderly people, and decision-makers, mainly
professionals working on the built environment. Whilst these three groups are stakeholders, for the
purpose of the survey, the term ‘participants’ was used.
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Integrating qualitative and quantitative research methods in research gives depth and clarity to the
research.

The combination of approaches was necessary because of the wide range of data

required to develop the holistic decision-support framework for the BEPs to take into account the
requirements of elderly people in the planning and design of the external residential environment.
As a result of using a mixed method approach, a combination of data collection tools and sampling
techniques were used, including questionnaire surveys and interviews. The questionnaire surveys
were distributed to the three stakeholder groups: elderly people, CPs and BEPs, where a snowball
sampling technique was implemented to identify a sample from both the BEP and CP respondents.
An opportunity sampling technique was used to identify the sample from the elderly stakeholder
group.

Although using multiple approaches is time-consuming and labour intensive, it was

considered necessary to meet the concerns of the research.

As stated above, the aim of this research was to provide a decision-support tool to assist the
central decision-makers to take into account the common limitations and QoL value factors of
elderly people in everyday pursuits in the context of the external residential environment. This
framework was found to be useful and applicable to practice, therefore the beneficiaries of the
research are both the BEPs and elderly population, as the framework provides a solution to
enhancing the QoL of the elderly people in the context of the external residential environment
through the planning and design decision-making process.

1.8

Structure of the thesis

Figure 1.3: Thesis structure
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The thesis is structured into seven chapters (Figure 1.3). This introductory chapter is the first and
sets the context for the research by introducing the research agenda. Chapters two and three are
a series of literature review conducted around the related themes and concepts of the relationship
between elderly people and the built environment.

Four key dimensions of the project were

identified, namely: QoL in general and its assessment; QoL for elderly people and its assessment;
the contribution of the built environment to QoL; and the contribution of the built environment to the
QoL of elderly people. Chapter two addresses the concept of QoL in general, as it relates to
elderly people and the associated models and methods of assessment. Chapter three discusses
the qualities, components and history of the built environment, whilst building on the notion of QoL
in general and as it relates to elderly people.

Chapter four is the research methodology, which establishes the theoretical and empirical
foundation for the research, as well as outlining the methodology used to inform the research
design implementation. The chapter starts by discussing the main philosophical approaches to
research to identify the most appropriate philosophical paradigm, which was then used to inform
the research design.

The methodology chapter also discusses the methods used in the data

collection along with the issues of ethics and data validity and reliability.

Chapter five presents the results of the data collection and forms the basis of the data analysis in
chapter six. In addition to providing descriptive accounts of the data, statistical tests were also
used to explore the relationships between both the variables and responses by stakeholder group.

Chapter six focuses on data analysis in relation to the research objectives and the chapter is
therefore structured according to these. Along the way, the chapter also endeavours to address
the research questions.

Chapter seven concludes the research by drawing the key outcomes together and providing
recommendations for future consideration. The chapter summarises the research findings, reflects
on the broad research aim, highlights the study’s contribution to the body of knowledge, identifies
the strengths and weaknesses of the study and proposes recommendations for improved decisionmaking in the context of QoL, elderly people and the external residential environment.
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Elderly People
2.1

Introduction

To establish the case for enquiry into the relationship between ageing and the built environment, a
series of literature reviews were conducted around the related themes and concepts. Four main
dimensions of these literature reviews were identified, namely: QoL in general and its assessment;
QoL as it relates to elderly people; the contribution of the built environment to QoL in general; and
the contribution of the built environment to the QoL of elderly people. Understanding these four key
dimensions helped to consolidate the research agenda, as well as facilitating the construction of a
solid analytical framework for the research. This chapter addresses the concept of QoL in general,
as it relates to elderly people and the associated methods and models of assessment. The chapter
is structured into two key sections. The first looks at ageing and the ideas surrounding adaptation
and successful ageing, while the second section discusses the dimensions and methods of
assessment of QoL in general and as they relate to elderly people.

2.2

Conceptualising ageing

Ageing is a natural process that affects a person’s appearance and how the body responds to
general wear and tear and illness (Age Concern, 2008, p. 3). People do not age at the same rate;
genes, lifestyle choices and the environment are all influential factors in the ageing process. A
longer, healthier and disability free life expectancy has led to more positive perspectives of ageing.
It is seen as a period of life that can be enjoyed free of structured roles, such as employment or
parenthood (O’Boyle, 1997, p. 1874).

Public policy is progressively concerned with enabling

elderly people to maintain their mobility, independence and active contribution to society and
successfully respond to the challenges of old age, effectively adding quality to years of life (DCLG,
2008; DWP, 2014).

In reality, limited resources, opportunity or ill-health are restrictive (Walker and Maltby, 1997, p. 7),
but there is increasing awareness that physical or mental decline is not an inevitable part of ageing.
As discussed in Chapter 1, there is no agreement regarding what constitutes ‘old’. Categorisation
by age confuses the diversity of elderly people, making it important to keep the association
between old age and disability in perspective.

Most people in their sixties and seventies are

independent, engage with their communities and in everyday activities without restriction, with most
reporting that they are happy and satisfied with their lives (Walker and Maltby, 1997, p. 7).

The following sections discuss the biological and psychological aspects of ageing with a view to
identifying the limitations faced by elderly people on a daily basis.
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2.2.1 Biological ageing
Ageing is associated with a decline in physiological effectiveness and is an inherent part of growing
old (Briggs, 1993, p. 54). Many diseases are age-related; strokes are common with age and are
the third most common cause of death in Britain. Fractured hips affect one woman in eight by the
age of 85 years because people’s bones thin with age (Briggs, 1993, p. 60).

The difference between ageing and disease is quite unpredictable (Briggs, 1993, p. 55). An elderly
person may have thinning bones, weak muscles and be slow to react, but look and feel well until
they fall over. If an elderly person is living alone, they may spend the night on the floor unable to
call for help because of a broken bone. When this person is taken to hospital, they may be
diagnosed with a broken bone and hypothermia. Both of these medical conditions have occurred
because the person’s age has made them less able to cope with environmental stresses (Briggs,
1993, p. 54).

The decline in physiological function may not be of concern to an elderly person until they are no
longer able to carry out daily tasks and as a result, are perceived as suffering from disease or
disability (Briggs, 1993, p. 56). Elderly people may suffer from a combination of diseases and agerelated changes, but good health is not necessarily synonymous with the absence of disease. Ten
per cent of people over the age of 75 years have no physical symptoms but on average elderly
people complain of five medical problems each (Cox et al., 1987). The longstanding illnesses or
disabilities of men and women aged 65 years and over are set out in table 2.1 below.

Table 2.1: Longstanding illnesses of people aged 65 years and over
Men
Heart disease
Arthritis
High blood pressure
Bronchitis
Orthopaedic conditions
Poor sight
Stroke
Deafness
Back trouble
Diabetes
Respiratory disease

Women
Arthritis
Heart disease
High blood pressure
Orthopaedic conditions
Back trouble
Poor sight
Stroke
Bronchitis
Diabetes
Gastric/intestinal

11.5%
7.5%
7.5%
5.5%
4.5%
4%
4%
3%
2.5%
2.5%
2.5%

18.5%
10.5%
9.5%
3.5%
3.5%
3.5%
3%
3%
3%
2%

Source: Briggs (1993, p. 56)

Elderly people often tolerate the symptoms of the conditions listed above because they do not
significantly interfere with their lives (Cox et al., 1987). Many ‘young elderly’ are fit and active
although, illness and disability can rise quickly with age. Disability could potentially result in a
person no longer being able to live at home without help. As an impairment of self-care, disability
increases from around twelve per cent between the ages of 65 and 69 years to over eighty per cent
over the age of 85 years (Briggs, 1993, p. 57). Despite this, it is important to remember that each
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individual is different and as a result the combination of impairment and disease will vary. Disease
does not affect all elderly people and whilst ageing is universal it affects people at different rates.

2.2.2 Psychological ageing
Within the study of the psychology of ageing, intelligence and cognitive performance have
dominated (partly because it is easy to study in a laboratory) (Coleman, 1993, p. 69). Intelligence
is a complex phenomenon that needs to be examined in real life and can be defined as the general
ability to think, solve problems and learn new tasks.

Psychological ageing is not necessarily

negative; in many situations experience allows elderly people to make better judgements than
younger people (Coleman, 1993, p. 69). Wisdom is seen as a characteristic of old age in many
cultures (Coleman, 1993, p. 69).

With this being said, the negative effects of biological ageing on psychological functioning in
advanced old age may be more evident than the benefit of experience, but for the greater part of
the life course, the gains are likely to be as evident as the losses (Coleman, 1993, p. 69). Athletic
performance declines with age but political activity often reaches its peak in later life.

Basic

mechanisms of intelligence are developed in childhood and remain set until attacked by biological
decline in later life. More relevant to behaviour in later life are the particular kinds of intelligence or
collection of ‘ability’ that people develop. These abilities are practical and related to the way in
which people cope with their individual life situation.

The environmental and social circumstances that impede or promote the continued growth of either
the established or development of new expertise need to be considered alongside those that lead
to mental and functional decline (Coleman, 1993, p. 79). Psychological hardiness is the resistance
people have to stress, anxiety and depression and includes the ability to withstand grief and accept
the loss of a loved one (Sharma, 1996). The death rate in the first year following the loss of a
partner is very high, almost fifty per cent in some population groups. People have to be mentally
tough and self-sufficient to adapt to this kind of loss. Coping and dealing with stress in a positive
way plays a key role in slowing down the ageing process.

Psychological hardiness and the ability to adapt to challenges not only increase life span, but also
positively impacts relationships, family life and work (Sharma, 1996).

Psychologically healthy

people are more adaptive and flexible and tend to have a stable family life and satisfying marriage,
steady progression in their careers and an absence of mental and physical illness. They also tend
to have a companion at home, rather than living alone.

Adjustment and adaptation are just two of the terms used to refer to an individual’s psychological
hardiness and represent a person’s experience of wellbeing, morale, life satisfaction and
depression (Coleman, 1993a, p. 97). The frequency with which these terms are used implies that
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ageing is a problematic time of life. Policy makers tend to recognise sickness, poverty and mental
deterioration but not pleasure or achievement (Brown et al., 2004, p. 16), when in fact, elderly
people often exhibit higher rates of satisfaction with their lives than younger people. In his study,
Hunt (1978) found that the over sixties age group in Britain expressed higher life satisfaction than
any other age group with all domains of life, except health. Hunt’s (1978) study also found that
self-esteem remained high in later life. With this in mind, the next section looks at the idea of
adaptation and successful ageing.

2.2.3 Adaptation and successful ageing
All changes in life require adjustment, these changes include taking up an adult role such as
beginning work, getting married or having children, all of which are substantial adjustments in close
proximity to each other in early adult life (Coleman, 1993a, p. 98). In old age, changes are often
unwanted, and in most cases within close proximity to each other and unprepared for. Examples
include retirement, loss of a spouse, reduced income and increased frailty, although the capacity to
adjust to life’s changes appears to be enhanced in later life (Coleman, 1993a, p. 98).

There are a number of definitions of successful, positive and optimal ageing, which range from
reaching full potential and achieving physical, psychological and social wellbeing; the ability to
adapt values to meet the challenges in later life; having the physiological and psychological abilities
of younger people, engaging with life, cognitive efficiency, social competence and skills; and selfmastery, adaptation, control and maintenance of productivity and achievement (Bowling, 1993, p.
450). The achievement and maintenance of life satisfaction have been identified together with
physical health as essential for successful ageing

Brown et al. (2004, p. 11) state that successful ageing is based on the idea that increased risk or
vulnerability of the reserve capacity, needed to cope with the challenges presented by old age, falls
below the necessary threshold. Challenges include bereavement, reduced mobility, health and
QoL and depleting social networks and income. Von Faber et al. (2001, p. 2694) define successful
ageing as a state of being, operative as achieving favourable scores on indicators of physical,
social and psycho-cognitive functioning. The qualitative interviews that they carried out showed
that elderly people saw success as a process of adaptation and valuing wellbeing and social
functioning more than physical and psycho-cognitive functioning. By using this perspective, many
more people would be considered to age successfully.

In Tate et al.’s (2003, p. 735) research, male participants were asked to define successful ageing
and whether they felt that they had aged successfully. Health and disease were often repeated in
the definition, while key themes related to physical, mental and social activities, were influenced
more by having interests, goals and family relationships than by their health.
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Most of the research carried out on successful ageing has been based on measures of life
satisfaction and morale and a variety of psychological characteristic values (Brown et al., 2004, p.
15).

It evolved from the development of life satisfaction and morale indicators for social

gerontology use during the 1960s and 1970s, and apart from the lack of agreement on indicators
and the difference between lay and expert definitions, the concept of successful ageing has been
criticised as it appears to be rooted in the American culture specific concept of success and failure
rather than focusing on the individual.

Quality of Life has already been discussed as a complex concept in Chapter 1, along with the need
for a holistic approach to design decision-making to take into account this complexity. The next
section discusses the two key dimensions of QoL and their associated methods of assessment
both in general and as they relate to elderly people, with a view to highlighting the importance of
holistic decision-making.

2.3

Dimensions and methods of assessment of Quality of Life

As illustrated in Chapter 1, Quality of Life is attracting increasing policy and research interest. The
components used to define good QoL for elderly people can often be applied to people from other
age groups. The experiences of people in modern society are determined as much by economic
and social factors as they are by biological or individual characteristics (Bond and Corner, 2004, p.
4).

Chapter 1 also discussed QoL as an elusive multidimensional phenomenon. Browne et al. (1994,
p.235) describe QoL as “a dynamic interaction between the external conditions of an individual’s
life and the internal perception of those conditions.” Farquhar (1995, p. 1445) suggests that both
good and bad aspects of elderly people’s experience of QoL should be considered, as QoL
research has previously disregarded life qualities that range from neutral to positive.

The

multidisciplinary nature of QoL investigation means that depending on the perspective determines
how it is to be assessed and measured. For example, an oncologist would be interested in a
patient’s own evaluation of chemotherapy, whilst to a town planner, QoL may represent the
availability of parks and undeveloped, green, open spaces.

Although there are a number of ways to interpret QoL, there is general agreement among
researchers that there are two interlinked dimensions to the concept: psychological and
environmental (Massam, 2002, p. 145). That is, there are two sets of components and processes
associated with QoL: those relating to the internal psychological mechanisms producing a sense of
satisfaction with life, and the external conditions that trigger the internal mechanism. As QoL is
such a complex concept, it is argued that the two dimensions have to be combined to provide a
complete picture of QoL for a person or place, resulting in hybrids, such as social indicators
research and Health-Related QoL.
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2.3.1 The psychological dimension of Quality of Life
The psychological dimension is also known as subjective wellbeing, personal QoL or life
satisfaction (Rapley, 2003, p. 190).

Veenhoven’s (1991, p. 1) study suggests that QoL is a

psychological state that represents a condensed assessment of the satisfaction of life in a
controlled number of domains.

Since QoL has and will continue to engage the interest of researchers, it is unsurprising that a
means of measurement should be sought (van Hoorn, 2007, p. 1). The development came in the
1950s when psychologists, who up until then were mainly interested in negative emotional states
such as depression and anxiety, became interested in positive emotions and feelings of wellbeing.
The general opinion within the field was that self-reports (the distinctive measure of psychological
wellbeing) on how life was going could communicate important information on underlying emotional
states. Diener (2009, p. 25) defined subjective wellbeing as a range of experiences, including
emotional responses, domain satisfaction and global judgements of life satisfaction. People are
asked to evaluate either one aspect of their lives or their lives as a whole, with questions ranging
from simple (would you say you were: very happy, happy, etc.) to complex, targeting specific
aspects of subjective wellbeing and tending to deliver more reliable results. The two most popular
multi-item scales are the Positive and Negative Affect Schedule Scale (Watson et al., 1988) and
the Satisfaction with Life Scale (Diener, 2009, p. 26), both discussed later in this chapter.

With regard to the elderly population, models that assess the psychological dimension of QoL
include influencing and mediating variables that emphasise personal growth, cognitive
competence, efficiency and adaptability, level of dignity, perceived independence, social
competence, control, autonomy and self-efficacy, as well as optimism and pessimism (Grundy and
Bowling, 1999, p. 210). These models also include social comparisons, relativity models of past
experience, present circumstances and aspirations for the future and the individual’s achievement
of their expectations and hopes, particularly in relation to social comparisons with others (Brown et
al., 2004, p. 25).

Morale and wellbeing are the most frequently used variables amongst social gerontologists and are
generally defined in terms of life satisfaction and self-esteem (Coleman, 1993a, p. 97). These
concepts are classified as components of psychological wellbeing and measured using one of the
scales of life satisfaction, wellbeing or morale in older age.

The distinctions between these

concepts are important because elderly people often report lower levels of happiness than younger
adults but report higher levels of satisfaction with life (Campbell, 1976, p. 122). When this is the
case, generally speaking, elderly people (because they have more life experience) are better able
to regulate their emotions than younger people, and as a result are better able to control their
exposure and reaction. This ability is essential for maintaining wellbeing with the challenges old
age brings (Brown et al., 2004, p. 24).
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Most elderly people report overall satisfaction with their lives (Bowling et al., 1996, p. 1080). The
most consistent associations with life satisfaction are perceived health status and functional ability.
Level of income also has some predictive ability as it affects social activities and as a result the
ability to maintain social contacts (Schieman and van Gundy, 2000, p. 152). Elderly people report
fewer emotions, which involve disapproving self and social evaluations. It is possible that role
losses, such as retiring or widower/widowhood, might lead elderly people to look for new roles and
activities to provide meaning and integration in later life.

Bowling (2005, p. 31) cites Donald and Brook (1978) who conceptualised social health in terms of
social support systems that may get involved and alter the effect of the environment and life
stresses on mental and physical health.

The measurement of social health focuses on the

individual and is defined in terms of interpersonal interactions. For example, visiting friends and
social participation, including club membership, social activities, holidays and volunteering.

Berkman and Glass (2000, p.141) believe that social networks are the identified social relationships
that surround an individual, their characteristics and individual perception and value judgements.
Network characteristics include their size, density, community and frequency of contact, the
number of types of transactions within them, their duration and reciprocity. Social support has
been reported to be associated with proxy measures of QoL, for example, life satisfaction, morale
and wellbeing (Breeze et al., 2001, p. 8). While life satisfaction increases with the existence of a
close friend for both men and women, for men being married is just as important. As a result, there
is evidence that there is an association between emotional wellbeing and social relationships, but
physical health and functional ability are stronger predictors of life satisfaction in older age than
social network and support structure. However, health and mobility are essential for maintaining
independence, social contacts and participation (Bowling and Grundy, 1998, p. 359).

Social participation and the existence of a circle of friends, particularly a close friend, as well as
friends known when younger, is important for the maintenance of morale and self-esteem and
autonomous self-image, particularly among unmarried elderly people (Blau, 1973, p. 60). The
perception of being loved and supported enhances feelings of security and results in higher selfesteem. Higher self-esteem enhances perceived self-proficiency. There are associations between
social participation, activity and support and feelings of security, self-esteem and as a result selfproficiency, prevention of loneliness and isolation, especially if relationships are reciprocal and
there is a balance of dependence and independence. Loneliness is not only a function of poor
social integration but also disability.

People reach old age with the support networks that they have built up over their lifetime
(Schieman and van Gundy, 2000, p. 156). Older people report less conflicting social relationships
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than younger people, possibly due to maturity, better knowledge, insight and sense of others, as
well as being able to handle disharmony, coming with older age.

Networks made up of mostly relatives are more effective at providing instrumental help and help in
emergencies, while networks composed of relatives and friends provide a wider range of
resources, such as emotional help, advice and companionship (Bowling and Grundy, 1998, p. 358).
High-density networks where members know each other increases the potential for conflict but the
members are also more likely to provide help in emergencies. The network size and structure
depends on cultural, community and personality factors. Homogeneous networks that are locally
integrated and with community links best serve the needs of elderly people. Friends are essential
for companionship, emotional support, morale and reducing feelings of loneliness in elderly people.

Social support and network sizes are dynamic and can have both positive and negative effects
(Bowling, 1995, p. 1447). Network members who are friends or neighbours change more often
than relatives.

Their size might depend on culture, personality, situation and community

characteristics and the opportunity to access things like a telephone and transport. Quality of a
relationship and involvement in social activities are important for preventing loneliness and
enhancing wellbeing, rather than the number of relationships or frequency of contact, involvement
in social activities is an additional resource for elderly people. Owning pets, especially dogs, has
been reported to influence psychological and physical wellbeing, including increased chances of
surviving a heart attack. For example, a study by Anderson (1992, pp. 12-13) confirmed a link
between pet ownership and reduced risk of heart disease, while a study by Burke (1992, pp. 64-65)
revealed that nursing home residents who were exposed to pets smiled more and became more
alert than those without animal contact. Elderly people with pets were also found to make fewer
trips to the doctor, thought to be because animals lessen feelings of loneliness.

As the characteristics of the community can constrain friendships and involvement in social
activities, community is also, in theory, associated with the wellbeing of elderly people (Berkman
and Glass, 2000, p. 141). Theoretically, the community could have an independent effect on an
individual’s level of social integration and as a result health, wellbeing and QoL.

Standards of social comparison were referred to in the context of achieving life satisfaction and
happiness (Diener et al., 1985, p. 72). Existing models of QoL and related concepts do not take
into account people’s standards, social comparisons and expectations in life. If someone lives in
poor housing or has poor health and resulting poor expectations for themselves in these areas,
they will not necessarily evaluate the impact of these domains negatively as someone with higher
expectations.

With the Social Comparisons and Expectations Model, QoL is defined as the

difference between desired and actual circumstances (Diener et al., 1985, p. 71). Based on the
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results of qualitative interviews with elderly people, Farquhar (1995, p. 1444) reported that elderly
people often referred to others who were worse off when evaluating their QoL.

A sense of control is not only dependent on cognitive factors but also on the ability to access
enabling facilities. Macintyre et al. (2000, p. 3) found that people with access to cars reported that
they had more privacy, freedom, status and safety than those who used public transport. Owneroccupiers of houses with care had higher levels of control, self-esteem, life satisfaction and
ontological security compared to those who rented their homes and did not own a car. Control over
daily life is one of elderly people’s top priorities as an outcome indicator of social care. Figure 2.1
illustrates the domains of QoL set out in studies by Cummins (1996), Campbell (1976) and Lehman
(1998).

Figure 2.1: Domains of Quality of Life

Source: Adapted from Campbell (1976); Cummins (1996); Lehman (1998)

Campbell (1976) presented seven domains that he believed represented the whole of the QoL
construct, however Cummins (1996) reshaped the theory of subjective wellbeing with his
Homeostatic Model, which proposed that subjective wellbeing is actively controlled and maintained
by a set of psychological devices that function under the control of personality (Cummins et al.,
2003). Lehman (1998) proposed eight domains of importance for QoL, which included economic,
environmental and subjective wellbeing indicators.

As a concept, psychological wellbeing does not have a specific theoretical basis and the entire
discipline is driven by experimental work (Schwarz and Strack, 1999, p. 61). Subjective wellbeing
measures and their validity are challenged by their sensitivity to the slightest life event, the most
obvious example being the weather. Rain and sunshine have a significant impact on the level of
subjective wellbeing that people report.

Bertrand and Mullainathan (2001, p. 69) suggest that mistakes from subjective measures are
generally random and as such, do not mean that the measurement method is biased.

Large

samples often address the problems introduced by contextual factors influencing the level of
subjective wellbeing reported (Scollon et al., 2003, p. 6). This is one of the advantages of using the
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Experience Sampling Method or Day Reconstruction Method (discussed later in the chapter), as
the repeated measure of subjective wellbeing for an individual is less influenced by trivial events.

The correlates and determinants of subjective wellbeing can be classified into the six groups
illustrated in Figure 2.2 below.

Figure 2.2: Determinants of subjective wellbeing

Source: Adapted from van Hoorn (2007, p. 6)

The influence of personality on subjective wellbeing is possibly the strongest and most dependable
underlying factor in the differences in subjective wellbeing between people (van Hoorn, 2007, p. 5).
An experiment by Tellegen et al. (1988, p. 1035) compared levels of subjective wellbeing in
identical and fraternal twins raised both together and apart. The results of the experiment revealed
that forty per cent of the variance in positive emotionality and 55 per cent of the variance in
negative emotionality was attributable to genes, while shared familial circumstances accounted for
22 per cent and two per cent of the variance.

Personality traits have also been found to be

consistent and significant predictors of subjective wellbeing (van Hoorn, 2007, p. 5). Although
intrinsic factors play a key role in subjective wellbeing, individual, contextual and situational factors
are also significant sources of the differences in subjective wellbeing scores, for example, health
and marital status.

The third component associated with subjective wellbeing is demography (van Hoorn, 2007, p. 5).
Age and gender are strong determinants of subjective wellbeing. Women tend to report higher
subjective wellbeing than men, which is generally higher among young people, declines during
middle age and increases again in old age.

Environmental conditions, for example, climate

variables, as well as economic circumstances, can also be attributed to differences in subjective
wellbeing. Publications such as Winkelmann and Winkelmann’s (1998) Why are the unemployed
so unhappy? have developed a relatively clear understanding of the role that unemployment and
inflation components have on subjective wellbeing. Unemployment affects subjective wellbeing
through two channels: a direct negative effect on the person made redundant because they will be
concerned with keeping their income constant; and an indirect negative effect on the population as
they themselves may be at higher risk of redundancy.
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Measures of economic performance are often enhanced with social and environmental indicators.
For example, the Belgian Federal Planning Bureau (2005) considered access to human,
environmental and economic resources as advancing wellbeing. Their model recognises three
basic capitals of development: human, environmental and economic.

Human capital is the standard of living, including material wellbeing, both mental and physical
health and knowledge. Environmental capital includes natural resources such as water, air, land
and mineral resources, and the biosphere. Economic capital includes physical and technological
capital, including equipment, buildings, infrastructure and intangible assets, such as software and
technology, and net financial assets.

As van Hoorn (2007, p. 6) points out, frameworks like the one mentioned above, only include
objective indictors.

Even though indicators such as Gross Domestic Product or measures of

economic activity, water quality, illiteracy rates, traffic accidents or life expectancy, can give great
insight into QoL, there is more to QoL than these measures are able to capture. Generally the
reliability of subjective wellbeing measures is considered lower than the reliability of microeconomic
variables (Schwarz and Strack, 1999, p. 63). However, they are useful in that they are able to
provide valid and reliable information on how well people and societies as a whole are doing and
because subjective wellbeing research is a fast advancing field, many of its weaknesses are likely
to be addressed in the near future.

The next sections look at the most popular models of assessing the psychological dimension of
Quality of Life, including the Homeostatic Model; Positive and Negative Affect Scale; Satisfaction
with Life Scale; Experience Sampling Method; the Day Reconstruction Method; and the
Motivational and Needs Satisfaction Models.

2.3.1.1 Homeostatic Model
The Homeostatic Model suggests that subjective wellbeing is actively controlled and maintained by
a set of psychological devices that function under the control of personality (Cummins et al., 2003,
p. 159). The operation of these psychological devices is visible at the level of general personal
wellbeing, which means that homeostasis operates on an abstract and non-specific level obtained
by asking about life satisfaction as a whole. Given how broad the question is, the response reflects
a general state of subjective wellbeing, this being the level that the Homeostatic Model operates
on.

The level of satisfaction indicated in answer to the question exhibits the following characteristics:

•

The level of satisfaction is relatively stable. Positive or negative events may cause wellbeing to
change in the short-term. However the psychological devices return the non-specific
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satisfaction to the previous level. Examples of studies illustrating this include Hanestad and
Albreksten (1992), Headey and Wearing (1989) and Suh et al. (1996).
•

The set point around which people’s subjective wellbeing varies lies within the ‘satisfied’ range
of the ‘dissatisfied’ sequence. This means that on a scale where zero represents complete
dissatisfaction with life and 100 represents complete satisfaction, an individual’s set point
usually lies within the positive scale range of between fifty and 100 (Cummins and Nistico,
2002, p. 253).

•

At population level within western nations, the average scale rating is 75 on a zero to 100
scale. This means that on average, the population is generally satisfied with life to three
quarters of the maximum extent.

This model was proposed in response to the stability and consistency of subjective wellbeing
scores in and across different populations (Cummins, 1995, p. 179). As stated above, the average
life satisfaction rating was 75 per cent, with only a five per cent standard deviation. Cummins
(2002, p. 226), as a result, suggested that between seventy and eighty per cent on the scale is the
homeostatic range of subjective wellbeing, demonstrating a highly positive subjective wellbeing,
which implies that most people are satisfied with their QoL and as a result, it is the incremental
changes that influence QoL.

2.3.1.2 Positive and Negative Affect Schedule Scale
The Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS) Scale is based on the ideas of Zevon and
Tellegen’s (1982) mood checklist and is made up of two, ten-item mood scales intended to provide
concise measures of positive and negative affect (Watson et al., 1988, p. 1063). Participants are
asked to record the extent to which they feel an emotion within a set time frame (day, week, month,
etc.) on a five-point scale. The scale does not specify feelings or emotions and as a result, is very
flexible because different combinations, such as interested, excited and upset, can be used.

The PANAS scale was used in a study by Crawford and Henry (2004) where it was distributed to a
non-clinical sample of 1003 people representative of the general UK adult population. Regression
analysis and correlation tests were then used to identify the influence of demographic variables on
the PANAS scores as well as the relationship between PANAS and other measures of depression
and anxiety. The results showed that the demographic variables only had a small influence on the
PANAS scores and the measurements remained unchanged across the demographic subgroups.
The conclusion drawn from the study suggested that PANAS was a reliable and valid measure of
the constructs it was designed to assess.

2.3.1.3 Satisfaction with Life Scale
The Satisfaction with Life Scale is a measure of life satisfaction developed by Diener et al. (1985).
Life satisfaction is one characteristic within the general construct of subjective wellbeing,
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distinguished from positive affect by being thought, rather than emotionally driven (Corrigan, 2000)
and can be assessed specific to a domain in life (family or work) or globally. The Satisfaction with
Life Scale consists of five items and participants are asked to respond regarding the extent to
which they agree or disagree with certain statements designed to represent satisfaction with life
(Diener et al., 1985, p. 72).

2.3.1.4 Experience Sampling Method
The Experience Sampling Method is a technique used to record feelings and activities at either
random moments or predetermined times (Scollon et al., 2003, p. 5).

The advantage of this

method is that it is able to assess general feelings in natural settings, as well as linking these
feelings with the situation, time of day and circumstances.

The Experience Sampling Method

moves away from questions regarding which people are happy, to more complex questions
surrounding when and why people experience positive or negative feelings.

In comparison to retrospective reports of feelings, the Experience Sampling Method is less
influenced by memory bias and allows the analysis of relationship patterns of feelings as they occur
over time. This method is not limited to self-report and can also obtain reports on the details of a
person’s environment, which means that environmental circumstances can easily be related to the
subjective emotional assessments. Although this method is reported to show promise, it is limited
by bias. The sample is likely to be biased towards more conscientious participants, as well as
feelings being influenced by constant reporting on mood. The Experience Sampling Method refers
to the general method of measurement and as such, a particular way of implementing it is not
specified.

The researcher is able to select a scale to measure subjective wellbeing such as

PANAS, or a physiological measure like blood pressure.

2.3.1.5 Day Reconstruction Method
The Day Reconstruction Method has similar advantages to the Experience Sampling Method but is
more practical (van Hoorn, 2007, p. 2). Participants are asked to keep a diary corresponding to
events or occurrences of the previous day. They report their experience by breaking it down into
either specific time periods or by activity such as commuting or domestic chores, and can be asked
how they feel during each event or the method can be applied to another subjective wellbeing
scale.

2.3.1.6 Motivational and Needs Satisfaction Models
Maslow’s hierarchy was proposed in response to Allport’s (1937, p. 121) suggestions that whilst it
is accurate to describe an infant as motivated by basic physiological needs such as hunger and
relief from anxiety, it is not necessarily true of adults. Allport (1937, p. 121) believed that higher
motives, such as the need for self-esteem, develop in later life and are independent of lower
physiological needs.
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Figure 2.3: Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs

Source: Adapted from Maslow (1987, pp. 15-22)

Maslow’s (1987, p. 22) solution included both types of needs in a hierarchy whereby the higher
needs surfaced once the lower needs were satisfied. The primary needs identified in the hierarchy
are basic or physiological needs (Figure 2.3). If these needs are not satisfied it causes feelings of
physical pain, illness or discomfort, making it impossible to pursue higher needs. The second level
is safety needs, which are psychological and formed of home and family.

The third level is

belonging. People like to belong to groups and clubs and feel acceptance by others. The fourth
level of self-esteem needs is closely related to level three because once people belong to groups
they want to feel admired by those around them. Learning new skills or attention and recognition
from others generates self-esteem.

Once these four levels of need have been achieved, an individual can become self-actualised
(Maslow, 1987, p. 22). Self-actualisation is fulfilling potential and as a result, an on-going process.
This approach is very similar to Sen’s (1999, pp. 6-11) more recent Capabilities Approach
(discussed later in the chapter) and Doyal and Gough’s (1991, p. 170) Social and Critical
Participation. Doyal and Gough (1991, p. 170) also utilised a hierarchical concept. However, the
core difference is that health and autonomy are believed to be universal needs. Max-Neef (1991,
p. 7) also suggests that a range of human needs exist (Figure 2.4).

Figure 2.4: Human needs

Source: Adapted from Max-Neef (1991, p. 7)
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Max-Neef (1991, p. 5) suggests that these needs exist all at the same time and not hierarchically,
in comparison to Maslow (1987, p. 22) who refers to the dominant need changing, possibly
because self-actualised people eventually find themselves hungry and as a result, this basic need
becomes the priority.

Studies by Hagerty (1999) and Sirgy (1986) have also extended Maslow’s (1987) theory to
consider development and wellbeing issues because there are strong links between understanding
human motivation and defining wellbeing. In the hierarchy, wellbeing is tied to the satisfaction of
ascending needs and effort is applied to achieve each level with the ultimate goal being selfactualisation. As a result, all behaviour is motivated by the desire to fulfil potential.

Maslow’s theory of human needs and motivation provides an explanation of what is required to
improve life outcomes and as such, is well suited as a measure of wellbeing (Sirgy, 1986, p. 341).
The basis of this theory is that people’s needs do not differ the way their everyday, conscious
desires do and as a measure of QoL, it focuses on basic, universal needs, which can be applied
across societies.

The Needs Satisfaction Model by Hyde et al. (2003) expressed that measures that define QoL by
health status are inappropriate due to people’s ability to change and adapt to their environment or
situation.

Hyde et al. (2003, p. 187) believe that QoL measures should be separate from

components that affect it, such as health, and as a result their approach to assessing QoL is the
extent to which human needs are satisfied.

It was Maslow (1987, p. 15) who established the idea of people being ‘needs satisfiers’ in the field
of psychology with his Motivational Model. Hyde et al. (2003) based their model on this idea
because, as Maslow (1987, p. 15) maintained, people share a set of common needs and it is the
satisfaction of these needs that can be measured and compared between different people. Hyde
et al. (2003) built on the Motivational Model in their Needs Satisfaction Model for QoL by
emphasising that people are needs satisfiers and as such, are not limited to just the basic needs.
Their model consists of four key areas of need, illustrated in Figure 2.5 below.

Figure 2.5: Needs Satisfaction Model of Quality of Life

Source: Adapted from Hyde et al. (2003, p. 190)

Similarly to Max-Neef’s (1991) Motivational Model discussed above, the Needs Satisfaction Model
of Quality of Life treats the four areas of need as equal and inseparable rather than organising
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them in a hierarchy. The Needs Satisfaction Model puts people in context and evaluates QoL by
satisfaction of needs. The principles of this model have been adapted to suit a wide range of
applications and as a result are further discussed in relation to the environmental dimension of QoL
in the section below.

2.3.2 Environmental dimension of Quality of Life
The environmental dimension of QoL is also referred to as urban QoL, community QoL and
environmental QoL (Massam, 2002, p. 145). The entire planning initiative as a public activity is
motivated in terms of the potential contribution that it can make to the QoL of its citizens. Planners
are responsible for contributing open, legitimate and accountable societies in which complex
choices are evaluated and plans implemented. These plans have a direct effect on the QoL of the
citizens.

QoL can be viewed as an indication or cause of attraction to a place, although it could also be
treated as the outcome of conditions that are perceived to exist and the degree to which these
conditions meet the expectations of an individual (Massam, 2002, p. 142). Large city problems
such as segregation, neighbourhood degradation, increased road traffic and inequities in health
and health care accessibility have become central political issues in many European Union
countries (van Kamp et al., 2003, p. 5).

This is demonstrated in the strategic European and

governmental policy papers with regard to housing, spatial planning and local environmental policy.

The concept of urban environmental quality, QoL and sustainability form a key issue in research
programmes, policy-making and urban development (van Kamp et al., 2003, p. 5). Environmental
models involve studying ageing in a person’s place of residence and the importance of design,
enabling internal and external environments to promote independence and active social
participation among older people (Schaie et al., 2003, p. 3). Environmental gerontology extends
over psychology, geography, architecture, health and social care and other related disciplines.
Environmental models are receiving increasing attention with the current societal and policy focus
on maintaining independence and activity in older age (Brown et al., 2004, p. 5).

The study of ageing in place has predominantly been described as the description, explanation and
modification or optimisation of the relation between elderly people and their socio-spatial
surroundings (Brown et al., 2004, p. 35). Research on residential care environments has briefed
community care to advance age friendly societies, however, information is still needed to describe
how individuals use, manipulate or perform tasks in their settings.

The EPSRC Extending Quality of Life (EQUAL) programme focuses on ageing and disability
related research, including a significant amount of research on meeting the needs of people with
visual impairment in the context of the home, transport systems and the built environment (Lansley,
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2001, p. 8).

Their research has shown that housing and the home are significant to elderly

people’s QoL, along with accessibility to buildings, transport systems and the built environment.
The research suggests that the key to a more inclusive society and better QoL for elderly people, is
enabling them to remain in their own homes, with the ability to travel to appointments, enjoy the
homes of others and access public facilities. Much of the EQUAL programme focuses on specific
priorities such as meeting the needs of people with visual impairment, mentioned above. Overall
QoL is compounded by the effects of the individual limitations, which is why it is important to
consider the requirements of elderly people holistically, a view supported by Katz et al. (2011, p. 3),
discussed later in this study.

This research proposes a framework that not only identifies

requirements specific to elderly people, but also translates and prioritises these requirements into
technical characteristics of the built environment.

Gitlin (2003, p. 628) believes that most research in the area of understanding ageing in the home
environment is descriptive and needs theoretical direction. She believes that how people use their
home environments in older age during illness and care giving and the inter-relationships between
the home and QoL and functioning throughout ageing needs to be addressed. Schaie et al. (2003,
p. 6) also believe that with policy and societal interest in active ageing, that it is important to focus
on the compatibility between the person and their surroundings to promote independence and
wellbeing in later life.

The following sections discuss the most popular models used in the

assessment of the environmental dimension of QoL.

2.3.2.1 Social Cohesion and Social Capital Models
Social cohesion and social capital, including societal, environmental and community resources are
encouraged by the availability and type of community facilities and resources (Putman, 2000, pp.
23-24). Measures of social cohesion are illustrated in Figure 2.6 below.

Figure 2.6: Measures of social cohesion

Source: Adapted from Cooper et al. (1999)
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Measures of social cohesion combine both objective and subjective indicators, although the
majority of studies of QoL focus on the individual’s social network and support systems instead of
the community resources, integration and person-environment fit (Rettig and Leichtentritt, 1999, p.
308). Human Ecology Theory, discussed later in the chapter, maintains that people’s QoL and the
quality of their environment are interdependent and that the QoL of humans cannot be considered
separately from the whole eco-system. Cultures, the environment, societal resources and facilities
can all contribute to healthy ageing and QoL.

Putman (2000, p. 19) defined social capital with regard to the connections between individuals,
social networks and the conventions of reciprocity and trust that they create. He also implied that
social capital is in decline and to stop this, communities need to be designed to encourage
interpersonal interaction and also to encourage elderly people to work towards decreasing social
isolation by promoting social connections with other people rather than engaging in solitary
activities like watching television.

2.3.2.2 Ecological and Sustainability Models
Ecology is the study of the relationships between people and their environment (Lawrence, 2001,
p. 675). The Ecological Model is composed of different subsystems such as the ecological and
economic subsystem (Lawrence, 2001, p. 675).

Camagni et al. (1998) developed a broad

approach to the Sustainability Model where the interaction between the physical, social and
economic factors is described. Physical, economic and social domains form the constituents of
society and are often used when attempting to give substance to concepts such as liveability and
sustainability, as well as being used to conceptualise QoL.

The conceptual model of factors contributing to community QoL from a human ecological
perspective by Shafer et al. (2000, p. 165) (Figure 2.7) is an example of the physical, economic
and social domains that form the constituent parts of society.

Figure 2.7: Factors contributing to community Quality of Life from a human ecological perspective

Source: Adapted from Shafer et al. (2000, p. 166)
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The interaction between the three domains is clearly defined to give an idea of how the concepts of
liveability, QoL and sustainability relate to each other. Liveability is considered to be the result of
the interaction between the physical and social domain and sustainability, the result of the
interaction between the physical and economic domain. The interaction between all three domains
is defined as QoL. Another model is that of Newman (1999, p. 220), whereby liveability is also
related to social, economic and physical aspects (Figure 2.8).

Figure 2.8: Extended Metabolism Model of Human Settlements

Source: Adapted from Newman (1999, p. 220)
The Extended Metabolism Model of Human Settlements, sits inline with that of Camagni et al.
(1998) in that sustainability is not only related to the balance between the environment and
economics, but also liveability, although health is also explicitly mentioned as an indicator of
liveability.

2.3.2.3 Needs Satisfaction Model
Following on from the discussion in the section above, the satisfaction of human needs includes
objective circumstances such as housing, security, food and heating (Brown et al., 2004, p. 14), as
well as opportunities for self-actualisation (Maslow, 1987, p. 22).

Basic needs satisfaction is important to vulnerable groups in the community (Brown et al., 2004, p.
14), which possibly explains why needs satisfaction based models are often used to assess the
QoL of people with mental health problems. Hyde et al. (2003, p. 190) based their assessment of
QoL on a Needs Satisfaction Model, but focused on the higher needs of control, autonomy,
pleasure and self-realisation and reported that their measure correlated with life satisfaction.

Perceptual needs indicators are commonly used by researchers using a Needs Satisfaction based
approach to measuring QoL (Rettig and Leichtentritt, 1999, p. 310). These are an individual’s
subjective evaluation of their objective circumstances, including access to information and advice,
money, tangible goods and services. Family wellbeing may be indicated by the extent to which an
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individual member feels that their material and emotional needs are being satisfied by the family
unit.

In Alves et al.’s (2007, p. 1) research, based on that of Hyde et al. (2003) discussed earlier in the
chapter, environmental QoL is defined in terms of the perceived quality of the environment and its
relationship to personal projects, such as personal goals or activities. This model recognises that
health is not a sufficient measure of QoL, particularly when the objective is to promote policy or
environmental interventions (Figure 2.9).

Figure 2.9: Quality of Life predicted by three types of environmental support

Source: Adapted from Alves et al. (2007, p. 2)

The QoL Predicted by Environmental Support Model (Figure 2.9) is complimentary to the Needs
Satisfaction Model of QoL (Figure 2.5), where the assessment of the dominant sections of the
concepts and relationships are relevant to engaging with the outdoor environment. Environmental
support is defined by a person’s motivation to act in their environment because of a combination of
what the environment provides, a person’s perception of the environment and what they want to do
(Alves et al., 2007, p. 3). Alves et al.’s (2007) research was carried out for the I’DGO Association,
and centred on analysing the outdoor characteristics that contributed to elderly people’s outdoor
activities.

To conduct this study, the researchers used the idea of environmental support,

combining the three areas of personal projects, environmental attributes and unmet needs, where
they were found to have a significant impact on the pattern of outdoor activities and QoL.

A study by Moudon and Lee (2003) identifies over thirty instruments that aim to assess
environmental support using various measures to identify specific environmental features that
affect behaviour. Some of the measures assessed subjective measures, such as the aesthetics of
the surrounding environment, which were useful in that individual differences were considered.
Moudon and Lee (2003, p. 35) suggested that individual differences should be included in the
measures of environmental support because environmental attributes have different implications
depending on the person’s capability and activity they wish to pursue. Aesthetically pleasing, tree
lined paths and streets, as well as nearby shops and facilities, are more likely to encourage
physical activity than uninteresting or unattractive streets and paths (Alves et al., 2007, p. 5). It is
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not solely the provision of space for outdoor activities that is important to a person’s perception and
use of the area, but also the design and maintenance of the space.

Alves et al. (2007, p. 2) cite Kelly’s (1955) Personal Construct Theory as the theoretical basis for
personal projects.
world.

Personal constructs influence the way people interpret and understand the

Events are interpreted and meanings attached to them according to these personal

constructs, which have been shaped by previous experiences.

Personal projects represent a

person’s actions towards achieving goals and as elderly people’s personal projects depend on
resources and constraints, this concept is relevant in addressing the relationship between the
environment and elderly people.

Studies have demonstrated that the results from personal projects analysis can predict a person’s
subjective wellbeing (Omodei and Wearing, 1990, p. 762). Personal projects can contribute to QoL
by helping people achieve their required circumstances. QoL is in the process of reaching the
required circumstances. QoL and characteristics of personal projects are related to sustaining
activity into old age and serve as a way of understanding the relationship between elderly people
and outdoor spaces as it recognises the nature of human dealings with the environment and as a
result provides a way of measuring people in context (Little, 2000, p. 79).

Outdoor pursuits occur in specific physical environments, in a set time period and developed in
relation to other people’s activities. Behaviour settings are the physical situations in which activities
take place. These settings are designed to either encourage or restrict certain behaviour. Sports
fields encourage physical exercise, while cinemas or shops restrict it. Alves et al. (2007, p. 3)
describe the idea of encouragement and restriction as affordances, which are characteristics of the
environment that provide the opportunity for different activities. It is these affordances that link
people with places as they are only achieved when a people’s motivation and capabilities are
reciprocated by what the environment can offer.

The last of the environmental support areas identified in the QoL Predicted by Environmental
Support Model (Figure 2.10) is unmet needs. This is defined as the variation between what an
individual would like to do in a setting and what the setting allows the individual to do. The concept
of unmet needs helps to pinpoint individual differences and understanding of the adaptation of
outdoor areas in various environments, such as private or nursing homes. Unmet needs occur
when a person concludes that a setting cannot facilitate their intended action.

With regard to this research, a needs satisfaction based approach seems appropriate because, as
discussed, it assumes that people share a set of common needs that can be measured. Chapter 1
defined elderly people as a population group over the age of sixty who share common
characteristics, such as being retired, which allow them to be considered an entity.
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satisfaction based approaches also combine subjective and objective indicators, for a more holistic
assessment of QoL.

2.3.3 Social indicators research
Social indicators are defined by Bauer (1966, p. 1) as “statistics, statistical series, and all other
forms of evidence that enable us to assess where we stand and are going with respect to our
values and goals”.

Social indicators are measures of wellbeing that reflect and monitor important social conditions to
identify social problems that require action (Noll, 2004, p. 49). Social indicators can not only be
used to describe and monitor trends but also to identify problems, set priorities and to assess
programmes and policies. However the extent to which they can identify issues appears to be
controversial.

Noll (2004, p. 60) cites McEwin (1995) who states that depending on the specific use, social
indicators should display certain properties. For example, they should reflect certain social ideas,
be valid and meaningful, sensitive to underlying circumstances and easily interpreted as well as
relate to other social indicators.

The primary role of social indicators is to measure levels,

distributions and changes in individual and community wellbeing. Social indicators, as measures of
QoL, are required to demonstrate specific characteristics and should be related to individual or
private households, be positioned towards community goals and measure the outcome of social
processes or policies.

The assessment and monitoring of wellbeing is the focus of QoL research, however, exceeding the
construction and application of indicators for social monitoring and reporting, are the more general
problems of wellbeing measurement, conceptual considerations and analysis and explanation of
the relationships between the ‘objective’ and ‘subjective’ dimensions of QoL (Noll, 2004, p. 51).
Objective social indicators are statistics that represent social facts independent of personal
evaluations. Subjective indicators are measures of individual perceptions and evaluations of social
conditions.

As social indicators and QoL research are essentially concerned with measuring and monitoring
QoL, the ideas and theoretical support of these concepts are very important (Cobb, 2000, p. 2). To
be able to measure QoL there must be a theory of what constitutes a ‘good life’. There are a
number of theories regarding a good life and as a result, a number of theories of QoL have been
developed (Prescott-Allen, 2001, p. 1; Bowling, 2005, pp. 7-8). Each approach reveals a different
idea of wellbeing and emphasises various elements and dimensions.
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2.3.4 Health-Related Quality of Life
Health-Related QoL (HR-QoL) includes the aspects of overall QoL that affect either physical or
mental health (CDC, 2000). Similarly to QoL, HR-QoL is both an individual and population level
construct. The Centre for Disease Control (2000, p. 6) maintains that for an individual, HR-QoL
includes: “Physical and mental health perceptions and their correlates, including health risks and
conditions, functional status, social support and socioeconomic status.”

On the community level, HR-QoL includes resources, conditions, policies and practices that
influence a population’s health perceptions and functional status. Measuring HR-QoL can help to
identify the weight of preventable disease, injuries and disabilities, as well as identifying sensitive
relationships between HR-QoL and risk factors. The progress of achieving the country’s health
objectives can also be monitored. The use of HR-QoL can detect poor perceived health subgroups
and guide intervention to improve the situation and prevent more serious consequences (CDC,
2000).

The concept of QoL is strongly rooted in the thought of health. There are no consistent views on
causes and effect.

In Newman’s (1999, p. 220) Metabolism Model, health is considered an

indicator of liveability, while in many other models, environmental quality is treated as a
determinant of health (van Kamp et al., 2003, p. 6). George and Bearon (1980, p. 9) propose that
there is a typical distinction between subjective and objective QoL. Objective refers to the degree a
life meets the quality standards set out by an outsider, such as a medical examination, while
subjective qualities of life are based on self-assessment, such as a person’s individual feeling of
health. However, these qualities do not necessarily correspond, someone may have been deemed
healthy by their doctor but still feel unwell in themselves.

The following sections discuss the

models associated with HR-QoL.

2.3.4.1 Health and functioning models
Health and functioning models are usually based on measures of wider health status, depression
scales and scales of physical functioning generally referred to as patient-based outcome indicators
of health and social care interventions (McKevitt et al., 2002, p. 3). Figure 2.10 illustrates the
chronic diseases associated with old age (Bridgwood et al., 2000, pp. 85-91).

Figure 2.10: Chronic diseases associated with old age

Source: Adapted from Bridgwood et al. (2000, pp. 85-91)
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Widespread problems amongst frail elderly people are balance, cognitive functioning, mobility,
depression, vision and hearing (Bridgwood, 2000, pp. 85-91).

In Britain the most commonly

reported causes of long-term illness, disability and infirmity among people aged 65 years and over
are musculoskeletal disorders, endocrine and metabolic conditions, as well as digestive conditions.

Good levels of physical and mental functioning and good general health have been associated with
perceived wellbeing, morale and overall QoL in elderly people (Bowling, 1995, p. 1447). Mental
health, psychological resources and outlook are also essential components of successful ageing
and wellbeing. People with dementia are often excluded from surveys, usually because people
with Dementia are a considerably more vulnerable sub-group of elderly people, and as a result
there are gaps in the knowledge of QoL in old age (Bowling, 1995, p. 1447).

Brown et al. (2004, p. 32) cite Descartes (1637) who maintained that health is the highest good and
preserving it is the key foundation of all other ‘goods’ in life. It is a direct component of wellbeing
and contributes to people’s basic ability to function in their social roles, pursue valued activities and
goals in life and also to have a life that is valued. Health is important to everyone (Bowling and
Windsor, 2001, p. 55). An individual’s own health and the health of close relations were ranked
third and fourth in the top six most commonly mentioned areas of QoL by a national sample of
adults in Britain. People who had lost their health were more likely to state health as the most
important area of life.

Michalos et al. (2001, p. 273) reported that the difference in life satisfaction scores, happiness
scores, and satisfaction with QoL scores and satisfaction with overall standard of living scores was
explained by mental and physical health status. These findings were based on a survey of the QoL
of people aged between 55 and 95 years old, where the respondents were asked about their
identity, crime in their community, community features, local facilities and services, health, standard
of living, optimism, self-esteem and accomplishments in life, as well as their social relationships.

The concept of HR-QoL has also been based on a pathology disease model of ill health and
dependency and has focused on the impact of health status and disease and the measurement of
physical and mental decline, disability and impaired role functioning (Bowling and Gabriel, 2004,
pp. 1-36). The emphasis has been on functional status, which is the degree to which a person is
able to perform socially allocated roles; free from physical or mental health related problems. A
study by Dant (1988, p. 186) suggests that in the context of assessing elderly people, dependency
scales are useful for identifying appropriate resources for more specific requirements.

The positivist perspective of functionalism supports this approach with its focus on the ability to
perform activities of daily living (washing, dressing, and self-care) and mobility (shopping and
housework), as well as social role obligations (Scheier et al., 1989, p. 1025).
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measurement has generally been to track the speed of return to normal activities. HR-QoL has
tapped the individual’s difficulties in performing activities that are essential for the continuing
functioning of wider society. This approach has led to a negative focus in measurement at the
expense of the positive. Scales have been developed to measure levels of functional disability
rather than balanced scales with equal measures of ability.

The World Health Organisation has attempted to redress the balance away from disability to ability,
reflected in the International Classification of Impairments, Disabilities and Handicaps (1980),
which distinguishes between physical status, physical functioning and social functioning, towards
the more positive International Classification of Impairments, Activities and Participation (1998) and
its components of health classification.

The conceptual and measurement confusion surrounding HR-QoL is apparent in the various
measurement scales used (Garratt et al., 2002, p. 1417; Sanders et al., 1998, p. 1191). Garratt et
al. (2002, p. 1421) concluded that, even though there was evidence of the use of a small number of
generic measures suggesting a standardised approach among disease specific measures there
was little standardisation.

2.3.4.2 Social health models
Social health models are measured with indicators of social networks, support and activities and
integration within the local community (Bowling and Grundy, 1998, p. 353). Substantial amounts of
practical research on the aspects of wellbeing have focused on the structure, functioning and
supportiveness of human relationships, the social context in which people live and integration
within society. Some researchers use the phrase social capital to cover characteristics of individual
relationships and support structures. However the concept is more commonly used to describe
community resources (Cooper et al., 1999).

The emphasis on social health is supported by research on the public priorities in life. Bowling and
Windsor (2001, p. 61) reported that the highest proportion of adult respondents self-nominated
relationships with family, relatives, friends and other people such as neighbours, as the most
important area of their lives. This was based on a national survey of adults in Britain on six of the
most important areas of life. Farquhar’s (1995, p. 1445) interviews with people aged 65 and over
also reported that family, social activities and social contacts were the three most commonly
mentioned areas that gave quality to lives.

Brown et al. (2004, p. 38) indicate that social relationships and activity presents health benefits
through psychosocial routes. Research evidence supports the association between poor social
support and increased risk of mortality in some groups of elderly people, especially the widowed
and those living in institutions.
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Social participation and the existence of a circle of friends is important for the maintenance of
morale and self-esteem, as well as an autonomous self-image, particularly among unmarried
elderly people (Blau, 1973, p. 60). The perception of being loved and supported enhances feelings
of security and results in higher self-esteem.

People reach old age with the support networks that they have built up over their lifetime and
elderly people tend to report less conflicting social relationships than younger people (Schieman
and van Gundy, 2000, p. 156). It has been suggested that the reason for this is that maturity,
knowledge and insight, as well as a sense of others and the skill of handling disharmony comes
with old age.

Social support and network sizes are dynamic and can have both positive and negative effects
(Bowling, 1995, p. 1447). Network members who are friends or neighbours change more often
than relatives.

Their size might depend on culture, personality, situation and community

characteristics and the opportunity to access things like a telephone or transport. It is the quality of
a relationship and the involvement in social activities that are important for preventing loneliness
and enhancing wellbeing, rather than the number of relationships or the frequency of contact.
Involvement in social activities is an additional resource for elderly people. As the characteristics of
the community can constrain friendships and involvement in social activities, community is also, in
theory, associated with the wellbeing of elderly people (Berkman and Glass, 2000, p. 141).
Theoretically, the community could have an independent effect on an individual’s level of social
integration and as a result health and QoL.

As discussed in Chapter 1, knowledge of the domains of importance for elderly people’s QoL is
needed. With this in mind, the next section looks at the domains of importance to the QoL of
elderly people that have been established through other studies.

2.4

Domains of importance to the Quality of Life of elderly people

There has been some agreement concerning the domains of importance for the QoL of elderly
people. Results from QoL studies, obtained mainly from the ‘young old’ (65 years plus) and older
(75 years plus), demonstrate that QoL includes several dimensions, one being health. This is likely
explained by the physiological changes of ageing altering the experience of QoL or life values
(Borglin et al., 2005, p. 202). Other studies have shown that other aspects are equally important.
Farquhar (1995, p. 1442) asked 210 people aged between 65 and 85 years, living in their own
homes, five unprompted open-ended questions regarding QoL, where the participants rated
various domains as important for their experience of QoL. The results are illustrated in Figure 2.11
below.
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Figure 2.11: Domains of importance for elderly people's Quality of Life

Source: Adapted from Farquhar (1995, p. 1443)

The domains of importance highlighted by Farquhar’s (1995, p. 1443) study include economic,
environmental, heath and emotional variables, which serve to highlight how complex QoL is as a
concept.

Browne et al. (1994, p. 235) used The Schedule for the Evaluation of QoL Model to evaluate the
QoL of 56 elderly people aged between 65 and ninety, where 95 per cent mentioned spare time
and social activities as the most important aspects of their QoL, with health and family following
closely.

They also found that although the participants were allowed to choose domains of

importance for QoL, the chosen domains had individual meaning. The health domain had several
underlying meanings such as fear of death, loss, illness, pain, fear of the future and fear of
dependence. This suggests that predetermined domains have previously restricted the relevance
to elderly people’s experience of QoL.

Nilsson et al. (1998, p. 94) conducted thirty in-depth interviews with elderly people aged between
82 and 92 years old and found six dimensions that were important for QoL (Figure 2.12), while a
similar study by Nilsson et al. (1996, p. 121) asked 87 healthy elderly people aged between 77 and
87 years about their QoL, with the results showing that material values became less important, and
social relationships and spending time alone became more important. This also suggests that the
meaning of QoL in later life differs even compared to slightly earlier in life.

Figure 2.12: Domains of importance to elderly people's Quality of Life

Source: Adapted from Nilsson et al. (1998, p. 94)
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The domains of importance to elderly people’s QoL identified by Nilsson et al. (1998, p. 94) in
Figure 2.12 above differ from those identified by Farquhar (1995, p. 1443) in that they are more
perception (philosophy of life), goal and achievement (past, present and future life) based. It is
undeniable that QoL is based as much on individual perception and experience as more objective
indicators such as economic and environmental indicators. These ideas only serve to highlight the
complexity of QoL and the need for it to be considered holistically, as each domain has an equal
impact on a person’s experience of QoL.

Browne et al. (1994, p. 236), Farquhar (1995, p. 1442), Frytack (2000, p. 213) and O’Boyle (1997,
p. 1874) point out that most of the available QoL measures were developed for younger people or
specific patient groups and may not be applicable to elderly people. Farquhar (1995, p. 1440) and
O’Boyle (1997, p. 1875) believe that research that focuses on the individual’s personal view of life
and its qualities is one way to eliminate the problem. Bowling (1995) addressed the need to
include elderly people living in their usual context in QoL research.

Arnold (1991, p. 53) suggested that QoL assessment in frail, elderly people should include physical
functioning and symptoms, emotional, behavioural, cognitive and intellectual functioning, as well as
the existence of social support, life satisfaction, health perceptions, economic status, ability to
pursue interests and recreation, sexual functioning, energy and vitality, while Darnton-Hill (1995, p.
337) highlighted the importance of income in determining life expectancy and QoL in old age.
Lawton (1982, p. 61) maintained that wellbeing in elderly people might be represented by the
domains and indicators illustrated in Figure 2.13 below. This is still a popular model.

Figure 2.13: Representative indicators of Quality of Life for elderly people

Source: Adapted from Lawton (1982, p. 61)

While QoL is subjective and dependent on individual perceptions, the most often reported practical
associations with QoL in old age are good health and functional ability, a sense of personal
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adequacy, social participation, the existence of friends and social support and level of income or
other indicator of socio-economic status, such as housing tenure (Breeze et al., 2001, p. 12).
Bowling and Windsor (2001, p. 58) suggest that this indicates that subjective self-ratings of
psychological wellbeing and health are more powerful than objective economic or sociodemographic indicators in explaining the variance in QoL ratings.

Grundy (2006, p. 108) maintained that the reserve a person has in later life reflects a lifetime
accumulation and depletion of resources and skills. These include health status, personal social
support and community social capital, personality and psychological outlook and coping strategies,
social skills and material resources.

All of which would have been determined by life course

factors, such as experiences and circumstances occurring throughout life.

Some of these

experiences or circumstances such as income after retirement, ill health or widow/widower hood,
might diminish with old age. There is some flexibility in older age, health behaviour can influence
health status and new roles and activities can be started, although as Grundy (2006, p. 108)
suggests, it is difficult to begin to accumulate reserves in old age because social relationships,
support and material resources accumulate over time. In fact, a study by Bowling and Grundy
(1998) showed that network size decreases drastically in old age. Their study of very old people
living at home in East London showed that the networks of 42 per cent of the survivors had shrunk
in the three year follow up, compared to just sixteen per cent who saw an increase. It was also
found that life course influences are strong and influence the present. However, it was current
circumstance (income, housing, health) and social capital that had a key impact on people’s QoL
and perceptions.

A study by Schieman and van Gundy (2000) found that the QoL of elderly people reflected
expectations. Using data from the 1996 and 1998 General Social Surveys in America, they found
that the current generation of elderly people had lower expectations due to the challenges they had
experienced in the early part of the twentieth century. Their study also found that elderly people
reported higher levels of satisfaction with their income and financial situation and as a result, the
rating of their QoL reflected the lowered expectations of the generation and accordingly rated their
lives as having better quality than people from the next generation of elderly people in similar
circumstances. This again serves to prove that QoL is subjective and influenced as much by
expectation as objective circumstances.

Bowling and Gabriel (2004) compared theoretically rooted QoL indicators from their national survey
of elderly people with respondents’ definitions of QoL. The variables that explained the variance in
QoL ratings and the main themes categorised from the survey of the good components of QoL are
illustrated below in Figure 2.14.
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Figure 2.14: Components of Quality of Life and explanation in variance

Source: Adapted from Bowling and Gabriel (2004, pp. 1-36)

Poor home and neighbourhood, as well as poor health and social relationships were mentioned
most often as the components that took quality away from lives. This model implies that QoL is
built on psychological characteristics, health and functioning, social activities, neighbourhood,
perceived financial circumstances and independence and influenced by social comparisons and
expectations. Beaumont and Kenealy (2003, pp. 6-9) agree that these areas of QoL are not only
relevant to both young adults and the majority of elderly people who live in their own homes, but
also to the proportion of elderly people who live in long stay care homes.

Fernandez-Ballesteros et al. (1998, p. 196) reported that social integration was valued for the QoL
of those living within the community, whereas those living in institutions preferred the quality of the
environment. This was based on a survey of elderly people living at home and in institutional
settings in Spain.

Weidekamp-Maicher’s (2001) research agrees that autonomy, privacy,

independence, choice, self-esteem, respect from others, the quality of both the internal and
external environment, social participation and the provision of help when required is threatened
when people move into institutions such as residential care homes. This highlights the importance
of the environment in relation to people’s QoL.

The definition and measurement of QoL for elderly people needs to take wider societal or political
perspectives into account to reflect the opportunity available in society (Bowling, 1997, p. 6). The
QoL of elderly people is generally measured using scales that have been developed for younger
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people, except the domain specific scales of physical functioning. Elderly people can develop
specific problems such as with eyesight or hearing, which have a negative effect on mobility and
therefore warrant specific measurement (O’Boyle, 1997, p. 1871). They need multi-dimensional
assessment that respects individual autonomy, individuality and the significance of independence.
Elderly people are all different and while ageing is associated with deteriorating health, it is also
associated with a bigger variation in subjective measures of psychological wellbeing than younger
adults.

Many elderly people will consider their health and QoL to be good, and as a result

traditional pathology based measurement undervalues their level of health, wellbeing and QoL
accordingly (Browne et al., 1994, p. 236). A single measure of QoL is unlikely to be suitable for
elderly people in different situations and applying these methods to populations that they were not
intended for could result in floor and ceiling effects (O’Boyle, 1997, p. 1874). Lawton (1991, pp. 2425) believes that this is apparent when considering the circumstances of people living in both
residential and nursing homes, but also frail people living at home, where issues of autonomy and
control over life becomes more severe and assistive devices that facilitate independence are
important.

The components of QoL and its measurement overlap with the components related to successful,
positive ageing, active ageing and ageing well (Frytack, 2000, p. 201).

The continuation of

independence, social activity, growth, control over life, social role functioning, cognitive
competence, adaptability, in addition to wellbeing and life satisfaction, are key components of both
QoL and successful ageing. A study by Hayden et al. (1999, p. 109) of the values of people over
fifty and 65 years recorded an emphasis on maintaining independence, being able to carry out daily
activities and look after themselves.

Unwell respondents were able to see themselves as

independent if support services helped them to maintain physical independence and remain in their
own homes. Stress Process Theory proposes that a high sense of perceived control advocates
coping and increases resistance to unfavourable challenges in life, while low control increases
feelings of powerlessness and a belief in fate (Mirowsky and Ross, 1991, p. 143).

Levels of

perceived control increase during adulthood, peak during middle age and are low in elderly adults
(Mirowsky and Ross, 1991, p. 143). This potentially makes elderly people more vulnerable.

The majority of key areas of QoL identified in social gerontological research reflect the demand for
policy research and particularly the evaluation of the physical and social environments in which
people live (Bond and Corner, 2004, p. 6). Occupancy levels, the presence of basic amenities and
general condition and state of disrepair, are often used to judge housing quality. The physical
environment of institutional facilities, i.e. nursing or residential homes, are judged by the proportion
of single or multiple occupancy rooms, the type of communal rooms, as well as the general
condition of the building.

The proximity of the nursing or residential home to the community

facilities are just as significant. As Bond and Corner (2004, p. 6) suggest, control of the physical
environment has become an important standard of the quality of the environment. Recreational
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activity, social participation and the availability of services have also been widely accepted as
indicators of the quality of the social environment (Allen and Perkins, 1995, p. 226). The most
important personality factor to QoL is a person’s self and personal identity (Bond and Corner, 2004,
p. 8).

2.5

Summary

To establish the case for enquiry into the relationship between ageing and the built environment, a
series of literature review were conducted around the key themes and concepts. The aim of this
chapter was to investigate the concept of QoL in general, QoL as it relates to elderly people and
the associated methods of assessment.

A longer, healthier and disability free life expectancy has led to more positive perspectives of
ageing and public policy is progressively concerned with enabling elderly people to maintain their
mobility, independence and active contribution to society and successfully respond to the
challenges of old age. Narrower definitions of QoL focus on one or two life domains and usually
reflect the political or professional motives of different disciplines. Although there are a number of
ways to interpret QoL, there is general agreement among researchers that there are two interlinked
dimensions to the concept: psychological and environmental (Massam, 2002, p. 145). In most of
the literature reviewed, the definitions of QoL revolved around subjective elements such as life
satisfaction or the fulfilment of needs (Farquhar, 1995, p. 1440; Myers, 1988, p. 347; Land 1996,
pp. 5-8; Massam, 2002, p. 142; Abrams, 1973, p. 35; George and Bearon, 1980; Hughes, 1990, p.
48).

There has been some agreement concerning the domains of importance for QoL, although the
literature has also shown that values change with age, therefore knowledge about the domains of
importance for QoL in different age groups is needed (Borglin et al., 2005, p. 202). The majority of
QoL research for elderly people is quantitative (Browne et al., 1994). A single measure of QoL is
unlikely to be suitable for elderly people in different situations and could result in floor and ceiling
effects (O’Boyle, 1997, p. 1874).

A single measure of QoL is an emblem of the reductionist

approach, whereby problems are explained by breaking them down into component parts. The
result of this approach is that many theories can only provide a partial insight into complex
problems, failing to articulate the connections among the different issues of QoL for elderly people.
This research proposes a holistic approach, whereby it is recognised that there are different levels
of explanation and that at each level there are emergent properties that cannot be reduced to the
one below.

Environmental models of QoL involve studying ageing in a person’s place of residence and the
importance of design, enabling internal and external environments to promote independence and
active social participation among older people (Schaie et al., 2003, p. 3). Environmental models
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are receiving increasing attention with the current societal and policy focus on maintaining
independence and activity in older age (Brown et al., 2004, p. 40).

Different priorities present a challenge to both the design of the QoL measurement scales and their
content validity and their scoring or weighting purposes (O’Boyle, 1997, p. 1874). If measurement
scales give equal weighting to various sub-domains of QoL it is unlikely that the domains will be of
equal significance to various social groups and the people belonging to these. Given the diversity of
the elderly population it is unrealistic for any single measure to be suitable for all.

From the

foregoing discussion, a number of issues have emerged that warrant further research in QoL for
elderly people in general and in particular the contribution of the built environment to this cause.
The majority of key areas of QoL identified in social gerontological research reflect the demand for
policy research and particularly the evaluation of the physical and social environments in which
people live (Bond and Corner, 2004, p. 6).
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3.1

Introduction

The built environment that people design directly influences the way in which they live their lives
(MacDonald Hay, 2008, p. 1). It directs and manipulates how people engage with social values,
education, commercial and spiritual needs and even a person’s appreciation of the arts. The
balance between architecture and society is in a constant state of change; buildings and people are
always evolving, new buildings are built to accommodate social development and existing buildings
are reshaped. In order to establish common themes in the somewhat elusive interface between
QoL and the built environment, this chapter aims to conduct a review of literature and theories on
the contribution of the built environment to QoL, particularly from a historic perspective. To achieve
this, the chapter begins by reviewing the characteristics of the built environment and the design
principles of historic cities so as to assess their contribution to QoL. In the same vein, the chapter
then moves on to discuss urban change and impact.

3.2

The characteristics of the built environment

The built environment is used every day and is seen in all but the most remote undeveloped areas.
According to an article in the Guardian (2009), a large proportion of people live in urban cities, with
ninety per cent of the total UK population living in urban areas compared to just 77 per cent in
1970. The article went on to suggest that the population of the UK living in cities is set to rise to 92
per cent by 2030. The contribution of the built environment to QoL is likely to play a central role in
the face of a growing urban population.

To develop an informed understanding of the built

environment, it is imperative that its constituent elements and characteristics are clearly articulated.
The work of Bartuska (2007) seems to be a good starting point for such an undertaking. The author
identifies the built environment as consisting of four interrelated characteristics.

Figure 3.1: Characteristics of the built environment

Source: Adapted from Bartuska (2007, p. 5)
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Figure 3.1 illustrates that the built environment is extensive (Bartuska, 2007, p. 5). It is defined and
shaped by context; each individual element contributes positively or negatively to the overall quality
of both the natural and built environments and ultimately to human-environment relationships. It is
everything humanly created, modified, constructed, made, arranged or maintained and the result of
human purpose, intended to support people’s needs, wants and values, providing comfort and
wellbeing. The four characteristics are all interrelated and contribute to QoL in different forms and
degrees, which adds to the complexity of the built environment. The four characteristics can further
be disaggregated into seven interrelated components that define the scope of the built environment
as shown in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2: Components of the built environment

Source: Adapted from Bartuska (2007, p. 6)

The illustration above demonstrates a hierarchical order where each level becomes part of the
building blocks for the level above, a trait that is symptomatic of complex systems (Waldrop, 1992,
p. 68). Products, as a component of the built environment includes all the materials and
commodities, such as tools, materials and machinery produced to allow people to undertake
certain tasks. Interiors are an arranged grouping of products within a structure, created to enhance
activities and moderate external activities. The third component, structures, are planned groupings
of spaces constructed using products, they have an internal space and external form. Landscapes
are external settings for planned groupings of spaces and structures, such as shopping centres or
parks. Cities comprise groupings of structures and landscapes that vary in size and complexity
and are usually clustered together to define a community for economic, social, cultural or
environmental reasons.

The sixth component is regions, which are groupings of cities and

landscapes of various sizes and complexities, defined by common political, social, economic and
environmental characteristics. Each component becomes integrated to form the content of the
larger components (Bartuska, 2007a, p. 35), with the final component being the earth, which
encompasses all of the mentioned components. The components are interconnected layers of
scale and link together to form the built environment. Networks of interrelationships are essential
for creating a quality built environment, suggesting that the built environment is a holistic concept
that requires forethought and collaborative planning, because although the relationship between
the content and context appears simple, an understanding of each component is essential for
optimum design. It is the quality of the relationship between components that determines how well
the parts integrate, contribute to and create the whole.
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There seems to be general agreement amongst researchers regarding what constitutes the built
environment. For example, Reekie (1972, p. 1) describes the built environment as the man-made
or man-organised part of people’s physical surroundings, including buildings and other structures,
roads and bridges. With Benzel (1998, pp. 4-8, 10-11) describing the built environment as all
buildings and spaces created or modified by people, including houses, schools, recreation areas
and transport systems. Benzel (1998, pp. 4-8, 10-11) also includes land use planning and policies
that have the potential to impact communities in urban, rural and suburban areas, as well as the
flow of people’s movements through a space in his definition of the built environment.

Both

highlight the need for integration, participation and interdisciplinary collaboration in the planning
and design of the built environment. Both Bentley et al. (1985, pp. 12-142) and the Commission for
Architecture and the Built Environment (CABE) (2010) suggest that the built environment should
facilitate a democratic setting that enhances the opportunities of its users by maximising the degree
of choice available, which they described as making a place responsive. Both Bentley et al. (1985,
pp. 12-142) and CABE (2010) have set out seven similar qualities that cover the key elements for
making a place responsive.

Table 3.1: Qualities that make a place responsive
CABE
Quality

Description

Quality

Ease of
movement

A place that is easy to get to
and move through.

Permeability

Diversity
Legibility
Adaptability
Continuity and
enclosure
Character

Quality of the
public realm

A place with variety and
choice.
A place that is easy to
navigate.
A place that can change
easily.
Public and private spaces
are clearly distinguished.

Variety
Legibility
Robustness
Visual
appropriateness

A place with its own identity.

A place with attractive and
well used outdoor areas.

Richness

Personalisation

Bentley et al.
Description
The extent to which the environment
allows a choice of access through it
from place to place.
A variety of experiences with varied
forms, uses and meanings.
The ability to read and understand
the environment.
Places that can be used for various
purposes.
Visual appearance affects the
interpretation of a place.
The way in which the variety of sense
experiences is increased for users to
enjoy.
Makes activities clearer and is
particularly useful in a robust
environment, accommodating a wide
variety of uses.

Source: Adapted from CABE (2010) and Bentley et al. (1985, pp. 12-142)

Table 3.1 illustrates that all of the elements of the built environment should work together to create
an environment that reflects the identity of both the place and the community, which is easy for
everyone to use, whether they be on foot, in a car, using public transport or a bicycle. Pedestrians
in particular should be able to move around safely and conveniently in a place that is easy to
navigate (CABE, 2010). These seven qualities of the environment can be considered principles of
good urban design, essentially supporting and enhancing QoL. With regard to elderly people,
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these principles apply directly and could be considered as QoL value factors. Being able to move
through the environment, both physically and in terms of recognising where they are, enjoying the
various activities available, as well as an attractive area to meet and socialise. Recognising the
importance of these constituent elements is easier than ensuring that they are organised in a
manner that is sensitive and responsive to the needs of the various users of the built environment.
The latter requires a higher faculty of thought and enquiry into the needs and aspirations of, for
example, elderly people and other users. In the quest for potential solutions to such enduring
problems, it may be beneficial to take a few steps back into the past.

3.3

History of the built environment

The balance between architecture and society is in a constant state of change; buildings and
people are always evolving, new buildings are built to accommodate social development and
existing buildings are reshaped. Winston Churchill recognised this shaping in his speech to the
House of Commons on the 28

th

October 1943, when he said “first we shape our buildings;

thereafter they shape us”.

Humankind’s rise from primordial village-based and nomadic ways of living to urban civilisation
took thousands of years. However, since the first true cities arose between 4000 and 3000 BC, the
influence of city-based cultures and the steady increase in urban populations around the world
have been central to human history and QoL (Le Gates and Stout, 2000, p. 15). From Hellenic
Athens and Classical Rome, to Renaissance Florence and Georgian London, history provides
many examples of towns and cities that describe the best of urban tradition. Whilst there are many
beautiful and influential cities across the world, Athens, Rome, Florence and London have been
chosen for their significant contribution to urban development in terms of design, economic
strength, cultural diversity and to the QoL of their citizens in general.

3.3.1 Hellenistic Athens
Athens has played a leading role in the development of European civilisation (Staikos, 2003, p. iii).
The year 323 BC is conventionally accepted as the beginning of the Hellenistic period in Athens,
where only limited changes were made to the urban development of the city (Bouras, 2003, p.
148). Growth was dynamic, radial roads led out from the Acropolis and the circuit road surrounding
it. The streets of the town were narrow and winding and houses were small and packed tightly
together. The reluctance for extreme change is possibly attributed to the financial hardship of the
age.

Athens maintained its Archaic and Classical unregulated, dynamic planning system until the end of
the ancient world, and although knowledge of this system is limited, the general principles are
evident (Bouras, 2003, p. 148). The Acropolis was the initial core with the main streets proceeding
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radially through the city leaving free areas, the most important being the Agora, an open square
that served as the civic centre and central market place, illustrated in Figure 3.3 below.

Figure 3.3: The Agora

Source: Bouras (2003, p. 149)

This idea of a public space where everyday activities take place has been used in several modern
urban design projects, including Brindley Place, Birmingham; Trafalgar Square, London; and the
Winter Gardens in Sheffield. Brindley Place was redeveloped to bring together homes, offices,
shops, leisure facilities and public spaces (CABE, n.d.). The city gained a new neighbourhood set
around a clear network of streets and public spaces, enclosed by new buildings, with the housing
and other facilities generating a high level of activity around the central square. The new ideas
developed during the Hellenistic period of Athens were found in the public places, particularly in the
Agora (Bouras, 2003, p. 148).

The overall layout of the buildings and architecture followed

contemporary ideas regarding the built environment and were based on a regular rectangular grid.
In terms of urban planning, Athens’ water supply was drastically improved compared to the
Classical period by the construction of aqueducts.

The Greeks regarded the care of elderly people as a sacred duty, the responsibility of care being
with the children of each individual, with severe penalties for the children who neglected their
obligation to their parents in old age (Janus, 2000). There were no public care facilities for elderly
people and as such, people without children to care for them would either adopt an heir or train a
slave to take care of them. An article for the BBC News by Lucy Wallis (2012) points out that
today’s attitude towards care of elderly people could learn something from this period in terms of
the interaction of elderly people within society. The architectural orientation and provision of public
spaces and amenities meant that people in general were incorporated into society.

3.3.2 Classical Rome
The Romans shared many of the same beliefs as the Greeks. However, they had to manage and
service an extensive empire, which resulted in a more complex society, necessitating a wider range
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of building types in a wider variety of locations (Benevolo, 1980, p. 140). Roman architecture was
very different from that of the Greeks because Greek cities were sited according to symbolic
potential, while Roman cities originated from the grid plan of military camp. The arch and dome
were developed by Roman architecture, allowing greater possibility for the type and size of spaces,
which in turn allowed buildings to have more complex combinations of space. Social elements,
such as wealth and high population densities, encouraged the Romans to develop new
architectural solutions, including vaults and arches together with a sound knowledge of building
materials that allowed them to achieve unprecedented success in the construction of buildings for
public use, such as aqueducts, the Baths of Caracalla, the Pantheon and Colosseum (Crystal,
1995). Political propaganda required these buildings to be impressive as well as have a public
function.

Classical Roman developments in housing and public hygiene (Baths of Caracalla) are impressive
(public and private baths and latrines), as well as the invention of under-floor heating (piping hot air
into a hollow space under the floor) and double-glazing (Crystal, 1995). These improvements in
sanitation and comfort would have had an enormous impact on the QoL of the citizens of Rome, by
reducing the risk of diseases and illness from poor sanitation and cold conditions. These large
bathing facilities, perhaps similar to the concept of the bathhouses designed in Victorian times to
improve hygiene within the working classes, were social spaces where Romans from all social
classes could go, not only to wash but to shop and use the library, encouraged a mix of social
classes (DeLaine, 1997, p. 15). This is not dissimilar to providing sport and leisure centres for
people today. As with the care of elderly people in Hellenic Athens, Roman elders were cared for
by their children (Parkin, 2004, p. 210).

There was also a downside to Classical Roman developments. From an urban planning point of
view, large-scale, multi-storey apartment blocks called Insulae are attributed to the Romans
(Crystal, 1995). Although they provided a solution to housing the poor population, the densely
packed housing units were dangerous, unhealthy and prone to fires. Despite this, the quality of the
public realm in Classical Rome meant that even though working class people lived in relatively poor
conditions, they could spend their time at the Forum, which was a central meeting place located at
the heart of the city where citizens and politicians could gather to discuss important issues, conduct
business deals and spend leisure time. Even though the social divide is evident in both Hellenic
Athens and Classical Rome, the public realm is inclusive of everyone. With the Baths of Caracalla
in mind, it could even be suggested that the mixing of social classes was encouraged, enhancing
the QoL of the entire population by making access equal. In contrast to this, the development of
Florence during the Renaissance appears to revolve around the influential families, despite the
intellectual movement of the time being Humanism, which focuses on people (Waterman, 2009, p.
30).
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3.3.3 Renaissance Florence
The Renaissance period in urban history began in the early part of the fifteenth century and ended
in the late eighteenth century (Morris, 1994, p. 157). Renaissance means ‘rebirth’ and was a
period of revival in the interest of the Classical forms of ancient Rome and Greece, used as
inspiration in European sculpture, painting, architecture and urbanism, the earliest example of
arranging buildings into a predetermined form.

The urban development of Florence during the early fifteenth century is marked by the involvement
of Brunelleschi, who at the time was working in a city redefined by Arnolfo di Cambio, characterised
by its chief commercial axis, cloistered houses, bridges and new city wall and gates (Goy, 2002, p.
50). Most importantly the city was organised around two central points of power: spiritual and
political, each indicated by a tall tower. Brunelleschi had a vision of spatial organisation where the
city’s buildings and spaces could be segmented and transformed in a formal and rational way. The
Renaissance city was built on the principles of order, symmetry and harmony.

The development of Renaissance Florence appears different to that of Athens and Rome in terms
of the QoL of the population as the development of the city revolved around the needs of powerful
trading families, such as the Medici family. Palaces were constructed to house rich families, but
the general population appeared to be excluded. For example, when the Medici family moved from
Palazzo Vecchio to Palazzo Pitti, they decided that a connecting route from the Uffizi to Palazzo
Pitti on the other side of the river was necessary (Morris, 1994, p. 174). This covered walkway
linking the palaces meant that the Medici family could avoid contact with the people that they ruled.
This segregation of the social classes suggests that the rich didn’t want their QoL interrupted by the
masses.

3.3.4 Georgian London
The eighteenth century in England was remarkable for the emergence of the modern English
landscape as a result of the vast land enclosures by Georgian Planners and the transformation to
an industrial nation due to the Industrial Revolution (Reid, 1989, p. 9). During the eighteenth
century, working on a large scale and under the restrictions of speculative development, architects
extended the collection of streets, squares and crescents to create a sense of grandeur and
hierarchy to new urban areas (Ross, 1996). The type of building that characterised the Georgian
period was the Town House. The eighteenth century was a time of considerable urban growth and
at the same time the density of settlement in towns meant that it was necessary to build vast
quantities of houses in a small space, resulting in the terrace, which allowed the street to be given
an architectural wholeness, whilst still keeping the houses small. The use of the terrace plan was
made possible by the growth of the speculative building tradition where landowners would build
rows of terraced houses in order to rent them to upper and middle class people (Reid, 1989, p. 66).
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Figure 3.4: Development of London up to 1830

Source: Summerson (2003, p. 3)
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Figure 3.4 illustrates the development of London up to 1830 (Summerson, 2003, p. 3). The black
area is the medieval centre. Moving out from this is the irregular development of small units mainly
from the sixteenth and early seventeenth century. The checked area is the regular development of
small units mostly from the late seventeenth to the early eighteenth century. The section between
Islington and Paddington around Regents Park shows the regular development of large units and
west end estates. The denser grey area to the east of the medieval centre and south of the
Thames represents the scattered development of suburban land with units of various sizes. The
circles show villa development, while the thick black lines illustrate ribbon development.

The

ingenuity at the time was to divide land into narrow plots for individual houses, which could be sold
singly or in small groups on leases that required the buyer to build a house, which would be
returned to the landowner usually 99 years later.

The Adam brothers developed the idea of

unifying diverse buildings behind a single façade in their schemes for Fitzroy Square and the
Adelphi in London, setting standards for new urban development in Britain by establishing the ideal
civilised domestic design in the late Georgian period.

One of the most common forms of elderly care during this period was the almshouse (Ottaway,
2004, p. 212). In previous times, poor and elderly people had to rely on the generosity of their
friends, relatives or local charities. Almshouses were a form of community provision, built with
elderly people in mind, which allowed them to retain their residential independence. This highlights
that allowing elderly people to maintain their independence is not a new idea and that integration
within the community has always been important for elderly people.

The expansion of Georgian London between 1802 and 1815 was a time when people were
suffering the deprivations of war (Richardson, 1949, p. 63). Further additions were made to the
ordinary growth of London and at the highest point of the Georgian period. In contrast to this the
slums of East London showed inadequate sanitation, the state of the by roads and the absence of
street lighting. London is exceptional for the freedom with which it developed up until Victorian
times, when the industrial success of technical innovations for public hygiene, safety and health
were controlled (Summerson, 2003, p. 339). The basis of London’s building history is the trade
cycle and not the changing ambitions or policies of the rulers.

The development of these four cities illustrates that cities have evolved over many centuries and
that technology has influenced a constant change in city planners’ ideas of how to manage QoL.
Nowadays, many of these cities have changed and expanded leaving pockets of both high quality
living and low quality living, possibly attributed to the huge population growth rendering the built
environment unable to function adequately in supporting people’s needs.

Today, Athens, the

cradle of civilisation, is close to bankruptcy (Plummer, 2015), Rome is made up of Ancient Rome,
the Vatican, Medieval Rome and Modern Rome, seemingly bolted together and Florence now
consists of an inner medieval centre and a modern outer area (Morris, 1994, p. 174). Where and
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how did it all go wrong? To shed light on this important question, we first need to look to the
theoretical explanations of urban change.

3.4

Urban change

The huge expansion of cities in the nineteenth century meant that changes in construction methods
and developments in economic and social activity generated new building types, while social and
political upheaval caused demand for new streets and institutions (Benevolo, 1980, p. 733). As a
result, the concept of cities as they evolved from the Renaissance was unable to meet these needs
and Architects and Urban Planners generated new patterns of urbanism. The following section
discusses the urban change that began with the Industrial Revolution.

3.4.1 Industrial Revolution cities
The Industrial Revolution began to change the course of history from the mid-eighteenth century
(Benevolo, 1980, p. 733) and is characterised by the shift from rural to urban living, the central
areas of industry drawing the rural population into dense, overcrowded urban areas (Keane, 2007,
p. 161).

Factory pollution, densely populated urban areas and awful factory labour practices,

together with the rapid growth of towns and cities, resulted in a severe lack of housing, unsanitary
conditions and difficult social conditions.

According to Benevolo (1980, pp. 733-734), the influential factors that affected the basic nature of
urban and rural areas during the Industrial Revolution included an increase in the population; an
increase in the goods and services produced by agriculture and industry activities; a redistribution
of the population following the increase in the number of inhabitants and changes in production; a
development in communication; the speed and open-endedness of all transformations; as well as
new trends in political thought, which included town planning schemes and building restrictions.
Traffic congestion, squalor and filth were just some of the physical drawbacks of the environment
that threatened the lives of the lower classes and to some extent, the lives of other sections of
society. The introduction of various, better quality goods and services raised the general standard
of living, but it is likely that the capacity for the built environment to continue to provide QoL for the
increased population was compromised.

In England in 1800 there were fifteen towns consisting of over twenty thousand people and by
1891, there were 63 (Power, 1993, p. 166). Local authorities emerged with some constitutional
strength in 1835 to control conditions. In 1834, the Poor Law was amended with the intention of
creating a work or workhouse ethic, with the British government acting according to the principles
of laissez-faire, where everyone was responsible for their own welfare (Taylor, 1972, p. 13). The
Poor Law originated in the reign of Queen Elizabeth I, mainly due to a concern for social stability
(Murray, 2006, p. 14). The property owning classes believed that the poor population posed a
threat to law and order, and under the Act, the state took responsibility for people who were unable
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to support themselves, with each Parish being responsible for orphans, sick and elderly people.
The slow response by government initiatives to the squalid living conditions and inequality saw the
rise of charitable endeavours. Social surveys published by Charles Booth and Seebohm Rowntree
highlighted that thirty per cent of the population were living in poverty and that it was impossible for
people to escape poverty alone (Murray, 2006, pp. 92, 96). Charles Booth also believed in a
collectivist solution to the issue of poverty among elderly people (Murray, 2006, p. 95). His survey,
The Aged Poor in England and Wales, published in 1894, claimed that forty to 45 per cent of the
elderly population were living in poverty, resulting in a very poor QoL. Charles Booth was an
advocate for old age pensions, which he believed should be provided by the state, without the need
for elderly people to have paid into a pension scheme.

Maud Pember Reeves (1979, p. 21)

highlighted the harsh reality of raising a family on just twenty shillings a week.

The last part of the nineteenth century in Britain was marked by a growing critique of laissez-faire
capitalism and an increased interest in socialist ideas (Murray, 2006, p. 91). The British socialist
movement grew particularly strong between 1880 and 1914 and included Christian and libertarian
socialists, Fabians and Marxists. Fabian Society, established in London in 1884, was a group of
left-wing intellectuals who championed moral reconstruction of British society according to socialist
principles, aiming to reduce the divide between rich and poor people (Murray, 2006, p. 182).
Fabian Society advocated a gradual transition to socialism based on the principles of humanism
and later went on to become founding members of the Labour party.

By the turn of the century, social unrest and tension began to emerge, which had been previously
pacified by economic rather than political change (Power, 1993, p. 167). Legislative and social
reform was quickened by growing militancy among trade unions and it was during this turbulent
period before and immediately after the First World War, under the new Independent Labour Party,
that the early Welfare State and national insurance began.

The post-war Labour government

provided a strongly egalitarian society, with social security, child benefit and a free national health
service (Power, 1993, p. 169). By 1951, due to Labour’s efficient and rapidly implemented welfare
system, primary poverty, that is the lack of the bare necessities necessary for survival, affected just
three per cent of the working class, compared to 33 per cent in 1939.

Urban growth roughly mirrored the economic and political progress in the UK (Power, 1993, p.
170). Industrialists began to reject the brutalisation of the workforce associated with women and
child labour, which encouraged both a growth in legislation to control conditions and philanthropic
experiments. It was the industrialists, wanting better working conditions for their workers, who
provided the majority of philanthropic housing (Owen, 1964, p. 374). One of the best examples is
Robert Owen’s New Lanark in Scotland (Power, 1993, p. 171). Built between 1800 and 1829, a
textile mill was converted into a successful business and thriving community by adopting a
revolutionary combination of compassionate but tight management, social welfare and education,
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providing quality housing for the workers, education and sheltered homes and pensions for retired
elderly people.

More and more people were being drawn into the cities in the middle of the century, the cost of
transport making it impossible for people to move outside of the industrial areas, meaning that
many poor families had to double up in existing lodgings (Power, 1993, p. 172). Nearly six million
people lived in shared housing in growth areas, resulting in severe outbreaks of cholera and rising
death rate, the catalyst for serious attempts at reform.

Many female Victorians led pioneering reforms in health, housing, education, childcare and prisons
(Power, 1993, p. 172). Octavia Hill was famous for addressing housing for the poor population
(Murray, 2006, p. 81). Based in London, Hill worked towards providing good quality rental housing
for poor people, imposing strict rent and tenancy conditions, which she believed would encourage
responsible attitudes amongst the poor population, and ultimately enhance their QoL.

The failure of private landlords to meet basic needs on a commercial basis for very poor and
casually employed people led philanthropists such as George Peabody to invest their own wealth
in housing (Murray, 2006, p. 138). In 1862, George Peabody set up the Peabody Donation Fund,
investing his private fortune in a trust that would build housing, charge affordable rent and provide a
three per cent return to be reinvested into the housing stock (Power, 1993, p. 173). These projects
contributed towards establishing the social housing movement in the UK, enhancing the QoL of
both the poor and elderly population.

Throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries pensions developed so that elderly people did
not have to rely on the state. This is a topical issue today, as final salary schemes are proving
unaffordable.

An article written by Coughlan (2004) for BBC News Online, suggests that the

politics of old age is changing, with the elderly population putting increasing pressure on politicians
to raise pensions. In addition to pensions and rising council tax, both of which have sparked Grey
Power protests, the cost of healthcare will also present a challenge to the increasingly ageing
population. This suggests that providing care and housing for elderly people in the future is likely to
present an even bigger political issue.

The development of the historic cities discussed in the previous section has shown that in the past,
city development has mostly been concerned with improving the QoL of the citizens through
improvements in housing and sanitation systems, as well as protection and the provision of clean
water. However with the rapid expansion of the population during Industrial Revolution times, cities
were unable to support the needs of the people living there, resulting in a loss of confidence in the
ability of cities to perform their civic role. With this being said, there were pockets of positives in
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Post-Industrial Revolution developments, the most prominent perhaps being the Garden City
movement.

3.4.2 Garden Cities
The influence of the Garden City Movement on twentieth century housing was immeasurable
(Power, 1993, p. 176). As discussed in the section above, people have always tried to reduce their
hardship by creating better environments (Eaton, 2002, p. 11). This tradition contributed to the
design of ideal cities and utopian societies, which progressed during and after the Renaissance,
when Britain was transformed from a rural to an urban society during the nineteenth century (RIBA,
2010). By 1900 most people lived in towns and cities with London alone accommodating around
five million residents, most living in squalor. Architects and Socialists attempted to address the
inequality by putting pressure on the government to standardise housing, which ultimately led to the
introduction of planning laws. Individual reformers such as John Ruskin and William Morris called
for a revival of communities, rejecting mass production and suggesting a return to nature (Meller,
2001, p. 231).

The Garden City Movement was born of the dream of ideal communities (Power, 1993, p. 176).
Ebenezer Howard, like Robert Owen, was a utopian that despised the conditions caused by
expanding cities. Ideal villages, such as Bourneville and Port Sunlight, were introduced in an early
twentieth century attempt at Utopia (Meller, 2001, p. 122). William Lever (Port Sunlight) and the
Cadburys (Bourneville) developed viable and economic communities, with well paid and treated
staff, housed in purposefully built factory villages (Power, 1993, p. 175). These villages aimed to
mix the social classes, with varied housing, gardens and open space, as well as community halls
and adult education centres.

There were two schemes produced in the nineteenth century that went on to contribute to the
proposal by Ebenezer Howard at the end of the century (Eaton, 2002, p. 147). In 1849, James Silk
Buckingham, a Member of Parliament and social campaigner, designed an ideal city called
Victoria, which was supposed to alleviate the conditions of the poor. The scheme was intended to
house ten thousand people in buildings that were grouped in a series of concentric spaces
surrounded by a green belt. The architecture reflected social organisation with the different classes
and income groups assembled in separate areas, the status of the residents indicated by the
architectural order used on the columns. The second proposal, published in England in 1854, was
by Robert Pemberton (Eaton, 2002, p. 147). This proposal suggested the creation of circular
model towns in New Zealand where thousand acre districts were easily acquired.

In 1898, Ebenezer Howard published a description of his Garden City invention (Eaton, 2002, p.
148).

Linking the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, Howard’s idea had extensive impact

throughout the twentieth century beginning with the first Garden City at Letchworth in England in
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1903, through to the development of new towns and suburbs across the world. By using the
Garden City scheme, Howard hoped to transform the social structure of society through changes in
the physical environment, which would have an impact on people’s QoL by providing everything
necessary for daily living in one well-planned development.

Figure 3.5: Plan of an ideal Garden City

Source: Howard (1965, p. 34)

The emphasis on the importance of a belt of open and agricultural land around the town became
part of the British planning principles (Eaton, 2002, p. 149). The most impressive application was
the plan for Greater London in 1944 and following the New Towns Act of 1946, the construction of
a ring of new towns past the London Greenbelt (RIBA, 2010). On this basis, a strong case was
made for urban configuration based on wedges of open space and confining the development to
the corridors in between.

Freedom, co-operation and community would grow in amicable surroundings that combined the
values of both the countryside and town, known as the Three Magnets (Power, 1993, p. 176).
Enclosed in a green belt of agricultural land, each city was to be funded through investors buying
farmland cheaply and earning a return as the value of the garden city rose, attracting new industry
for a growing workforce. Transport would link the settlements to the main city. Profit would be
reinvested for social provision and development. Neither the government nor industrialists were
driving the Garden City Movement; instead it was led by a group of Utopian planners, relying on
moral force.

The Garden City idea was difficult to implement in practice, existing cities already had their motor
and their magnet and new Garden Cities were considered risky in a time of national turmoil (Power,
1993, pp. 176-177). Part of the problem was that better-housed people had little incentive to move
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and people living in slums were too poor. It took Ebenezer Howard until 1912 to get his first
Garden City to profit and the chain of Garden Cities that he had in mind never materialised.

Control, logic and scale dominate the early plan for the Garden City (RIBA, 2010). As discussed
above, ideal city industry is balanced with agriculture, carefully distributed housing and rationalised
transport. The careful positioning of features show similarities with the Victorian asylum plan at
Claybury, although the residents of the Garden City are were mixed in terms of age, occupation
and ability. The Garden City was a Utopian vision where everyone was included and provided for,
a city for both strong and weak people, promoting an equal and inclusive society and ultimately
enhancing QoL. By looking at the buoyant property values in Welwyn Garden City today (Home
Company, 2015), the clear and logical planning of these developments appears successful.
However, the application of these principles to large cities that have been evolving over centuries is
perhaps questionable due to the relatively small scale of Garden City developments.

The following section looks at the relationship between the built environment and physical and
mental health.

3.5

The built environment and physical and mental health

The World Health Organisation (1980, p. 15) defines health as not only the absence of disease or
infirmity, but also as a state of complete physical mental and social wellbeing, suggesting that
health is about the whole person, mentally and physically and community influences that affect
health.

Over the last ten years there has been increasing evidence of the impact of area level determinants
on a variety of physical and mental outcomes. Studies show that there is an association between
community factors such as neighbourhood, socio-economic position or impoverishment and
physical or mental health. For example, Silver et al. (2002, p. 1467) analysed the relationship
between neighbourhood structural characteristics and mental disorder using data from the National
Institute of Mental Health’s Epidemiological Catchment surveys, and found that neighbourhood
disadvantage and residential mobility were associated with higher rates of schizophrenia, major
depression and even substance abuse disorder.

Where a person lives can significantly impact their physical and mental health (Abbott, 2009, p. 24)
and with this in mind, the following two sections consider the contribution of the built environment to
physical and mental health.

3.5.1 The built environment and physical health
Modern society is aware that people and culture are components of the natural environment and
that human health, as a result, is linked to environmental condition (Jackson, 2003, p. 191). It is
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useful to look at human settlement and landscape modification as well as environmental health.
The population is facing significant public health threats such as asthma, allergies, obesity,
diabetes, heart disease and depression and other mental illnesses, even suicide. Although it is not
possible for the built environment to affect all of these illnesses, historic efforts have tried to
regulate public sanitation, factory emissions, workplace safety, food production and other
centralised activities, which have significantly reduced the health risks of industrial and municipal
sources.

It is widely recognised that the design of the built environment affects the healing process (Ulrich
and Zimring, 2004, p. 26).

Design can affect patient health outcomes, staff recruitment and

retention, even the provision of effective care. Considerable investment in healthcare buildings in
the UK has resulted in new hospitals, diagnostic and treatment centres and integrated community
settings for primary health and social care (CSDH, 2008). Healthcare is in a period of sudden
change due to the ageing population, higher public and policy expectations, and technological
advances affecting medical procedures and information systems, as well as the demand for more
effective care. The need for the built environment to provide safe, effective and high quality places
that can adapt to changing care delivery patterns is greater now than ever before.

Evidence suggests that the wider environment can reduce stress, encourage exercise and promote
good health (Jakicic, 2003, p. 211). In England, obesity and physical inactivity cost the country
£2.5 billion and £8.2 billion respectively (BHF National Centre, 2009, p. 1).

Regular physical

activity contributes to the prevention of more than twenty conditions, including heart disease,
diabetes and mental ill health (Department of Health, 2005, p. 6). Active transport, the provision of
good public open spaces for exercise and opportunities for social connection are factors that
should be considered when planning and designing the built environment.

As discussed in Chapter 1, the overall life expectancy of the UK population is improving. On
average, people are living twelve years longer than when the NHS was first established in 1948
(Sustainable Development Commission, 2008, p. 4). Disability free life expectancy has risen in
males from sixty years, in 2000, to seventy-eight years in 2008 and from sixty-three years to eightytwo years for females in the same time frame. Medical advances account for most of the increase
in life expectancy, although the ageing population, rising levels of obesity and associated health
concerns, escalating groups of chronic disease and growing consumer expectations means that
the health service faces needs and demands for healthcare that are always changing and
increasing.

Well-planned environments can help the health service provide improved care (CABE, 2009, p. 5).
Similarly the wider environment can help to improve long-term health and wellbeing.

Health

inequalities are persistent and difficult to change, but even some of the UK’s most acute health
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concerns, such as lifestyle-induced obesity, childhood asthma and the ageing population, can be
reduced by the quality of everyday environments (Department of Health, 2009, p. 1).

The

considerate design of spaces and places can alleviate and even prevent poor health or physical
restrictions.

The summary of evidence for the Review of Health Inequalities in England by the Commission on
the Social Determinants of Health (2008, p. 60) states that the environment, including urban
settings, neighbourhoods and communities, are vital in that they can promote or inhibit access to
goods and services, social cohesion, physical and psychological wellbeing and the natural
environment.

Health related outcomes as diverse as obesity, depression and injury through

violence or accident can all be linked to the way in which people live. Environments do not always
offer the opportunity to integrate physical activity into daily lives; therefore it is not surprising that
walking and physical activity levels are decreasing among children and adults (Corti et al., 1996,
pp. 133-142).

Research (Lopez and Hynes, 2006, pp. 1-8) specifically links the level of obesity and physical
activity to the quality of the built environment. Services are often too far away or inaccessible other
than by car and the quality of open space in neighbourhoods may discourage residents from
enjoying it or using it for exercise.

The United Kingdom has the highest obesity rates in the European Union, with nearly one third of
the population being obese (Sustainable Development Commission, 2008, p. 4). If these trends
continue almost sixty per cent of the population are predicted to be obese by 2050, which would
mean quadrupling the current UK spending on treating obesity related illness. Hill et al. (2000, p.
344) and Peters (2003, pp. 7-11) described the importance of the environment to population
patterns of obesity in 1998 and although there is increasing agreement on environmental
contribution to obesity, the development and testing of hypotheses has been slow (Swinburn et al.,
2004, p. 124; Peters, 2003, pp. 7-11; Hill et al., 2000, pp. 333-346).

The current concept in health literature is that the built environment affects energy balance by
presenting opportunities or barriers for physical activity (McCormack et al., 2004, pp. 81-82;
Humpel et al., 2002, p. 188; Handy et al., 2002, p. 72). Humpel et al. (2002, pp. 188-199) looked at
nineteen studies in diverse settings and identified consistent associations between physical activity
and perceptions of accessibility, opportunities and the aesthetics of the environment. They tried to
separate aggregate environmental measures by isolating several variables that could potentially
impact physical activity levels. McCormack et al. (2004, pp. 81-92) looked at thirty physical activity
studies and analysed the findings according to broad categories of neighbourhood functionality,
safety, aesthetics and destinations, which supported the findings of Humpel et al. (2002).
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With regard to the ageing demographic, the UK has more people over the age of 65 than under
sixteen (ONS, 2009), which increases the importance of accessibility to services and how easily
elderly people can move around their communities (CABE, 2009, p. 5).

As people age the

neighbourhood becomes a more important factor in the quality of everyday life. This is recognised
in the Communities and Local Government notes 2008, Lifetime Homes, Lifetime Neighbourhoods
strategy, which sets out the need to build more inclusive and flexible housing to meet the demand
created by the ageing population, particularly the need to build homes that can be adapted to suit a
lifetime’s changing needs. When local shops, services, parks or leisure centres are inaccessible or
dangerous, older people can become trapped in their homes without the confidence or opportunity
to go out, make friends or get the help they need. Both physical and mental decline become
greater with age and opportunities for daily exercise and interaction with the community are
improved by accessibility around the neighbourhood and to local services (CABE, 2009a, p. 4). As
a result the design and quality of the built and natural environment and the situation of buildings
and services have a critical impact on the health and wellbeing of communities.

Maintaining physical activity levels helps to avoid cognitive decline in later life. As highlighted by
the World Health Organisation (2002), physical activity is likely to reduce the psychological and
social problems that often come with age.

For example, Alzheimer’s disease and feelings of

loneliness and social exclusion are lower amongst people who are physically active.

Research suggests that there are many environmental influences on both levels of physical activity
undertaken and levels of obesity (Sustrans, 2009, p. 4; Pappas, 2009, pp. 53-84). These include
the quality of the surrounding environment, the density of residences, mix of land uses and how the
streets are connected, to allow people to walk from place to place, as well as the provision of and
access to public facilities and spaces for recreation (CSDH, 2008). The opportunities for active
travel, distance to and quality of green space and the quality and mix in the urban framework all
have important parts in determining levels of causal and active physical activity and the associated
health benefits.

Sustrans (2009, p. 5) suggests that people who walk or cycle to work have a significant negative
association with being overweight and obese. Active travel, therefore, plays a primary role in
reducing obesity and makes it easier for people to manage the recommended thirty minutes a day
five days a week of moderately intense physical activity. Sustrans (2009, p. 3) also points out that
even though the UK has invested in facilitating inactive forms of transport, the balance should
change with investment priority being given to active modes of transport such as walking or cycling.

Proximity to green space also plays a key part in how physically active people are likely to be.
Ellaway et al. (2005, p. 612) found that in residential areas with large amounts of greenery, the
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probability of residents being more physically active was three times higher and the chance of the
people being overweight was forty per cent lower than in areas with low levels of greenery.

The location of the activity also has an effect, a study by Nielsen and Hansen (2007, p. 839) found
that there was a correlation between the distance from home to green space and stress levels in all
groups and for younger people, there was a similar correlation between the distance to green
space and obesity. There is no ideal landscape in existence; it is the combination of necessary
characteristics, views and experiences that are relevant to individuals or groups with shared needs
(Pappas, 2009, p. 53).

In the World Health Organisation’s Healthy Cities (2005) strategy, a healthy city is defined as one
that is continually creating and improving the physical and social environments and increasing the
community resources, which allow people to support each other in daily tasks and developing their
full potential. People who influence development should be supported in thinking carefully about
how networks of facilities, such as green infrastructure and healthcare buildings, could be
developed in prime locations, accessible by sustainable modes of transport (CABE, 2009, p. 5). In
order to do this, people concerned with wellbeing, illness prevention and healthcare should be
included in the early stages of policy development.

It is clear that the contribution of the built environment to physical health should be considered in all
residential developments. However, in reality it would seem that the chronic housing shortage in
the UK has created tension for developers (Castella, 2015), who are perhaps forced to consider the
quantity of dwelling units being provided over other facilities, such as leisure centres, that could
potentially encourage physical health.

3.5.2 The built environment and mental health
Mental health is defined as a state of complete physical, mental and social wellbeing, where each
individual recognises their own potential and can cope with the everyday stresses of life, as well as
work productively to contribute to the community (WHO, 2007).

Studies by Evans (2003, pp. 536–555), Kellet (1989, pp. 225-268) and Ouis (2001, pp. 101-120)
suggest that several elements of the built environment, such as high-rise living, graffiti, damp and
noise exposure, are associated with poor mental health. Good housing on the other hand is seen
as a basic element for general health and wellbeing (Dahlgren and Whitehead, 1991, p. 20).
Reviews by Clark et al. (2006) and Evans (2003, p. 546) of the association between the built
environment and mental wellbeing concluded that there is a relationship between elements of the
environment and psychological health.

However, they also note that some of the studies

discounted social position and deprivation from causal factors.
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environments are often socially deprived and as a result, prone to poor mental health (Clark et al.,
2006; Evans, 2003, p. 542).

As Jackson (2003, p. 198) highlights, there is not a template for the healthiest built environment,
but some of the most healthy urban designs provide structure for basic services such as parks,
public buildings and the ability to access them, while providing a range of opportunities for the
residents to select and shape their own homes and communities according to their needs and
preferences. Berman (1996, pp. 347-363) and Cervero (1996, p. 376) observed that infill and
redevelopment of existing urban areas was more likely to reduce the number of miles travelled than
new communities built in isolation to other urban areas. Jackson (2003, pp. 198-199) concludes
that there is enough evidence to suggest that urban design is a powerful tool for improving mental
wellbeing.

Lindheim and Syme (1983, p. 356) highlight that mothers and small children are affected negatively
by high-rise living, while young adults and elderly people prefer it. It is important for buildings
designed for urban, housebound residents to incorporate greenery and a way for the residents to
access it both physically and visually. It was also demonstrated that providing green space is a
method to increase informal contact. The study was conducted on low-income residents, where it
was found that the presence of trees and grass around public housing was connected to the
establishment of strong social relationships among neighbours. This demonstrates that access to
green space is important to human wellbeing at a community level as well as an individual level.

Traditional urban design favours high residential densities, mixed land uses and network street
patterns to maximise social contact, physical activity and green space. Berman’s (1996, pp. 347363) study found that high urban densities and mixed land use increases pedestrian and bicycle
activity, adding health benefits for residents and preserving green space. Mixed land use allows
shared parking between day and night time drivers, decreasing paved areas. The drawback of this
style of on-street housing is the lack of privacy; some residents allow bushes and trees to cover the
windows to block views from the street. Research by Berman (1996, pp. 347-363) indicates that
residents generally prefer cul-de-sac and loop street designs to grid designs.

Even though

residents living in gridded areas reported a higher sense of community, neighbour friendliness and
convenience to shopping and schools, they rated the lowest in relation to proximity to parks, while
cul-de-sac residents rated the highest on visiting with their neighbours.

Other elements of community design relating to human wellbeing were the presence of public
buildings and landmarks (Jackson, 2003, p. 194). Visual landmarks and pathways assist people in
reaching their destinations, as well as providing a sense of ease and comfort.
summarises the mental health effects of the built environment.
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Table 3.2: Direct mental health effects of the built environment
Environmental Characteristic
High-rise housing

Mental Health Implication
Increased psychological distress
People living on higher floors are more likely to suffer
psychological distress

Residential floor level
Housing quality (structural defects,
hazards, poor maintenance)
Neighbourhood quality

More psychological distress in poor quality housing

Furniture placement
Privacy
Alzheimer’s facilities (small scale, homelier,
less noise, accommodation of wandering)
Residential density
Noise
Air quality
Light

More psychological distress in poor quality neighbourhoods
Increased social interaction and reduced passive, isolated
behaviours in psychiatric patients
Psychiatric patients show better functioning and more ability to
regulate social interaction
Better functioning, less disorientation and fewer behavioural
problems
Negative affect with more psychological distress
Unrelated to psychiatric disorder
Community contamination related to trauma
Levels of illumination affect depression

Source: Adapted from Evans (2003, p. 542)

The built environment has been shown to have both direct and indirect effects on mental health
(Table 3.2) (Evans, 2003, p. 542).

High-rise housing has been shown to be harmful to the

psychological wellbeing of women with small children and poor quality housing increases
psychological distress. Even the mental health of psychiatric patients has been associated with
design elements. For example, the configuration of furniture affects their ability to regulate social
interaction (Holahan, 1972, p. 58). Alzheimer’s and Dementia patients are said to adjust better to
small scale, homelier spaces with high levels of stimulation.

With regard to elderly people in

general, some environmental characteristics could create barriers for social integration.

For

example, if a building is too big, it may intensify feelings of isolation. It is possible that the mental
health of elderly people is more vulnerable to the effects of the built environment, and as a result it
is important to consider the ways in which the built environment can be planned and designed to
create a positive effect on elderly people’s mental health and ultimately their QoL.

Research regarding housing and health has mostly focused on health. However, house type and
quality have also been linked to mental health (Lawrence, 2002, p. 410; Matte, 2000, p. 20).
House type studies by Evans (2003, p. 537) and Freeman (1984, pp. 197-225) conclude that highrise, multiple housing units are harmful to the psychological wellbeing of mothers with young
children and in all likeliness, the children themselves. These effects were found predominantly in
low-income families. However, similar studies such as those by Fanning (1967, pp. 382–386) and
McCarthy and Saegert (1979, pp. 55-76) used natural experiments where tenants were randomly
assigned to houses, which yielded similar results.

Presumed reasons for the link between high-rise housing and psychological distress are social
isolation and limited entertainment opportunities (Evans, 2003, p. 537). In many high-rise buildings
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insufficient resources are allocated to spaces that encourage social networks, such as, entrance
halls, lounges and small group spaces are either absent, situated too far from residences or in
public areas.

There is evidence that level of light, particularly daylight, impact psychological wellbeing (Evans
2003, p. 543). People who are constantly exposed to shorter hours of daylight suffer sadness,
fatigue and even clinical depression, while patients hospitalised for severe depression recover
faster in sunny rooms (Beauchemin and Hays, 1996, pp. 49-51). A study by McColl and Veitch
(2001, p. 957) showed that it is the level of illumination element that is important and not the
spectral frequency in seasonal affective disorder.

Kuller and Lindsten (1992, pp. 305–317)

demonstrated that insufficient light exposure from windows disrupted the natural rhythms of cortisol
in school children, resulting in distraction and uncooperative social behaviour.

Studies by Bandura (1987) and Taylor and Brown (1988, pp. 193–210) have shown that people
have better mental health when they have control over their environment. When opportunities for
control over the environment are prevented it can cause helplessness, which is caused by
exposing people to uncontrollable stimuli, such as noise.

Social support also provides a potential link between the built environment and mental health
(Cohen and Syme, 1985, p. 4). There are several ways that the built environment can influence the
development and maintenance of socially supportive networks. Social interaction is greater when
entrances to residential buildings are adjacent, face each other or are directly connected to
pedestrian paths or meeting areas.

Social interaction is also promoted inside buildings by

proximity and by creating focal points. Successful focal points include neutral areas, visual
prospect where a person can see what activity is happening in the space before committing to the
space, the inclusion of activity generators (food), and the arrangement of furniture in order to
promote social interaction. These design features also allow social interaction in outdoor spaces
(Whyte, 1980, pp. 2-5).

Crowded residential settings cause social withdrawal and hinder the

development and maintenance of socially supportive relationships. Residents living on busy roads
are more likely to be socially withdrawn than those living on roads with little traffic volume.
Negative affects are increased by exposure to noise. Noise makes communication difficult, which
is invariably important to social support. Everybody should benefit from the design of a building, a
person might drive by and never go in, but it is still important for the building to have a feel to it
(Nightingale Associates, 2011). Perhaps an example of this Poundbury in Dorset. Poundbury is
an urban extension of Dorchester with a fully integrated community, where social housing, private
housing, businesses and retailers mix freely (Forrest, 2014). In terms of town planning, Poundbury
is a model for community benefit in that it is inclusive of everyone. However, it has been built on an
unusual site, which is difficult to replicate. This suggests that it is sometimes easier to consider
QoL issues when instigating new developments as opposed to building new in old environments,
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which leads to the consideration of the contribution of the built environment to the QoL of an
increasingly ageing population.

3.6

The built environment and elderly people

Urban design has become better understood over the past decade. It is now recognised that good
design can make a difference in shaping the built environment, ultimately enhancing QoL, by giving
careful thought to the places created (Department of the Environment, 2000). The interest in the
impact of community design stems from the Joseph Rowntree Foundation issuing a set of sixteen
criteria for a Lifetime Home in the early 1990s (Hanson, 2001, p. 18). Goldsmith (1997, p. 147)
uses the term ‘architectural disability’ to describe how the design of buildings and places can
present hazards and barriers making the environment uncomfortable and unsafe, particularly to
elderly people. Lawton (1994, p. 259) believes that an increase in environmental pressure could
account for the negative effects of ageing and that a small improvement to the physical
environment could produce substantial benefits for elderly people’s physical and mental wellbeing.

A study by Bernard et al. (2007, pp. 555-578), suggests that retirement communities are a
relatively new, long-term accommodation option for elderly people in the UK, with policy makers
promoting them as suitable for both fit and frail elderly people. Their study found that by mixing fit
and frail elderly people in one community led to the exclusion of some residents in the activities
provided and as a result, social isolation. This was an interesting finding considering that the idea
of living within a village ‘community’ is intended to combat feelings of loneliness and isolation. The
study concluded that it was too simplistic and flawed to include both fit and frail elderly people in
one retirement village development, suggesting that different options for elderly people are
necessary to accommodate a population group with diverse requirements.

Hanson (2002, p. 3) suggests that there are several environmental issues that have a direct impact
on elderly people’s lives. These include: household growth; household location; local centres and
services; transport; technology; living independently; and universal design. These issues come
together as a whole in the built environment that people move around in.

OPENspace (2001) research looks at access to outdoor environments for everyone, including
elderly people, recognising the potential for open space to provide opportunities for outdoor activity
and engagement with the natural environment to enhance wellbeing and build social capital. The
research suggests that good landscape and urban design responds to people’s needs and as a
result, has a significant impact on QoL. Their research focused on promoting environmental design
for leisure and pleasure purposes, whereas this research focuses on enhancing the QoL of elderly
people in everyday pursuits through effective decision making processes in the planning and
design of the external residential environment.
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Historically, elderly people were one of the main population groups living in or close to town centres
(Hanson, 2002, p. 4). Urban living was considered beneficial to elderly people because they were
within easy walking distance to local amenities and facilities. However, more recently, elderly
people have been moving out of towns and cities following retirement.

Hanson (2002, p. 4)

believes that this causes problems due to inadequate public transport, inaccessibility and social
restrictions. Dorling (1995, p. 38) suggests that elderly people are now looking to relocate to the
suburbs of smaller market towns and that town centre living is likely to become more popular,
which means that the design of town centres will have to be better considered in order to support
the needs of elderly people.

Atkins’ (2001) report on elderly people’s transport requirements suggests that mobility is essential
for reducing social isolation.

The report states that a high proportion of elderly people are

dependent on public transport. It also suggests that features that could deter elderly people from
using town centres include: difficult access and level changes; poorly maintained pavements; busy
roads with few crossings; isolated unlit stops; lack of adequate seating; no public toilets; and high
steps. All of these features present restrictions to elderly people by making it difficult to move
around the environment and by not providing facilities such as seating and toilets, the amount of
time elderly people can spend in their residential environment is limited.

The 1995 Disability Discrimination Act has been instrumental in widening the access to public
buildings.

Predictions have been made that future generations of elderly people will be more

independent, diverse and active and the sheer volume of elderly people will give them a more
powerful voice in the design of buildings, products and services and more people will use
technology to support their lives (DTI, 2000, p. 5). With regard to the design of neighbourhoods
and communities, Hanson (2002, p. 8) suggests that most people living in the UK will want to live in
balanced communities, which consist of high quality housing, safe and attractive environments and
a mix of housing types and tenures, as well as a variety of amenities. People need to feel that the
environment in which they live is attractive, friendly and safe.

As discussed in Chapter 1, there is overwhelming evidence that the population is ageing,
challenging decision-makers particularly with regard to ensuring that homes and neighbourhoods
are able to accommodate the requirements of the changing population.

Lifetime Homes and

Lifetime Neighbourhoods guidance have previously been accepted as the primary source of
information in providing housing for an ageing population within a community.

Lifetime Homes, Lifetime Neighbourhoods is a national strategy for housing in an ageing society
presented by the Department for Communities and Local Government (DCLG) (2008). At the time
of publication, thirty per cent of all households were headed by a person over retirement age and in
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the next two decades elderly people will account for 48 per cent of the projected household growth,
which suggests that provision for elderly people is an increasing concern.

Publications by Age Concern (now AgeUK) highlight how elderly people want to remain
independent and in control for as long as possible. Bevan (2009, p. 236) reinforces this, saying
that elderly people prefer to stay in their own homes, as opposed to moving into retirement
facilities, for as long as possible. The aim of both Lifetime Homes and Lifetime Neighbourhoods
was to keep older people with low or medium dependency needs part of the cross-generational
community (Kneale and Sinclair, 2011, p. 8). However it was also found that a small proportion of
elderly people would move to retirement facilities such as warden assisted housing, if it allowed
them to continue living independently. Costa-Font et al. (2010, p. 376) support this view, saying
that having a place to call home is very important to older people, claiming that housing is a place
where individuality and autonomy can be achieved.

The government has recognised the ageing population and their desire to remain in their own
homes for as long as possible by introducing the Lifetime Homes, Lifetime Neighbourhoods
document, which sets out the need to build more inclusive and flexible housing to meet the demand
created by the ageing population, particularly the need to build homes that can be adapted to suit a
lifetime’s changing needs by building to the Lifetime Homes Standards. Lifetime Home Standards
are a set of features, which make housing more functional for families, disabled and elderly people,
which include future proofing features to enable cheaper and simpler adaptations to be made
(DCLG, 2008). The key features of Lifetime Homes are illustrated in Figure 3.6 below.
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Figure 3.6: Lifetime Home features

Source: Department for Communities and Local Government (2008, p. 89)

Figure 3.6 illustrates some good design principles for the QoL of elderly people. These features
include specific design requirements and measurements to ensure that there is easy access to a
home; the ability to move around easily inside the home, including moving between levels; and for
accessible environmental controls (Hanson, 2001, pp. 18-19). Being able to adapt their home
increases the QoL of elderly people by giving those who wish to do so, the choice to remain in their
own homes. These features concentrate primarily on access and facilitating people with mobility
impairments, but are limited by little consideration for sensory impairment. The government policy
acknowledges that as people get older, the neighbourhood also becomes a more important feature
in the quality of everyday life (DCLG, 2008). If local shops, services or park or leisure facilities are
inaccessible, elderly people become trapped in their homes without the confidence or opportunity
to go out to either socialise or get the help that they need.

Since the development of the Lifetime Homes, the standards have been expanded to include the
wider environment and Lifetime Neighbourhoods. The concept of the Lifetime Neighbourhood is
linked to the concept of the Lifetime Home, designed to be welcoming, accessible and inviting
(DCLG, 2008). The Lifetime Neighbourhood is sustainable in terms of transport services, housing,
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public services, civic space and amenities making it possible for people to have a full life and
participate in the community around them. In 2007, Communities and Local Government published
a joint discussion paper with the International Longevity Centre UK, which set out arguments for
Lifetime Neighbourhoods. Lifetime neighbourhoods should be viewed as sustainable communities
that offer good QoL to all generations and should aim to be accessible and inclusive; aesthetically
pleasing and safe; and a community that offers services, facilities and open space. Although these
standards aim to provide accessible and inclusive societies, there is little evidence to suggest that
primary research is undertaken or the participation of the users utilised. A study by Imrie (2006, p.
366) suggests that these standards are one-dimensional in that professional knowledge is applied
but users’ views are either absent or weakly connected to the design process.

The decision

support tool provided by this research makes the view of elderly people central to the decisionmaking process, and as such requires direct consultation with elderly people to identify and
understand their specific requirements.

Strategies that plan communities for the ageing population usually focus on the built environment,
homes and services, with other elements such as transport and support structures that ensure
social inclusion sometimes being included (Kneale and Sinclair, 2011, p. 11). According to Payne
et al. (2008, p. 2), in America, a liveable community is defined as:

“One that has affordable and appropriate housing, supportive community features and services,
and adequate mobility options, which together facilitate personal independence and the
engagement of residents in social and civic life.”

The Lifetime Homes, Lifetime Neighbourhoods strategy is arguably the most recent development
for creating suitable neighbourhoods for all ages (DCLG, 2008).

However, despite its relative

success in broader home and community design, the report focuses more on Lifetime Homes than
on Lifetime Neighbourhoods.

3.7

Summary

It is clear that the built environment that people design directly influences the way in which they live
their lives (MacDonald Hay, 2008, p. 1). The built environment directs and manipulates how people
engage with social values, education, commercial and spiritual needs and even a person’s
appreciation of the arts. The balance between architecture and society is in a constant state of
change; buildings and people are always evolving, new buildings are built to accommodate social
development and existing buildings are reshaped.

From Hellenic Athens and Classical Rome, to Renaissance Florence and Georgian London, history
is full of examples of towns and cities, which describe the best of urban tradition (Rogers, 1999, p.
4). These cities inspired generations in terms of designs, economic strengths, cultural diversity, and
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their ability to enhance QoL in general. The legacy of these beautiful cities, the peak of human
endeavour (Lawless and Raban, 1986, p. 3), is overshadowed by the harsh realities of more recent
history, which has been dominated by a severance in the relationship between people and place.
Athens is now close to bankruptcy, Rome seems to be a series of cities bolted together and
Florence now has an inner medieval and modern outer area.

Although city planners years ago had a coherent plan, many towns and cities exhibit the hallmarks
of social polarisation and social exclusion, including high levels of unemployment, homelessness,
high levels of crime, and poor housing and environmental conditions and as a result, there is a
need to recognise that some sections of society are more vulnerable than others and require
special attention; for example, the contribution of the built environment to QoL for elderly people
needs careful thought.

With the increasing prominence of the issues of QoL for elderly people, it is important that
appropriate protocols, procedures and environments are put in place to improve QoL for such
sections of society.

As people spend most of their time in the built environment, the design

requires greater effort and thought to ensure favourable conditions for cultivating QoL for everyone,
including elderly people.

Younger people put more emphasis on relationships, happiness, work and finance than older
people who choose health as most important, which suggests that values change with age and as
a result, knowledge about domains of importance for QoL in different age groups is needed (Borglin
et al., 2005, p. 202). This research aimed to establish the limitations of elderly people and the QoL
value factors specific to elderly people and the extent to which the built environment can contribute
to this.
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4.1

Introduction

The research methodology is an essential part of the research as it provides a methodological
approach for the study and illustrates and justifies the use of appropriate data collection
techniques. Methodology is defined by Silverman (2005, p. 98) as “a general approach to studying
research topics, encompassing the decision regarding the case to study, the methods used to
collect data and data analysis techniques used in planning and executing a research study.”
Having established the research questions in the introductory chapter, the aim of this chapter is to
outline and detail the philosophical and methodological reasoning that form the basis of this
research and the methods used in the collection and analysis of the data. The aim and objectives
are reintroduced first for ease of reference.

4.2

Research aim and objectives

The aim of this research is to provide a decision-support framework to assist central decisionmakers to take into account the common limitations and QoL value factors of elderly people in
everyday pursuits in the context of the external residential environment. To achieve this aim, four
research objectives were set and pursued:

a) To investigate the relationships between the common limitations, QoL value factors and
restrictions presented to elderly people by the external residential environment.
b) To investigate the extent to which the BEPs take into account the common limitations and QoL
value factors of elderly people in the planning and design decision-making processes.
c) To develop a holistic decision-support framework for the BEPs to take into account the
requirements of elderly people in the planning and design of the external residential
environment.
d) To validate the holistic decision-support framework developed as part of the research.

4.3

Philosophical foundations of the research

In order to situate the methodology within the broader philosophical context when doing research, it
is important to consider the different research philosophies and paradigms.

The competing

paradigms of philosophical enquiry are based on distinct ontological and epistemological
assumptions, which shape both the purpose and methodology of research.

These frameworks

describe the perceptions, beliefs and nature of reality and truth, influencing the way in which
research is carried out (Silverman, 2005, p. 98). Easterby-Smith et al. (2008, p. 56) identified three
primary reasons as to why understanding philosophical issues are beneficial to research design:
clarifying the design with regard to the type of data necessary to answer the research questions;
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allowing the strengths and weaknesses of different research approaches to be identified; and
assisting the researcher in identifying research designs that may be unfamiliar to them.

On an abstract level, the influence of philosophy on research design can be traced to an underlying
philosophical paradigm, that provides the overall framework through which reality is viewed, the
basic elements it contains, known as ontology, and the nature and status of knowledge, known as
epistemology (Silverman, 2005, p. 98).

4.3.1 Ontology
In the social sciences, ontology includes claims about what exists, what it looks like, what units
make it up and how these units interact with each other. Ontology describes the view of the nature
of reality, specifically whether it is an objective reality that really exists or a subjective reality that
has been created in people’s minds (Runeson and Skitmore, 2008, p. 3). Hatch and Cunliffe
(2006, p. 15) point out that complexity is introduced when things like power, culture and control are
considered – do they really exist or are they just an illusion?

How do individuals or groups

determine these realities? Does reality exist through the experience of it (subjectivism) or does
reality exist independently of those who live it (objectivism)? Existing literature mentions several
strands of ontological background.

However the most frequently used are realist and idealist

ontologies.

Realist and idealist ontologies are based on whether the nature of the world is predetermined and
structured or not (Johnson and Duberly, 2000, pp. 66-67).

Realists believe in a commonly

experienced external reality with predetermined nature and structure, while idealists believe that
different people have different viewpoints and as a result, the ‘truth’ varies in space and time. This
research is both realist and idealist in nature.

As discussed in Chapter 1, there are two key

dimensions to QoL: psychological and environmental, which means that there are two sets of
components operating on QoL: those relating to the internal psychological mechanisms that
produce a sense of satisfaction or gratification with life, and the external conditions that trigger the
internal mechanisms.

Arguably, the external residential environment is a structure that is

commonly experienced by everybody, triggering people’s experience of QoL, which is subjective
and ultimately based on perception of circumstances.

4.3.2 Epistemology
Epistemology considers views about the most appropriate ways of enquiring into the nature of the
world (Easterby-Smith et al., 2008, p. 33). It considers the theory of knowledge with reference to
its methods, validation and ways of obtaining knowledge in ‘reality’ (Trochim et al., 2014, p. 13).
Hatch and Cunliffe (2006, p. 13) suggest that ontology and epistemology both inform and depend
on each other. It is possible for the ontological assumption to influence the epistemological choices
or conclusions and as with ontology both subjective and objective epistemological views exist,
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which leads to the two main epistemological strands: positivism and constructivism. Positivists
believe that the social world exists externally and its properties should be measured through
objective measures where the researcher is independent of the observed (Robson, 2002, pp. 1921, 24, 27).

Constructivism suggests that reality is neither external nor objective, but socially

constructed by people who attach meaning to the events going on around them. These ontological
and epistemological assumptions determine the role of theory in the research process, and
subsequent methodological approaches. Guba and Lincoln (1994, p. 105) have identified four
philosophical paradigms that inform and guide research. These are positivism, post-positivism,
critical theory and constructivism. An outline of each paradigm with regard to their ontological,
epistemological and methodological foundations based on Guba and Lincoln (1994, p. 105) is
presented in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Philosophical paradigms
Ontology

Epistemology

Positivism

‘Real’ reality but apprehensible

Findings are ‘true’

Post-positivism

“Real’ reality but imperfectly and
probabilistically apprehensible

Findings are probably
‘true’

Critical theory

Constructivism

Virtual reality shaped by social,
political, cultural, economic,
ethnic and gender values
Relativism – local and specific
constructed realities

Methodology
Verification of hypotheses
(mainly quantitative methods)
Falsification of hypotheses
(may include qualitative
methods)

Value-mediated
findings

Dialogic or dialectical

Create findings

Hermeneutical or dialectical

Source: Adapted from Guba and Lincoln (1994, p. 105)

Positivism represents the belief in logically ordered, objective reality that can be known and is
linked to the traditional approach of conduction research in both the natural and social sciences
(Babbie, 2005, p. 43). It is still influential today. The positivist approach to the social sciences
assumes that things can be studied as hard facts and that the facts can be scientifically established
as laws. According to the positivists, these laws are true and social objects can be studied in a
similar way to those of natural objects. There are three key generations of positivist philosophy,
which follow on from the period that broke away from religious interpretations and established
people at the heart of the development of scientific knowledge. Table 4.2 presents the generations
of the positivist paradigm.

Table 4.2: Generations of the positivist paradigm
Generation
st
1 Generation: the early traditions
of positivism
nd
2 Generation: logical traditions of
positivism
rd
3 Generation: standard positivists

Time period
Eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries
Twentieth century
Post war period

Source: Adapted from Crossan (2003)
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Associated philosophers
John Locke; David Hume; Auguste
Comte
Rudolph Carnap; Alfred Ayer
(Known as the Vienna Circle)
Carl Hempel (1905 - 1997)
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The basic principle of positivism assumes that objective reality exists independently of human
behaviour and as a result, is not a creation of the human mind, suggesting that objective,
discernable and measurable data should be collected (Babbie, 2005, p. 43). With this, positivism
assumes that the real world can only be studied by using methods that prevent human
contamination. Departing from the early traditions of positivism, logical positivists believe in the
establishment of laws, without tainting the knowledge with subjective or speculative views. To do
this, mathematics and formal logic is used to analyse statements about the observed world using
the process of induction to establish and generalise laws. Logical positivists argue that numerical
methods and mathematics are above the human language of description and as such, are a more
appropriate method for scientifically obtaining facts. The standard positivists focused on the need
for reasoning, moving on from theoretical ideas to logical conclusion through inductive thinking
(discussed in the section below). The general features of the positivist paradigm have several
implications for research, illustrated in Table 4.3.

Table 4.3: Implications of the positivist paradigm
Implication
Methodological
Value-freedom
Causality
Independence
Reductionism

Description
All research should be quantitative and only quantitative research can form the
basis for valid generalisations and laws.
The choice of how and what to study should be determined by objective criteria
rather than by human beliefs and interests.
The aim of research should be to identify causal explanations and fundamental laws
that explain human behaviour.
The research is independent of the subject under investigation.
Problems are better understood if they are reduced to their simplest elements.

Source: Adapted from Easterby-Smith et al. (2008, pp. 35-37) and Pathirage et al. (2008, pp. 1-10)

The ramification of the positivist perspective is that being rooted in the physical sciences, problems
are better understood when they are reduced to their simplest elements, moving away from the
holistic approach that this research seeks to take. The positivist philosophy is that it does not
support the in-depth measurement of human behaviour and why behaviours happen (Babbie,
2005, p. 42). Humans are subject to many influences on behaviour, feelings, perceptions and
attitudes. As Schwarz and Strack (1999, p. 62) found, discussed in Chapter 2, subjective wellbeing
of people is influenced by even the slightest life event. Even the weather influences people’s
feelings. Smaller, more specific questions are asked and as a result, the bigger picture is missed
and not addressed, the net result being that many theories only provide partial insight into what are
otherwise complex problems. It is possible that these explanations fail to articulate the connections
among the different issues affecting the QoL of elderly people. The different elements are often
grouped together in an illusory way (Campbell et al., 1976).

The development of competing paradigms over the latter half of the twentieth century points to
increasing discontent with positivism.

The central question revolved around whether the

ontological and epistemological assumptions of positivism were applicable to research involving
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human participants, particularly the idea of an “independent, external reality controlled by inflexible
natural laws and mechanisms” (Guba and Lincoln, 1994, p. 109). This shift in developing new
paradigms acknowledges the meaning and purpose that people attach both to their behaviour and
the context in which they live. The opposing paradigm is referred to as constructivism.

Constructivism is concerned with looking at people and their social behaviour and has its roots in
the social sciences (Babbie, 2005, p. 43). As a result, constructivism sees the world as a world of
meanings, therefore the social world is made up of the subjective experience of people. From the
constructivist viewpoint, there is a fundamental difference between the subject matter of the social
and natural sciences. The natural sciences deal with matter that lacks consciousness and as a
result, its behaviour can be explained as a reaction to external stimuli, whereas people see,
interpret and experience the world in terms of meaning and actively construct their individual social
reality (Crossan, 2003).

For this reason, the positivist and constructivist paradigms employ

different research methods. In constructivist research, data is collected in the form of words and
observations, and analysis is based on the interpretation of the data, rather than numbers and
statistical manipulation. Table 4.4 summarises the main features of positivism and constructivism.

Table 4.4: Main features of positivism and constructivism
Key points

Positivism

Principle viewpoint

The world is external and objective.
The observer is independent and
science is value-free.

Research methods

Research design
Researcher
involvement
Research strategy
Sampling
Data collection
Data collection
methods

Strengths

The focus is on facts and causality.
Problems are reduced to their
simplest elements (reductionism).
Hypotheses are formulated and
tested.
Structured, formal and detailed.
The researcher is distanced from the
study.
Concepts are operationalised in order
for them to be measured.
Large and randomly selected
samples.
Experiments, surveys, structured
interviews and observations.
Questionnaires, scales, test scores
and experimentation.
Provides wide coverage of the range
of situations.

Constructivism
The world is socially constructed and
subjective. The researcher is part of
what is being observed and human
motivation and interests drive science.
The focus is on meanings and trying to
understand what is happening. The
totality of the situation is investigated
(holism).
Evolving and flexible.
The researcher is involved in the study.
Multiple methods are used to establish
different views.
Small samples, investigated in depth
and chosen for specific reasons.
Observation, documentation, openended and semi-structured interviews.
Researcher.
Provides the ability to look at the
situation as a whole, suggesting
different levels of explanation that
cannot be reduced to the level below.

Source: Adapted from Saunders et al. (2007, pp. 113-114), Crossan (2003), Veel (2006, p. 37) and
Easterby-Smith et al. (2008, pp. 35-37).
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The table above summarises the various reasons for taking either a positivist or constructivist
approach to research. However, the diverse nature of this research suggests that one particular
paradigm is unlikely to give a complete picture and therefore different philosophical assumptions
are needed to provide different perspectives of the world. Babbie (2005, p. 34) suggests that the
two paradigms represent different views, each offering insights that the other lacks. For example
the constructivist paradigm reveals aspects of social life that the positivist paradigm neglects. It
has also been suggested that research involves compromises between pure paradigms (EasterbySmith et al., 2008, p. 41), implying that positivism and constructivism as related concepts could be
useful. This research combines complex technical (external residential environment) and social
(QoL of elderly people) systems and as a result requires the use of elements from both the natural
and social sciences, with the balance tipping towards the constructivist dimension of research in
order to take a holistic approach.

4.4

Reasoning in research

The next dimension of research is the reasoning of research, which refers to the logic of research,
the role of the existing body of knowledge gathered in the literature review, the way in which the
data is collected and subsequently analysed (Easterby-Smith et al., 2008, p. 47). The research
reasoning connects the researcher to specific approaches and methods for gathering and
analysing data and can be empirical, non-empirical or a combination of the two. Empirical research
gathers data from observation or experience and has three dimensions: deductive and inductive;
objective and subjective; and qualitative and quantitative (Fellows and Liu, 2008, p. 81).

These dimensions reflect the extent to which the elements of the research approach apply
(Saunders, 2007). Non-empirical research is based on pre-existing knowledge in a particular field.
Researchers who depend entirely on this method are usually working on a historical project, where
other methods of investigation are not possible. The combined approach includes both empirical
and non-empirical approaches to inform the structure and implementation of research techniques.
This research is both empirical and non-empirical and based on this understanding, the reasoning
of research is a combination of the two approaches.

At this point, deductive and inductive,

quantitative and qualitative and objective and subjective approaches to empirical research will be
discussed.

Deductive research is a study where a theory is tested by empirical observation (Trochim et al.,
2014, p. 22). It usually begins with a review of the literature, establishing the context and looking at
what work has already been done. It is then narrowed down to more specific hypotheses to test,
followed by the collection of data to address these hypotheses in order to confirm the original
theories.

Deductive research is mainly used in the natural sciences where laws present the

foundation for explanation (Gill and Johnson, 2002, pp. 16-17). This approach can be associated
with objectivism and positivism as a result of its reliance on current knowledge.
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reasoning is open-ended and exploratory; theories are drawn from looking for patterns in the data
(Trochim et al., 2014, p. 22). Induction is the primary form of research in the social sciences
because this approach revolves around the idea that a social phenomenon is grounded in
observation and experience.

This research draws on both the inductive and deductive perspectives. With regard to induction,
an exploratory approach was used to identify the changes that have occurred in the residential
development profession over the years in terms of responding to the requirements of elderly
people, the existing practices that were not there in the 1970s or 1980s, as well as what had
necessitated the changes in order to establish the BEPs consideration for the changing
requirements of the elderly population. In relation to deduction, this research moves from theory to
data, evident in the literature review in Chapters 2 and 3, which has been used as a reference in
this study.

The literature review identifies the four key themes and concepts and helped to

consolidate the research agenda.

Research is said to be subjective if the researcher is involved or has an influence on the research
outcome, and objective if the researcher is independent to the research (Easterby-Smith et al.,
2008, p. 70). Empirical research can, therefore, be either objective or subjective depending on the
involvement of the researcher.

The traditional assumption that the researcher must remain

independent from the research in order to support the validity of the results is an emblem of the
positivist research paradigm, which is primarily objective. On the other hand, constructivism is
subjective and therefore necessitates the participation of the researcher. However, the influence or
limitation of subjectivity on the conduct or findings of the research should be recognised.

The difference between qualitative and quantitative data is essentially the difference between
numerical and nonnumeric data (Babbie, 2005, p. 25). Each observation is qualitative at first,
however it is sometimes useful to convert these observations to numeric form because
quantification makes the observation straightforward and, therefore, easier to summarise with
statistical analysis. The primary advantage of quantitative data is that it offers a measure of quality.
Qualitative methods of data collection are more subjective than quantitative research and
concerned with concepts, characteristics and descriptions (Bell, 1999, p. 6). The data is usually
collected through interviews or focus groups and involves analysing and interpreting information
from what people say or do, resulting in the advantage of being much richer in meaning. The two
key objectives of qualitative research are to describe and analyse the processes through which
social realities are constructed and the social relationships through which people are connected
(Patton, 2002, p. 99). The approaches to qualitative research are summarised in Table 4.5 below.
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Table 4.5: Approaches to qualitative research
Theory
Grounded Theory

Case Study
Phenomenology
Ethnographic Study

Hermeneutics

Historical Research

Description
Generates theory relating to the situation forming the focus of the study. The
theory is ‘grounded’ in the data gathered, particularly in the actions, interactions
and processes of the people involved.
The development of a detailed, intensive knowledge about a single ‘case’ or a
small number of related cases.
Generates meanings and gains insight into phenomena by concentrating on
human experience and the essence of human experience.
A study that attempts to capture, interpret and explain how a group, organisation
or community live and experience life in his or her own world.
The art and science of interpretation. Originally applied to the interpretation of
text, it is more widely used to interpret conversations, interactions between
people and even fashion.
Gaining knowledge from the past by collecting and analysing things such as
records, letters and artefacts.

Source: Adapted from Robson (2002, pp. 89, 186-188, 190-193, 195-196)

Quantitative research methods were developed in the natural sciences to study natural
phenomena, however are now accepted in the social sciences (Miles and Huberman, 1994, p.
108).

The methods used focus on numbers and frequencies and supply data that is easy to

analyse and reasonably reliable. The method adopted in this research is both qualitative and
quantitative, also referred to as a mixed method approach, discussed in the section below.

4.5

Research design – a mixed method approach

A mixed method approach has been selected as an appropriate research design for this study,
which means that it incorporates both qualitative and quantitative techniques. The quantitative
approach is linked to the deductive/objective/generalising domain and the qualitative approach is
linked to the inductive/subjective/contextual domain (Morgan, 2007, p. 73). Research problems do
not necessarily tie in neatly with one of the research approaches and are often better understood
by employing mixed methods in a complementary way (Pathirage et al., 2008, p. 1). It is common
to adopt both qualitative and quantitative methods in research as the weaknesses of one method
are compensated for by the strengths of the other. The strengths and weaknesses of qualitative
and quantitative methods are summarised in Table 4.6.

Table 4.6: Strengths and weaknesses of qualitative and quantitative research methods

Strengths

Weaknesses

Quantitative approach
Representative
Possibility of impartial disproof
Control or rigour
Limited scope
Artificiality

Source: Adapted from Miller and Brewster (2003, p. 192)
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Qualitative approach
Holistic and detailed
Reactivity
Naturalism
Non-representative
Lack of control over bias
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Brewer and Hunter (2006, p. 4) support the use of mixed methods in research, arguing, “the
fundamental objective of a combined or mixed method is to attack a research problem with an
arsenal of methods that have no overlapping weaknesses in addition to their complimentary
strengths.”

Mixed methods provide the freedom to use all methods that are suitable for the

research; both qualitative and quantitative techniques can be used with inductive and deductive
reasoning, providing flexibility and practicality in using techniques for data collection and analysis.
Shakantu (2004, p. 173) labels the mixed method approach as triangulation, referring to “the
combination of two or more theories, data sources or methods in a study, which converge at a
single construct”.

It is important to note that, when examining the influence of philosophy on the research design,
paradigms and their associated methodologies represent different ways of looking at phenomena
that cannot be proven true or false, only more or less useful (Silverman, 2005, p. 78). To decide
the most appropriate paradigm for informing this research, the role of theory must be examined.
Chapter 2 established that there are two principle dimensions to QoL: the internal psychological
mechanisms that produce a sense of satisfaction and gratification with life and the external
conditions, which trigger the internal mechanism. It is possible to develop testable hypotheses
applicable to elderly people’s QoL in the context of the external residential environment. However
this positivist approach may restrict the understanding of these two forces operating on elderly
people’s QoL. This is because QoL is an indistinct concept, characterised largely by individual
perception, feeling and attitude towards various factors, which makes generalisation difficult.
Besides, the positivist approach is an emblem of the reductionist approach, which considers
problems to be better understood when they are reduced to the simplest elements (Easterby-Smith
et al. 2008, p. 29), moving away from the holistic approach that this research seeks to take. The
disadvantage of this approach is that the theories generated can only provide partial insight into
complex problems, failing to articulate the connections between the issues surrounding QoL for
elderly people.

In anticipation of strong connections between the issues surrounding the QoL of elderly people and
their inherently subjective nature, perhaps a better position to take would be one of constructivism,
where the influence of values or constructions in generating knowledge is acknowledged (Guba
and Lincoln, 1994). Qualitative methods are prevalent in the constructivist paradigm and allow a
better understanding of issues that would not be possible with positivism.

As this research is concerned with both complex social and technical systems, drawing on both
inductive and deductive perspectives, a combination of qualitative and quantitative approaches was
considered necessary. As a result, it was not considered beneficial to adopt either a pure positivist
(associated with deductive, quantitative approaches) or constructivist paradigm (associated with
inductive, qualitative approaches), but rather a paradigm that bridges the two. With this in mind, a
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better position to take would be the post-positivist stance of critical realism, credited to Roy
Bhaskar in the 1970s (Oliver, 2011, p. 9). Critical realism assumes that objective reality already
exists independently of people’s thoughts, although the description of reality is “mediated through
the filters of language, meaning-making and social context” (Oliver, 2011, p. 4).

Therefore, it

appears to take a philosophical middle ground between the social and natural sciences.
Advantages of this philosophical approach are that it avoids positivism and constructivism and also
bridges qualitative and quantitative data without favouring either, promoting mixed method research
(Alvesson and Skoldberg, 2009, p. 15).

Mixed method research is deemed suitable for this study because the research questions, set out
in Chapter 1, are exploratory, descriptive and explanatory in nature.

Using a mixed method

approach “allows the use of both quantitative methods to establish empirical regularities between
the variables and qualitative methods to abstract causal mechanisms” (Yeung, 1997, p. 57). The
overall research process is illustrated in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1: The research approach

There were four main phases to the research approach. The first phase was the literature review,
conducted around the related themes and concepts of the relationships between ageing, QoL and
the built environment. The second phase was the methodology, which outlined the philosophical
and methodological reasoning that formed the basis of the research. Phase three was the data
collection, where the research methods were implemented and the final phase was the data
analysis and conclusions.
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In pursuance of the mixed methods approach, the research design was divided into three key
phases:

•

Administering questionnaire surveys to elderly, care provider (CP) and built environment
professional (BEP) stakeholder groups in order to establish the common limitations affecting
elderly people, their QoL value factors and the restrictions presented by the external residential
environment and how these then compare to those identified by the CP and BEP stakeholder
groups.

•

Conducting interviews with the CPs and BEPs, focusing on the changes that have occurred in
the residential development profession over the years in terms of responding to the needs of
elderly people, what has necessitated these changes and what the likely trajectory of future
changes might be.

•

The development and validation of a decision-support framework for the BEPs to use to
enhance elderly people’s QoL through the planning and design of the external residential
environment.

Having adopted a mixed method research design, it is now important to consider how the data
collected was used in relation to theory. Confusion arises with the mixed method critical realist
research in that the traditional divide between qualitative and quantitative research methodologies
reinforces a distinction between the verification and generation of theory (Easterby-Smith et al.,
2008, p. 33). It is possible to overcome this issue using a grounded theory framework. Grounded
theory was developed by Glaser and Strauss (1967) in response to the dominant position of
positivism in social science.

The idea of grounded theory is that theory is grounded in data

obtained from studying phenomena, in the sense that it is “discovered, developed, and
provisionally verified through systematic data collection and analysis of data relating to that
phenomenon” (Strauss & Corbin, 1990, p. 23).

Robson (2002, p. 191) argues that grounded theory is not a theory, but a strategy for conducting
research and a technique for analysing the data. The combination of a naturalistic approach with a
positivist concern for a systematic set of procedures has been identified as one of the key strengths
of grounded theory because it allows the researcher to be both scientific and creative (Babbie,
2005, p. 327).

Over recent years, the application of grounded theory as a critical realist

methodology has been increasingly supported by social scientists. For example, Oliver (2011, p. 2)
argued that together they offer an “accessible and congruent research approach”. The shared,
core characteristics of critical realism and grounded theory contribute to their compatibility by
rejecting the positivist position of deduction and theory verification, as well as having “the
inclination to capture as much of the complexity of the world as possible by focusing on multiple
perspectives” (Corbin & Strauss, 2008, p. 8).
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In the analysis of the philosophical perspectives of grounded theory, Annells (1996, p. 389)
suggests that the “classic mode leans ontologically toward critical realism and a modified objectivist
epistemology”. It is important to note that in the attempt to develop the flexibility of grounded
theory, constructivists put more emphasis on abduction as the primary epistemological strategy, a
process whereby the researcher “considers all possible explanations for the data from which
hypotheses are formed and examined to establish a plausible explanation” (Charmaz, 2006, p.
104). As a result of this, Oliver (2011, p. 10) suggests that grounded theory accommodates preexisting theoretical knowledge and hypotheses as the foundation for developing new theory.
Grounded theory was considered suitable for this research as a framework to be developed to
assist the central decision-makers to take into account the common limitations and QoL value
factors for elderly people in their everyday pursuits, was developed from existing knowledge,
confirmed through empirical research.

The following section discusses the data collection

techniques employed in this study.

4.5.1 Data collection instruments for a mixed method research design
Both primary and secondary data sources were used in this research. The primary data was
generated through interviews and questionnaire surveys, while the secondary data was sourced
from books, publications, journal articles and the Office for National Statistics, as well as other
available documents. The grounded theory approach adopted for this research means that there
are a variety of data collection methods available (Robson, 2002, p. 191). The following sections
discuss the data collection techniques employed in this study (questionnaire surveys and
interviews) followed by a discussion of the data collection and analysis techniques in relation to the
five research objectives.

4.5.2 Questionnaire surveys
The survey method is an approach to data collection rather than a particular technique, although it
is often associated with the use of questionnaires (De Vaus, 2002, p. 94). Surveys can also be
conducted using a range of other methods including those typically associated with qualitative
research such as interviews.

The aim of a survey is to collect data relating to pre-specified variables in a structured and
systematic way from a number of respondents (Robson, 2002, p. 227). By ensuring consistency
with regard to the type of data and way in which it is collected, it is possible to use a number of
analytical techniques, including collating the responses to create an aggregated measurement or
comparing the results between the respondents based on their opinions. Surveys are generally
conducted as part of a non-experimental research design, where the researcher is clear on the
type of information required.
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The decision was made to use a questionnaire-based approach as it was considered the most
effective method of collecting consistent and structured data.

Questionnaires are a practical

method of collecting large amounts of data from relatively large samples in a short period of time
(Robson, 2002, p. 232).

The data from a questionnaire can be quickly and easily quantified,

making it ideal for use in comparing and contrasting the responses between the three different
stakeholder groups identified later on in this chapter.

The different roles of the three stakeholder groups made it necessary to develop three separate
questionnaires.

However, it was considered beneficial to incorporate a number of common

questions in all three of the questionnaire surveys to allow the views of the different stakeholder
groups to be analysed. A series of questions were drafted around the following themes informed
by the literature review: the common limitations and the effect of these on the daily activities of
elderly people, the QoL value factors of elderly people and the restrictions presented to them by the
external residential environment and the impact and influence of the external residential
environment on the QoL of elderly people.

These themes formed the basis of all three

questionnaires with additional questions included to establish the profiles of each stakeholder
group.

Careful consideration was given to the wording and structure of the questions, as they determined
the type and quality of data collected, the validity of the questionnaire as a research tool and the
analysis that could be used with the data. The questionnaires were drafted in line with the key
attributes identified by Denscombe (2014, p. 153):

•

Avoiding the use of leading questions

•

Short, straightforward and unambiguous questions

•

Providing respondents with sufficient options to answer

•

Minimal use of technical jargon

Closed questioning was predominantly used due to the advantages of being able to control the
questionnaire length and ease of coding (Denscombe, 2014, p. 176). The disadvantage of this
approach was that it restricted the amount of detail that respondents were able to provide with their
responses. However, given that the survey was followed by interviews this was not considered
problematic.

The decision was made to use Likert scales for the majority of the questions relating to the
limitations, QoL value factors, restrictions, etc. Scaling questions with multiple indicators can be
advantageous over questions with limited response options because they provide a more thorough
understanding of the strength of the opinion. The advantages of using a Likert scale include the
ease of development and analysis, as well as its appeal to respondents, which is important with
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respect to generating considered responses (Robson, 2002, p. 293).

Moreover, by applying

scaling to a range of indicators it is possible to derive a more valid and reliable assessment of a
concept than may be achieved using a single-item measure (De Vaus, 2002, p. 96). Additionally,
these questions included an ‘other, please specify’ option to ensure that responses not on the list
were also recorded to capture those aspects not identified by the study.

These additional

responses were filtered and included according to whether their effect could be minimised or
supported through the design of the external residential environment.

Following completion of the questionnaire surveys, the raw data was entered into Excel prior to
being uploaded to the statistical software package IBM SPSS. The first stage of analysis involved
screening the data file in order to identify and amend any errors that could have distorted the
statistical tests. This was done using the Frequencies function for categorical variables to check
the number of valid cases and the minimum and maximum values for each variable (Pallant, 2007,
p. 89).

The Descriptive function was also used to check the number of valid cases for the

continuous variables. The results of these tests indicated a non-normal distribution.

Pallant (2007, p. 210) identifies three main strategies for dealing with the non-normal distribution of
data:
•

Continue using parametric techniques on the basis that the robustness will allow for minor
violations of assumptions, particularly if the sample size is relatively large. However, Sheskin
(2004, p. 97) suggests that the risk of using this approach is that the power advantage
parametric techniques have over non-parametric techniques is neutralised.

•

Mathematically transform the scores. However, Tabachnick and Fidell (2007, p. 86) believe
that using data transformation to fix non-normal distribution is not universally recommended.
They also suggest that in some cases it can cause problems with interpretation.

•

Use non-parametric tests, which while less sensitive than parametric alternatives, are suited to
data measured on categorical scales and smaller samples (Pallant, 2007, p. 210). Given that
the output of the three stakeholder surveys consisted largely of scale and ordinal data collected
from a relatively small sample, the decision was made to use non-parametric techniques.
Where possible, the following statistical tests were applied using SPSS:
o

Mann-Whitney U Test

o

Kruskal Wallis Test

o

Pearson correlation

o

Frequency analysis

To achieve a detailed interpretation of the questionnaire findings, these tests were used to explore
the relationships between stakeholder and sub-groups, including respondents’ age and gender
groups, their location of residence and main mode of transport.

Both Mann-Whitney U and

Kruskal-Wallis tests are non-parametric tests, used to compare differences between independent
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groups when the data is either ordinal or continuous, but not normally distributed (Laerd Statistics,
2013, 2013a). In the case of this research, the data was ordinal, having been collected using a
Likert Scale. The key difference between these two tests is that Kruskal-Wallis can accommodate
more than two groups (Reed College, 2015). In this research, where there are only two groups, for
example, male and female and the pairwise comparison of responses between the BEPs and
elderly people, Mann-Whitney U tests were used. Kruskal-Wallis was used to run tests between
groups with three or more categories such as, location of residence, age, mode of transport, etc.

The main consideration when conducting this analysis was to ensure that the number of
respondents in each group was sufficient to allow robust comparison, especially given that the
combined total of stakeholders only amounted to 124 respondents. Despite many authors, such as
Aday (2006, p. 112) believing that higher response rates give more accurate results, a study by
Holbrook et al. (2007) found that surveys with much lower response rates were only minimally less
accurate.

Piloting is an essential component of questionnaire development because it allows the researcher
to pre-test the content and format with members of the target audience. In addition to testing the
structure and clarity of individual questions, the pilot is used to examine the flow of the
questionnaire, correct order of questions, the respondent’s interest and attention and the length of
time it takes to complete (De Vaus, 2002, p. 116). If a questionnaire contains poorly structured or
worded questions, the respondents may provide inaccurate responses because they are unclear as
to what is being asked of them. Similarly, if respondents are denied the opportunity to provide their
desired response, they may select an alternative or not answer at all.

The interest and attention of respondents is influenced by both the structure/wording of the
questions and its length (De Vaus, 2002, p. 99).

An overly long questionnaire may result in

respondents failing to complete or refusing to participate. The three stakeholder questionnaires
were piloted with two members of each of the research populations. The questionnaire took an
average of ten minutes to complete which was considered to fall within an acceptable length of
time. No major issues were identified with the structure or wording of the questions, although a
recommendation was made to clarify what was meant by ‘elderly’ by including an age.

4.5.3 Interviews
Patton (2002, p. 342) describes three basic methods to collecting data through qualitative
interviewing:
•

Informal conversational interview

•

General interview guide approach

•

Standardised open-ended interview
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The informal conversational interview constitutes an ‘unstructured’ approach in which the
researcher does not rely on predetermined questions, generating questions spontaneously
throughout the interview process. Patton (2002, p. 342) argues that the lack of structure does not
mean that interviews are unfocused, but that the flexibility of this approach can generate detailed
data that is sensitive to individual and situational differences. The main limitation, however, is the
time needed to collect and analyse sufficient systematic data to satisfy the research questions. In
contrast to this is the standardised open-ended interview, where the researcher uses a structured
set of questions presented to each respondent in a consistent order and manner. The advantage
being that questions can be prioritised in situations where time is limited. The disadvantage is that
it restricts the opportunity to digress from the question list to explore additional issues of interest.

The third option of using a general interview guide represents a middle ground between structured
and unstructured interviewing. The ‘semi-structured’ approach, as with structured interviewing,
utilises an interview guide designed prior to the fieldwork commencing and contains consistent
questions to be asked of all respondents. The distinguishing feature of this type of interview is that
the questions represent broad themes of enquiry around which the researcher can explore more
specific topics of interest. In selecting the content for the interview, it was necessary to ensure that
the individual questions contributed both thematically to the research investigation and dynamically
by promoting positive interaction with the respondent (Kvale, 1996, p. 129).

The questions were

designed in accordance with the criteria proposed by Patton (2002, p. 353): “good questions should
be open-ended, neutral, singular and clear”. An interview guide was drafted based on the changes
that have occurred in the residential development profession over the years in terms of responding
to the needs of elderly people, what is done now that was not done in the 1970s or 1980s and what
has necessitated these changes, as well as what the likely future changes might be and why.

In order to generate a full transcript of each interview a digital voice recording was used where
possible rather than taking handwritten notes. This was only possible with the consent of the
participant and in the face-to-face interview situation for reasons of compliance with research
ethics. For the telephone interviews, handwritten notes were taken.

In contrast to the questionnaire survey distributed amongst the three stakeholder groups
conducting a separate pilot of the interview guide with a subset of respondents was considered to
be less critical, because as stated by Robson (2002, p. 383) “most flexible designs can incorporate
piloting within the study itself”. This is beneficial given the effort required to organise and carry out
data collection. Given that the guide consisted of broad questions that were drafted and refined,
the decision was made to use the initial interview with an Architect as a means of piloting the guide.
As no amendments were made to the guide, the interview results from the pilot were included as
part of the main research data sets. The next section discusses the identification of stakeholders
and the sampling techniques employed to recruit them.
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4.6

Identifying stakeholders and sampling techniques

Stakeholders are people who are affected by or have an effect on something (Rabinowitz, 2013).
Primary stakeholders include those who are directly affected and secondary stakeholders are
indirectly affected. The key stakeholders are people who are important within an organisation
engaged in an effort. Having considered this, the primary stakeholders in this research have been
identified as the people who are affected by the design of the external residential environment,
namely elderly people, secondary stakeholders are the organisations and people who provide care
services for elderly people, with the key stakeholders being those who have an effect on the design
of the external residential environment, namely the BEPs. The stakeholder groups are illustrated in
Table 4.7 below.

Table 4.7: Stakeholder groups
Stakeholder group

Those who effect the built
environment for elderly
people:

Those who are affected by
the built environment for
elderly people:

Those who may be
interested:

Description
Developers
specialising
in
Those who are involved in the elderly/retirement living, e.g., McCarthy
delivery of the built environment and Stone and Churchill Retirement Living.
for the elderly
Professional Consultants, e.g., architects
and designers. Finance investors.
Local Authority, for example, planning
Those who determine the
departments.
Central
and
Local
context
Government. Occupational Therapists.
Directly affected
Elderly people
People who work with elderly people on a
Either directly or indirectly
daily basis, e.g. care home staff, social
affected depending on the
workers.
Local
community
context
members/groups. General public
Non-Governmental organisations, e.g., AgeUK
Quasi Non-governmental Organisation, e.g., CABE and CUBE.
Social campaigning organisations.
Researchers/Academics studying gerontology.
Future users and people who care for elderly people.

Source: Adapted from Rabinowitz (2013)

In grounded theory, one of the main objectives of sampling is to select participants based on them
being representative of the experience, rather than being representative of a wider population
(Morse, 2007, p. 232). As a result, two non-random sampling techniques have been used to
identify potential respondents from the three identified stakeholder groups: snowball sampling and
opportunity sampling.

4.6.1 Snowball sampling
Snowball sampling selects a sample using networks (Kumar, 2011, p. 208) and was the technique
chosen to identify the sample of BEPs and CPs. Snowballing works by first identifying individuals
through an initial desktop survey. Data is collected from them and these respondents are asked to
identify further potential respondents, who then become part of the sample. Data is collected from
these respondents and they are in turn asked to identify further potential respondents, who are
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approached for more data collection and potential respondents. This process is repeated until
either the required number of respondents has been met or the saturation point has been reached.
The saturation point is reached when the new stakeholders start identifying those who have
already been identified. Figure 4.2 illustrates the snowballing process.

Figure 4.2: Snowball sampling technique

Source: Adapted from Kumar (2011, p. 208)

Snowball sampling is useful when little is known about the groups or organisations being studied as
the researcher only has to identify a small number of stakeholders who can then suggest other
members (Coolican, 2004, p. 642). The decision to use this sampling technique was made as the
CP and BEP stakeholder groups are relatively small and harder to reach.

However the

disadvantage of this technique is that the choice of sample is based on the choice of the first
respondents, which could result in the study being biased.

4.6.2 Opportunity sampling
The decision was made to use opportunity sampling to identify potential respondents from the
elderly people stakeholder group as it uses the knowledge of the researcher to identify a sample
(Coolican, 2004, p. 642). This technique involves taking a sample from people aged sixty years
plus available at the time of data collection. In most cases, a ‘gatekeeper’ with access to the
population being studied was used. In this study event organisers and clubs for the over sixties
were approached.

4.7

Ethics, validity and reliability

In order to evaluate the credibility of research, validity, credibility and ethics are often used as
criteria (Saunders et al., 2007). Prior to beginning data collection, it was necessary to obtain full
ethical approval from the University of Portsmouth Research Ethics Committee.

Ethical

considerations are now at the forefront of research, largely as a result of changes to human rights
legislation and data protection, but also from concern from the public about the limits of
investigation (Social Research Association, 2003).

While the general principles of conducting

ethical research are widely applicable, it is necessary to consider these principles in relation to the
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specific research population being studied. For example, elderly people are considered to be a
vulnerable population group. A vulnerable person is defined as someone potentially being exposed
to harm (Purdy, 2004, p. 26). Circumstances such as health or financial, can sometimes create a
vulnerable status. Elderly people often become vulnerable due to ageing as decreased mobility,
chronic illness, loss of support systems and changes in cognitive ability can interfere with the
freedom to choose (Sorensen and Pinquart, 2000, p. 295). BEPs may be reluctant to disclose
information regarding their procedures and practices in the event that they could be attributed to
specific individuals. De Vaus (2002, p. 59) states that most professional codes of ethics stipulate
five ethical responsibilities towards research participants, illustrated in Table 4.8.

Table 4.8: Ethical responsibilities towards research participants
Ethical responsibility
Voluntary participation

Informed consent

No harm

Anonymity and
Confidentiality

Privacy

Description
Individuals are free to choose whether to participate and are not coerced into
participating. The most effective means of ensuring voluntary participation is to
inform participants explicitly.
Closely aligned with voluntary participation, individuals choose whether to
participate and are fully informed of the purpose of the survey, why they have been
selected to take part, what their participation will involve and what happens when
the research study has been completed. It is also necessary to clarify the practical
issues of participation such as the time required to participate, the location of the
research, and whether payment or expenses are provided. There is a balance
between providing sufficient information, without discouraging their participation or
distorting their responses by providing too much information.
Potentially research participants experience physical and/or mental harm from
taking part in research, particularly in fields of medicine and psychology.
Anonymity and confidentiality are key principles of conducting ethical research,
however, De Vaus (2002) suggests that a failure among researchers to distinguish
between these two terms can result in participants being misled as to how their
responses will be used. Anonymity means that the researcher will not and cannot
identify the respondent, whereas confidentiality means that the researcher can
match names with responses but ensures that others cannot access this
information. It is not possible for an interview survey to assure anonymity because
the interviewer collects data from an identifiable respondent.
Respecting the privacy of research a participant is closely related to the principles of
voluntary participation and confidentiality, but extends to the issue of intrusion
(individuals may prefer not to be contacted by a researcher unless they have given
prior permission) (De Vaus, 2002). The nature of this research study makes
avoiding intrusion difficult, in some cases it was possible to utilise ‘gatekeepers’,
who contacted potential respondents on behalf of the researcher to establish
whether they were interested in participating.

Source: Adapted from De Vaus (2002, p. 59)

Each participant was issued with an information letter stating that participation was voluntary and
they could withdraw at any time, concise information on the study was also provided to the
participants in the information letter, which outlined the process through which the participants
could ask further questions by contacting the researcher directly. In the context of this research,
the possibility of harm was minimal; nevertheless, there was the possibility that the respondents
may have experienced psychological harm if their anonymity or confidentiality was breached. In
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order to ensure confidentiality was maintained, consideration had to be given to how data would be
presented to prevent individuals from being identified. With regard to this, the decision was made
not to include the names of the interviewees or their associated organisations, instead, their roles
within and sector of the built environment profession were utilised.

The ‘gatekeeper’ approach was successfully used to recruit a number of elderly respondents.
Initially, organisations and clubs that provide support and activities for elderly people were
approached and informed about the research project. They were then asked to distribute the
questionnaire amongst the elderly people who attended. It was considered an appropriate way of
obtaining data from the elderly stakeholder group, as they were more likely to be in a position of
trust. Of the organisations approached, one invited the researcher to spend a day at the centre
and another informed the researcher of an information event being held for elderly people, both
providing the opportunity to distribute the questionnaires directly to elderly people and to informally
discuss with them the purpose of the research, the ways in which their lives were affected by age
related limitations and how they felt that these were either supported or hindered by the built
environment.

These were useful conversations to reflect upon, giving deeper insight into the

issues affecting elderly people. Although these individuals were contacted directly, it was important
not to put the potential respondents under pressure to participate.

Validity and reliability are key considerations in the design and implementation of research because
they determine the level of trust that can be put in the findings. Robson (2002, pp. 93, 339)
provides a basic distinction between validity and reliability, validity refers to whether the findings
are really about what they appear to be about, while reliability refers to the consistency of the
measures from which these findings are derived. Given that the principles of validity and reliability
were initially developed with respect to quantitative methods, there is a debate regarding their
applicability to qualitative research (Robson, 2002, pp. 100, 170).

4.7.1 Validity and reliability in quantitative research
Validity in quantitative research is categorised into three main types, illustrated in Table 4.9 below.

Table 4.9: Types of validity
Type of validity
Construct validity

Internal validity

External validity

Description
Also known as measurement validity, it is concerned with data collection as it focuses
on whether an indicator devised to measure a concept really measures that concept.
Refers to whether the relationships that emerge from the analysis of data can be
plausibly demonstrated. In quantitative research this applies to causal relationships
between dependent and independent variables.
Concerned with whether the results observed in a specific study can be generalised
to other settings or populations.

Source: Adapted from Bryman and Bell (2008, p. 41)
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It was necessary to consider issues of validity during the questionnaire survey phase of this study
because it involved quantitative methods. Steps were taken to ensure that the data was collected
in a valid and reliable manner. Construct validity was sought by using a definition of both ‘elderly’
and ‘built environment’ consistent with that of the findings in the literature review. Some reliance on
secondary data sources created implications particularly where the data was obtained from online
sources. In the survey of the three stakeholder groups it was necessary to consider issues of
construct validity during the development of the questionnaire to ensure that the questions
effectively addressed the topics of study. Peer reviewing and piloting of the questionnaires before
distributing them did this. With respect to the analysis of the data, internal validity was sought
through the application of a range of statistical techniques to examine the strength and nature of
relationships among variables.

Issues of external validity were not thought to be of central

importance as there was no intention to generalise the results to the wider population.

Reliability in quantitative research can also be categorised into three main types (Bryman and Bell,
2008, p. 163), illustrated in Table 4.10.

Table 4.10: Types of reliability in research
Type of reliability

Stability

Internal reliability

Inter-observer consistency

Description
Refers to whether a measure is consistent over time. Re-administering the
measure to the same group of respondents at a later date can test this,
however, can be problematic due to events occurring between the time
periods, influencing the consistency of the results. For this reason, very few
research studies conduct tests of stability.
Refers to quantitative measures with multiple indicators, for example, where
rating scales are combined to create an aggregated score. For this measure
to be reliable, it is important for individual indicators to be related to each
other. This can be examined by the level of correlation between respondents’
scores for different indicators.
This occurs when more than one individual is involved in aspects of the
research process that involve subjective judgement, such as recording
observations and categorising open-ended questions.

Source: Adapted from Bryman and Bell (2008, p. 163)

In examining the three types of reliability outlined above, it could be argued that their relevance to
this research study is limited. The main objective of the questionnaire surveys was to establish the
common limitations affecting elderly people, their QoL value factors and the extent to which these
were taken into account by the BEPs, therefore correlation was used to explore the internal validity
for questions relating to the these and elderly people’s QoL. It is not considered feasible to test
stability by re-administering questionnaires at a later date and issues of inter-observer consistency
are not considered problematic as only one researcher was involved in collecting and analysing the
data.
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4.7.2 Validity and reliability in qualitative research
The general principles that qualitative research is based on mean that the relevance of the
measures of validity and reliability are limited (Robson, 2002, p. 93). The basic concepts of validity
and reliability are still applicable, particularly using a consistent approach to generate findings that
reflect what they appear to reflect.

Consistency can be achieved through both the collection and analysis of data by developing a set
of procedures, such as the method of recruiting and interviewing participants, or how categories
are coded during analysis. Maxwell (2002, p. 42) states that the concept of validity relates primarily
to accounts rather than data or methods, therefore, there is scope for the researcher to introduce
bias during the analysis of qualitative data.

With this in mind, the collection and analysis of

qualitative data has traditionally called for objectivity (Corbin and Strauss, 2008, p. 40), although
this could also be considered as knowledge and training in the research context.

In grounded theory, issues of researcher objectivity can be addressed through the application of
theoretical sensitivity, defined by Strauss and Corbin (1990, p. 42) as: “...The attribute of having
insight, the ability to give meaning to data, the capacity to understand, and capability to separate
the pertinent from that which isn’t.”

Theoretical sensitivity is brought to the research process by the individual attributes of the
researcher and the analytical approach that they use.

Individual attributes are obtained from

familiarity with the phenomenon being studied, gained from secondary sources or personal
experience. This knowledge and experience allows the researcher to become more sensitive to
concepts in the data, as well as seeing connections between concepts (Corbin & Strauss, 2008, p.
40).

One of the benefits of using grounded theory is the existence of a systematic set of analytic
techniques that contribute a degree of reliability to this process. The ultimate validity, however, is
determined by the individual researcher, particularly if preconceived ideas and assumptions bias
the analysis, therefore, the researcher has to periodically step back to examine whether their
perceptions fit the reality of the data, regarding the explanations, categories and hypotheses as
provisional until supported by the data and working in accordance with data collection and analytic
procedures (Strauss & Corbin, 1990, p. 23).

4.8

Data collection and analysis in relation to the research objectives

The following sections discuss the data collection and analysis techniques implemented in relation
to each of the four research objectives.
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4.8.1 Objective A: Quality of Life value factors, limitations and restrictions of elderly people
As public policy is increasingly concerned with allowing elderly people to maintain their mobility,
independence and active contribution to society and being able to respond effectively to the
challenges of older age (Bowling, 2005, p. 2), the primary aim of research objective A was to
establish and prioritise a short-list of QoL value factors, limitations and features of the external
residential environment that restrict the daily activities of elderly people and investigate the
interrelationships amongst these. A questionnaire survey was considered the most appropriate
method of collecting both quantitative data relating to the limitations, QoL value factors and
restrictions presented by the residential environment, as well as some qualitative data regarding
elderly people’s opinions on how their daily activities were restricted by the limitations.

In a similar approach to those used by Renwick (1994), Maslow (1987, pp. 15-22) and Allardt
(1993, pp. 88-91), whereby people’s needs have been grouped into hierarchical categories,
hingeing on the data collected from the people from the elderly stakeholder group, this research
objective sought to categorise the QoL value factors, limitations and restrictions as they relate to
the external residential environment into primary and secondary categories. The classification was
achieved using descriptive statistics, particularly frequency analysis, because it is ideal for tallying
characteristics (McKillup, 20011, p. 17). In research, the aim of descriptive statistics is to gather
and quantify observable information and to summarise the data findings.

Simply put, data

summaries provided by descriptive statistics do the basic work of gathering observational data. In
order to identify the interrelationships amongst the limitations, QoL value factors and restrictions
presented by the external residential environment, correlation tests were carried out on the data.
Correlation is an exploratory technique used to examine whether the values of two variables are
significantly related (McKillup, 2011, p. 234).

4.8.2 Objective B: Elderly people’s requirements: the built environment professionals’
perspective
This research objective established the nature of the common limitations affecting elderly people
that are taken into account by the BEPs when making decisions with regard to the design of the
external residential environment.

A questionnaire survey was also considered the most

appropriate method of collecting data to satisfy this research objective.

The questionnaire was distributed to the three stakeholder groups based on the three key themes
of QoL value factors, common limitations and the restrictions presented to elderly people by the
external residential environment. The questionnaire distributed to the BEPs was further developed
to include the above three themes as well as questions revolving around the extent to which the
common limitations and QoL value factors of elderly people are considered, the guidance used in
designing for elderly people and the process of gaining the views of elderly people in the design of
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the external residential environment. The same statistical tests, identified in section 4.5.2, were
carried out on the data to explore the difference in response between the three stakeholder groups.

4.8.3 Objective C: Holistic decision-support framework for the BEP decision-makers
The purpose of the decision-support framework was to assist the central decision-makers to take
into account the common requirements of elderly people in their everyday pursuits in the context of
the external residential environment in order to enhance their QoL. As a result, the framework
required a procedure for capturing and summarising the requirements of elderly people and the
features of the external residential environment that could potentially support these requirements
and translate them into meaningful planning and design requirements for use by the BEP decisionmakers. There were various potential approaches to developing a decision-support framework for
the BEPs to take into account the requirements of elderly people in the design of the external
residential environment, such as Management by Objectives (MBO), the Analytical Hierarchy
Process (AHP), Building Information Modelling (BIM) and Quality Function Deployment (QFD).

MBO, established by Peter Drucker and popular in the 1960s and 1970s, is a management system
whereby the objectives of a company are agreed upon, so that both management and their
employees understand a common way forward (Drucker, 2011, p. 61). MBO aims to improve
efficiency through systematic procedures, increase employee motivation and commitment through
active participation in the planning process and as a basis for planning for the results, rather than
work. In MBO, objectives are determined jointly by managers and their employees, and progress is
reviewed periodically, with the end result being evaluated and awards allocated accordingly. The
objectives must be arranged in order of their importance; compatible with each other; realistic;
consistent with the policies of the organisation; and expressed quantitatively wherever possible
(Drucker, 2011, p. 61). This research seeks to move away from quantitative assessment because
as identified in Chapter 1, there is a predominance of quantitative research (which typically
generalises findings) over qualitative research that is context specific and better suited to a holistic
framework. This potentially makes MBO an unsuitable basis for the decision-support framework
intended for this study. Moreover, despite the emphasis on setting clear goals, MBO is very rigid,
which could present a problem due to the subjective nature of the QoL of elderly people.

AHP, developed by Thomas Saaty, is one of the most widely used multi-criteria decision analysis
approaches as it intuitively allows users to assess the relative weight of multiple options against
given criteria (Ishizaka and Nemery, 2013, p. 13). Even when quantitative ratings are not available,
decision-makers can still recognise whether one criterion is more important than another, which
makes pairwise comparison appealing to users. The advantages of AHP are its flexibility, intuitive
appeal to decision-makers and the ability to check inconsistencies (Ramanathan, 2001, p. 30).
However, the disadvantage of using AHP as the basis for the decision-making framework in this
research is that it breaks a decision problem into constituent parts and creates hierarchies, an
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emblem of the reductionist approach that this study has identified as unsuitable due to the
subjective nature of elderly people’s QoL and the need to consider the relationship between elderly
people, their QoL and the built environment holistically.

BIM has developed rapidly over the last decade. It is the creation of a three-dimensional, virtual
model that represents the intended project that is to be built using software that integrates each
system (architectural, structural, mechanical, electrical, etc.) of the build process in order to identify
where systems clash or redesign is required (Kensek, 2014, p. 1). The identification of where the
systems clash is just one of the advantages of using BIM (Bachmann, 2012). There is more focus
on design as the three-dimensional relationship of the components is illustrated and can be applied
to the building architecture, interior, infrastructure, as well as master planning. BIM has not yet
been used in the planning and design of the external residential environment.

However, as

Hjelseth (2012, pp. 461-462) suggests, codes for internal features such as furniture, have already
been written in Singapore and Sweden, and as a result, there is the potential to develop similar
codes for external residential environment features, such as public transport, pavements and
kerbs, etc., in the future. As it stands now, BIM was disregarded as the basis for the decisionmaking framework for this research, as it is predominantly building-centric, illustrating how
components of a building work together, while the focus of this research is on the external
residential environment.

QFD is an approach ideal for problem-solving, decision-making and planning as it prioritises
customer requirements, allowing the decision-maker to focus on the most important requirements
(Guinta and Praizler, 1993, p. 6). The primary advantage of QFD is that the whole process is
customer driven (Stewart, 2014) and as a result, the requirements of elderly people would be the
central focus. Another advantage is that there is none of the trade-off required as with other
decision-making techniques considered, such as the AHP. QFD simply prioritises requirements, in
order to provide focus for the decision-makers, which lends itself to a holistic-decision support
framework. Having investigated the three options, the decision was made to progress using QFD,
which therefore merits further discussion.

4.8.3.1 The potential of Quality Function Deployment (QFD)
QFD was originally developed in the 1960s as a result of Mitsubishi approaching the Japanese
government for help in developing the logistics of building bespoke and complex cargo ships
(Guinta and Praizler, 1993, p. 1). It was developed as a system for ensuring that each step of the
ship construction process would be linked to the specific customer requirements, although
Volkswagen and Panasonic have also used to accurately understand and predict what their
customers want. Simply put, QFD is a way of listening to customers to find out what they want and
then using a logical system to determine how best to meet these needs with the available
resources.
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The use of QFD has increased in Japan, while it has been slow to emerge in other countries. In
the USA, companies such as Ford and Xerox first introduced it in 1986 and AT&T Bell Labs, Digital
Equipment, Proctor and Gamble and Hewlett-Packard have subsequently used it. The use of QFD
in the UK is very recent and has primarily been linked to new product development, although it has
also been applied in non-manufacturing environments, such as the construction profession, hotels
and airlines (Abdul-Rahman et al., 1984, pp. 591-605; Zairi and Youssef, 1995, pp. 9-23).
Demirbilek and Demirkan (1998, pp. 160-161) used the process of QFD in their Usability, Safety
and Attractiveness Collaboration Model (USAC) as a way of collecting the views of elderly people
as end-users in relation to the interior design of their house, suggesting that it is beneficial to
include elderly people as members of the design team.

Although primarily linked to product

development, the QFD model provides the opportunity to move away from assuming what is right
for the customer to actually hearing the voice of the customer and as a result, makes it the perfect
candidate for development with regard to this research.

There are three key objectives to QFD (Zairi and Youssef, 1995, p. 10):
•

Identify the customer

•

Establish what the customer wants

•

Identify how to fulfil the customers’ wants

There are several advantages of using QFD in product development (Guinta and Praizler, 1993,
pp. 6-8):

•

QFD can help to define product specifications meeting the customers’ requirements, whilst at
the same time observing competitors.

•

QFD ensures consistency between the customers’ requirements and the measurable
characteristics of the product.

•

It can inform all involved in the project of the relationship between the quality of the output of
each phase and the quality of the finished product.

•

It can ensure consistency between the planning and production process.

•

And lastly, QFD can improve efficiency because all planning takes place during the earliest
stages of a project.

A study by Kumar et al. (2006, p. 306) on the use of QFD in different Japanese industries reported
that the primary benefit of using QFD was that it translated customer requirements into meaningful
technical requirements at each stage of the development and production processes, as well as
providing a structured approach to tapping into the knowledge of new product development in all
organisations, which facilitated its management and control.
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QFD takes broad product specifications and through a matrix, categorises them into specific action
assignments, which are the minimum needed to satisfy the customer (Bossert, 1991, p. 31). The
QFD model is illustrated in Figure 4.3 below and its characteristics defined in Table 4.11.

Figure 4.3: The Quality Function Deployment model

Source: Adapted from Guinta and Praizler (1993, p. 26)
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Table 4.11: Characteristics of QFD
Element
Objective statement
‘Whats’

Importance ratings

Correlation matrix

‘Hows’

Target goals

1)

Relationship matrix

2)

Customer competitive
assessment

3)
Technical competitive
assessment
4)
Probability factors
Absolute score
Relative score

5)
6)

Description
Defines what needs to be accomplished.
When considering the objective
statement, it is important to clearly identify the product/service and consumer group.
A list of characteristics of a product, process or service defined by the customers
(the requirements of the consumer).
Weighted values assigned to the ‘Whats’ indicating their relative importance. QFD
provides a systematic method of identifying which requirements are more important
than others. They serve as weighting factors and multipliers in the matrix and have
an effect on the statistical conclusions. Ratings scale: of 0 to 9, where ‘0’
represents very little or no importance and ratings of 9 represent ‘high importance’.
Shows the relationship between the ‘hows’. It is used to determine which ‘hows’
support each other and where conflict occurs, as well as indicating where further
research or development may be needed. Using this matrix may help identify a
resource that can be used for multiple purposes. Again symbols are used to identify
strong to weak correlations. A strong positive relationship is represented by two
plus signs, a positive relationship by one plus sign; a strong negative relationship is
represented by two minus signs and a negative relationship by one minus sign.
Positive symbols show which ‘hows’ support each other, while the negative symbols
identify conflict.
The ‘hows’ are the ways of achieving the ‘Whats’, these are the ways that the
problem can be solved.
Indicators of whether a team wants to increase or decrease a ‘how’, or set a target
value for it. The target goals are preliminary filters, which determine whether the
‘hows’ are quantifiable and indicate whether the ‘how’ can achieve a specific goal,
for example, improving an exhaust system would decrease noise. Three symbols
are used to represent the target goals: an up arrow to indicate an increase; a down
arrow to indicate a decrease and the bulls-eye to show target value. In the event
that it is difficult to assign a target value to a ‘how’, it should be reconsidered, as it is
unlikely to be a measureable solution.
A systematic means for identifying the level of relationship between a product or
service characteristic and they way of achieving it. The relationship matrix analyses
how each ‘how’ will fulfil each ‘what’. When there is a relationship between the
‘hows’ and the ‘whats’, the ‘how’ will satisfy a particular customer requirement or be
a solution to the problem. These relationships are established based on whether
the ‘how’ can achieve the ‘what’ and are rated using symbols representing a low,
medium or high relationship.
A review of the competitive products or service characteristics in comparison to the
product or service. The customer competitive assessment verifies that the customer
requirements are what is perceived as important by the wider customer base and
uses the data collected to compare how well the competition meets the ‘whats’.
This assessment allows the list of requirements to be verified; gain additional
requirements; identify how the product is perceived in relation to that of the
competitors; and to identify the weaknesses in the competitors’ products, which
provide opportunities for development.
The company’s engineering specifications for each ‘how’ and the competitor’s
technical specifications. The technical competitive assessment is similar to the
customer competitive assessment, except here, the ‘hows’ are compared using the
same 0 to 9 rating as before.
Values indicating the ease with which the company could achieve each ‘how’. The
probability factor section allows the perceived probability of achieving a ‘how’ to be
included.
The sum of the calculated values for each ‘how’ or column in the relationship matrix.
Sequential numbering of each external residential environment feature according to
its absolute score.

Source: Adapted from Guinta and Praizler (1993, pp. 24-25)
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The following section identifies how QFD can be applied to the design of the external residential
environment in the context of this research.

4.8.3.2 Developing the Quality Function Deployment model
As discussed above, QFD has been identified as a suitable model as the basis for designing the
decision-support framework for this research because the voice of the consumer is central to the
design process. Table 4.12 presents the characteristics of QFD in relation to this research.

Table 4.12: QFD in relation to this research
QFD characteristic
Objective
Whats

Importance ratings

Correlation matrix

Hows

Target goals

Relationship matrix

Customer competitive
assessment
Technical competitive
assessment

Probability factors

Absolute score
Relative score

7)

QFD in relation to this research
What are the most important features of the external residential environment
to enhance the QoL of elderly people?
The common limitations and QoL value factors identified by the elderly
stakeholder group.
A scale of 0 to 9 where 0 represents ‘very little’ importance and 9 represents
‘high importance’. The results of the frequency analysis will help to inform the
ratings.
The positive and negative symbols are allocated to the features of the external
residential environment according to whether they support or conflict with each
other.
The features of the external residential environment that can be used to
support the QoL value factors and limitations of elderly people to enhance
their QoL.
Indicate whether the built environment features need to be increased,
decreased or remain the same.
Using the correlations between the limitations, QoL value factors and the
restrictions presented by the external residential environment as a guide, the
relationship between each requirement and the feature of the residential
environment will be given a rating using the low, medium and high relationship
symbols.
The proposed external residential environment design will be rated against the
existing or other similar designs for comparison.
The extent to which the BEPs considered the various features of the external
residential environment to be attributes of good design will be used as a guide
to rate the features of the external residential environment.
The ease or difficulty of achieving the features of the external residential
environment will be rated on a scale of 0 being easy to accomplish and 10
being difficult to accomplish.
A QFD template will be used, which means that this will automatically be
calculated.
This score will also be automatically calculated.

Table 4.12 illustrates that the principles of QFD can be applied to the design of the external
residential environment.

4.8.4 Objective D: Validation of the decision-support framework
The final step of the research was to validate the holistic decision-support framework. Therefore,
the aim of this research objective revolved around the key questions as to whether the framework
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could practically be applied to the external residential environment as a solution to successful
designs that work for elderly people.

If the framework was found to be valid, practical and

accessible, it was anticipated that the research would have contributed substantially to the body of
knowledge by providing a solution to enhancing the QoL for the ageing population in the context of
the external residential environment through the planning and design decision-making process.

A selection of BEPs, ranging from Architects, Planners, Landscape Architects and Surveyors
working in both the public and private sectors were recruited for the validation exercise using the
same snowballing technique (Kumar, 2011, p. 208) identified for research objective B. Face-toface interview surveys were considered the most appropriate technique to validate the decisionsupport framework, as they allowed a walk-through of the framework and questions to be answered
by the researcher accordingly. Following the walk-through of the framework, the participants were
asked to complete a short questionnaire based on how user-friendly they found the framework to
be and how easily understood the results were. The practicality of the framework and its suitability
for use within the participants’ organisations was also investigated. Subsequent revisions to the
framework were made following the validation interviews, taking into account the comments and
suggestions made by the participants.

4.9

Summary

The aim of this chapter was to outline the philosophical and methodological approach for the study
and to illustrate and justify the methods used in the collection and analysis of the data.

As this

research is concerned with both complex social and technical systems, drawing on both inductive
and deductive perspectives, a combination of qualitative and quantitative approaches was
considered necessary. As a result, it was not considered beneficial to adopt either a pure positivist
(associated with deductive, quantitative approaches) or constructivist paradigm (associated with
inductive, qualitative approaches), but rather a paradigm that bridges the two. With this in mind,
the research took on a position of critical realism, which assumes that objective reality already
exists independently of people’s thoughts, although the description of reality is “mediated through
the filters of language, meaning-making and social context” (Oliver, 2011, p. 4). Therefore, takes a
philosophical middle ground between the social and natural sciences, the advantage being that this
approach bridges qualitative and quantitative data without favouring either, promoting a mixed
method approach to research (Alvesson and Skoldberg, 2009, p. 15).

Mixed method research was considered suitable for this study because the research questions
contain exploratory, descriptive and explanatory elements. Using a mixed method approach allows
the use of both quantitative methods to establish empirical regularities between the variables and
qualitative methods to abstract causal mechanisms. Research problems do not necessarily tie in
neatly with one of the research approaches and are often better understood by employing mixed
methods in a complementary way (Pathirage et al., 2008, p. 1).
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qualitative and quantitative methods in research as the weaknesses of one method are
compensated for by the strengths of the other.

Having adopted a mixed method research design, it was important to consider how the data
collected was used in relation to theory. Grounded theory was chosen with the idea being that
theory is grounded in data obtained from studying phenomena. It is discovered, developed, and
provisionally verified through systematic data collection and analysis of data. The combination of a
naturalistic approach with a positivist concern for a systematic set of procedures was identified as
one of the key strengths of grounded theory, as it allowed the researcher to be both scientific and
creative. Grounded theory accommodates pre-existing theoretical knowledge and hypotheses as
the foundation for developing new theory. Grounded theory was suitable for this research as the
decision-support framework was developed from existing knowledge, confirmed through empirical
research.

Both primary and secondary data sources were used in this research. Primary data was generated
through interviews and questionnaire surveys, while the secondary data was sourced from books,
publications, journal articles and the Office for National Statistics, as well as other available
documents. The grounded theory approach adopted for this research means that there were a
variety of data collection methods available (Robson, 2002, p. 495). The decision was made to use
a questionnaire-based approach to collect data to satisfy research objectives A and B, as it was
considered the most effective method of collecting consistent and structured data. Interviews were
also used to enhance the questionnaire data collected for research objectives A and B, as well as
in the decision-support framework validation exercise in research objective D.

Three key stakeholder groups were identified in this study: those who have an effect on the design
of the external residential environment (BEPs), those who are affected by the design of the external
residential environment (elderly people) and those who provide care services for elderly people
(CPs). The BEPs and CPs were identified using a snowball sampling technique, primarily because
these stakeholder groups were relatively small and harder to find.

An opportunity sampling

technique was used to identify potential respondents from the elderly stakeholder group.

Quality Function Deployment (QFD), originally developed in the 1960s as a result of Mitsubishi
approaching the Japanese government for help in developing the logistics of building bespoke and
complex cargo ships (Guinta and Praizler, 1993, p. 1), was considered a suitable candidate for
development with regard to the decision-support framework because it is a model that listens to the
customers to find out what they want and then uses a logical system to determine how best to meet
these requirements with the available resources.
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5.1

Introduction

The primary data gathered through questionnaires and interviews is presented in this chapter
providing a base for the data analysis in the next chapter. The questionnaires were distributed to
the three different stakeholder groups identified as: those who affect the external residential
environment (built environment professionals); those who are affected by the external residential
environment (elderly people); and those who provide care services to elderly people (care
providers). Interviews were conducted with a selection of built environment professionals (BEPs)
and care providers (CPs) to supplement the questionnaire data.

This chapter begins by looking at the respondents’ profiles, followed by the presentation of the
common limitations and QoL value factors of elderly people and design issues associated with the
external residential environment. In the last section, the key findings from the interview data are
summarised.

5.2

Respondents’ profiles

Because the non-random sample selection techniques (opportunity and snowball sampling)
employed to identify potential respondents from the three stakeholder groups are vulnerable to
bias, they may have led to either the over or under-representation of a particular group within the
sample (Kumar, 2011, p. 208). This in turn threatens the validity of the study (discussed in Chapter
4); therefore including the profiles of the respondents provides a degree of transparency, which
means that equal consideration can be given to each group, supporting the external validity of the
research. This section looks at the profiles of the three stakeholder groups, starting with the age
and gender profiles of the elderly respondents.

5.2.1 Elderly people - respondents’ profiles
A total of 81 out of 203 questionnaires were completed and returned by the elderly stakeholder
group, a response rate of forty per cent.

Other questionnaires were either incomplete and

disregarded or not returned. Response rates to other studies applied to elderly people range from
349 to just 25 (Sato et al., 2015, p. 1; Wijngaarden et al., 2015, p. 258). Robson (2011, p. 260)
suggests that the necessary sample size depends on various factors, including whether the results
are to be generalised and what statistical tests will be implemented.

Because this research

employed a mixed method approach, with roots in both the natural and social sciences and used
non-random sampling techniques, the results were not intended for generalisation purposes, but to
give an insight into what the limitations and QoL value factors of elderly people were. Mertens
(2003, p. 141) suggests that as a rule of thumb, a minimum of fifteen responses are necessary for
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comparisons between different groups or thirty responses for comparisons in a single group,
therefore with regard to the sample size of this stakeholder group, the research is valid.

5.2.1.1 Age and gender profiles of the elderly stakeholder group
The first questionnaire (Appendix A) was distributed to both male and female elderly people in the
four age categories of: 60-70; 71-80; 81-90 and 91+. The age and gender profiles are presented in
Table 5.1.

Table 5.1: Age and gender profiles of the elderly stakeholder group

Gender

Male
Female

% Frequency
54.3
45.7

Age

60 - 70
71 - 80
81 - 90
91 +

48.1
32.1
13.6
6.2

Male % Freq.
51.3
61.5
45.5
60

Female % Freq.
48.7
38.5
54.5
40

Out of the 81 elderly respondents, 54 per cent were male and 46 per cent female (Table 5.1). This
representation is relatively equally split and a good representation of both genders.

Even though

there is a slight over-representation of males, which does not reflect the population group, where
elderly women outnumber elderly men, the improvement in mortality rates among elderly men has
led to the gap being narrowed and therefore should not influence the results of this study
(Rutherford, 2012, p. 2).

Table 5.1 also shows that the majority of the respondents were in the sixty to seventy year age
group. Of this group there were a relatively equal split of genders, with 51 per cent of this age
group being male and 49 per cent female. There were 32 per cent of the respondents in the 71 to
eighty year category, again with a relatively equal split between the two genders. Fourteen per
cent of the elderly respondents were aged between 81 and ninety years, with 45 per cent male and
55 per cent female. Only six per cent of the respondents were aged 91 years or older, with sixty
per cent of this group being male and forty per cent female.

The small number of respondents in the 81 to ninety and 91 years plus categories were possibly
due to the sampling technique employed. Over sixties clubs and organisations were approached
making it possible that the population from these two groups, particularly the 91 years or older
category, were either no longer able/inclined to attend or required specialist care in homes and
hospitals.

These results were not greatly removed from those expected as they reflect the

population breakdown, where those aged 65 to 74 represent 51 per cent of the over 65s and
fourteen per cent representing the 85s and over (Rutherford, 2012, p. 2). This means that with
regard to the age categories of the elderly population, this research is valid.
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5.2.1.2 The location of residence and main mode of transport of the elderly respondents
The literature review highlighted strong associations between the area of residence (Breeze et al.,
2001, p. 10) and mode of transport available (Macintyre et al., 2000, p. 3) in relation to people’s
QoL. For this reason, it was considered important to establish where the respondents from the
elderly stakeholder group lived and the transport available to them, to be assessed in relation to the
self-rating of QoL in the next section. The results of the location of residence are presented in
Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1: The location of the elderly respondents’ residence
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The results in Figure 5.1 show that the majority of the elderly respondents lived in the suburbs,
followed by towns, villages, cities and the country. Despite a bias towards suburban areas, no
statistically significant differences in the self-rating of QoL were found across the category of
location of residence, which means that it was unlikely to have influenced the answers to the
subsequent questions.

Figure 5.2 illustrates the main mode of transport utilised by the

respondents from the elderly stakeholder group.

Figure 5.2: Elderly respondents' main mode of transport
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A car was the predominant mode of transport used by the elderly people (Figure 5.2), which
suggests that the majority of the elderly respondents were mobile and as a result relatively
independent. The bus was the second most mentioned mode of transport, followed by walking and
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taking the train. These results together with the majority of the respondents living in suburban
areas (Figure 5.1), suggest that being mobile and having access to public transport is vital for
reaching amenities such as shops or doctors’ surgeries. As Macintyre et al. (2000, p. 3) suggest,
people who have access to cars are more likely to have privacy, freedom, safety and perceived
status than those using public transport, which are important domains of QoL for elderly people
(Bowling, 1993, p. 450). This bias towards car use had a bearing on the self-rating of QoL and as
a result, was important to bear in mind when discussing the role of public transport in supporting
and enhancing QoL. The next two sections look at the age and gender profiles, location of the
elderly respondents’ residence and their main mode of transport in relation to their self-ratings of
QoL and health.

5.2.1.3 Elderly people’s self-rating of Quality of Life
Research suggests that self-reports communicate important information on underlying emotional
states (van Hoorn, 2007, p. 1; Diener, 2009, p. 119, Bowling and Windsor, 2001, pp. 55-81).
However it is also recognised that a person’s subjective wellbeing is sensitive to even the smallest
life event, such as changes in the weather, which could have a significant impact on the level of
wellbeing that people report from one moment to the next (Schwarz and Strack, 1999, p. 62). This
has caused concern over the validity and reliability of self-reporting.

In response to this, the

respondents were asked to rate both their perceived level of health (discussed in the following
section) and QoL in order to identify any potential influence they may have had on the way
subsequent questions were answered. The same scale of one (very poor) to five (excellent) was
used. The results of the self-rating of QoL are presented in Figure 5.3 below.

Figure 5.3: Self-rating of Quality of Life by the elderly people
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Twenty per cent of the elderly respondents felt that their QoL was fair, 59 per cent good and 21 per
cent excellent (Figure 5.3). Mann-Whitney U and Kruskal-Wallis tests compare the differences
between independent groups (Laerd Statistics, 2013, 2013a). These tests were carried out on the
data to identify whether there were any statistically significant differences in the self-rating of QoL
across the categories of age, gender, location of residence and main mode of transport. The
results are presented in Table 5.2 (Significance level: 0.05).
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Table 5.2: Rating of QoL across age, gender, location of residence and main mode of transport

Null Hypothesis
Category
Gender
Age
Location of residence
Main mode of transport

Hypothesis Test Summary
The distribution of the rating of QoL is the same across the categories of
GENDER, AGE, LOCATION OF RESIDENCE and MAIN MODE OF TRANSPORT
Test
Sig.
Decision
Mann-Whitney U
.846
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.140
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.100
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.003
Reject the null hypothesis

The results indicate that there were no statistically significant differences in the self-rating of QoL
across the categories of gender, age and location of residence (Table 5.2), despite studies by
Brown et al. (2004, p. 15) and Blanchflower and Oswald (2004, pp. 1359-1386) suggesting that
gender influences QoL. Brown et al.’s (2004, p. 16) study concluded that elderly women reported
lower levels of QoL than elderly men because they were more likely to live alone and have poorer
functional ability. In contrast, Blanchflower and Oswald’s (2004, pp. 1359-1386) study found that
women reported higher levels of QoL than men.

Research by Campbell (1976, pp. 117-124) and Lawton (1982, p. 109) discovered significant
associations between area of residence and QoL. According to Wenger (1984, p. 356), this was
because elderly residents in rural areas were more likely to be socially integrated into the
community than those living in urban areas. However, the results in Table 5.2 show no significant
differences in the self-rating of QoL across the location of residence categories, which makes the
research valid in that it was unlikely that the findings were biased towards certain locations. The
results do, however, show a statistically significant difference in the self-rating of QoL depending on
the respondents’ main mode of transport. This difference is illustrated in Figure 5.4 below.

Figure 5.4: Main mode of transport and self-rating of QoL

On average, the QoL of the respondents using a car was higher than those using other modes of
transport, particularly those using the bus. Research by Hayden et al. (1999, p. 1-7) and Katz et al.
(2011, p. 3) suggests that the inefficiency of public transport and safety fears were barriers to
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elderly people’s independence, implying that public transport indirectly affects QoL by limiting
independence. Access to a car provides greater degrees of both freedom and independence.
Equally, studies by Sherman and Schiffman (1991, pp. 107-119), Veenhoven (1991, pp. 1-34) and
Breeze et al. (2001, p. 12) discuss the relationship between socio-economic and standard of living
factors in relation to QoL, suggesting that people with cars are better off generally than those
without, having positive effects on self-reports of QoL.

5.2.1.4 Elderly people’s self-rating of health
The concept of QoL is strongly rooted in the thought of health (Newman, 1999, p. 222). In many
QoL models, such as van Kamp et al. (2003, p. 6), environmental quality is treated as a factor of
health. It is important to remember though, that the experience of people in modern society is
determined as much by economic and social factors as it is by biological or individual
characteristics (Bond and Corner, 2004, p. 4). The elderly people were asked to rate their overall
health on a scale of one (very poor) to five (excellent). The results are shown in Figure 5.5 below.

Figure 5.5: Self-rating of health by elderly people
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The elderly respondents’ overall self-rating of health was good, with 48 per cent giving a rating of
four. Ten per cent rated their health as excellent, 37 per cent fair and five per cent poor. A
Pearson Correlation test was carried out on the data to assess the relationship between the
respondents’ self-rating of health and QoL. The results indicated the existence of a statistically
significant relationship between the two, confirming the influence of health on QoL. Whilst the
respondents mostly gave ratings of four for their health, good health is not necessarily synonymous
with the absence of physiological decline or disease, an elderly person may look and feel well in
themselves despite thinning bones, weaker muscles and being slow to react (Briggs, 1993, p. 56).

Mann-Whitney U and Kruskal Wallis tests were carried out on the data to identify any statistically
significant differences in the respondents’ self-rating of health across categories of age, gender,
location of residence and main mode of transport, the idea being to identify any health differences
across the categories that could influence the results of subsequent questions. The results of
these tests are presented in Table 5.3 (Significance level is 0.05).
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Table 5.3: Self-rating of health across the categories of age, gender, location of residence and
main mode of transport

Null Hypothesis
Category
Age
Gender
Location of residence
Main mode of transport

Hypothesis Test Summary
The distribution of the rating of HEALTH is the same across the categories of
AGE, GENDER, LOCATION OF RESIDENCE and MAIN MODE OF TRANSPORT
Test
Sig.
Decision
Kruskal-Wallis
.548
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
1.000
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.201
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.070
Retain the null hypothesis

The results indicate that there were no statistically significant differences in the respondents’ selfrating of health across the categories of age, gender, location of residence and main mode of
transport. These results were anticipated because, as Brown et al. (1994, p. 8) suggest, many
elderly people will consider their health and QoL to be good, which is why traditional pathology
based assessments undervalue the level of health and wellbeing. These results are important for
the validity of the research because there are no discrepancies in the responses that could have
had an influence on the way that the questionnaire was completed. The next section focuses on
the BEPs’ profiles.

5.2.2 Built environment professionals’ profiles
The second questionnaire (Appendix B) was distributed to the BEPs who were identified using a
snowball sampling technique. The questionnaire included questions investigating which of the
common limitations and QoL value factors of elderly people were taken into account when planning
and designing the external residential environment, as well as enquiring into the design guidance
tools available and processes used to elicit the opinions of elderly people.

The respondents were selected using a snowball technique due to being a small population group.
The respondents needed to satisfy the qualifying criteria of being involved in a minimum of one
stage of a development project, such as the initial planning or design stage. Snowballing allows
potential respondents to be targeted, who can then suggest other members who are more likely to
respond because their peers have recommended them. The professionals targeted in the study
included Architects, Planners and Landscape Architects; the frequency distribution is illustrated in
Table 5.4.

Table 5.4: Professional affiliation of the BEP respondents
Profession
Architects
Planners
Landscape Architects
Total

Frequency
12
13
4
29

% Frequency
41.4
44.8
13.8
100

The results in Table 5.4 show that 41 per cent of the respondents were Architects, 45 per cent
Planners and fourteen per cent Landscape Architects. An initial 367 questionnaires were emailed
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to the BEPs identified through a desktop search.

A snowball sampling technique was then

implemented, increasing the total number of questionnaires distributed to BEPs to 381, with a
return of 29 questionnaires. This gave a response rate of just eight per cent. Various reasons for
not completing the questionnaire were given, including not working specifically on projects targeted
at elderly people, busy work commitments and company policies advising against participating in
surveys.

The low response rate may be attributed to the survey method employed. Although distributing
questionnaires via email is a fast and direct method of distribution, it is generally accepted that
email surveys have a lower response rate than surface mail surveys even when Internet access is
not an issue. For example, Kaplowitz et al. (2004, pp. 97-98) found that in their survey of university
students with email access, only 21 per cent responded compared to the 31 per cent that
responded to the surface mail survey.

There is general agreement amongst researchers that higher response rates yield more accurate
results than low response rates (Aday, 2006, p. 112). However Holbrook et al. (2007) looked at
whether lower response rates affected the representativeness of a sample by assessing the results
of 81 surveys with response rates of between five and 54 per cent. Their research found that the
surveys with the much lower response rates were only minimally less accurate, which suggests
that the response rate in this research is sufficient for providing accurate results. In anticipation of
a low response rate from the BEPs, a section requesting they took part in an interview to
supplement the data was included in the questionnaire. This was time effective for the researcher
and limited the inconvenience to the respondents as only positive responses were followed up for
interview.

5.2.3 Care providers’ profiles
The third questionnaire (Appendix C) was distributed to 150 stakeholders working within various
organisations that had an interest in the wellbeing of elderly people. The organisations included
Age UK, the Joseph Rowntree Foundation and Help the Aged, as well as various care homes
across the UK. Just fourteen complete questionnaires were returned (all from care staff working in
care home environments), giving a response rate of nine per cent. The response rate for this
questionnaire was also low and for similar reasons to those detailed in the section above, this
questionnaire also requested that the respondents take part in further research to supplement the
data collected using the questionnaire.

The following section looks at the response to the common limitations affecting elderly people, their
QoL value factors and restrictions presented by the external residential environment across the
three stakeholder groups.
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5.3

Common limitations, Quality of Life value factors and restrictions presented by the

external residential environment to elderly people
This section first sought to investigate the common limitations affecting elderly people, their QoL
value factors and the restrictions presented to them by the features of the external residential
environment. The questions revolved around the extent to which the elderly respondents felt that
they were affected by the common limitations and the effect that they had on their daily activities,
the extent to which they valued the QoL value factors and which external residential environment
features they found restrictive, all in relation to their QoL.

Secondly, this section investigated the extent to which the common limitations and QoL value
factors of elderly people were taken into account by the BEPs during the planning and design of the
external residential environment, as well as the extent to which the CPs felt that elderly people
were affected by the common limitations, valued the QoL value factors and which features of the
external residential environment restricted the daily activities of elderly people.

Frequency analysis was used to establish the common limitations, QoL value factors and
restrictions presented to elderly people by the external residential environment identified by both
the CP and elderly stakeholder groups, as well as the extent to which the BEPs took these
requirements into account during the planning and design of the external residential environment.
Mann-Whitney U and Kruskal-Wallis tests were carried out on the data in order to identify any
statistically significant differences in the response to the questions across both the categories
within each stakeholder group and across the categories of the three main stakeholder groups.
The reason for this being to establish whether the stakeholder groups have the same or differing
views when it comes to the requirements of elderly people. Correlation tests were also carried out
on the data to highlight the interrelationship between the components, underpinning the need for a
holistic approach to design decision-making in the external residential environment.

5.3.1 Limitations and their effect on daily activities: elderly people’s perspective
The elderly people were asked to rate on a scale of one (never) to five (always), the extent to which
they felt affected by the common limitations, identified through desktop research, and the extent to
which they felt that their daily activities were affected by these limitations.
presented in Figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.6: Extent to which the common limitations affect elderly people
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Figure 5.6 shows that the elderly people were affected by a combination of movement (Arthritis, 51
per cent; falls, 37 per cent; slow reaction time, 47 per cent; Osteoporosis, 21 per cent; joint
stiffness, 79 per cent; back complaints, 78 per cent; fatigue, 78 per cent) and sensory impairment
(poor hearing, 56 per cent; poor vision, 63 per cent), which sits in line with the evidence in the
literature. The Department of Health (2001, p. 4) identify the most common problems affecting
elderly people to be those related to movement, vision and hearing. A study by Cox et al. (1987)
found that on average, elderly people are affected by five medical problems each, although ten per
cent of people over the age of 75 years have no physical symptoms. They also point out that
elderly people often tolerate the symptoms of their conditions and they only become a problem
when they restrict daily activities, which is why it was important to examine how the effects of the
limitations affected the daily activities of the elderly people (Figure 5.7).

As discussed in Chapter 2, one of the two key dimensions of QoL is the psychological dimension,
which produces subjective feelings of happiness and satisfaction, triggered by the environmental
dimension of QoL. This suggests that even the idea of risk could have an effect on perceptions of
QoL. Research by the Go Far (2013, p. 1) project found that the fear of falling was one of the main
barriers that prevented elderly people from going out and was linked to decreased mobility. There
were other limitations that were identified by the elderly stakeholder group, but these were
assessed to have minimal connection to the influences of the external residential environment. As
this research is concerned with the support that the external residential environment can offer to
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elderly people, only the limitations that could be supported by the external residential environment
were taken forward into the data analysis. These included: difficulty walking and withered leg.

In order to establish whether the elderly people in the different age and gender categories were of
the same view with regard to the extent to which they were affected by the common limitations,
Kruskal-Wallis and Mann-Whitney U tests were carried out on the data. The results are presented
in Table 5.5 (Significance level: 0.05).

Table 5.5: Differences in limitations across the age and gender categories: Kruskal-Wallis and
Mann-Whitney U tests

Null Hypothesis:
Limitations
Poor vision
Arthritis
Falls
Slow reaction time
Osteoporosis
Joint stiffness
Poor hearing
Back complaints
Fatigue

Null Hypothesis:
Limitations
Poor vision
Arthritis
Falls
Slow reaction time
Osteoporosis
Joint stiffness
Poor hearing
Back complaints
Fatigue

Hypothesis Test Summary
The distribution of affected by the common limitation is the same across
categories of AGE
Test
Sig.
Decision
Kruskal-Wallis
.122
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.929
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.092
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.588
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.127
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.473
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.772
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.202
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.320
Retain the null hypothesis
Hypothesis Test Summary
The distribution of affected by the common limitation is the same across
categories of GENDER
Test
Sig.
Decision
Mann-Whitney U
.222
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.102
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.095
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.449
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.779
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.149
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.222
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.634
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.253
Retain the null hypothesis

The results show that there were no statistically significant differences in the extent that the
common limitations affected elderly people across the age and gender categories. These results
are positive because they illustrate that the elderly people held similar views regarding the extent to
which they were affected by the common limitations, which means that the external residential
environment has the potential to support the requirements of a diverse group of elderly people.
Correlation tests were carried out on the data to confirm the relationship between the effects of the
limitations on elderly people and their QoL. The results are presented in Table 5.6 (Significance
level is 0.05).
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Table 5.6: Relationship between the limitations and QoL: Pearson Correlation
Limitation

Self-rating of QoL
.039
.014
.001
.000
.002
.007
.486
.092
.471

Affected by poor vision
Affected by Arthritis
Affected by falls
Affected by slow reaction time
Affected by Osteoporosis
Affected by joint stiffness
Affected by poor hearing
Affected by back complaints
Affected by fatigue

The results indicate a statistically significant relationship between all except three of the common
limitations and QoL, illustrating that the majority of the limitations had a bearing on the elderly
people’s self-rating of QoL. As discussed earlier in this section, it is common for elderly people to
be affected by a combination of disease and age related changes and although this may not be of
concern initially and only have an impact when it is either difficult or no longer possible to carry out
daily tasks (Briggs, 1993, p. 56), the physical decline ultimately makes it harder for elderly people
to cope with environmental stresses. For this reason, the elderly people were asked to rate (on a
scale of 1 being never and five being always) the extent to which they felt that their daily tasks were
affected by the common limitations. The results are presented in Figure 5.7.

Figure 5.7: Elderly people's daily activities affected by the common limitations
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The results in Figure 5.7 show that both the movement (Arthritis, 51 per cent; falls, 27 per cent;
slow reaction time, 42 per cent; Osteoporosis, fourteen per cent; joint stiffness, 69 per cent; back
complaints, seventy per cent; fatigue, sixty per cent) and sensory (poor hearing, 49 per cent; poor
vision, 46 per cent) limitations affected the daily activities of elderly people. Kruskal-Wallis and
Mann-Whitney U tests were carried out on the data to identify any statistically significant
differences in the response across the categories of age and gender. The results are presented in
Table 5.7 (Significance level: 0.05).

Table 5.7: Effect of common limitations on elderly people’s daily activities across the categories of
age and gender: Kurskal-Wallis and Mann-Whitney U tests

Null Hypothesis:
Limitations
Poor vision
Arthritis
Falls
Slow reaction time
Osteoporosis
Joint stiffness
Poor hearing
Back complaints
Fatigue

Null Hypothesis:
Limitations
Poor vision
Arthritis
Falls
Slow reaction time
Osteoporosis
Joint stiffness
Poor hearing
Back complaints
Fatigue

Hypothesis Test Summary
The distribution of the effect of common limitations on daily activities is the
same across categories of AGE
Test
Sig.
Decision
Kruskal-Wallis
.161
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.955
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.078
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.540
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.142
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.837
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.741
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.199
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.524
Retain the null hypothesis
Hypothesis Test Summary
The distribution of the effect of common limitations on daily activities is the
same across categories of GENDER
Test
Sig.
Decision
Mann-Whitney U
.187
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.009
Reject the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.078
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.415
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.208
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.060
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.720
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.652
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.515
Retain the null hypothesis

The results indicate that there were no statistically significant differences across the age categories
in response to the effect of the common limitations on the elderly people’s daily activities.
However, there was a statistically significant difference in response to the effect of Arthritis on daily
activities across the categories of gender.

A frequency analysis revealed that more female

respondents felt that their daily tasks were affected by Arthritis than male respondents, which is
concurrent with the findings of Briggs (1993, p. 60) who identified Arthritis as being the top
longstanding illness in women and the second in men, with an eleven per cent difference between
the two as alluded to in the literature review chapter. The elderly people reported the effects of
their limitations to influence their daily activities in different ways. Table 5.8 presents the most
frequently mentioned effects of the common limitations on the elderly people’s daily activities.
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Table 5.8: Effect of the common limitations on elderly people's daily activities
Limitation
Arthritis
and
movement
impairment
Balance problems
Poor hearing
Walking difficulty
Poor circulation
Poor vision

Effect on daily activities
Limiting the level of activity undertaken and pacing themselves throughout the day.
Alternating between periods of movement and rest during the day.
Caused concern with regard to long walks and over exertion in physical activities, which
resulted in the time spent outdoors being limited.
In social situations it was difficult to pick out conversation against background noise.
Unable to use the public transport facilities as the bus stop was too far to walk.
Time outdoors in cold weather was restricted. The body had to be kept at a constant high
temperature.
Respondents were no longer able to drive placing reliance on public transport. It was also
reported to be inconvenient to remove and replace glasses for distance and reading.

From the questionnaire data, together with the informal discussions with elderly people at the Age
UK centre and event, it was clear that the limitations affected the daily activities of the elderly
people in different ways, with one limitation often being the side effect of another. Fatigue was
caused by interrupted sleep at night due to the pain of having Arthritis, which in turn made the
respondent mindful of the activities carried out the following day. The respondents also reported
having to plan ahead, often requiring the help of relatives or neighbours. This is perhaps why
Bowling and Windsor (2001, pp. 55-81) and Berkman and Glass (2000, p. 141) found that
community and friendships were both important aspects in elderly people’s QoL. The effect of the
common limitations appeared to generally make it difficult for the elderly people to go out especially
alone and after dark.

The overall response concluded that despite the effects of the limitations,

the elderly people were able to manage with help and although their activities were limited, they
were still able to undertake them albeit slower and with less frequency. Correlation tests were
carried out on the data to highlight the relationship between the effects of the common limitations
on elderly people’s daily activities and their QoL. The results are presented in Table 5.9.

Table 5.9: Pearson Correlation tests between the extent of the effect that the limitations had on
elderly people's daily activities and their QoL
Limitation
Effect of poor vision on daily activities
Effect of Arthritis on daily activities
Effect of falls on daily activities
Effect of slow reaction time on daily activities
Effect of Osteoporosis on daily activities
Effect of joint stiffness on daily activities
Effect of poor hearing on daily activities
Effect of back complaints on daily activities
Effect of fatigue on daily activities

Self rating of QoL
.002
.032
.001
.001
.022
.035
.371
.161
.424

The results of the correlation tests revealed statistically significant relationships between all but
three of the variables, which suggests that the effects of the limitations on the ability of elderly
people to carry out daily tasks have a significant bearing on elderly people’s QoL. This is perhaps
because it has a significant influence on the elderly people’s independence, causing an impairment
of self-care, as Briggs (1993, p. 57) suggests.
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5.3.2 Limitations and their effect on daily activities: care providers’ perspective
In order to establish whether the CPs held the same view as the elderly people with regard to the
extent to which elderly people and their daily activities were affected by the common limitations, the
CPs were asked to rate (one a scale of 1 being never to five being always), the extent to which they
felt that elderly people were affected by the common limitations. The results are presented in
Figure 5.8.

Figure 5.8: Limitations affecting elderly people: CPs' perspective
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The results of the frequency analysis show that the CP respondents felt that elderly people were
affected by both sensory (poor vision and poor hearing) and movement (Arthritis, falls, slow
reaction time, Osteoporosis, joint stiffness, back complaints and fatigue) impairment. The CPs also
identified other limitations that were thought to affect elderly people, although, because this
research is concerned with the support that the external residential environment can offer to elderly
people, only the limitations that could be supported by the residential environment were taken
forward into the data analysis.
incontinence.

These included: confusion/poor memory, weight gain and

Table 5.10 presents the tests for statistical differences in the response to the

limitations affecting elderly people between the elderly and CP stakeholder groups in order to
establish whether their views were similar.
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Table 5.10: Difference in response between the elderly and CP stakeholder groups to the extent to
which elderly people were affected by the common limitations: Mann-Whitney U test
Hypothesis Test Summary
The distribution of affected by the common limitation is the same across
categories of CP AND ELDERLY STAKEHOLDER GROUPS
Test
Sig.
Decision
Mann-Whitney U
.000
Reject the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.000
Reject the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.000
Reject the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.000
Reject the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.000
Reject the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.000
Reject the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.000
Reject the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.023
Reject the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.022
Reject the null hypothesis

Null Hypothesis:
Limitations
Poor vision
Arthritis
Falls
Slow reaction time
Osteoporosis
Joint stiffness
Poor hearing
Back complaints
Fatigue

The results reveal statistically significant differences in the response between the elderly and CP
stakeholder groups with regard to the extent to which elderly people are affected by the common
limitations. This discrepancy highlights that the people who are caring for the elderly people do not
necessarily understand the requirements of elderly people, although it is also important to
recognise that the CPs may be caring for frailer, less able elderly people than those that responded
to the questionnaire survey. The CP respondents were also asked to rate, on a scale of one
(never) to five (always), the extent to which they felt that the daily activities of elderly people were
restricted by the common limitations. The results are presented in Figure 5.9.

Figure 5.9: Limitations affecting elderly people's daily activities: CPs' perspective
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The results of the frequency analysis show that the CPs felt that all of the common limitations had
an effect on the daily activities of elderly people. The key limitations thought to affect the daily
activities of elderly people included reduced mobility, causing a general slowdown, thought by the
CPs to influence confidence and independence, possibly leading to depression, which according to
Bridgwood (2000, pp. 85-91) is one of the widespread problems amongst elderly people. The
effects that the CPs felt that the common limitations had on the daily activities of elderly people are
presented in Table 5.11.

Table 5.11: Effect of the limitations on elderly people's daily activities: CPs perspective
Limitation
Poor vision and hearing
Memory problems
General limitations
Incontinence
Falls

Effect on daily activities
These spoil daily events, often making elderly people feel vulnerable. They may
only be able to go to places with easy access.
A chaperone is required to keep the elderly people safe, making people with
Dementia or other memory problems reliant on people to escort them.
Are restrictive to elderly people because they always need to be taken into
account when planning or doing anything.
Elderly people need to be aware of where the nearest toilet and washing
facilities are.
A fear of falling may prevent elderly people from going out and could also stop
them from undertaking housework or personal care.

Overall the CPs felt that the main effect of the limitations on elderly people’s daily activities was
that they might find it difficult to engage in tasks. Although it is worth noting that the way in which
elderly people’s daily activities were affected might not only be affected by the limitations but by
their attitude towards them, which fits in with Coleman (1993a, p. 97) and Sharma’s (1996) idea of
psychological hardiness and a person’s ability to adapt and cope with the changes presented by
ageing.

The results of the Mann-Whitney U tests, which tested for statistically significant

differences in the response to the effect of the limitations on the elderly people’s daily activities
across the categories of elderly and CP stakeholder groups, are presented in Table 5.12.

Table 5.12: Difference in response between the elderly and CP stakeholder groups to the effect of
the limitations on elderly people's daily: Mann-Whitney U tests

Null Hypothesis:
Limitations
Poor vision
Arthritis
Falls
Slow reaction time
Osteoporosis
Joint stiffness
Poor hearing
Back complaints
Fatigue

Hypothesis Test Summary
The distribution of the effect of common limitations on activities is the same
across categories of CP AND ELDERLY STAKEHOLDER GROUPS
Test
Sig.
Decision
Mann-Whitney U
.000
Reject the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.000
Reject the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.000
Reject the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.000
Reject the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.000
Reject the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.000
Reject the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.000
Reject the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.005
Reject the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.001
Reject the null hypothesis
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The results of the Mann-Whitney U tests reveal that there are statistically significant differences in
the response between the elderly and CP stakeholder groups with regard to the effects of the
limitations on elderly people’s daily activities. Once again it is important to note that, as discussed
earlier in this section, the CPs were more likely to be working with frailer elderly people than the
respondents in this study, which possibly explains the variance in the response. Nevertheless, the
disparity in the response highlights that the CPs do not necessarily understand the requirements of
elderly people.

5.3.3 Limitations affecting elderly people: built environment professionals’ perspective
To establish whether the BEPs were taking into account the same limitations identified by the
elderly people themselves, the BEP questionnaire asked the respondents to rate (on a scale of one
being never to five being always), the limitations that they considered when planning and designing
the external residential environment. The results are presented in Figure 5.10.

Figure 5.10: Limitations affecting elderly people: BEPs' perspective
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The results show that the BEPs consider both sensory (poor hearing, 41 per cent; poor vision, 66
per cent) and movement (fatigue, 41 per cent; falls, 41 per cent; back complaints, 28 per cent; joint
stiffness, 31 per cent; Osteoporosis, seventeen per cent; slow reaction time, 38 per cent; Arthritis,
31 per cent) limitations in the planning and design of the external residential environment. Here it
is important to note that the limitations considered were possibly dependent on the project that the
BEPs were working on.

For example, one architectural practice specialised in the design of

schools and as a result the requirements of elderly people were not primarily considered. There
was general agreement amongst the BEPs that, unless the project was specifically being designed
with elderly people in mind, their requirements would be balanced with those of other community
groups.

“The needs of elderly people are considered more in developments specifically for elderly people,
otherwise they tend to be forgotten or grouped together with disabled needs.” (Interviewee A)

The BEPs identified other limitations that they considered, although only those that could potentially
be supported by the external residential environment were taken forward to the data analysis.
These included: confusion (or Dementia), incontinence and mobility vehicles. One of the BEP
respondents stated that houses tend to be designed with Lifetime Homes Standards in mind, which
suggests that the requirements of elderly people are increasingly being considered in general
design. Kruskal-Wallis tests were carried out on the data to identify any statistically significant
differences in the response to the limitations considered in the planning and design of the external
residential environment across the categories of BEP profession in order to establish whether one
profession gave greater consideration to the requirements of elderly people than another. The
results are presented in Table 5.13.

Table 5.13: Differences in response to the limitations of elderly people considered across the
categories of BEP profession: Kruskal-Wallis test

Null Hypothesis:
Limitations
Poor vision
Arthritis
Falls
Slow reaction time
Osteoporosis
Joint stiffness
Poor hearing
Back complaints
Fatigue

Hypothesis Test Summary
The distribution of the limitations considered is the same across categories
of BEP PROFESSIONS
Test
Sig.
Decision
Kruskal-Wallis
.052
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.032
Reject the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.200
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.639
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.081
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.011
Reject the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.248
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.149
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.019
Reject the null hypothesis

The results reveal that on the whole, the BEPs from the different professions gave equal
consideration to the limitations of elderly people. The differences in response to the consideration
given to Arthritis, joint stiffness and fatigue are possibly explained by the stage of the project that
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each profession is involved in. For example, Planners working within the confines of planning law
do not get involved in the same level of design detail as the Architects. Mann-Whitney U tests
were carried out on the responses to the limitations affecting elderly people from the three
stakeholder groups to identify any statistically significant differences. The results are presented in
Table 5.14.

Table 5.14: Difference in response to the limitations affecting elderly people across the categories
of BEP, elderly and CP stakeholder groups: Mann-Whitney U tests

Null Hypothesis:
Limitations
Poor vision
Arthritis
Falls
Slow reaction time
Osteoporosis
Joint stiffness
Poor hearing
Back complaints
Fatigue

Null Hypothesis:
Limitations
Poor vision
Arthritis
Falls
Slow reaction time
Osteoporosis
Joint stiffness
Poor hearing
Back complaints
Fatigue

Hypothesis Test Summary
The distribution of the common limitation is the same across categories of
BEP AND ELDERLY STAKEHOLDER GROUPS
Test
Sig.
Decision
Mann-Whitney U
.000
Reject the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.000
Reject the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.000
Reject the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.000
Reject the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.000
Reject the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.732
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.000
Reject the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.861
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.003
Reject the null hypothesis
Hypothesis Test Summary
The distribution of the common limitation is the same across categories of
BEP AND CP STAKEHOLDER GROUPS
Test
Sig.
Decision
Mann-Whitney U
.738
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.010
Reject the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.174
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.017
Reject the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.007
Reject the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.082
Reject the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.083
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.957
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.003
Retain the null hypothesis

The Mann-Whitney U tests reveal a disparity in the response between the elderly and BEP
stakeholder groups and similarities in the response between the BEP and CP stakeholder groups.
This suggests that the views of the BEPs are more in line with those of the CPs than those of the
elderly people. Although the CPs have a good insight into the limitations affecting elderly people,
their experience is likely to be limited to the people that they are caring for, which highlights the
need for a balance between the experience of the CPs and the views of the elderly people
themselves.

5.3.4 Quality of Life value factors: elderly peoples’ perspective
In order to identify the important QoL value factors for elderly people’s QoL, the respondents from
the elderly stakeholder group were asked to rate, on a scale of one (very little) to five (very high),
the extent to which they valued the various QoL value factors. The results are presented in Figure
5.11.
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Figure 5.11: The QoL value factors of elderly people
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The results show that the elderly people valued both physical (neighbourhood, seventy per cent;
the quality of their house, 81 per cent; the natural environment, 68 per cent; quality of living
conditions, 75 per cent; the quality of the built environment, 37 per cent; recreation facilities, 48 per
cent; city of residence, 47 per cent) and emotional (safety, 72 per cent; friendship, 81 per cent;
control, 68 per cent; independence, 84 per cent) QoL value factors. Other value factors mentioned
included: church attendance, family and small local shops. Kruskal-Wallis and Mann-Whitney U
tests were carried out on the data to investigate the existence of any statistically significant
differences in the responses across the categories of age and gender. The results are presented
in Table 5.15.

Table 5.15: Difference in response to the QoL value factors across the categories of age and
gender: Kruskal-Wallis and Mann-Whitney U tests
Null Hypothesis:
QoL value factor
City of residence
Recreation
Natural environment
Built environment
Living conditions
Quality of dwelling
Independence
Control
Friendship
Neighbourhood
Safety

Hypothesis Test Summary
The distribution of QoL value factors is the same across categories of AGE
Test
Sig.
Decision
Kruskal-Wallis
.042
Reject the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.198
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.540
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.645
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.870
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.743
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.978
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.503
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.784
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.869
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.571
Retain the null hypothesis
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Null Hypothesis:
QoL value factor
City of residence
Recreation
Natural environment
Built environment
Living conditions
Quality of dwelling
Independence
Control
Friendship
Neighbourhood
Safety

Hypothesis Test Summary
The distribution of QoL value factors is the same across categories of
GENDER
Test
Sig.
Decision
Mann-Whitney U
.459
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.549
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.597
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.336
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.245
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.889
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.292
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.185
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.261
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.968
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.708
Retain the null hypothesis

With the exception of city of residence across the age categories, no statistically significant
differences were found in the response to the QoL value factors across the age and gender
categories (Table 5.15), which suggests that the various sub-groups within the elderly stakeholder
group value the same QoL value factors. In relation to elderly people’s QoL, Table 5.16 presents
the results of the correlation tests between the QoL value factors and the elderly people’s selfrating of QoL.

Table 5.16: Relationship between the QoL value factors and QoL: Pearson Correlation
QoL value factor

QoL
.117
.680
.036
.647
.011
.005
.025
.085
.008
.094
.127

Values city of residence
Values recreation
Values natural environment
Values built environment
Values living conditions
Values quality of dwelling
Values independence
Values control
Values friendship
Values neighbourhood
Values safety

The results reveal statistically significant relationships between the respondents’ self-rating of QoL
and the value of the natural environment, the quality of their living conditions and dwelling,
independence and friendship. It is possible for the external residential environment to support
these QoL value factors, which once again highlights the potential of the considered design of the
residential environment to enhance the QoL of elderly people.

5.3.5 Quality of Life value factors: care providers’ perspective
For the responses between the three stakeholder groups to be compared to asses whether they
share the same view on the requirements of elderly people, the CPs were asked to rate on a scale
of one (very little) to five (very high), the importance of the values listed to elderly people’s QoL.
The results are presented in Figure 5.12.
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Figure 5.12: The QoL value factors of elderly people: CPs' perspective
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The results in Figure 5.12 reveal that the CP respondents felt that elderly people valued both
physical and emotional QoL value factors.

Other values included: family and personal

possessions. Table 5.17 highlights the statistically significant differences in the response to the
QoL value factors between the CP and elderly stakeholder groups.

Table 5.17: Difference in response to the QoL value factors between the CP and elderly
stakeholder groups: Mann-Whitney U tests

Null Hypothesis:
QoL value factor
City of residence
Recreation
Natural environment
Built environment
Living conditions
Quality of dwelling
Independence
Control
Friendship
Neighbourhood
Safety

Hypothesis Test Summary
The distribution of QoL value factors is the
ELDERLY AND CP STAKEHOLDER GROUPS
Test
Sig.
Mann-Whitney U
.069
Mann-Whitney U
.920
Mann-Whitney U
.178
Mann-Whitney U
.499
Mann-Whitney U
.079
Mann-Whitney U
.164
Mann-Whitney U
.011
Mann-Whitney U
.033
Mann-Whitney U
.188
Mann-Whitney U
.395
Mann-Whitney U
.004
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same across categories of
Decision
Retain the null hypothesis
Retain the null hypothesis
Retain the null hypothesis
Retain the null hypothesis
Retain the null hypothesis
Retain the null hypothesis
Reject the null hypothesis
Reject the null hypothesis
Retain the null hypothesis
Retain the null hypothesis
Reject the null hypothesis
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The results indicate that with the exception of independence, control and safety, no statistically
significant differences were found in the response to the QoL value factors between the CP and
elderly stakeholder groups. This suggests that the CPs and elderly people have similar views on
the importance of the QoL value factors to elderly people’s QoL, which means that the CPs
understand the values of elderly people.

5.3.6 Quality of Life value factors: built environment professionals’ perspective
In order for the responses of the three stakeholder groups to be compared, the BEPs were asked
to rate, on a scale of one (very little) to five (very high), the importance of the QoL value factors to
elderly people. The results are presented in Figure 5.13.

Figure 5.13: The QoL value factors of elderly people: BEPs' perspective
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The results in Figure 5.13 illustrate that the BEP respondents felt that elderly people valued all of
the QoL value factors at least to some extent. Other values included: health facilities, efficient
transport networks and links, convenient shopping areas, community activity, family and their
proximity, financial security, health and being with younger people.

Table 5.18 highlights the

statistically significant differences in the response to the QoL value factors between the BEP, CP
and elderly stakeholder groups.
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Table 5.18: Difference in response to the QoL value factors between the BEP, elderly and CP
stakeholder groups: Mann-Whitney U tests

Null Hypothesis:
QoL value factor
City of residence
Recreation
Natural environment
Built environment
Living conditions
Quality of dwelling
Independence
Control
Friendship
Neighbourhood
Safety

Null Hypothesis:
QoL value factor
City of residence
Recreation
Natural environment
Built environment
Living conditions
Quality of dwelling
Independence
Control
Friendship
Neighbourhood
Safety

Hypothesis Test Summary
The distribution of QoL value factors is the same across categories of
ELDERLY AND BEP STAKEHOLDER GROUPS
Test
Sig.
Decision
Mann-Whitney U
.008
Reject the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.248
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.139
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.915
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.523
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.081
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.964
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.083
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.368
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.482
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.066
Retain the null hypothesis
Hypothesis Test Summary
The distribution of QoL value factors is the same across categories of CP
AND BEP STAKEHOLDER GROUPS
Test
Sig.
Decision
Mann-Whitney U
.002
Reject the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.244
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.893
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.727
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.085
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.021
Reject the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.120
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.003
Reject the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.851
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.267
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.687
Retain the null hypothesis

The results in Table 5.18 shows that, with the exception of city of residence, there were no
statistically significant differences in the responses to the QoL value factors between the elderly
and BEP stakeholder groups. Between the BEP and CP stakeholder groups, three statistically
significant differences in response to the importance of the city of residence, quality of dwelling and
control to elderly people’s QoL were highlighted, but on the whole, the BEPs and CPs appeared to
have a similar view on the importance of the QoL value factors to elderly people’s QoL.

5.3.7 Restrictions presented by external residential environment: elderly people’s
perspective
The people from the elderly stakeholder group were asked to rate on a scale of one (never) to five
(always), the extent to which they felt restricted by the external residential environment.
results are presented in Figure 5.14.
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Figure 5.14: Restrictions presented to elderly people by the external residential environment
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The results in Figure 5.14 show that the elderly respondents were restricted by all of the external
residential environment features to some degree (lack of open space, 44 percent; location of the
shops, 44 percent; uneven pavements/kerbs, 56 percent; public transport, 37 percent; access
facilities, 35 percent; quality of walkways, 43 percent; lack of public facilities, 47 percent; location of
the health services, 42 percent; lack of recreational facilities, 31 percent; unlit primary pedestrian
routes and obscured public spaces, 51 percent). Other restrictions included: parking in residential
roads, pavement and road repairs presenting a hazard for people in wheelchairs and those
unsteady on their feet and multistorey car parks.

Transport was mentioned several times by the respondents. For example, one respondent, not
being a car driver in a semi-rural area, found that the biggest restriction was the lack of reasonably
priced public transport to the activities or facilities that might have been available. The restrictions
on when bus passes could be used and the frequency with which the buses ran to various
destinations was also mentioned often.

One respondent felt that Denmead Village, part of the City of Winchester district in Hampshire, was
an ideal residential environment as there were plenty of open spaces and the shops and health
care facilities were easily accessible. However, they too found that the bus service was limited.
Another respondent stated that one bus an hour, taking an hour to reach the final destination was
not sufficient and felt that more buses covering different routes to the same destination would be
more effective.

Someone else felt that they were lucky to live in Emsworth, a small town in
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Hampshire on the south coast of England. However their QoL was very much dictated by how they
could access activities, as well as being restricted by transport and parking at the local hospital.

A respondent from a rural community with a lack of shops and libraries, etc. felt that this was
compensated for to some extent by the Internet, which allowed ordering and delivery of goods,
including food in the event of illness or harsh weather conditions preventing access to surrounding
towns.

Kruskal-Wallis and Mann-Whitney U tests were carried out on the data to establish whether there
were statistically significant differences in the responses to the restrictions presented by the
external residential environment across the categories of age and gender.

The results are

presented in Table 5.19.

Table 5.19: Difference in responses to the restrictions presented by the external residential
environment across categories of age and gender: Kruskal-Wallis and Mann-Whitney U tests

Null Hypothesis:
Restriction
Lighting
Pavements and kerbs
Public transport
Access facilities
Walkways
Public facilities
Location of shops
Location of health services
Recreational space
Poor lighting (crime)
Obscured places (crime)
Open green space

Null Hypothesis:
Restriction
Lighting
Pavements and kerbs
Public transport
Access facilities
Walkways
Public facilities
Location of shops
Location of health services
Recreational space
Poor lighting (crime)
Obscured places (crime)
Open green space

Hypothesis Test Summary
The distribution of the restrictions presented by the external residential
environment is the same across categories of AGE
Test
Sig.
Decision
Kruskal-Wallis
.857
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.063
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.785
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.869
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.147
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.930
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.685
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.402
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.810
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.288
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.071
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.938
Retain the null hypothesis
Hypothesis Test Summary
The distribution of the restrictions presented by the external residential
environment is the same across categories of GENDER
Test
Sig.
Decision
Mann-Whitney U
.076
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.019
Reject the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.018
Reject the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.991
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.322
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.226
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.179
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.470
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.274
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.077
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.142
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.328
Retain the null hypothesis

The results indicate that there were no statistically significant differences in response to restrictions
presented by the external residential environment across the age categories (Table 5.19).
However, statistically significant differences were found in response to the restrictions presented by
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the quality of pavements and kerbs and public transport across the categories of gender.
Otherwise no significant differences were found, suggesting that the elderly respondents had
experienced similar restrictions from the external residential environment.

5.3.8 Restrictions presented by external residential environment: care

providers’

perspective
The CPs were asked to rate, on a scale of one (never) to five (always), the extent to which they felt
that elderly people were restricted by the features of the external residential environment. The
results are presented in Figure 5.15.

Figure 5.15: Restrictions presented to elderly people by the external residential environment: CPs'
perspective
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The results show that the CPs felt that elderly people’s daily activities were primarily restricted by
the availability of public transport, access facilities and the quality of walkways, as well as the
location of the shop and health care facilities and recreation space. Table 5.20 highlights the
statistically significant differences in the response to the restrictions presented by the external
residential environment across the categories of the CP and elderly stakeholder groups.
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Table 5.20: Difference in response to the restrictions presented by the external residential
environment across the elderly and CP stakeholder groups: Mann-Whitney U tests

Null Hypothesis:
Restriction
Lighting
Pavements and kerbs
Public transport
Access facilities
Walkways
Public facilities
Location of shops
Location of health services
Recreational space
Poor lighting (crime)
Obscured places (crime)
Open green space

Hypothesis Test Summary
The distribution of the restrictions presented by the external residential
environment is the same across categories of ELDERLY AND CP
STAKEHOLDER GROUPS
Test
Sig.
Decision
Mann-Whitney U
.001
Reject the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.011
Reject the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.000
Reject the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.000
Reject the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.001
Reject the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.012
Reject the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.000
Reject the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.000
Reject the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.000
Reject the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.021
Reject the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.023
Reject the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.001
Reject the null hypothesis

The results indicate that statistically significant differences in the responses to all of the restrictions
presented to elderly people by the external residential environment were found between the two
stakeholder groups. This difference is possibly explained in terms of the CPs working with frailer
elderly people than those who responded to this study. The elderly people that the CPs work with
were possibly housebound or more restricted in where they could go, which meant that the external
residential environment presented a bigger problem to them than to the respondents of this study.

5.3.9 The influence of the external residential environment on Quality of Life: elderly
people’s perspective
The external residential environment features used in this study concentrate on the aspects of the
environment that can support both the physical and mental limitations of elderly people to help
improve their QoL. The elderly people were asked to rate on a scale of one (very little) to five (very
high), the extent to which they felt that the external residential environment influenced their QoL.
The results are presented in Figure 5.16.
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Figure 5.16: Impact of the external residential environment on elderly people's QoL
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The results of the frequency analysis show that the people from the elderly stakeholder group felt
that all of the features of the external residential environment had some impact on their QoL,
particularly the local amenities and availability of public transport. This is supported by Bond and
Corner (2004, p. 7) who suggest that the presence and quality of local amenities are important
aspects of environmental QoL.

Macintyre et al. (2000, p. 3) found that a sense of control is

dependent on the ability to access enabling facilities such as public transport, underlining its
importance to elderly people’s QoL. Another feature mentioned by one respondent was being able
to attend church, which was considered to be a significant contributor to their QoL. Table 5.21
highlights the statistically significant differences in response to the influence of the external
residential environment on QoL across the categories of age and gender.
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Table 5.21: Difference in response to the influence of the external residential environment on QoL
across the categories of age and gender: Kruskal-Wallis and Mann-Whitney U tests

Null Hypothesis:
Restriction
Maintained space
Pavements and kerbs
Street art/water features
Activity facilities
Street greenery
Public facilities
Crime free
Local amenities
Public transport
Car parking
Traffic
Physical barriers
Access facilities
Provision for pedestrians
Indoor to outdoor connections

Null Hypothesis:
Restriction
Maintained space
Pavements and kerbs
Street art/water features
Activity facilities
Street greenery
Public facilities
Crime free
Local amenities
Public transport
Car parking
Traffic
Physical barriers
Access facilities
Provision for pedestrians
Indoor to outdoor connections

Hypothesis Test Summary
The distribution of the influence of the external residential environment
features on QoL is the same across categories of AGE
Test
Sig.
Decision
Kruskal-Wallis
.221
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.655
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.418
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.042
Reject the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.646
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.040
Reject the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.198
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.584
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.360
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.332
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.939
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.938
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.763
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.619
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.820
Retain the null hypothesis
Hypothesis Test Summary
The distribution of the influence of the external residential environment
features on QoL is the same across categories of GENDER
Test
Sig.
Decision
Mann-Whitney U
.519
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.926
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.828
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.493
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.252
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.039
Reject the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.606
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.102
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.344
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.449
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.475
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.791
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.734
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.385
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.669
Retain the null hypothesis

The results of the Mann-Whitney U and Kruskal-Wallis tests show that overall, with the exception of
activity and public facilities across the categories of age and public facilities across the gender
categories, there were no statistically significant differences in the responses to the influence of the
external residential environment on QoL across the age and gender categories of the elderly
stakeholder group. This suggests that elderly people feel that the external residential environment
has similar influences on their QoL.

5.3.10 Influence of external residential environment on Quality of Life: care providers’
perspective
The CP respondents were asked to rate, on a scale of one (low) to five (very high), the extent to
which they felt that the features of the external residential environment influenced the QoL of
elderly people. The results are presented in Figure 5.17.
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Figure 5.17: Impact of the external residential environment on elderly people's QoL: CPs'
perspective
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The results show that the CPs felt that all of the external residential environment features
influenced the QoL of elderly people. In comparison to the response by the elderly people, Table
5.22 highlights the statistically significant differences in the response to the influence of the external
residential environment on the QoL of elderly people across the elderly and CP stakeholder groups.

Table 5.22: Response to the influence of the residential environment on QoL across the categories
of CP and elderly stakeholder groups: Mann-Whitney U tests

Null Hypothesis:
Restriction
Maintained space
Pavements and kerbs
Street art/water features
Activity facilities
Street greenery
Public facilities
Crime free
Local amenities
Public transport
Car parking
Traffic
Access facilities
Provision for pedestrians
Indoor to outdoor connections

Hypothesis Test Summary
The distribution of the influence of the external residential environment
features on QoL is the same across categories of CP AND ELDERLY
STAKEHOLDER GROUPS
Test
Sig.
Decision
Mann-Whitney U
.215
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.021
Reject the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.596
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.006
Reject the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.793
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.003
Reject the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.005
Reject the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.004
Reject the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.001
Reject the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.374
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.374
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.418
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.566
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.181
Retain the null hypothesis
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The results reveal statistically significant differences in the response to just under half of the
residential environment features that influence QoL across the categories of CP and elderly
stakeholder groups. Overall the CPs and elderly people appear to have similar views on which
environmental features influence QoL.

5.3.11 Influence of external residential environment on Quality of Life: built environment
professionals’ perspective
In order for the views of the three stakeholder groups to be compared, the BEP respondents were
asked to rate on a scale of one (none) to five (very high), the extent to which they felt that the QoL
of elderly people was influenced by the external residential environment. The results are presented
in Figure 5.18.

Figure 5.18: Impact of the external residential environment on elderly people's QoL: BEPs'
perspective
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The results show that the BEP respondents felt that all of the features of the external residential
environment had an influence on the QoL of elderly people. Other features thought to influence the
QoL of elderly people included: feeling safe; familiarity; community integration; accessibility in the
sense of being able to remain part of the community; clarity (being able to understand the
environment); slow traffic speeds; and clear signage. In order to establish whether the BEPs from
the various built environment professions had similar opinions, Kruskal-Wallis tests were carried
out on the data. The results are presented in Table 5.23.

Table 5.23: Difference in response across the categories of the BEP professions to the influence of
the external residential environment on QoL: Kruskal-Wallis tests

Null Hypothesis:
Feature
Maintained space
Pavements and kerbs
Street art/water features
Activity facilities
Street greenery
Public facilities
Crime free
Local amenities
Public transport
Car parking
Traffic
Access facilities
Provision for pedestrians
Indoor to outdoor connections

Hypothesis Test Summary
The distribution of the influence of the external residential environment
features on QoL is the same across categories of BEP PROFESSIONS
Test
Sig.
Decision
Kruskal-Wallis
.582
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.239
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.309
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.165
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.099
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.113
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.493
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.685
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.390
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.211
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.030
Reject the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.102
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.206
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.034
Reject the null hypothesis

The results indicate that, with the exception of the level of traffic and indoor to outdoor connections,
there were no statistically significant differences in the response to the impact of the external
residential environment on elderly people’s QoL, which suggests that the BEPs are in agreement
regarding the environmental features that influence the QoL of elderly people.

Table 5.24

highlights the statistically significant differences in response between the BEP, elderly and CP
stakeholder groups.
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Table 5.24: Difference in response to the residential environment on QoL across categories of
BEP, elderly and CP stakeholder groups: Mann-Whitney U tests

Null Hypothesis:
Feature
Maintained space
Pavements and kerbs
Street art/water features
Activity facilities
Street greenery
Public facilities
Crime free
Local amenities
Public transport
Car parking
Traffic
Access facilities
Provision for pedestrians
Indoor to outdoor connections
Physical barriers

Null Hypothesis:
Feature
Maintained space
Pavements and kerbs
Street art/water features
Activity facilities
Street greenery
Public facilities
Crime free
Local amenities
Public transport
Car parking
Traffic
Access facilities
Provision for pedestrians
Indoor to outdoor connections

Hypothesis Test Summary
The distribution of the influence of the external residential environment
features on QoL is the same across categories of ELDERLY AND BEP
STAKEHOLDER GROUPS
Test
Sig.
Decision
Mann-Whitney U
.319
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.094
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.105
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.007
Reject the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.563
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.001
Reject the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.006
Reject the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.001
Reject the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.000
Reject the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.266
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.021
Reject the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.090
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.710
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.051
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.011
Reject the null hypothesis
Hypothesis Test Summary
The distribution of the influence of the external residential environment
features on QoL is the same across categories of CP AND BEP
STAKEHOLDER GROUPS
Test
Sig.
Decision
Mann-Whitney U
.615
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.279
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.416
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.522
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.846
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.524
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.345
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.528
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.324
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.076
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.011
Reject the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.806
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.727
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.968
Retain the null hypothesis

The results suggest statistically significant differences in the responses to the influence of the
majority of the external residential environment features on elderly people’s QoL across the
categories of BEP and elderly stakeholder groups. However across the categories of BEP and CP
stakeholder groups, with the exception of level of traffic, there were no statistically significant
differences in response. This suggests that the BEPs’ views are generally similar to those of the
CPs’ but not those of the elderly people, which could potentially result in a mismatch with what is
being provided by the BEPs and what elderly people require.

5.4

Elderly people and the design issues of the external residential environment

The data in this section was primarily collected from the BEP stakeholder group with a view to
establishing the design issues of the external residential environment with regard to elderly
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people’s QoL, as well as identifying the mechanisms and guidance tools available to the BEPs,
which will determine whether the guides are efficient in providing the correct account of elderly
people’s requirements.

5.4.1 Importance of the external residential environment as people age
The BEPs were asked to rate, on a scale of one (very little) to five (significantly), the extent to
which they felt that the design of the external residential environment became more important as
people aged. The results are presented in Figure 5.19.

Figure 5.19: Importance of the external residential environment as people age
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The results indicate that 38 per cent of the BEPs felt that the external residential environment
became ‘significantly’ more important, with 48 per cent rating it ‘considerably’ more important.
Seven per cent of the respondents thought it was ‘moderately’ more important and just three per
cent gave ratings of one and two.

Overall, these results suggest that the external residential

environment becomes more important as people age. It could be argued that higher ratings were
given because as people age, they become less mobile and more restricted to their local area for
activities such as shopping, socialising and everyday purposes. However, it was considered by the
BEPs that, because people are generally living longer, are active for longer and less likely to be
housebound than previous generations, accessibility to the community and public transport
interchanges were very important.

The respondents highlighted that, although the design of the external residential environment is
important to people of all ages, children and elderly people were thought to be more vulnerable and
less able to compensate for imperfections such as poor legibility, or physically demanding access
in the environment, having a direct impact on their independence and as a result, their
requirements were given more consideration in the planning and design processes.

It was

suggested that careful planning could provide relief from anxiety and ultimately improve QoL.
Table 5.25 presents the results of the Kruskal-Wallis test, which tested for statistically significant
differences in the response across the categories of BEP profession.
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Table 5.25: Difference in response across categories of BEP professions to the importance of the
external residential environment as people age: Kruskal-Wallis test
Hypothesis Test Summary
Null Hypothesis:
Test
The distribution of the importance of the external
residential environment as people age is the same across
Kruskal-Wallis
categories of BEP PROFESSIONS

Sig.

Decision

.067

Retain the null
hypothesis

The results in Table 5.25 reveal that there was no statistically significant difference in the response
to the importance of the external residential environment as people age across the BEP
professions. This suggests that the BEPs are of the same view regarding the importance of the
design of the environment to people as they age.

5.4.2 Limitations and Quality of Life value factors taken into account in the general design
of the external residential environment
In order to establish the extent to which it was possible for the BEPs to take into account the
requirements of elderly people, the respondents were asked to rate, on a scale of one (very little) to
five (significantly), the extent to which it was possible to include all of the requirements of elderly
people in the design of the external residential environment. The results are presented in Figure
5.20.

Figure 5.20: Possibility of including all of the requirements of elderly people in a design project
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The results in Figure 5.20 indicate that the BEP respondents thought that it was possible at least to
some extent, to include all of the requirements of elderly people in the planning and design of the
external residential environment, with 24 per cent stating that all of the requirements could be
included to a ‘moderate’ extent and 38 per cent ‘considerably’ or ‘significantly’.

Table 5.26

highlights the statistically significant differences in response to this question across the categories
of BEP profession.
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Table 5.26: Difference in response to the inclusion of requirements across categories of BEP
profession: Kruskal-Wallis test
Hypothesis Test Summary
Null Hypothesis:
Test
The distribution of including all of the common limitations
and QoL value factors of elderly population in the design
Kruskal-Wallis
of the external residential environment is the same
across categories of BEP PROFESSIONS

Sig.

Decision

.581

Retain the null
hypothesis

The results show that there was no statistically significant difference in the response to the
inclusion of the requirements of elderly people in the planning and design of the external residential
environment across the categories of BEP profession, which suggests that they agree on being
able to include all of elderly people’s requirements in the design of the external residential
environment.

In addition, one interviewee suggested that the private sector were continually

renewing and adapting the accommodation that they provided, resulting in a continuing process of
learning from the experience of existing developments.

It was also suggested that ‘Lifetime

Homes’ were becoming more popular, where the home is designed to take into account the
requirements of a person over their lifetime, so in this respect, it could be argued that the planning
policies to include the requirements of elderly people are there but perhaps not enforced as much
as other policy areas.

Another interviewee stated that the requirements of elderly people are

typically considered alongside all members of the community at the masterplanning and detailed
design stages and accounted for in general ‘good planning’ as with other groups through, for
example, housing needs and accessibility. The BEPs felt that where specialist consideration was
needed, perhaps with regard to detailed arrangements, such as street furniture and provision for
people with poor eyesight, these often fall beyond the scope of what is assessed during the initial
planning stages, with most suggesting that the external residential space was the responsibility of
local authorities, who often considered economic maintenance before user needs.

5.4.3 Limitations and QoL value factors taken into account in the different phases of
planning and designing the external residential environment
The BEP respondents were asked to rate, on a scale of one (not at all) to five (very high), the
extent to which the requirements of elderly people were specifically considered in the four stages of
a project: the initial planning stages; the design stage; construction stage; and on completion and
operational stage. The results are presented in Figure 5.21.
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Figure 5.21: Requirements of elderly people considered in the different stages of a project
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The results in Figure 5.21 suggest a relatively even distribution of responses with regard to the
extent to which the limitations and QoL value factors of elderly people were considered in the
planning stages of a project.

During the construction phase of a project, ten per cent of the

respondents suggested that the requirements of elderly people were not considered at all, perhaps
the reason being that all of the details would have been established in the initial planning and
design stages and as a result adjustments were difficult to make once construction had begun.
Perhaps the most interesting result was the consideration given to the requirements of elderly
people once the project was completed and operational, which suggests that the BEPs are
assessing their designs with regard to how they are meeting the requirements of elderly people and
assessing improvements for future designs. Table 5.27 presents the difference in response to this
question across the categories of the three BEP professions.

Table 5.27: Differences in responses to including the requirements of elderly people in the stages
of a project across the categories of BEP profession: Kruskal-Wallis test

Null Hypothesis:
Stage
Planning
Design
Construction
Operational

Hypothesis Test Summary
The distribution of the development stage
of BEP PROFESSIONS
Test
Sig.
Kruskal-Wallis
.257
Kruskal-Wallis
.766
Kruskal-Wallis
.526
Kruskal-Wallis
.523

is the same across categories
Decision
Retain the null hypothesis
Retain the null hypothesis
Retain the null hypothesis
Retain the null hypothesis

The results suggest that there were no statistically significant differences in the responses to the
consideration of the requirements of elderly people in the different phases of a project across the
categories of BEP profession, which suggests that they hold similar views regarding the stages of a
project that the requirements of elderly people are considered.
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5.4.4 Features that encourage the use of the external residential environment by the elderly
people
The BEP respondents were asked to rate, on a scale of one (not at all) to five (very high), the
extent to which the external residential environment features encouraged elderly people to use the
environment. The results are presented in Figure 5.22.

Figure 5.22: Features thought to encourage elderly people to use their residential environment:
BEPs' perspective
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The results in Figure 5.22 indicate that the BEPs felt that all of the features of the external
residential environment listed, encouraged elderly people to use their residential environment,
particularly good pavements and paths, minimal perceived crime, local amenities and public
transport. These are all features that make going out easy and enjoyable, as well as providing a
degree of independence, ultimately enhancing QoL.
responses between the three BEP professions.
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Table 5.28: Difference in response to features that encourage use of the residential environment
across categories of BEP profession: Kruskal-Wallis Test

Null Hypothesis:
Feature
Maintained space
Pavements and kerbs
Street art/water features
Activity facilities
Street greenery
Public facilities
Crime free
Local amenities
Public transport
Car parking
Traffic
Access facilities
Provision for pedestrians
Indoor to outdoor connections
Physical barriers

Hypothesis Test Summary
The distribution of the influence of the external residential environment
features on QoL is the same across categories of BEP PROFESSIONS
Test
Sig.
Decision
Kruskal-Wallis
.515
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.716
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.286
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.307
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.080
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.129
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.394
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.831
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.743
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.123
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.041
Reject the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.035
Reject the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.047
Reject the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.068
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.077
Retain the null hypothesis

The results in Table 5.28 suggest the existence of statistically significant differences in the
response to the extent to which traffic, access facilities and provision for pedestrians encouraged
elderly people to use their external residential environment across categories of BEP profession.
However, on the whole, they appeared to hold similar views on the features of the external
residential environment that encouraged use. One respondent stated that naturally, as people age,
the way that they are able to interact with the external residential environment changes and, as a
result, more consideration needs to be given to textures, colours, material and signage to ensure
people still feel comfortable in their surroundings. The respondents also pointed out that from a
certain age people become less physically flexible and agile so in order to give the ageing
population a valuable and self-determined life and not exclude them from society, the public
external residential environment needs to be adapted to suit their abilities.

5.4.5 Attributes of design that support Quality of Life for elderly people’s
The BEP respondents were asked to consider the extent to which the features of the external
residential environment were attributes of ‘good’ design and rate them on a scale of one (none) to
five (very high). The results are presented in Figure 5.23.
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Figure 5.23: Attributes of design for elderly people’s QoL
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The results show that the respondents thought all of the features listed were attributes of ‘good’
design (open space, 66 percent; good paths/pavements, 97 percent; street art/water features, ten
percent; activities, 45 percent; street greenery, 59 percent; good public facilities, 83 percent; well lit
and visible public spaces, 79 percent; local amenities, ninety percent; accessible public transport,
93 percent; car parking, 31 percent; little traffic, 21 percent; no physical barriers, 76 percent; easy
access around the community, 76 percent; provision for pedestrians, 41 percent; indoor to outdoor
connections, 55 percent).

Other features that were thought to be attributes of good design

included: building or structure orientation; and places to meet in the community and spend time out
of the house but protected from the weather. Table 5.29 highlights the statistically significant
differences in the response to the attributes of good design across the categories of BEP
profession.
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Table 5.29: Difference in response between professions to design attributes: Kruskal-Wallis test

Null Hypothesis:
Feature
Maintained space
Pavements and kerbs
Street art/water features
Activity facilities
Street greenery
Public facilities
Crime free
Local amenities
Public transport
Car parking
Traffic
Access facilities
Provision for pedestrians
Indoor to outdoor connections
Physical barriers

Hypothesis Test Summary
The distribution of the design attribute is the same across categories of
BEP PROFESSION
Test
Sig.
Decision
Kruskal-Wallis
.157
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.224
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.535
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.061
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.048
Reject the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.044
Reject the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.239
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.191
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.604
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.185
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.253
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.119
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.419
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.028
Reject the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.052
Retain the null hypothesis

The results indicate a statistically significant difference in response between the BEPs to the extent
to which street greenery, public facilitiies and indoor to outdoor connections were attributes of good
design, but on average there were no significant differences in response, which suggests that the
BEPs have similar views on the attributes of good design.

5.4.6 Design decision guidance and practices used by the built environment professionals
The Mann-Whitney U and Kruskal-Wallis tests in the sections above have identified disparities in
the response to the limitations and QoL value factors of elderly people across the BEP and elderly
stakeholder groups, which suggests a mismatch between the two stakeholder groups in terms of
how they perceive the requirements of elderly people in the planning and design of the external
residential environment. It is therefore, important to look at the guidance used and methods of
obtaining the views of elderly people for use in the planning and design process. The respondents
were asked what form of guidance they relied on with regard to design for elderly people. The
response and a brief description of each guide are set out in Table 5.30.
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Table 5.30: Summary of guidance instruments used by the BEPs in the planning and design of the
external residential environment
Guide
Disabled Persons
Transport Advisory
Committee (DPTAC)

Local Transport
Note 1/11 (LTN)

Lifetime Home
Guidelines

Equality Act

Building Regulations
– Approved
documents Part K
and M

Housing Association
Guidelines for
Dwelling Design

BS 8300 – Disabled
Design Guide

Design Guide Care
Homes

Description and Application
An independent body established by the Transport Act 1985. Used to advise the
government on transport legislation, regulations and guidance and on the transport
needs of disabled people, ensuring disabled people have the same access to
transport as everyone else (Disabled Persons Transport Advisory Committee, 2011).
The LTN is a design approach that looks to change the way streets operate by
reducing the dominance of cars, mainly through lower speeds and encouraging drivers
to be more accommodating towards pedestrians (Department for Transport, 2011, p.
5). This LTN is mainly concerned with the use of shared space and while it focuses on
high street environments, many of its principles apply to other types of shared space.
It is aimed at assisting those designing and preparing street improvement and
management schemes.
The Lifetime Homes standard is a set of 16 design criteria that provide a model for
building accessible and adaptable homes (Goodman, 2011). The guide describes
design requirements for accessible homes to meet the changing needs of households
as they experience life events. The design guide provides design solutions that can
meet the broadest range of housing needs and enable simple, cost-saving
adaptations.
The Equality Act legally protects people from discrimination in the workplace and in
wider society (Government Equalities Office, 2013).
The Building Regulations are minimum standards for design, construction and
alterations to every building (Department for Communities and Local Government,
2013). They are developed by the Government and approved by Parliament.
Part K – Protection from Falling, Collision and Impact. Concerned with staircase
design, headroom, handrails and balustrading and guarding of landings, balconies and
other raised areas.
Part M – Access to and Use of Buildings. This part deals with the design of buildings
to enable all people to gain access, and be able to use the facilities of the building. It
also includes requirements to help people with sight, hearing and mobility impairments
use buildings.
The Department for Social Development (DSD) Housing Association Development
Guide sets out the Design Standards required by DSD for all new build social housing
schemes that receive Housing Association Grants or utilise Disposal Proceeds Funds
(Department for Social Development, 1999). The aim of social housing for rent is to
provide suitable quality housing stock for people with housing needs, at affordable
rents and within value for money criteria. The purpose of design guidance is to give a
clear indication of the design standards that should be achieved in all development
schemes applying for grant funding. It is primarily aimed at new build, but is also
applicable to housing provision for all scheme types.
BS 8300 looks at the design of buildings and their ability to meet the requirements of
disabled people (Department for Communities and Local Government, 2013). It
explains how architectural design and the built environment can help disabled people
to make the most of their surroundings and looks at how some facilities, such as
corridors, car parks and entrances, can be designed to provide help for the disabled,
as well as demonstrating how features, such as ramps, signs, lifts and guard rails, can
be installed.
The requirements set out within BS 8300, cover a range of disabilities and the use of
public buildings by disabled people who are residents, visitors, spectators or
employees. The recommendations include parking areas, setting-down points and
garages, access routes to and around all buildings, as well as entrances and interiors.
It also covers the relevant routes to all the facilities that are associated with these
buildings.
The cognitive, sensory and physical needs of care home residents were related into
design guidance (Helen Hamlyn Centre for Design, 2011).
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Selwyn Goldsmith

Architects Journal

AJ Metric Handbook

Secured by Design

Disability
Discrimination Act
(DDA)

Designing for People
with Dementia

National Institute of
Blind People (RNIB)
Housing our Ageing
Population: Panel for
Innovation (HAPPI
Report)

Urban Design
Compendium and
Manual for Streets.

Selwyn Goldsmith wrote the manual Designing for the Disabled, published in 1963,
which became the access guide for built-environment professionals. Goldsmith
designed dropped kerbs, which have become a feature in public environments
(Goldsmith, 1997). The third edition of Designing for the disabled was used to inform
the guidance documentation accompanying Part M of the Building Regulations in
1992.
The Architects’ Journal is a practical resource that helps improve design process.
This book was originally put together as a guide for converting imperial to metric
measurements, however the New Metric Handbook has since been transformed into
an international handbook of planning and design data (Tutt and Adler, 1969). All
principal building types are dealt with, from airports, factories and warehouses, to
schools, churches and libraries. For each building type the New Metric Handbook
gives the basic design requirements and principal dimensional data.
Secured by Design focuses on crime prevention in homes and commercial premises
and promotes the use of security standards for a wide range of applications and
products (Secured by Design, n.d.).
The Disability Discrimination Act (DDA) gives people with disabilities rights in the
areas of employment, education, and access to goods, facilities and services (NIDirect
Government Services, 2013). Including larger private clubs and transport services,
buying or renting land or property, including making it easier for people with disabilities
to rent property and for tenants to make disability-related adaptations.
This publication provides practical examples to encourage and inspire staff and their
organisations to provide an environment of care that supports people with dementia
(Waller et al., 2009). It includes information about design principles for creating a more
supportive environment for people with Dementia.
RNIB is a charity offering information, support and advice to people with sight loss as
well as professionals who need help in making sure blind and partially sighted people
can get around easily in streets and buildings, as well as when using transport (RNIB,
2012).
The report outlines innovative housing examples from across England that respond to
a variety of care needs such as older people controlling the housing processes, issues
regarding space, light and accessibility and the idea of being part of a community
(Homes and Communities Agency, 2009).
The two Urban Design Compendium publications provide guidance on good urban
design, summarising the principles of urban design, how they can be applied and the
processes that lead to successful places (Homes and Communities Agency, 2013)
Urban Design Principles (UDC1) contain guidance on the principles of urban design to
equip those involved in the design of places with guidance on achieving and assessing
the quality of urban design in developing and restoring urban areas.
Delivering Quality Places (UDC2) provides practical guidance on the steps that can be
taken in the development process to improve the quality of a place. It looks at each
stage and the key issues impacting on the delivery of quality places. For each of these
a summary is provided of potential barriers and how they can be overcome, along with
case studies.

The results show that the majority of the respondents used local guidance with regard to general
design standards but no specialist design guidance for the general requirements of elderly people.
The guidance instruments listed in the table above cover specific requirements for particular
problems, such as poor vision. Very few of the guidance instruments listed are related specifically
to elderly people. Some of the BEP respondents stated that they rarely used design guidance
because the needs of elderly people should be (to an extent) met through the application of good
planning and design principles, such as those promoted in people-friendly guidance like the Urban
Design Compendium and Manual for Streets. A specialist planning consultants, working with UK
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care operations and developers, suggested that the care operators themselves had a wealth of
experience of how their elderly residents responded to their residential environment and therefore,
tended to rely on the client’s experience and guidance rather than that of the local planning
authority, who might not be experienced in such matters.

Another respondent stated that their organisation used common sense, as it was generally
adequate in considering the end user, although use was made of some of the guidelines listed in
the table above to ensure that factors, which are easily overlooked, were fully understood and
considered. The same respondent stated that it was often crucial to compromise either due to a
lack of space or finance etc. and by using the guidelines, they were able to ascertain which
elements were most important.

The interview data concluded that design generally comes from the client working together with
professional advisors, such as Architects and Planners, as well as feedback from residents and
staff in terms of how accommodation is used. The BEPs use information from a range of sources,
with guidance being provided through national planning policy and local policy set out in Unitary
Development Plans, the Local Development Framework and supplementary planning guidance.
These documents include policies and guidance notes with advice as to how development
proposals should respond to the requirements of elderly people.

5.4.7 Methods of obtaining the views of elderly people in the design of the external
residential environment used by the built environment professionals
The BEPs were asked to list the ways in which their organisations went about obtaining the views
of elderly people to establish how efficient the guidance tools available were in accurately
conveying the requirements of elderly people. The results are presented in Figure 5.24.

Figure 5.24: Methods of obtaining the views of elderly people
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The results in Figure 5.24 reveal five primary methods of obtaining the views of elderly people: the
elderly people themselves; research; experience; publications; and groups, with experience and
working on a one-to-one basis with the client (who were said by the BEP respondents to use their
own experience and knowledge from past projects into current projects) were the two most often
mentioned answers to this question.

5.4.8 Specific QoL problem areas in the external residential environment: Elderly people’s
perspective
The elderly respondents were asked to rate, on a scale of one (very little) to five (very high), the
extent to which the features of the external residential environment were a problem in their areas.
The results are presented in Figure 5.25 below.

Figure 5.25: QoL problem areas in the external residential environment
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The results in Figure 5.25 shows that overall, the elderly people felt that there were some problems
with the external residential environment in which they lived, particularly with regard to the public
transport available, the quality of the pavements and kerbs and the activity facilities. General
comments from the respondents included the inconvenience of cyclists on the footpath despite
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there being a cycle path, which suggests that good provision for pedestrians and other road users
is an important design feature. Table 5.31 highlights the statistically significant differences in the
response to the problems in the elderly people’s residential environment across the categories of
age and gender.

Table 5.31: Differences in responses between age and gender categories to the problems in the
residential environment: Kruskal-Wallis and Mann-Whitney U tests

Null Hypothesis:
Problem
Little/no open space
Unmaintained open space
Unsuitable pavements/kerbs
No street art/water features
Few activity facilities
No street greenery
Few public facilities
Crime/nuisance levels
Few local amenities
Location of amenities
Little public transport
Limited car parking
Traffic congestion
Limited access facilities
Little provision for pedestrians
Poor connections

Null Hypothesis:
Problem
Little/no open space
Unmaintained open space
Unsuitable pavements/kerbs
No street art/water features
Few activity facilities
No street greenery
Few public facilities
Crime/nuisance levels
Few local amenities
Location of amenities
Little public transport
Limited car parking
Traffic congestion
Limited access facilities
Little provision for pedestrians
Poor connections

Hypothesis Test Summary
The distribution of the external residential environment problem is the
same across categories of AGE
Test
Sig.
Decision
Kruskal-Wallis
.950
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.509
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.552
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.727
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.527
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.578
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.900
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.062
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.214
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.263
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.377
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.285
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.614
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.577
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.252
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.764
Retain the null hypothesis
Hypothesis Test Summary
The distribution of the external residential environment problem is the
same across categories of GENDER
Test
Sig.
Decision
Mann-Whitney U
.913
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.666
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.413
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.200
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.163
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.710
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.933
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.734
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.838
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.177
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.376
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.078
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.378
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.103
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.431
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.282
Retain the null hypothesis

The results show that there were no statistically significant differences in the response to the
problems in the external residential environment across the categories of age and gender, which
suggests that the elderly people all hold similar views with regard to the problems in their
residential environment. Table 5.32 presents the statistically significant differences in the response
to the problems in the external residential environment across the categories of location of
residence.
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Table 5.32: Differences in responses to the problems in the external residential environment across
the categories of location of residence: Kruskal-Wallis test

Null Hypothesis:
Problem
Little/no open space
Unmaintained open space
Unsuitable pavements/kerbs
No street art/water features
Few activity facilities
No street greenery
Few public facilities
Crime/nuisance levels
Few local amenities
Location of amenities
Little public transport
Limited car parking
Traffic congestion
Limited access facilities
Little provision for pedestrians
Poor connections

Hypothesis Test Summary
The distribution of the external residential environment problem is the
same across categories of LOCATION OF RESIDENCE
Test
Sig.
Decision
Kruskal-Wallis
.132
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.223
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.023
Reject the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.266
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.209
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.229
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.074
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.192
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.461
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.340
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.414
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.258
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.896
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.397
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.462
Retain the null hypothesis
Kruskal-Wallis
.769
Retain the null hypothesis

The results in Table 5.32 highlight that with the exception of pavements and kerbs, the elderly
people agreed on the specific QoL problem areas in their external residential environment. The
reason for the disagreement with the problem of pavements and kerbs was possibly due to the
expectations of people living in different communities. It might be that people living in villages and
the countryside did not find the pavements a problem due to living in a rural location, whereas
people living in towns and cities expect better maintenance.

5.4.9 Specific QoL problem areas in the external residential environment: care providers’
perspective
The CPs were asked to rate, on a scale of one (very little) to five (very high), the extent to which the
features of the external residential environment were a problem to elderly people in their residential
area to allow the two opinions to be compared. The results are shown in Figure 5.26.
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Figure 5.26: QoL problem areas in the external residential environment: CPs' perspective
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The results in Figure 6.26 show that the CPs felt that most of the features of the external residential
environment were problematic to elderly people, at least to some extent. Table 5.33 highlights the
statistically significant differences in the responses to the problems in the external residential
environment across the categories of elderly and CP stakeholder groups.

Table 5.33: Difference in response to the problems of the residential environment between
stakeholder groups: Mann-Whitney U Test

Null Hypothesis:
Problem
Little/no open space
Unmaintained open space
Unsuitable pavements/kerbs
No street art/water features
Few activity facilities
No street greenery
Few public facilities
Crime/nuisance levels
Few local amenities
Location of amenities
Little public transport
Limited car parking
Traffic congestion
Limited access facilities
Little provision for pedestrians
Poor connections

Hypothesis Test Summary
The distribution of the external residential environment problem is the
same across categories of ELDERLY AND CP STAKEHOLDER GROUPS
Test
Sig.
Decision
Mann-Whitney U
.132
Reject the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.223
Reject the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.023
Reject the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.266
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.209
Reject the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.229
Reject the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.074
Reject the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.192
Reject the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.461
Reject the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.340
Reject the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.414
Reject the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.258
Reject the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.896
Retain the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.397
Reject the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.462
Reject the null hypothesis
Mann-Whitney U
.769
Reject the null hypothesis
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The results show that, on average, there are statistically significant differences in the response to
the QoL problem areas of the external residential environment across the categories of CP and
elderly stakeholder group. This is possibly explained by the nature of the work carried out by the
CPs, working in care homes, with frail elderly people who would rarely venture out into the wider
external residential environment. However, once again shows that the CP and elderly stakeholder
groups have different views.

5.5

The changing landscape of design for elderly people: key findings from the

interviews
A selection of BEPs and CPs were interviewed to consider the changes that have occurred in the
residential development profession over the years in terms of responding to the requirements of
elderly people, the existing practices that were not there in the 1970s or 1980s, and what had
necessitated these changes, to establish the BEPs consideration for the changing requirements of
the elderly population group and to evaluate the mechanisms that are being used to account for
elderly people’s specific limitations.

The interviews also touched on likely future changes the

reasons for change. A section in the questionnaire asked the respondents whether they would like
to take part in an interview and if yes, to provide their contact details. These respondents were
subsequently contacted and invited for interview, fourteen accepted. Seven interviews were faceto-face, the other seven were telephone interviews due to geographical constraints or working
commitments meaning that they were restricted in the time they could allocate.

A list of the

professions that the interviewees belonged to is included as Appendix D.

The overriding opinion of the interviewees suggested that there has been a significant increase in
the different types of care and retirement facilities available, with one interviewee giving examples
of retirement housing for active elderly people, based around sporting or leisure activity, and
sheltered accommodation with assisted living, which helps to maintain elderly people’s
independence, but provides help with daily activities. This suggests that the market has become
very specialist with the increasingly ageing population. Another opinion to come from the interview
data was that there has been a move towards Extra Care, whereby people are able to remain in
their own homes for longer with their partner/spouse.

More recently, it was thought by the interviewees that the local authority development plans had
included a greater number of policies, responding to the requirements of elderly people (as well as
a push towards developers meeting Lifetime Homes Standards), which have impacted on the
design features of new residential schemes, as developers are obliged to comply with these
regulations. With regard to urban design, the interviewees implied that the approach varied from
authority to authority, with one interviewee suggesting that some authorities took a more detailed
approach to crime and safety, which is as beneficial to elderly people as other vulnerable
population groups, but there seemed to be limited ‘elderly specific’ requirements. These changes
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were considered to have occurred by the interviewees mainly due to changing perceptions and
increasing awareness of disability, as well as realising the importance of elderly people within an
ageing population.

Specialist accommodation, designed specifically for the diverse requirements of elderly people,
was identified as the principal difference between practices from the 1970s or 1980s and practices
now.

One interviewee stated that with the increasing awareness of elderly living and elderly

accommodation, companies like McCarthy and Stone began to form in order to provide various
types of private housing for elderly people, when previously very little private sector
accommodation was available, which resulted in many active elderly people moving into sheltered
accommodation. The interviewees felt that ten or fifteen years ago there wasn’t much choice of
accommodation for elderly people but that a general loosening of family ties in terms of
responsibility of caring for elderly parents, means that it is now more acceptable and widespread
for elderly parents to be cared for in a home.

The interviewees also suggested that design for elderly people is also more apparent in planning
policies, requiring developers to take into account the requirements of elderly people and property
development schemes to include a broader range of facilities within them to assist with things like
mobility limitations.

For example, the provision of more generous spaces to accommodate

equipment such as hoists.

Demand from the end user and changes in the population structure were considered to be the main
drivers for change by the interviewees.

People are living longer, primarily because of

developments in health care, and as a result their requirements have become more apparent as
time has passed, but also people’s life choices and expectations are improving with every peer
group. This idea is supported by Schieman and van Gundy’s (2000, pp. 152-174) study. By
comparing current and next generation elderly people in similar circumstances, their study found
that QoL was influenced as much by expectation as objective circumstance. A greater degree of
activity amongst elderly people and people generally remaining active for longer, as well as many
people now living into extreme old age, has not only created significant demand, but has led the
interviewees to believe that there will be substantial demand for extra and specialist care for the
very frail elderly.

The concluding opinion was that elderly people have a lot of political power. The current situation
being many active, well-educated people living in retirement, able to campaign for what they
believe are their needs and rights, and as a result, changes in planning policy and legislation have
led to a general push for better standards of design throughout the planning system.
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5.6

Summary

The aim of this chapter was to present the data obtained from the questionnaires and interviews.
The results of the frequency analysis on the data collected from the elderly stakeholder group
revealed that both movement and sensory impairment affected elderly people and that the effects
of these limitations impacted their daily activities in different ways, resulting in the less frequent and
careful planning of activities. The QoL value factors important to the QoL of elderly people included
both physical and emotional domains.

The Mann-Whitney U and Kruskal-Wallis tests

demonstrated that the views of the elderly people were the same across the categories of age and
gender, suggesting that the limitations affected and the QoL value factors were valued to a similar
extant by the diverse group of elderly people, with the correlation tests revealing statistically
significant associations between the limitations, restrictions presented by the external residential
environment and QoL value factors and elderly people’s QoL.

The results of the Mann-Whitney U and Kruskal-Wallis tests also revealed a disparity in the views
of the BEPs and CPs in comparison to those of the elderly stakeholder group with regard to the
limitations affecting elderly people, which suggest a mismatch in terms of how the stakeholder
groups perceive the limitations of elderly people. Overall, the views of the BEPs were more closely
aligned to those of the CPs.

Five key ways of obtaining the views of elderly people for use in the planning and design of the
external residential environment were identified: public consultation; groups and organisations such
as Age UK; experience; publications; and research. The guidance tools available to the BEPs
covered very specific areas of the planning and design of the external residential environment,
which suggests that the guidance available to the BEPs is not necessarily suitable in accounting for
the general requirements of elderly people, which ultimately has the potential to enhance their QoL.
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6.1

Introduction

Having reviewed the literature, provided a methodological framework, and presented the data
collected as part of the research on the tri-faceted subject of QoL, elderly people, and the external
residential environment in the previous chapters, the report now turns to a critical analysis of the
findings of the research. This chapter focuses on analysing the data in relation to each of the
research objectives. The presentation follows the sequence of the four research objectives, with
section 6.2 addressing the question of the values and limitations of elderly people. This is based
on the fundamental notion that needs change with age and as a result, it is necessary to establish
the specific requirements of elderly people and how the environment within which they live restricts
these.

Section 6.3 continues with the investigation by focusing on the extent to which built

environment professional (BEP) decision-makers, in providing the external residential environment,
take into account the requirements of elderly people in their decision-making processes. The key
challenge here is a functional analysis that tests for statistically significant differences between the
responses from the elderly people on one hand and those of the BEP decision-makers and care
providers (CPs) on the other. In Section 6.4, the research attempts to investigate the auspicious
conditions necessary for enhancing QoL for elderly people through the design of the external
residential environment. Using the results from all these findings, section 6.5 provides a decisionsupport framework for the BEPs to take into account the requirements of elderly people in the
planning and design of the external residential environment. This should be the epitome of the
research as it lies at the heart of the research aim, which was to provide a support tool to assist
central decision-makers to take into account the values and limitations of elderly people in
everyday pursuits, in the context of the external residential environment. The final part of the
chapter is the validation of the holistic framework developed as part of the research.

6.2

Quality of Life value factors, limitations and restrictions of elderly people

Public policy is increasingly concerned with allowing elderly people to maintain their mobility,
independence and active contribution to society and being able to respond effectively to the
challenges of older age (Bowling, 2005, p. 2). Thus, establishing the QoL value factors and key
limitations of elderly people, as well as the restrictions presented to them by the external residential
environment, should be a significant starting point in the decision-making process on matters
concerning this section of society. The primary aim of this objective was, therefore, to establish
and prioritise a short-list of QoL value factors, limitations and features of the external residential
environment that restrict the daily activities of elderly people and investigate the interrelationships
amongst these.
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6.2.1 Classification of the limitations, QoL value factors and restrictions presented by the
external residential environment
Hingeing on the data collected from elderly people themselves, this section attempts to classify the
QoL value factors, limitations and restrictions as they relate to the external residential environment
into primary and secondary categories.

This is similar to approaches that have been used

previously by Renwick (1994), Maslow (1987, pp. 15-22) and Allardt (1993, pp. 88-91), where
people’s needs have been grouped into hierarchical categories.

The classification was achieved by the use of descriptive statistics, particularly frequency analysis,
where the primary classification represents 51-100% frequencies; and 1-50% frequencies
represent the secondary categories with regard to the QoL value factors, limitations and restrictions
from the external residential environment. Browne et al. (1994, p. 236) suggest that elderly people
are more likely to consider their health and QoL to be good than not, perhaps because as Hyde et
al. (2003, p. 187) found, elderly people often change and adapt to suit their circumstances. This
means that the elderly respondents may have adapted to the effects of the limitations and
restrictions and therefore do not rate them as having a significant impact on their daily activities.
For this reason, the decision was made to include the common limitation frequencies of ratings two
to five, only excluding ratings of one, which represented ‘never’. The results of the categories are
presented in table 6.1 below.

Table 6.1: QoL value factors, limitations and restrictions associated with elderly people
Limitations
Joint stiffness

Primary

Secondary

%
Freq.
79

QoL Value Factors
Independence

%
Freq.
84

Back complaints

78

Friendship

81

Fatigue

78

Quality of dwelling

81

Poor vision
Poor hearing
Arthritis

63
56
51

Slow reaction time
Falls
Osteoporosis
Withered leg

47
37
21
1

Living conditions
Safety
Neighbourhood
Natural environment
Control
Recreation facilities
City of residence
Built environment
Church attendance

75
72
70
68
68
48
47
37
1

Difficulty walking

1

Family

1

Small local shops

1
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Environmental
Restrictions
Pavements and kerbs
Primary
pedestrian
routes not lit
Public
places
obscured

%
Freq.
56

Public facilities
Location of shops
Lighting after dark
Walkways
Location of health
services
Public transport
Access facilities
Recreation facilities
Open green space
Parking
Roads
Repairs/maintenance

47
44
44
43

51
51

42
37
35
31
30
1
1
1
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From the results of the frequency analyses, the following key questions can now be addressed:

•

What are the key limitations affecting elderly people that need to be taken into account in order
to enhance their QoL through the design of the external residential environment?

•

Which aspects of the external residential environment do elderly people value most as the
essential QoL factors in the design of the residential environment?

•

What is the nature of the external residential environmental features that restrict the daily
activities of elderly people?

•

What is the nature of the relationship between the common limitations, QoL value factors and
the restrictions presented by the external residential environment?

The results indicate that the elderly people were affected by limitations that were mainly physical in
nature and related to both movement (back complaints, joint stiffness, Arthritis, fatigue) and
sensory impairment (vision, hearing). The Department of Health (2001, p. 4) also highlighted that
the most common problems effecting elderly people were related to movement, vision and hearing.
The primary QoL value factors show that the factors most valued by elderly people in the design of
the external residential environment were physical (quality of the neighbourhood, natural
environment, quality of the dwelling, general living conditions) as well as emotional (friendship,
independence, safety, control). The external residential environmental restrictions were all physical
features and relate to the man-made surroundings of houses that provide the context for human
activity, such as shopping or visiting friends. It is these physical features that have the potential to
assist in minimising the effect of the limitations faced by elderly people and support the physical
and emotional QoL value factors.

The physical restrictions presented by the external residential environment, the physical and
emotional QoL value factors and common limitations can be used to improve the QoL for elderly
people through the design of the external residential environment and are in many ways related to
each other.

For example, maintaining independence and social participation increases QoL.

However, they rely on local public transport facilities and recreational resources to facilitate social
participation. Unlit, obscured public places are often perceived to encourage crime, which impedes
feelings of safety that are intensified by mobility problems, making it difficult to move through an
area quickly (McCormack et al., 2004, p. 88).

The initial short-list of the external residential environmental restrictions, limitations and value
factors were a subject of the literature review, followed by their confirmation through empirical
research, which demonstrated that elderly people were affected by these parameters to varying
degrees. Although these parameters are valued to different degrees by elderly people, a holistic
assessment of QoL for elderly people requires all identified environmental restrictions, limitations
and QoL value factors to be taken into account, in accordance with the (holistic) systems viewpoint.
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Additional environmental restrictions, limitations and value factors mentioned by the respondents
were filtered and included according to whether their effect could be minimised or supported
through the design of the external residential environment.

For example, the other limitations

identified as affecting elderly people included skin cancer, diabetes and blocked arteries, but these
were excluded on account of being peripheral to the external residential environmental effects.

In spite of the different ratings of the requirements, this does not prevent the BEPs from making
use of the weightings in the design of an auspicious residential environment for elderly people so
as to balance these requirements and aspirations with the diversity of the wider community. As
highlighted in the literature review and confirmed by this research, elderly people are in most cases
living with some kind of limitation and as a result put more emphasis on health than younger people
who emphasise the importance of relationships, happiness, work and finance (Bowling, 1995, pp.
1447-1462; Browne et al., 1994, pp. 235-244). It is only through the knowledge of the key QoL
value factors and common limitations associated with the different sections of end users that a
balance in the design of the external residential environment could best be achieved. This balance
is highly critical especially as there is no such thing as designing the built environment exclusively
for a particular section of the community. This would disrupt the fabric upon which QoL should be
enhanced, as no one particular section of the community would appreciate the idea of being
systematically secluded by virtue of the form in which the built environment is designed. This is
further reinforced by one of the responses from a BEP respondent to the questionnaire survey:

“In town planning the principles of good design impact equally (or similarly) on all sectors of the
population. For example, in terms of making a positive contribution to QoL it may be as important
for older people to be located close to a doctor’s surgery/post office as it is for a young family to be
located close to a play park.”

There is no denying that good design is important to all social groups, elderly people are not
separate from the wider community and it is important to remember that physical and mental
limitations are not necessarily age-related. As one respondent suggested, there are many cross
overs of the requirements of elderly people with other population groups, young people and people
with young children all have similar needs in that they also require safety, ease of access, open
space, etc. However, as a generalised statement, elderly people are possibly more vulnerable to
imperfections in design and, therefore, less able to cope with environmental stresses than younger
people, who are more able to adapt and change to manage the challenges presented by the
external residential environment. Nevertheless, it is necessary to consider the QoL value factors,
limitations and restrictions specific to elderly people as this population group increases, in balance
with the needs of other population groups.
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The reality of design being important to all sectors of the population is further alluded to by the
Nightingale Associates (2011), who suggest that it is not just the user of a space or building that
should benefit from good design because people may pass through or drive past a community or
building and never stop or go inside, but it is still important for the space to be welcoming and
accessible to all community groups. As demonstrated earlier, previous research has shown that
the built environment has a huge impact on both the physical and mental wellbeing of all population
groups and as a result should be flexible and adaptable to meet the needs of the local community,
including the ageing population (Kinderman, 2009; Clark et al., 2006; Evans, 2003, pp. 536–555;
Jackson, 2003, pp. 198-199).

6.2.2 Relationship between the limitations, QoL value factors and restrictions presented by
the external residential environment
It could be argued that simply knowing the QoL value factors, limitations and restrictions of elderly
people with regard to the external residential environment may not be an adequate end in itself.
Therefore, it is important to enquire into the relationship between the common limitations and the
identified QoL value factors and environmental restrictions. To achieve this, correlation tests were
conducted to establish any associations between:

•

The common limitations and QoL value factors;

•

The common limitations and the restrictions from the external residential environment; and

•

The QoL value factors and the restrictions from the external residential environment.

In a holistic study, these correlations should aid a plausible amalgamation of the limitations, QoL
value factors and environmental restrictions, which are essential elements for enhancing the QoL
of elderly people through the design of the external residential environment. A holistic approach
emphasises that constituent parts alone cannot explain properties in a system and it is, therefore,
important to look at the relationships and interactions between the parts instead of simply summing
them up. Understanding the relationship between the common limitations and QoL value factors
begins to establish specific domains of importance to the QoL of elderly people, while looking at the
associations between the common limitations and external residential environment restrictions
expands on this profile. Establishing which external residential environment features present the
biggest restriction to elderly people affected by particular limitations, means that they can be used
by BEP decision-makers to actively respond to changes in demand, thereby improving the external
residential environment, and ultimately enhancing QoL.

Table 6.2 presents the results of the correlation tests carried out on the common limitations
affecting elderly people, their QoL value factors and the restrictions presented to them by the
external residential environment.
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Table 6.2: Correlation tests between limitations and QoL value factors and limitations and environmental restrictions (Results are significant at 0.05)
Common Limitations
QoL Value Factors
City of residence
Recreation facilities
Natural environment
Built environment
Living conditions
House
Independence
Control
Friendship
Neighbourhood
Safety
Environmental restrictions
Lighting after dark
Pavements/kerbs
Public transport
Access facilities
Walkways
Facilities
Shop location
Health service location
Recreational facilities
Poor lighting (crime)
Obscured Public places
Open green space

Poor vision

Arthritis

Falls

.900
.055
.314
.457
.048
.710
.749
.891
.997
.407
.833

.365
.640
.069
.338
.349
.486
.796
.979
.960
.922
.491

.782
.194
.661
.012
.164
.817
.487
.443
.737
.201
.213

Slow reaction
time
.225
.035
.237
.291
.729
.095
.142
.405
.205
.631
.975

.096
.002
.001
.000
.001
.004
.054
.024
.060
.149
.299
.081

.000
.004
.002
.001
.000
.000
.074
.169
.017
.054
.103
.005

.005
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.014
.002
.015
.000

.027
.000
.002
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.357
.477
.247
.001
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Osteoporosis

Joint stiffness

Poor hearing

.561
.253
.123
.939
.686
.415
.712
.898
.862
.853
.782

.705
.775
.835
.460
.459
.612
.668
.512
.751
.988
.028

.837
.073
.467
.727
.545
.486
.625
.782
.908
.823
.375

Back
complaints
.076
.036
.079
.892
.750
.301
.642
.703
.097
.336
.898

.955
.000
.024
.001
.004
.080
.000
.000
.460
.129
.412
.874

.018
.000
.000
.000
.001
.000
.005
.052
.017
.011
.046
.002

.280
.341
.370
.002
.024
.018
.001
.093
.041
.419
.918
.227

.008
.061
.273
.302
.055
.037
.552
.298
.147
.244
.545
.729

Fatigue
.176
.008
.331
.243
.932
.617
.226
.051
.261
.315
.402
.434
.108
.005
.376
.988
.377
.031
.042
.851
.762
.933
.788
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The results presented in Table 6.2 show that there were a number of statistically significant
relationships between the common limitations affecting elderly people and the restrictions
presented by the external residential environment, suggesting that the features of the residential
environment play an important role in supporting the effects of the limitations. There were very few
statistically significant relationships between the common limitations and elderly people’s QoL
value factors. The results of the correlation tests are discussed in the following two sections.

6.2.2.1 Common limitations vs. Quality of Life value factors
The results of the correlation tests between the common limitations and QoL value factors reveal
significant P values between people affected by slow reaction time and the value they placed on
recreation facilities (.035); back complaints and recreation facilities (.036); fatigue and recreation
facilities (.008); falls and the built environment (.012); poor vision and living conditions (.048); and
joint stiffness and safety (.028). Correlation calculates the probability of seeing what is in the data
by chance and provides a more scientific approach to gathering knowledge, in line with the
positivist perspective (McKillup, 2011, p. 234).

As discussed in Chapter 4, the positivist perspective is rooted in physical science and uses
systematic, scientific approaches to research (Robson, 2002, p. 21). Positivists believe that reality
is stable and can be observed and reported from an objective viewpoint independently of human
behaviour. However, the ramifications are that problems are considered better understood when
they are reduced down to their simplest elements; therefore it is a representation of the reductionist
approach, moving away from the holistic approach that this research is taking. For this reason,
critical realism is a useful paradigm because it draws on aspects from both the positivist and
constructivist perspectives, maintaining that reality exists independently of human consciousness
and research should, therefore, be empirically based, rational and objective, whilst acknowledging
that knowledge is socially created, making allowances for the subjective nature of human
behaviour, feelings, perceptions and attitudes (Crossan, 2003).

The survey data is largely

subjective because it is based heavily on the elderly respondents’ experience and perception of
whether and to what extent they feel affected by the common limitations, restricted by the external
residential environment features and value the QoL value factors. However, correlation is a
scientific approach that can be used to make useful connections between the components to
facilitate the understanding and description of the relationship between the variables.
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Figure 6.1: Relationship between the recreation facilities and common limitations

The results of the correlation tests reveal a statistically significant relationship between elderly
people affected by slow reaction time, back complaints and fatigue and the value that they place on
recreation facilities (Figure 6.1). It is possible that elderly people affected by slow reaction time and
back complaints may find that engaging in recreational activities maintains or even improves the
mobility that they have. The relationship between fatigue and recreation facilities can be explained
by the mental and physical stimulation provided by different types of recreation, which is reinforced
by Brown et al., (2004, p. 80) who point out that social relationships and recreational activities
provide both mental and physical health benefits, ultimately increasing QoL through psychosocial
routes.

Figure 6.2: Relationship between the built environment, living conditions and safety and common
limitations

Figure 6.2 illustrates the results of the correlation tests, which revealed statistically significant
relationships between: elderly people affected by falls and the value they place on the built
environment; those affected by poor vision and the value they place on their living conditions; and
those affected by joint stiffness and the value they place on safety. These relationships were not
surprising because it is difficult for people to react to different situations if they are no longer agile
and it is necessary to have unobstructed living conditions when vision is poor. The relationship
between elderly people affected by falls and the value put on the built environment can be
explained by easily accessible and well laid out residential environments helping elderly people to
move around independently unimpeded.
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Despite there being very few statistically significant correlations between the common limitations
and QoL value factors, there were statistically significant associations between the common
limitations themselves, which could suggest that being affected by one limitation may have a knock
on effect to other limitations. For example, one respondent stated that pain from Arthritis caused
interrupted sleep most nights, which caused fatigue during the day. Just as Arthritis and back
complaints may result in slow reaction time and poor vision may result in falls.

This view is

supported by Katz et al. (2011, p. 3) who suggest that each variable has a cumulative effect on
others. This is also consistent with a holistic approach to understanding systems.

Holism is concerned with the relationship between parts, the assumption being that the properties
of each part contribute to the understanding of the whole (Ostreng, 2011, p. 12). These properties,
however, can only be understood through the dynamics of the whole. That is why the research
emphasises relationships between the components, their interdependencies and interactions.
Although the practice of breaking systems down into their smallest component parts (reductionist
approach) provides useful insights, analysing the system as a whole provides a more complete
understanding because often, as the respondents suggested, the common limitations affecting
elderly people have knock-on effects.

It has been suggested that many elderly people will consider their health and QoL to be good
(Browne et al, 1994, p. 243), which means that elderly people may only notice their limitations
when they begin to affect their daily activities. Therefore, it is important to look at the effect of the
common limitations on the elderly respondents’ daily activities. Table 6.3 presents the results of
the frequency analysis.

Table 6.3: The effect of the common limitations on elderly people
Limitations
Poor vision
Arthritis
Falls
Slow reaction time
Osteoporosis
Joint stiffness
Poor hearing
Back complaints
Fatigue
Withered leg
Difficulty walking

% Freq. of common
limitations
63
51
37
47
21
79
56
78
78
1
1

% Freq. of the effect of
limitations on daily activities
46
51
27
42
14
69
49
70
60
1
1

Daily activities refer to the routines and tasks conducted outside of the home, such as shopping,
visiting friends and attending doctor, dentist or hospital appointments. The results of the frequency
tests in Table 6.3, reveal that although elderly people felt affected by the common limitations, their
perceived effect on daily activities was marginally lower, which suggests that, despite daily
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activities being affected by the common limitations, the elderly people were still able to continue.
However it was suggested by the elderly people that activities were undertaken less often or more
slowly. This can be explained by the fact that elderly people often tolerate the effects of the
common limitations because they do not significantly interfere with their lives, suggesting that the
limitations and their effects are accepted and dealt with (Cox et al, 1987, p. 7). Briggs (1993, p. 56)
further suggests that physiological decline is not necessarily of initial concern and only has an
impact when it is difficult or no longer possible to carry out daily activities, ultimately making elderly
people less able to cope with environmental stresses.

6.2.2.2 Common limitations vs. external residential environment restrictions
The correlation tests in Table 6.2 also revealed statistically significant (<0.05) associations
between the common limitations affecting elderly people and the restricting features of the external
residential environment. Elderly people affected by poor vision were found to be restricted by six of
the external residential environment features as shown in Figure 6.3 below.

Figure 6.3: Relationship between poor vision and restrictions presented by the external residential
environment

Significant correlations were found between poor vision and the restrictions presented by poor
pavements and kerbs, public transport, access facilities, walkways, facilities and health service
location. Poor vision is likely to affect all aspects of life, especially when having to negotiate the
external residential environment. Uneven pavements may cause trip hazards resulting in injury
and unclear access facilities and walkways might make it difficult for someone with poor eyesight to
easily get from point A to point B. Poor vision could limit a person’s ability to drive, which means
that they are more reliant on public transport, highlighting the importance of public transport within
a community.

The relationship between poor vision and the external residential environment

restrictions of public facilities and health service location are harder to explain. One respondent
remarked that regular blurred vision made them unsteady in many ways, which could mean that
they needed facilities, such as seating, in the external residential environment to allow them to rest
and recuperate before carrying on with their activities. The location of the health services may be
difficult to navigate with poor eyesight.
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Elderly people affected by Arthritis felt restricted by eight of the external residential environment
features:

Figure 6.4: Relationship between Arthritis and the restrictions presented by the external residential
environment

Arthritis is one of the longstanding illnesses of elderly people (Cox et al., 1987; Levy, 2013) and it is
not surprising that the external residential environment presents restrictions to the people affected
by it. Arthritis causes pain and affects all aspects of movement (NHS Choices, 2014), which will
ultimately impinge on progressing through the external residential environment. With movement
being affected, the need for public transport becomes greater, and so is the need for good public
facilities for people to stop and rest if they needed to. Uneven pavements and kerbs, access
facilities and walkways present restrictions to elderly people with Arthritis because they may lead to
a fall and possible injury. Lighting after dark also becomes more important as it is possible that
slow and limited movement makes people more vulnerable to crime. The restrictions presented by
open green space and recreational facilities to elderly people affected by Arthritis are possibly due
to these people being unable to use these facilities. This perhaps suggests that for people with
mobility problems to enjoy the external residential environment, different types of spaces need to
be included.

Perhaps smaller, more intimate spaces are needed, with public facilities nearby to

encourage elderly people who are restricted by mobility to utilise and enjoy the external residential
environment.

Elderly people affected by falls were found to be restricted by twelve of the external residential
environment features as shown in Figure 6.5 below.

Figure 6.5: Relationship between falls and the restrictions presented by the external residential
environment
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Statistically significant relationships were found to exist between falls and pavements and kerbs,
public transport, access facilities, walkways, facilities and open green space, lighting after dark, the
location of the shops and health services, recreational facilities and obscured and unlit public
places. These have been perceived in some studies to encourage crime (Baum and Valins, 1997,
p.3, 9). Each of the external residential environment features has the potential to cause a fall,
particularly uneven kerbs, pavements and walkways. It is likely that falls are a side effect of the
common limitations that elderly people are limited by. For example, poor vision, Arthritis, slow
reaction time, joint stiffness, back complaints and fatigue could all result in a fall when an elderly
person is in the external residential environment.

Elderly people affected by slow reaction time were found to be restricted by nine of the external
residential environment features:

Figure 6.6: Relationship between slow reaction time and the restrictions presented by the external
residential environment

Significant correlations were found between elderly people affected by slow reaction time and the
restriction presented by pavements and kerbs, access facilities, walkways and public facilities can
be attributed to older people feeling vulnerable to not being able to react efficiently to the
restrictions presented by the external residential environment.

For example, the respondents

suggested that while they were able to pursue most activities, they were more cautious when
carrying out the activities. Overall, it is possible that slow reaction time makes elderly people more
vulnerable to imperfections in the external residential environment, which explains the statistically
significant associations between slow reaction time and the aforementioned external residential
environment restrictions.

The elderly respondents affected by Osteoporosis were found to be restricted by six of the external
residential environment features as Figure 6.7 shows.
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Figure 6.7: Relationship between Osteoporosis and the restrictions presented by the external
residential environment

Significant correlations between people affected by Osteoporosis and shop and health service
location was found to exist. When movement is restricted the distance between essential locations
becomes more important, as do the condition of the pavements, kerbs, access facilities and
walkways. Public transport is imperative for allowing elderly people to move around their external
residential environment.

Elderly people affected by joint stiffness were found to be restricted by eleven of the external
residential environment features as Figure 6.8 shows.

Figure 6.8: Relationship between joint stiffness and the restrictions presented by the external
residential environment

Joint stiffness causes mobility problems (NHS Choices, 2014a), which ultimately makes it difficult
to move around the external residential environment. For example, one respondent stated that
being affected by joint stiffness required alternate periods of rest and activity throughout the day,
which explains the restriction presented by a lack of public facilities. This can be in the form of not
having somewhere to sit and rest whilst in the external residential environment, which can restrict
how long or often an elderly person can go out.
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A statistically significant association exists between elderly people affected by joint stiffness and
the restriction presented by pavements and kerbs, which is possibly due to the stiff joints making it
difficult to navigate uneven ground finishes. The relationship between joint stiffness and obscured
public places can be explained because joint stiffness may make it difficult to react and move
quickly, making elderly people more vulnerable to external residential environment imperfections.

Elderly people affected by poor hearing were found to be restricted by five of the external
residential environment features:

Figure 6.9: Relationship between poor hearing and the restrictions presented by the external
residential environment

The relationship between poor hearing and recreational facilities can be explained because of
difficulty hearing in noisy situations. For example, a number of elderly respondents stated that in
social situations, it was often difficult to pick out conversation against loud background noise. The
relationships between elderly people affected by poor hearing and the restriction presented by
access facilities, walkways, public facilities and shop location are possibly explained by potential
safety issues being presented depending on the situation of these features, such as difficulty
hearing traffic noise.

Elderly people affected by back complaints were found to be restricted by lighting after dark and
public facilities as shown in Figure 6.10.

Figure 6.10: Relationship between back complaints and the restrictions presented by the external
residential environment
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Lighting after dark was perceived by the elderly people to encourage crime. There were some
suggestions by respondents that their back problems required constant management because they
affect every aspect of movement, activity and non-activity throughout the day. As a result of this, it
can be argued that since elderly people may find it necessary to sit and rest whilst they are out,
there is the need for appropriate public facilities such as benches and toilets, in the external
residential environment. The relationship between back complaints and the restriction presented
by lighting after dark is possible because being less agile makes it difficult to manoeuvre around
the built environment in the dark. Several of the elderly respondents stated that they no longer
went out after dark and limited their activities to daytime.

Significant associations were also found to exist between elderly people affected by fatigue and
three of the restrictions presented by the external residential environment as shown in Figure 6.11.

Figure 6.11: Relationship between fatigue and the restrictions presented by the external residential
environment

The relationship between fatigue and the restriction presented by public transport can be explained
by the fact that travelling can be both physically and mentally tiring, especially when relying on
public transport. Generally people tend to tense against the movement of a vehicle in order to stay
balanced, which in combination with possible other limitations, such as Arthritis, slow reaction time
and joint stiffness, exacerbate feelings of fatigue. Whether travelling in a car or on a bus, the mind
has to be alert to negotiate other traffic, road signals or to identify the destination. The association
between elderly people affected by fatigue and shop and health service location can be explained
in connection to the distance between home and the destination. Negotiating other restrictions
such as uneven pavements or access to the location could have an influence on feelings of fatigue.

6.2.2.3 Quality of Life value factors vs. external residential environment restrictions
Table 6.4 presents the results of the correlation tests between the QoL value factors of elderly
people and the restrictions presented by the external residential environment.
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Table 6.4: Correlation tests between the QoL value factors of elderly people and the environmental restrictions
Environmental Restrictions
QoL Value
Factors

Lighting
after dark

Pavements/
Kerbs

Public
transport

Access
facilities

Walkways

Public
facilities

Shop
location

City of residence
Recreation
facilities
Natural
environment
Built environment
Quality of living
conditions
Quality of
dwelling
Independence
Control
Friendship
Neighbourhood
Safety

.231

.767

.197

.661

.907

.656

.974

Health
service
location
.317

.926

Poor
lighting
(crime)
.561

Public
places
obscured
.411

Open
green
space
.645

.450

.047

.148

.148

.419

.771

.159

.048

.332

.552

.649

.625

.241

.373

.373

.293

.266

.703

.992

.184

.804

.597

.639

.963

.813

.281

.022

.250

.137

.337

.269

.034

.611

.148

.451

.462

.593

.791

.157

.510

.944

.493

.464

.909

.838

.840

.756

.655

.306

.170

.422

.526

.135

.758

.881

.236

.339

.846

.848

.771

.522
.933
.394
.303
.469

.204
.572
.244
.499
.650

.522
.234
.582
.191
.237

.344
.972
.837
.741
.992

.082
.595
.486
.961
.580

.914
.425
.817
.904
.252

.825
.917
.545
.767
.783

.087
.455
.354
.937
.184

.416
.930
.595
.408
.741

.467
.558
.915
.684
.815

.118
.789
.932
.672
.526

.344
.524
.711
.984
.784

(Results significant at 0.05)
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The correlation tests in table 6.4 above revealed statistically significant associations between four
of the QoL value factors of elderly people and the restrictions presented by the external residential
environment (recreation facilities and pavements/kerbs and health service location; and built
environment and public transport and health service location).

Figure 6.12 illustrates the

statistically significant relationship between the QoL value factor recreation facilities and
pavements and kerbs (.047) and the location of health services (.048).

Figure 6.12: Relationship between recreation facilities and environmental restrictions

Pavements and kerbs are features that make moving through and around the community possible,
if they are not well maintained they could hinder the ability of elderly people to get to the recreation
facilities.

Similarly, the pavements and kerbs could be considered a feature necessary for

recreational activities such as walking clubs. As elderly people are more vulnerable to injury, the
location of the health services in relation to the recreational facilities may be important.

Statistically significant relationships were also found between the quality of the built environment
and public transport (.022) and health service location (.034) restrictions, which are shown in
Figure 6.13 below.

Figure 6.13: Relationship between the built environment and the environmental restrictions

It is possible that of the features of the built environment, public transport and the location of the
health services are considered to be of primary value, suggesting that if these two are present, the
remaining features are ancillary to elderly people’s QoL.

As previously mentioned by a BEP

respondent, features that allow movement through and around the community are important to
encourage elderly people to go out and socialise and carry out their daily activities both easily and
enjoyably.

As people age their limitations may result in frequent trips to the various health

services, therefore making the location of these services central to the QoL of elderly people.
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6.3

Quality of Life value factors and limitations of elderly people: built environment

professionals’ perspective
The entire planning initiative is motivated and justified in terms of the potential contribution it can
make to the QoL of its residents (Massam, 2002, p. 149).

The BEPs have considerable

responsibility to provide open, legitimate and accountable societies, which have direct effects on
QoL (Friedman, 1987, p. 13). This, in combination with the increasing number of elderly people
and public policy concerned with allowing older people to maintain their mobility, independence and
active contribution to society, is putting more pressure on the BEPs to develop new ideas to meet
the requirements of the changing population (Malik, 2001, p. 873). It is therefore important to
establish the nature of the common limitations affecting elderly people that are taken into account
by the BEPs when making decisions with regard to designing the external residential environment.

Consequently, the aim of this second research objective was to establish and prioritise the
common limitations and QoL value factors of elderly people that are taken into account by the
BEPs in the design of the external residential environment. These were then compared to those
identified by the elderly people themselves and the CPs to establish how well placed the BEPs
were to account for the requirements of elderly people.

6.3.1 Common limitations and QoL value factors of elderly people considered by the built
environment professionals
This section aims to identify and classify the common limitations and QoL value factors of the
elderly people that are considered by the BEPs in the planning and design of the external
residential environment.

The limitations and QoL value factors were first identified through the

literature review and confirmed through empirical research. For reasons of consistency, the same
classification categories used in section 6.2 are used here.

The classification was achieved

through descriptive statistics, particularly frequency analysis, where the primary category
represented 51 – 100% frequencies and the secondary category represented 1 – 50% frequencies.
The ratings of four and five for ‘always’ and ‘often’ were included in the frequencies. The results
are presented in Table 6.5 below.
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Table 6.5: The limitations and QoL value factors of elderly people: BEPs' perspective
Limitations
Built Env.
Profs.
Poor vision

%
Freq.

Limitations
Elderly People

%
Freq.

Limitations
Care Providers

%
Freq.

66

Joint stiffness
Fatigue
Back
complaints
Poor vision

79
78

Poor vision
Poor hearing

93
86

QoL Value
Factors
Built Env. Profs.
Friendship
Safety

78

Joint stiffness

79

63

Poor hearing

56

Arthritis
Slow reaction
time

Arthritis

51

Primary

Secondary

91
91

QoL Value
Factors
Elderly People
Independence
Friendship

84
81

QoL Value
Factors
Care Providers
Living conditions
Quality of dwelling

Independence

82

House

81

Independence

100

71

Neighbourhood

73

Living conditions

75

Control

100

64

Quality of dwelling

64

Safety

72

Safety

100

Living conditions
Natural
environment

64

Neighbourhood
Natural
environment
Control
Recreation
facilities

70

Friendship

93

68

Neighbourhood

79

68

City of residence
Recreation
facilities

64

%
Freq.

55

%
Freq.

%
Freq.
100
100

Poor hearing

41

Slow reaction
time

Falls

41

Falls

37

Back
complaints

36

Built environment

36

City of residence

47

Built environment

50

Fatigue

41

Osteoporosis

21

Fatigue

21

Recreation
facilities

27

Built environment

37

Natural
environment

43

Slow reaction
time

38

Withered leg

1

Osteoporosis

21

Health facilities

3

Church
attendance

1

Family

7

Arthritis

31

Difficulty
walking

1

Poor memory

7

3

Family

1

Personal
possessions

7

Joint stiffness

31

Confusion

7

3

Small local shops

1

28

Incontinence

7

17

Weight gain

7

Back
complaints
Osteoporosis
Dementia
(confusion)
Incontinence
Loneliness
Speech
impairment

47

Falls

50

Control

46

3
3
3
3
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Transport
networks/links
Convenient
shopping areas
Community
activity
Family
Being with young
people
Efficient transport
Location of family

3
3
3
3
3

48

50
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From the results of this analysis, the following research questions can now be addressed:

•

Which limitations affecting elderly people do the BEPs consider when planning and designing
the external residential environment?

•

How do the limitations considered by the BEPs compare to those identified by the CPs and
elderly people?

The sole primary limitation affecting elderly people considered by the BEPs in the planning and
design of the external residential environment was sensory (poor vision), while the QoL value
factors were both physical (neighbourhood, quality of dwelling, quality of living conditions, natural
environment) and emotional (friendship, safety, independence). Additional limitations considered
by the BEPs included cognitive elements (dementia, confusion, loneliness) because mental
wellbeing was considered to be of equal importance to physical aspects, in order to reduce
confusion and anxiety. This is supported by Bridgwood et al. (2000, pp. 85-91) who suggest that
the widespread problems of elderly people include both physical and mental conditions, such as
cognitive functioning, vision and hearing. It is possible for the external residential environment to
support mental wellbeing as well as physical wellbeing.

For example, providing a variety of

recreational facilities for elderly people to either participate in or watch reduces loneliness,
encouraging elderly people to go out and connect with other people, while ensuring that access
facilities and indoor to outdoor connections are clearly marked and accessible reduces confusion.

6.3.2 Common limitations and QoL value factors of elderly people in comparison to those
identified by elderly people and care providers
The response to whether it was possible to include all of the limitations affecting elderly people in
the planning and design of the external residential environment varied, with 38 per cent of the
BEPs suggesting that it was significantly possible, 38 per cent considerably and 24 per cent
moderately possible. The lowest rating was ‘moderate’, suggesting that some prioritisation takes
place during the planning and design of the external residential environment, because as
suggested earlier, the requirements of elderly people have to be considered alongside those of all
other members of society (Kinderman, 2009; Clark et al., 2006; Evans, 2003; Jackson, 2003, p.
193). Based on this understanding, it is important to analyse how the limitations considered by the
BEPs compare to those identified by both the elderly and CP stakeholder groups, to establish how
well placed the BEPs are to take into account the aspirations of elderly people. To do this MannWhitney U tests were carried out on the responses to the common limitations affecting elderly
people and their QoL value factors from the three stakeholder groups. The ‘Mann-Whitney U test’
tests for statistically significant differences in the distribution of the data between groups. The
results are presented in table 6.6.
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Table 6.6: Comparison of the BEP’s response to that of the elderly and CP stakeholder groups

Limitations

QoL Value Factors

Hypothesis: the distribution is the
same across stakeholder groups
Poor vision
Arthritis
Falls
Slow reaction time
Osteoporosis
Joint stiffness
Poor hearing
Back complaints
Fatigue
City of residence
Recreation facilities
Natural environment
Built environment
Quality of living conditions
Quality of dwelling
Independence
Control
Friendship
Quality of neighbourhood
Safety

Comparison of response between:
CP and
BEP and EP BEP and CP
EP
Reject
Retain
Reject
Reject
Reject
Reject
Reject
Retain
Reject
Reject
Reject
Reject
Reject
Reject
Reject
Retain
Reject
Reject
Reject
Retain
Reject
Retain
Retain
Reject
Reject
Retain
Reject
Reject
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain

Reject
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Reject
Retain
Reject
Retain
Retain
Retain

Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Retain
Reject
Reject
Retain
Retain
Reject

Table 6.6 summarises the results of the Mann-Whitney U tests carried out on the data from the
BEPs, CP and elderly stakeholder groups. The results of the tests show that, with regard to the
common limitations affecting elderly people, there was a disparity between the extent to which the
elderly people felt affected and the extent to which the common limitations were taken into account
in the planning and design decision-making process with regard to the external residential
environment. With the exception of joint stiffness and back complaints, the null hypotheses of the
remainder of the limitations were rejected. With regard to the QoL value factors, the results of the
tests show that, with the exception of city of residence, the BEPs felt that elderly people valued the
features of the external residential environment to the same extent as the elderly people.

One of the main forms of guidance and processes for obtaining the views of the elderly people
relied on by the BEPs was the experience of CPs and as a result, it was important to compare the
opinion of the BEPs to that of the CPs with regard to the common limitations affecting elderly
people and their QoL value factors. Based on the Mann-Whitney U Tests, Table 6.6 shows that, on
the whole, the BEPs and CPs are of a similar opinion, with the BEPs considering five out of nine of
the same limitations affecting elderly people in their designs as identified by the CPs.

This

suggests that the BEPs possibly rely more on the advice from the CPs in the planning and design
of the external residential environment, instead of the opinion of the elderly people. Although the
CPs have a good insight into the issues affecting the QoL of elderly people, their experience is
likely to be limited to the people that they are caring for, which is why direct public consultation with
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elderly people can make a useful contribution to the effective and efficient design of the external
residential environment because of the wide spectrum of people that attend (Deighton-Smith, 2004,
p. 71).

With regard to the QoL value factors, the three stakeholder groups, on the whole, suggest that the
elderly people value the features of the external residential environment to a similar extent, with the
exception being the response between the CPs and elderly people, where the CPs did not feel that
elderly people valued independence, control and safety to the same degree as the elderly people
themselves. One CP suggested that in their experience, as elderly people become frailer, their
interest in the external environment lessens and they become more focused on their immediate
wellbeing, such as who is caring for them and what there is to eat, but as discussed earlier, people
are healthier and living longer than before (ONS, 2009a). This also reinforces that the CPs may be
working with frailer people than those who responded to this study. However, looking at the results
of the frequency analysis in Table 6.5, all three stakeholder groups felt that elderly people primarily
valued friendship, safety, independence, living conditions, and neighbourhood. The BEPs also
stated that elderly people primarily valued their natural environment, as did the elderly people
themselves and the quality of dwellings, comparable with the CPs.

In general design schemes, the limitations and QoL value factors of elderly people are often
grouped together and accounted for in general ‘good planning’ with other population groups. This
is not ideal as the limitations and QoL value factors of elderly people should be given equal
consideration in general schemes, especially as guides such as the Lifetime Homes Standards are
promoting independence and remaining at home for as long as possible.

6.4

Towards

a

holistic

decision-support

framework

for

the

built

environment

professionals
The key issues identified in research objective A show that the limitations, QoL value factors and
restrictions presented by the external residential environment are interconnected and therefore,
present a challenge to the existing reductionist approaches to planning and design decision-making
processes. By looking at variables as constituent parts, such as focusing on design solely for
elderly people with poor vision, reductionism fails to identify the relationships between the
components. Elderly people with poor vision may find that they are slow to react, in which case,
having well maintained pavements and kerbs satisfies two of the requirements of elderly people.
Reductionist approaches would possibly not identify this indirect relationship because poor vision
would be considered in isolation.

The results also highlighted that the decisions with regard to the design of the external residential
environment appeared out of sync with the limitations and QoL value factors identified by the
elderly stakeholder group. This disparity suggests that a mismatch exists between the BEPs and
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elderly people in terms of how they perceive the common limitations and QoL value factors, which
possibly highlights a problem with the guidance and processes used to elicit the views of elderly
people in the planning and design of the external residential environment. Overall, the responses
from the BEPs were more closely aligned with those of the CPs, suggesting that their knowledge
and experience was more a source of guidance than that of the elderly people.

This section first touches on the potential explanation for this disparity by looking at the guidance
and processes used to obtain the views of elderly people in the planning and design of the external
residential environment and then moves on to discuss the development of the decision-support
framework, which is the main aim of this research objective, i.e. to develop a holistic decisionsupport framework for the BEPs to take into account the requirements of elderly people in the
planning and design process of the external residential environment.

6.4.1 Potential explanation for the disparity between the built environment professional and
elderly stakeholder groups
By looking at the guidance tools available to the BEPs to identify shortcomings in the mechanisms
used in planning and designing the external residential environment for elderly people an attempt
can be made to explain the significant differences in the perceptions of the BEP and elderly
stakeholder groups. Five key avenues through which the BEPs attempt to elicit the views of elderly
people in the planning and design of the external residential environment were identified: the
elderly people themselves; groups or organisations such as Housing Association groups or
specialist advisors like Age UK; research; experience; and publications. Figure 6.14 illustrates the
number of times that each method of gaining the views of elderly people was mentioned by the
BEPs.

Figure 6.14: Methods of obtaining the views of elderly people in the planning and design of the
external residential environment
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0
Public consultation

Groups or
Organisations

Research

Experience

Publications

The results show that public consultation and experience are the most popular means used by
BEPs in gathering the views of the elderly people in the planning and design of the external
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residential environment. These results appear somewhat contradictory as, especially with regard
to the limitations, the views of the BEPs were more inline with those of the CPs than the elderly
people. If this is the case, the results demonstrate that the experience and views of the CPs have
more authority in the planning and design of the external residential environment than public
consultation. It is possible that the information gained from public consultation is prioritised and
balanced with the knowledge and experience from other sources, such as the CPs, because as two
of the BEPs suggested: public consultation has a natural tendency to draw the involvement of
elderly people and as a result they are often over-represented. The guidance tools used on a daily
basis by the BEPs in the planning and design of the external residential environment are presented
in Table 6.7 along with whether the guidance tools are specifically designed with the requirements
of elderly people in mind.

Table 6.7: Guidance tools used by the BEPs according to whether they are elderly people specific
Guidance tool/Method of obtaining elderly people’s views
Disabled Persons Transport Advisory Committee (DPTAC)
Local Transport Note 1/11 (LTN)
Lifetime Home Guidelines
Equality Act
Building Regulations - Approved documents Part K and M
Housing Association Guidelines for Dwelling Design
BS 8300 – Disabled Design Guide
Design Guide Care Homes
Selwyn Goldsmith (Design for Disabled)
Architects Journal
AJ Metric Handbook
Secured by Design
Disability Discrimination Act (DDA)
Designing for People with Dementia
Royal National Institute of Blind People (RNIB)
Housing our Ageing Population: Panel for Innovation (HAPPI Report)
Urban Design Compendium and Manual for Streets
Public consultation
Groups or organisations
Experience
Research
Publications

Elderly Specific
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

The results in Table 6.7 show that out of the seventeen guidance instruments used by the BEPs,
only three were specifically designed with elderly people in mind: the HAPPI Report; Designing for
People with Dementia; and the Design Guide for Care Homes. Whilst Dementia can affect people
at any age, it is more prevalent in elderly people (Bamford and Bruce, 2000, p. 551). This report
provides information about design principles for creating a more supportive environment for people
with Dementia. Therefore, the Designing for People with Dementia guide cannot be considered to
target the general requirements of elderly people.

The HAPPI Report primarily focuses on

improving the quality, availability and choice of accommodation available to elderly people. A full
description of the guidance instruments is given in Chapter 5, but essentially they cover general
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‘good planning’ principles or are targeted at designing for specific disabilities, such as the Royal
National Institute of Blind People. These disease/disability specific guidance tools, as apposed to
general ‘good’ planning or design requirements for elderly people, could be the reason for the
disparity in response between the BEP and elderly stakeholder groups, identified in research
objective B above.

During an interview, a specialist planning consultant working with UK Care Operators and
Developers suggested that the Care Operators themselves had a wealth of experience of how their
elderly residents responded to their residential environment and as a result, they tended to rely on
the client’s experience and guidance, rather than that of the local planning authority.

With the above points in mind, it was evident that a framework that utilised the views of both the
elderly people and the experience of the BEPs was necessary, this being the starting point for the
development of the holistic decision-support framework.

6.4.2 Developing the Quality Function Deployment framework
As discussed in Chapter 4, the Quality Function Deployment (QFD) model was considered an
appropriate tool for the decision-making framework because it not only ensures that each step of
the design process is linked to fulfilling a specific customer requirement, but that the voice of the
customer is central to the process (Guinta and Praizler, 1993, p. 6). QFD involves using a logical
system to determine how best to fulfil customer requirements, which are collected through market
research and listed in the QFD matrix. The matrix prioritises these requirements, helping to ensure
that the decision-maker focuses on the most important aspects and although the aim of this
objective was to develop a holistic decision-support framework, the requirements of the elderly
people need to be balanced with those of other population groups in the community. All of the
requirements identified in research objective A were included in the matrix and whilst it is
recognised that not every requirement can be accounted for all the time, QFD ensures that the
most important aspects are considered.

It is possible that other requirements are indirectly

supported due to the interconnected nature of the parameters.

A QFD template was downloaded in Microsoft Excel format from QFD Online (2014) and completed
using the results from the frequency analyses and correlation tests in research objective A, as a
guide for the ratings. The aim of the QFD matrix is to determine which features of the external
residential environment are most important for the BEPs to consider in order to support the QoL
value factors and common limitations of elderly people.

The QoL value factors and common

limitations affecting elderly people, including the additions suggested by the respondents that could
be supported by the external residential environment, were listed in the ‘Whats’ column and the
features of the external residential environment (including the suggested additions) listed across
the top in the ‘Hows’ section (Figure 6.16).
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In traditional QFD the ‘Whats’ are rated on a scale of zero to nine, where zero is of no importance
and nine of great importance (Guinta and Praizler, 1993, p. 53). This same scale was used to rate
the importance of the requirements of elderly people.

In research objective A, the common

limitations affecting the daily activities of elderly people and their QoL value factors were classified
into primary and secondary categories according to the results of frequency analysis.

These

classifications were then used as a guide for rating the importance of each requirement.

In

practice, the BEPs would get a feel for how important each requirement was and could, therefore,
weight them accordingly.

The ratings were entered into the column to the left of the limitations and QoL value factors (Figure
6.16). Following this, the relationships between the features of the external residential environment
were evaluated according to whether they supported each other or whether conflicts occurred. For
example, providing car parking would conflict with the idea of limiting the amount of traffic through a
community.

The relationship matrix is the most significant part of QFD as it identifies which

features of the external residential environment meet or satisfy the requirements of elderly people.
Using the correlation tests between the features of the external residential environment that
restricted elderly people in their daily activities and the limitations and QoL value factors as a guide,
each external residential environment feature (public transport, public facilities, activity facilities,
etc.) was rated according to whether it had a low, medium or high relationship with each QoL value
factor and limitation.

Once applied to the design of the external residential environment the framework will be referred to
as the Built Environment Decision-Support for Elderly Quality of Life-Quality Function Deployment
(BEDSEQoL-QFD) framework. Presented below in Figure 6.15, is a summary of the process used
to complete the BEDSEQoL-QFD framework:
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Figure 6.15: Summary of the process to complete the BEDSEQoL-QFD framework

First, the objective statement is established. Secondly, the stakeholder requirements are identified
through public consultation and the importance of each requirement rated. The environmental
features that have the potential to support each requirement are then identified.

These are

included in the technical characteristics of the BEDSEQoL-QFD framework and the target values
set according to whether the built environment features need to be increased or decreased. Next,
the positive and negative relationships between the features of the external residential environment
are set out in the correlation matrix, followed by the completion of the relationship matrix by
identifying the strong, medium and weak relationships between the requirements of elderly people
and the built environment features that have the potential to support the requirements.

The

BEDSEQoL-QFD framework automatically calculates the importance of each built environment
feature, which can then be used to support the decision-makers in accounting for the requirements
of elderly people in the planning and design of the built environment. The completed BEDSEQoLQFD framework is illustrated in Figure 6.16.
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Figure 6.16: The BEDSEQoL-QFD framework
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Θ

▲

▲

Ο

6

9

7.8

9.0

Joint stiffness

Ο

Θ

Θ

Θ

7

9

4.3

5.0

Poor hearing

▲

Θ

Θ

8

9

7.8

9.0

Back complaints

▲

▲

▲

9

9

7.8

9.0

Fatigue

▲

▲

10

9

0.9

1.0

Difficulty walking

Θ

11

9

7.8

9.0

Independence

12

9

7.8

9.0

Friendship

13

9

7.8

9.0

Quality of dwelling

14

9

4.3

5.0

Living conditions

15

9

4.3

5.0

Safety

Θ

Θ

16

9

4.3

5.0

Neighbourhood

Θ

Ο

17

9

4.3

5.0

Natural environment

18

9

4.3

5.0

Control

▲

Ο

▲

Θ

Θ

Θ

Θ

Ο

19

9

2.6

3.0

Recreation

Θ

Θ

Θ

Ο

Θ

Ο

Θ

Ο

20

9

2.6

3.0

City of residence

▲

▲

▲

Ο

Θ

▲

21

9

2.6

3.0

Built environment

▲

▲

▲

22

9

0.9

1.0

Church attendance

23

9

0.9

1.0

Small local shops

24

9

0.9

1.0

25

9

0.9

1.0

2
3

3

2

2

2
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5

2

Ο

5

3

▲

5

2

5
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Ο

3

1

▲

5

5

5
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5
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5
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Θ
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Θ
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Θ
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▲

Θ

Θ
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Θ

Θ

Θ

Ο

Ο

Θ

Θ

Θ

Θ

Θ
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Θ

Ο

▲

Θ

▲

Ο

Ο

▲

▲

Θ

Θ

▲

Ο

▲
▲

Car parking

Ο

Ο

Street greenery

▲

Θ

Activity facilities

Θ

▲

Street art and water features

▲

Θ

Θ

Ο
▲

Θ

Ο

Θ

Ο

▲
Ο

▲

Θ

Θ

▲

Ο

Θ

Θ

Ο

Ο

Θ

Θ

Θ

Θ

Θ

▲

Θ

▲

Ο

Ο

Θ

Ο

▲

Ο

▲

5

5

▲

Ο

Ο

Θ

▲

▲

5

5

Ο

Θ

Θ

Θ

Ο

Θ

5

3

Ο

Ο

Θ

Θ

▲

Θ

Θ

4

2

▲

Ο

▲

Ο

Ο

▲

▲

▲

3

2

▲

▲

▲

3

3

1

1

2

2

▲

▲

▲

Ο

Θ

Ο

▲

▲

Ο

▲

Ο

Ο

▲

Ο

▲

Θ

▲

▲

Ο

▲

Θ

Ο

▲

▲

▲

Ο

▲

Θ

▲

▲

Ο

Θ

Θ

Θ

▲

Dementia (Confusion)

▲

▲

Θ

▲

▲

▲

Ο

▲

Loneliness

▲

▲

Θ

Ο

▲

Ο

Θ

Θ

Θ

▲
Θ

▲

Ο

▲

Θ

Θ

▲

Competitive Analysis
(0=Worst, 5=Best)

3

▲

▲

25

5

Θ

▲

24

▲

Θ

Ο

23

5

Θ

▲

22

5

Θ

Ο

21

▲

▲
▲

20

Θ

Places to meet in the community

Good quality pavements and kerbs

Poor vision

▲

Limited physical barriers

Well maintained space

5.0

19

x

Indoor to outdoor connections

Weight / Importance

4.3

18

Provision for pedestrians

Relative Weight

9

17

▲

Access facilities

Max Relationship Value in Row

1

16

Limiting traffic

Row #

Quality Characteristics
(a.k.a. "Functional
Requirements" or "Hows")

Demanded Quality
(a.k.a. "Customer
Requirements" or "Whats")

┼┼

┼┼ ┼┼
┼┼
┼┼
┼
┼
┼
┼┼
┼┼
┼┼
┼
┼┼
┼┼
┼
┼
┼┼
┼
┼┼
┼
┼┼
┼┼
┼┼
┼┼
┼┼
┼┼
┼┼
┼
┼┼
┼┼
┼┼ ┼┼
┼┼
┼┼
┼┼
┼┼
┼┼
┼
┼
┼┼
┼┼
┼
┼┼
┼
┼┼
┼
┼
┼┼
┼
┼┼
┼
┼
┼
┼
┼
┼┼
┼┼
┼
┼┼ ▼ ┼┼ ┼┼ ┼┼
┼┼
┼
┼┼
┼┼
┼┼ ┼┼ ┼┼ ▬ ┼┼
┼┼ ┼┼ ┼┼
┼┼

Strong Positive Correlation

Column #
Direction of Improvement:
Minimize (▼), Maximize (▲), or Target (x)

┼┼

Existing external residenital environment

1

Proposed external residential environment

3

Weak Relationship

┼

Low traffic speeds

Moderate Relationship

┼

Clear signage

9

Building or structure orientation

Θ
Ο
▲
┼┼
┼
▬
▼
▼
▲
x

Strong Relationship

Θ

Θ

Θ

Θ

Θ

▲
Θ

Θ

2

1

▲

▲

3

1

Proposed external residential
environment
Existing external residenital
environment

0

1

2

3

4

5

Target or Limit Value

Difficulty
(0=Easy to Accomplish, 10=Extremely Difficult)
Max Relationship Value in Column

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

3

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

Weight / Importance

369.6

441.7

25.2

410.4

93.0

547.8

507.8

522.6

529.6

70.4

107.0

446.1

338.3

514.8

461.7

166.1

295.7

258.3

98.3

6.0

7.1

0.4

6.6

1.5

8.8

8.2

8.4

8.5

1.1

1.7

7.2

5.5

8.3

7.4

2.7

4.8

4.2

1.6

Relative Weight
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The BEDSEQoL-QFD framework above in Figure 6.16 shows that, in order of importance, the
features that can best support the QoL value factors and limitations of elderly people have been
identified as (Table 6.8):

Table 6.8: Residential environment features that support the requirements of elderly people
according to the BEDSEQoL-QFD framework
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

External residential environment feature
Public facilities
Public transport
Local amenities
Indoor to outdoor connections
Crime deterring features
Limited physical barriers
Access facilities
Good quality pavement and kerbs
Activity facilities
Well maintained space
Provision for pedestrians
Places to meet in the community
Clear signage
Building or structure orientation
Limiting traffic through the community
Low traffic speeds
Street greenery
Car parking
Street art or water features

BEDSEQoL-QFD framework rating
8.8
8.5
8.4
8.3
8.2
7.4
7.2
7.1
6.6
6.0
5.5
4.8
4.2
2.7
1.7
1.6
1.5
1.1
0.4

The results of the BEDSEQoL-QFD framework show that public facilities are the most important
feature of the external residential environment. This is closely followed by public transport, local
amenities, indoor to outdoor connections and crime deterring features. Original QFD allows a
review of the proposed product or service to be compared to existing products or services (Guinta
and Praizler, 1993, p. 60). In the proposed BEDSEQoL-QFD framework, the extent to which the
requirements of elderly people were being met in the existing environment was compared to the
requirements to be met by the proposed external residential environment. These were rated on a
scale of one (very little) to five (the requirement is being met). The results show that, on the whole,
by catering for the specific requirements identified by the elderly people, the external residential
environment would be improved significantly, making it better able to support and even enhance
the QoL of elderly people within the community.

The primary benefit of the BEDSEQoL-QFD framework is that it is client driven. The focus is on the
requirements identified by the elderly people themselves and not on what the BEPs believe elderly
people want. The framework helps to define the requirements of elderly people in a structured and
precise way, by systematically collecting and identifying the requirements of elderly people in the
early stages of planning and designing the external residential environment and translating them
into design parameters, potentially reducing development time because careful attention to the
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requirements of elderly people reduces the need for change later in the project phases.

The

framework is also a good communication aid in terms of both communicating between the various
stakeholders involved (the BEP professions and the elderly people), providing a useful tool for
agreeing to design decisions early on in a project, as well as to explain design decisions to less
experienced clients, because as CABE (n.d.a, p. 2) suggests, clients should only agree to designs
that they fully understand.

The BEDSEQoL-QFD framework is also useful in tracking design

decisions throughout a project.

Although the opinions of elderly people are sought prior to the matrix being completed, completion
is based on the BEPs subjective judgement, which means that it potentially reflects the preferences
of the team responsible for implementation. However, this research identified the need for more
qualitative approaches to research with regard to elderly people and their QoL. That is why the
BEDSEQoL-QFD framework is a potentially useful tool because it combines both qualitative and
quantitative approaches. The framework is completed in a qualitative way: the requirements and
built environment features are elicited through qualitative techniques (public consultation and BEP
experience) and the relationships between the requirements and built environment features are
rated using symbols. The matrix then analyses these relationships and calculates the relative
weight of each built environment feature using a quantitative technique (see Table 6.10 for the
formulae involved in the BEDSEQoL-QFD framework). The main disadvantage with the framework
is that it is completed and the analysis carried out as if there were no constraints on a project.
Examples of constraints include time and financial limitations. However, with this being said, the
potential of the framework to identify the incremental changes in the design of the external
residential environment that could enhance the QoL of elderly people, offsets this disadvantage.

The results presented in this research do not necessarily apply to the wider external residential
environment as they are based on the findings of this study.

Each project is likely to attract

different requirements and as such, the BEDSEQoL-QFD framework is a decision-support tool that
can be completed to suit each particular situation in the design of the external residential
environment. However, the framework has served to prove that the principles of QFD can be
adapted and applied to the design of the external residential environment in order to help the BEP
decision-makers identify the requirements of elderly people and the built environment features that
can support these requirements in order for them to be taken into account during the planning and
design stages of a project. In order to assess the extent to which the framework is capable of
achieving these goals, a validation exercise for the BEDSEQoL-QFD framework was conducted.

6.5

Validation of the BEDSEQoL-QFD framework

The final step of the research was to validate the BEDSEQoL-QFD framework. Therefore, the aim
of this research objective revolved around the key questions on whether the framework could
practically be applied to the external residential environment as a solution to successful designs
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that work for elderly people. It was anticipated that if the framework was found to be valid, practical
and accessible, the research will have contributed substantially to the body of knowledge by
providing a solution to enhancing the QoL of the ageing population in the context of the external
residential environment through the planning and design decision-making process.

To validate the framework, ten face-to-face interview surveys were carried out. The participants
were a selection of BEPs, ranging from Architects, Planners, Landscape Architects and Surveyors
working in both the public and private sectors. Recruitment of the participants was conducted
using a snowballing technique (Kumar, 2011, p. 208), whereby the initial participants were recruited
through an initial desktop survey, which were then asked to identify further potential participants.
During the interview the participants were walked through the BEDSEQoL-QFD framework and
then asked to complete a short questionnaire based on how user-friendly they found the framework
to be and how easily understood the results were.

The practicality of the framework and its

suitability for use within the participants’ organisations was also investigated.

6.5.1 The ease of use of the BEDSEQoL-QFD framework
The framework validation exercise participants were asked to rate on a scale of one (not at all) to
five (very intuitive), how easy they felt it was to use to the BEDSEQoL-QFD framework. The results
are presented in Figure 6.17.

Figure 6.17: The ease of use of the BEDSEQoL-QFD framework
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
Not at all

Somewhat intuitive Moderately intuitive

Intuitive

Very intuitive

The results in Figure 6.17 show that overall, the participants felt that the BEDSEQoL-QFD
framework was easy to understand following the explanation and walk-through provided. One
participant suggested that the framework looks at the factors affecting elderly people in isolation,
but in creating sustainable places, there needs to be a balance between social, environmental and
economic factors. As discussed earlier, the built environment cannot be designed solely for elderly
people and their requirements need to be balanced with those of other sections of society.
However, the BEDSEQoL-QFD framework is a template for BEP decision-makers and as such the
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BEPs are able to group the factors affecting elderly people into categories, which can be rated
accordingly. The example of the framework used in the validation exercise was completed using
the data collected from this research and it is recognised that some of the factors could be
considered ‘hygiene’ factors whereby, they are included in all designs as standard. Cummins
(2002, pp. 225-256) found in his study using the Homeostatic Model (discussed in Chapter 2) that,
on average, people are generally satisfied with life to three quarters of the maximum extent, which
suggests that it will be the incremental changes made to the design of the built environment that
will enhance the QoL of elderly people.

It is therefore, possible to use this framework in

conjunction with the other guidance tools available to the BEPs.

6.5.2 The ease of understanding the results of the BEDSEQoL-QFD framework
Figure 6.18 presents the results with regard to the ease of understanding the results of the
BEDSEQoL-QFD framework.

Figure 6.18: The ease of understanding the BEDSEQoL-QFD framework results
70
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Somewhat intuitive Moderately intuitive

Intuitive

Very intuitive

With regard to the ease of understanding the results of the BEDSEQoL-QFD framework, Figure
6.18 shows that the majority of the BEPs felt that they were relatively intuitive. One of the primary
concerns identified by the respondents was the presentation of the results. They felt that there was
a need for clarity as to which of the built environment features were important for enhancing the
QoL of elderly people.

It was suggested that a visual presentation of the results would be

beneficial, making it immediately clear which of the built environment features would enhance the
QoL of elderly people.

6.5.3 Practicality of the BEDSEQoL-QFD framework
Figure 6.19 presents the results of the practicality of the framework identified in the framework
validation exercise.
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Figure 6.19: Practicality of the BEDSEQoL-QFD framework
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Somewhat practical Moderately practical

On the whole, the framework was thought to be practical.

Practical

Very practical

One respondent suggested that a

framework designed initially for use in commercial shipbuilding, could not be used in place shaping
because different considerations (primarily economic) needed to be taken into account. Whilst it is
recognised that the framework is limited by its lack of heed to what are potentially finite resources
(money, time, etc.), it has the capacity to reduce costs and waste, by finalising design decisions
early on in a project. The majority of the respondents felt that the BEDSEQoL-QFD framework was
practical and considered it to be a useful explanation of the design decisions made to less
experienced clients, a tool to track design decisions, as well as a tool for validating design
decisions.

6.5.4 Adaptability of the BEDSEQoL-QFD framework for use in organisations
Figure 6.20 illustrates the results of the adaptability of the BEDSEQoL-QFD framework for use in
organisations.

Figure 6.20: Adaptability of the BEDSEQoL-QFD framework for use in organisations
35
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5
0
Not adaptable
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adaptable

Adaptable

Very adaptable

The response to whether the BEDSEQoL-QFD framework could be adapted for use in
organisations was split, although most of the participants felt that it could be used in an
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organisation because it was considered to be potentially useful in tracking design decisions and
weighting characteristics to better meet clients’ expectations, but also to more accurately reflect
what society needs to have a better QoL.

6.5.5 Revisions to the BEDSEQoL-QFD framework
Subsequent revisions to the framework were made following the validation interviews, taking into
account the comments and suggestions made by the participants.

The comments that

necessitated revision and the actions/revisions made to the BEDSEQoL-QFD framework are
detailed in Table 6.9.

Table 6.9: Comments necessitating the revision of the BEDSEQoL-QFD framework
Summary of the comments necessitating the
revision of the BEDSEQoL-QFD framework
Grouping of factors, possibly around social,
economic and environmental categories; or
transport, surfaces, identity/legibility.

Grouping the requirements into umbrella categories.

Need for clarity on which symbols represent the
different strengths in the relationship matrix
between the requirements and the built environment
features.

User-friendliness of the interface.

Need for clarity as to which of the built environment
features are important for enhancing the QoL of
elderly people.
Need for clear advantage for using the correlation
matrix to assess the relationship between the built
environment features.
Overall complexity of completing the matrix.

Actions or revisions made to the BEDSEQoL-QFD
framework
The built environment features remain the same as
those identified in this study, although some were
grouped under one heading. For example, slow traffic
speed and limiting traffic were grouped under the
heading of ‘restricting traffic’.
Some of the requirements were grouped, for example,
joint stiffness, Osteoporosis, Arthritis, and back
complaints were grouped together under ‘restricted
movement’.
A colour coding system was implemented, whereby
deep red indicates a strong relationship, medium red a
medium relationship and light red indicates a weak
relationship. The advantage is that the strength of the
relationship is immediately clear.
Two ways to enter the relationship strength into the
matrix were devised. Either ‘s’ (strong), ‘m’ (medium),
‘w’ (weak) or ‘n’ (none) can be entered into each cell
using the keyboard or the relationship strength can be
selected from the drop down menu in each cell.
The results are illustrated in graph format for a visual
representation.

Removed the correlation matrix from the framework.
Reduced the number of elements to complete in the
matrix in order to streamline the process.

The comments centred on the interface of the framework, primarily around the ambiguous symbols
used to indicate the strength of the relationships between the requirements and features of the
environment and the presentation of the relative weights. The complexity and number of sections
within the framework to complete were also highlighted as an issue, with no clear advantage to the
correlation matrix being identified by the BEPs who participated in the framework validation
exercise.
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The idea of the correlation matrix (Figure 6.21 #4 Original BEDSEQoL-QFD framework) was to
identify synergy between the built environment features in order to illustrate which of the built
environment features interacted with each other. However, as Bartuska (2007, p. 6) suggests, the
features of the built environment are already interrelated and work together to create a quality built
environment. As a result of this, the correlation matrix along with the associated components
(target goals, technical competitive assessment and probability factors) were removed from the
matrix. It was suggested by the BEPs that they were more concerned with the features of the built
environment that needed to be taken into consideration to enhance the QoL of elderly people and
how their proposed design compared to either the existing or other designs. This is in accordance
with the results in Chapter 5, which highlighted that the BEPs consider the requirements of elderly
people once a project is operational, suggesting that the BEPs are assessing their designs with
regard to how they are meeting the requirements of elderly people and being proactive in
identifying ways to improve future designs. The revisions made to the BEDSEQoL-QFD framework
are illustrated in Figure 6.21.
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Figure 6.21: Revisions made to the BEDSEQoL-QFD framework
Original BEDSEQoL-QFD Framework

Revised BEDSEQoL-QFD Framework
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Original BEDSEQoL-QFD Framework

Revised BEDSEQoL-QFD Framework

1. Project objective (To enhance the QoL of elderly people through the design of the
1. Project objective (To enhance the QoL of elderly people through the design of the
external residential environment)

external residential environment)

2. Common limitations and QoL value factors

2. Common limitations and QoL value factors

3. Importance rating of the common limitations and QoL value factors

3. Importance rating of the common limitations and QoL value factors

4. Correlation matrix

4. Built environment features

5. Built environment features

5. Relationship matrix

6. Target goals

6. Absolute score

7. Relationship matrix

7. % Contribution of the feature to QoL

8. Built environment comparison analysis

8. % Contribution of the features to QoL illustration

9. Attribute of design rating

9. Built environment comparison analysis

10. Ease of accomplishment
11. Absolute score
12. Relative score
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Table 6.10 presents the formulae used in the BEDSEQoL-QFD framework.

Table 6.10: Formulae used in the BEDSEQoL-QFD framework
Calculation
Absolute score = Σ weighted importance × relationship strength

% !"#$%&'($&"# !" !"# =

!"#$%&'( !"#$%
Σ !"#$%&'( !"#$%!

× 100

The absolute score is calculated as the sum of the weighted importance (Figure 6.21 #6 Revised
BEDSEQoL-QFD framework) multiplied by the strength of the relationship between the
requirements of elderly people and the built environment features (‘s’ = 9 ‘m’ = 5 ‘w’ = 1 ‘n’ = 0).
The percentage contribution (Figure 6.21 #7 Revised BEDSEQoL-QFD framework) is calculated by
dividing the absolute score of a built environment feature by the sum of the total absolute scores
and multiplying this by 100, which calculates the percentage importance of each built environment
feature in relation to the others. Figure 6.22 shows the BEDSEQoL-QFD framework template,
which can be completed by the BEPs accordingly.

Figure 6.23 presents an example of the

framework once complete using the results obtained through this study, which illustrates the
results.
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Figure 6.22: BEDSEQoL-QFD framework template
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Figure 6.23: BEDSEQoL-QFD framework completed using the data collected from the initial round of primary research
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Chapter 6: Data Analysis

The results presented in this framework will vary marginally from the results presented in the
original BEDSEQoL-QFD framework as some of the requirements of elderly people were grouped
under one heading, which resulted in changes to the ratings of importance and the relationship
between the features of the external residential environment. The results of the revised framework
are as follows (Table 6.11):

Table 6.11: Results from the revised BEDSEQoL-QFD framework
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

External residential environment feature
Limited physical barriers
Public transport
Well maintained space
Public facilities
Meeting places
Good quality pavements and kerbs
Local amenities
Good indoor to outdoor connections
Activity facilities
Provision for pedestrians
Limited crime
Clear signage
Restricted levels of traffic
Building orientation
Car parking
Street greenery
Street art and water features

BEDSEQoL-QFD framework rating
10.2
9.3
8.4
8.4
8.0
7.0
6.6
6.3
5.9
5.6
5.1
4.8
4.5
4.5
3.1
1.6
1.0

It is important to remember that the results from this BEDSEQoL-QFD Framework are restricted to
the research conducted for this particular study. As suggested earlier, it is unlikely that different
projects will attract the same requirements and as such, the BEDSEQoL-QFD framework can be
completed to suit each particular project in the design of the built environment. In Cummins’ (2002,
pp. 225-256) Homeostatic Model, discussed in Chapter 2, it is suggested that overall the population
is three quarters of the maximum extent happy, which means that on a scale of zero to 100, each
individual’s satisfaction/happiness range would be set at around 75 and although this could
fluctuate depending on external factors, such as the weather, the satisfaction range settles back to
the same point. This suggests that incremental changes influence QoL. This, together with the
environmental features identified and used to illustrate the application of the framework, arguably
being basic principles of good urban design and, as such, included in design schemes as standard,
the BEPs will need to attend public consultation with the aim of perhaps identifying more
subconscious requirements from elderly people, the framework would yield different results. For
example, if issues of social isolation and loneliness were identified, features such as activity
facilities and building orientation would become more prominent in enhancing the QoL of elderly
people. However, the validation exercise has served to prove that this framework has a practical
application and is considered feasible by the BEPs. The advantage of this framework is that the
requirements and features of the built environment can be entered into the BEDSEQoL-QFD
framework template in Microsoft Excel, resulting in the results from the framework being tailored to
each specific project.
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6.6

Summary

The aim of this chapter was to present a critical analysis of the research findings in order to satisfy
the four research objectives set out in Chapter 1. Using the results of research objectives A and B,
a decision-support tool for use by the BEP decision-makers to take into account the limitations and
QoL value factors of elderly people in the planning and design of the built environment was
presented, which was then validated by a selection of BEPs. Centring on the data collected from
the elderly stakeholder group, research objective A revealed that the common limitations affecting
elderly people were physical in nature, revolving around sensory and movement impairment,
whereas the QoL value factors included both physical and emotional aspects. The parameters
were also found to be interconnected, reinforcing the importance of more holistic approaches to
planning and design decision-making processes.

Research objective B found that the primary consideration by the BEPs of the limitations affecting
elderly people was sensory in nature, while the QoL value factors considered were both physical
and emotional.

Disparities were found between the responses from the BEPs and elderly

respondents, suggesting a mismatch in terms of how these two stakeholder groups perceive the
common limitations and QoL value factors of elderly people. Overall, the responses from the BEPs
were more closely aligned with those of the CPs, suggesting that the CPs’ knowledge and
experience was more a source of guidance than that of the elderly people.

Research objective C touched on the guidance used by the BEPs in the decision-making process
of planning and designing the external residential environment. The primary methods of obtaining
the views of elderly people included public consultation, groups and organisations, research,
experience and publications, as well as the use of guides. These methods were not all necessarily
designed with the general requirements of elderly people in mind, suggesting that the mechanisms
used by the BEPs to account for elderly people’s requirements in the planning and design of the
external residential environment were not entirely suitable, hence potentially offering an explanation
as to the existence of the mismatch between the BEPs and elderly people in their perceptions
about the external residential environment.

This research objective also proposed a holistic

decision-support framework for the BEPs to take into account the requirements of elderly people in
the planning and design of the external residential environment. The BEDSEQoL-QFD framework
used the Quality Function Deployment (QFD) model as a starting point, as it ensured that each
step of the design process would be linked to fulfilling a specific client requirement and that the
voice of the client was always central to the planning and design process.

Finally, research

objective D was to validate the decision-making framework, where it was found to have a practical
application within the decision-making processes of planning and designing the built environment in
general and the external residential environment in particular.
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7.1

Introduction

The previous chapter dealt with the analysis and interpretation of the data in relation to the
identified research objectives. As the study draws to a close, it is now important to reflect on what
the research set out to achieve, what the key findings of the research were, and generally to
signpost the reader to the fundamental contributions of the research. With the increasing number
of elderly people and higher expectations of a good life within society, the study recognised the
need for concerted efforts in providing an enabling environment for enhancing QoL for elderly
people.

Within the context of the built environment in general and the external residential

environment in particular, it became evident that there was a need for holistic approaches to design
decision-making with regard to elderly people.

This, therefore, invoked a series of questions

revolving around the need for an improved understanding of the decision-making processes on the
tripartite framework of elderly people, QoL and the external residential environment. Thus, at the
heart of the research agenda was the need to provide a decision-support framework to assist
central built environment professional (BEP) decision-makers to take into account the common
limitations and QoL value factors of elderly people in everyday pursuits in the context of the
external residential environment. The research project was achieved through the pursuit of the
post-positivist stance of critical realism, which promoted a mixed method approach that informed
the research design, focusing on the three types of stakeholders (the elderly people, the BEPs, and
providers of care services for elderly people) as sources of a body of primary inquiry on the topic.

In order to provide a solid conclusive note on the findings of the research, the chapter begins by
summarising the research findings so as to provide a platform upon which to engage in a reflective
discussion on the achievements of the research project. These achievements are summarised in
section 7.3.2 in the form of contributions to the body of knowledge. The reader is reminded that, as
with any knowledge building enterprise, the research does not purport to be an exhaustive account
of the issues raised during the course of the study and is therefore, acknowledged in section 7.4 by
way of limitations of the study and some blueprint recommendations for further research.

7.2

Summary of research findings

The interest in QoL, ageing and maintaining independence among older people has been powered
by policy concerns to reduce public expenditure on pensions, health and social welfare provisions,
as well as higher expectations within society of achieving and maintaining a good life (Bowling,
2005, p. 1). With the increasing prominence of the issues of QoL for elderly people, it is crucial for
the appropriate protocols, procedures and environments to be put into place to enhance the QoL of
the ageing population. Because people spend most of their time in the built environment, its design
requires particular consideration to ensure favourable conditions for cultivating QoL for everyone,
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including elderly people. Thus, the purpose of the research was to provide a decision-support tool
to assist central BEP decision-makers to take into account the common limitations and QoL value
factors of elderly people in everyday pursuits in the context of the external residential environment.

In pursuance of the research agenda, the research objectives were set to investigate the
relationships between the common limitations, QoL value factors and restrictions presented to
elderly people by the external residential environment in order to establish and prioritise a short-list
of QoL value factors, limitations and features of the external residential environment that restricted
the daily activities of elderly people and investigate the interrelationships amongst these. The
extent to which the BEPs took into account the common limitations and QoL value factors of elderly
people in the planning and design decision-making process was also investigated to establish and
prioritise the requirements that are normally taken into account by the BEPs, which were then
compared to those identified by the elderly people themselves and the care providers (CPs) to
identify how well placed the BEPs were to account for the requirements of elderly people. This
then provided a platform upon which to develop a holistic decision-support framework for the BEPs
to take into account the requirements of elderly people in the planning and design of the external
residential environment, touching on the guidance and processes used to obtain the views of
elderly people in the process. Lastly it was necessary to validate the framework to establish its
practicality and suitability for use by stakeholders.

A mixed method approach that used a range of strategies generating both qualitative and
quantitative data was employed for this research. Although time-consuming and labour intensive,
the combination of approaches was felt necessary because of the wide range of data required to
develop the holistic decision-support framework and as a result, a combination of data collection
tools and sampling techniques were used, including questionnaire surveys and interviews. The
questionnaire surveys were distributed to the three stakeholder groups: elderly people, CPs and
BEPs, where a snowball sampling technique was adopted to identify a sample from both the BEP
and CP respondents.

Due to ethical considerations when contacting potentially vulnerable

population groups an opportunity sampling technique was used to identify the sample from the
elderly stakeholder group.

The findings of this research demonstrated that the common limitations affecting elderly people
were physical in nature, revolving around sensory and movement impairment, whereas the QoL
value factors included both physical and emotional aspects.

With regard to the association

between the common limitations, external residential environment restrictions and QoL value
factors, the three parameters were found to be highly interconnected and as a result, presented a
challenge to the existing reductionist approaches to decision-making processes used in the
planning and design of the external residential environment. Reducing the complex associations
between the limitations, restrictions and QoL value factors down to their simplest elements,
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disregards the subjective nature of human experiences and does not look at the context as a
whole, possibly resulting in important relationships being overlooked giving an incomplete account
of the situation. For example, the research found that many of the variables had a knock on effect
to others, such as limitations affecting movement made elderly people vulnerable to environmental
stresses like uneven pavements and kerbs.

This ultimately reinforced the need for a holistic

approach to design decision-making in the planning and design of the external residential
environment, as one variable cannot be considered in isolation to the others.

The primary consideration by the BEPs of the limitations affecting elderly people was sensory in
nature, while the QoL value factors considered were both physical and emotional. The MannWhitney U tests revealed a disparity between the responses from the BEPs and the elderly
respondents. This disparity suggested that a mismatch existed between the BEPs and elderly
people in terms of how they perceive the common limitations and QoL value factors of elderly
people, which possibly highlighted a problem with the guidance and processes used to elicit the
views of elderly people in the planning and design of the external residential environment. Overall,
the responses from the BEPs were more closely aligned with those of the CPs. This important
discrepancy could be construed to mean that BEPs rely more on providers of care services in
making decisions that affect elderly people than the elderly people themselves, thereby creating a
situation where the actual views and aspirations of elderly people are missed out. Based on this
important finding, it was also necessary to identify the main methods used by the BEPs in obtaining
the views of the elderly people to assess their effectiveness.

The primary methods of obtaining the views of elderly people in the planning and design of the
residential environment included public consultation, groups and organisations, research,
experience and publications, as well as the use of guides such as, Secured by Design and
Designing for People with Dementia. When considered in terms of the participation of elderly
people, it became evident that none of the guidance used truly encouraged the participation of
elderly people and as such, suggested that the mechanisms used by the BEPs to account for
elderly people’s requirements in the planning and design of the external residential environment
were not entirely suitable. With this in mind, it was decided that the framework had to utilise the
experience of the BEPs as well as make the requirements of elderly people (obtained through
public consultation and direct contact with the elderly population) the focus of the decision-support
framework.

The Quality Function Deployment (QFD) model was identified as an appropriate starting point for
the decision-support framework as it ensured that each step of the design process would be linked
to fulfilling a specific client requirement and that the voice of the client was always central to the
planning and design process. The QFD matrix prioritised the features of the external residential
environment to ensure that the BEP decision-maker focused on the most important aspects of the
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built environment in relation to enhancing the QoL of elderly people, and whilst it was recognised
that not every requirement can be accounted for all the time, QFD ensures that the most important
aspects are considered. The other requirements would possibly be indirectly accounted for due to
the interlinked nature of the requirements of elderly people.

The results presented by the BEDSEQoL-QFD framework cannot necessarily be applied to the
wider external residential environment as they are based on the delimitations of the scope of this
research. There is also the need to consider the requirements of the wider community in balance
with those of the elderly population to ensure an inclusive environment for all. However, the study
has served to prove that QFD could be adapted and applied to the various situations in the
planning and design of the external residential environment in order to help BEP decision-makers
take into account the requirements of elderly people.

The validation of the framework was achieved by carrying out ten face-to-face participant surveys,
where the BEDSEQoL-QFD framework was explained and the participants asked to complete a
short questionnaire based on how easy they found the framework to be, how the results were
understood, and the practicality and suitability of the framework for use in organisational settings.
The results of the validation exercise overwhelmingly revealed that the principle of the BEDSEQoLQFD framework was understandable, useful and applicable to practice, although some of the
comments made by the participants suggested that the framework interface could be improved and
the results presented more clearly.

Also, certain aspects of the framework, such as the

correlations between the features of the built environment were considered to have limited
advantage to the planning and design decision-making process.

As a result of the validation

exercise, revisions were made to the BEDSEQoL-QFD framework taking into account the
comments and suggestions of the BEP participants. The interface was improved by using colour to
indicate strong, medium or weak relationships, making the framework more intuitive and the results
illustrated in a graph (Figure 6.23). Although the results presented by the framework were specific
to this research, the framework validation exercise served to prove that the BEDSEQoL-QFD
framework template has the potential for practical application within the decision-making process of
planning and designing the built environment in general, as well as that of the elderly people’s
external residential environment in particular, enabling the research to make important conclusions
on the research findings.

7.3

Conclusions and contributions of the research

The conclusions tie together the various issues in the research, reflecting on the objectives of the
study and providing answers to the research questions (Dunleavy, 2003, p. 79). Studies that are
primarily analytic typically require conclusions, which provide a final word to the reader, because it
is important to highlight the impact of the research within the wider context (WHO, 2011a). The
conclusions allow the key findings of the research to be reinforced, summarising the study as a
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whole, drawing on inferences about what has been found and the importance of these findings,
confirming to the reader that the initial purpose of conducting the study has been achieved.

7.3.1 Conclusions
The majority of the key areas identified in social gerontological research reflected the demand for
policy research, particularly the evaluation of the physical and social environment in which people
live (Bond and Corner, 2004, p. 6), which highlighted a number of questions including those
revolving around: the key limitations affecting elderly people and their value factors that need to be
taken into account to enhance QoL through the design of the built environment; the nature of the
relationship between the QoL value factors, common limitations and the restricting external
residential environment features; the limitations affecting elderly people that the BEPs consider
when planning and designing the external residential environment; and how the limitations and QoL
value factors considered by the BEPs compare to those identified by the elderly people
themselves.

Given the diverse nature of the research, the post-positivist position of critical realism was adopted
for the study, which combined elements from both the positivist and constructivist dimensions of
research. As discussed in Chapter 2, two interlinked dimensions of QoL exist: environmental and
psychological. This means that there are two sets of components and processes working on QoL:
those relating to the internal psychological mechanisms, which produce a sense of satisfaction with
life and the external conditions that trigger the internal mechanisms. Because of the complexity of
QoL, these two dimensions have to be combined to provide a complete understanding of QoL for
people or places. This idea sits well with the position of critical realism, which suggests that an
objective reality exists (external residential environment) independently of people’s thoughts, but
the description of this reality is determined by people’s perceptions (the elderly people’s
consideration of whether or not the external residential environment is perceived positively
depending on whether it is considered to meet their requirements).

In pursuit of the research agenda, which sought to investigate the common limitations and QoL
value factors of elderly people in the context of the built environment, to develop a decision-support
framework that allows the BEP decision-makers to take into account the limitations and QoL value
factors of elderly people in the planning and design of the external residential environment, to
ensure favourable living conditions for the elderly population, the study uncovered enough
evidence to answer the research questions.

With morbidity and disability being reduced to a shorter period of life and a better health and
disability free life expectancy, more positive aspects of ageing are being considered. As public
policy is increasingly likely to be concerned with allowing elderly people to maintain their mobility,
independence and active contribution to society and to respond effectively to the challenges of
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older age (Bowling, 2005, p. 2), identifying the restrictions, common limitations and QoL value
factors of elderly people was thought to be an important starting point for the study. The results
demonstrated that the limitations of elderly people revolved around sensory and movement
impairment, while their QoL value factors were both physical and emotional in nature. Studies by
Bowling (1995, pp. 1447-1462) and Browne et al. (1994, pp. 235-244) showed that younger people
put more emphasis on relationships, happiness, work and finance than older people, which
demonstrates that values change with age and as a result, to view QoL solely as the performance
of daily living activities is not sufficient. The limitations and QoL value factors identified by the
elderly people were found to be highly interconnected, which proves the need for the requirements
of elderly people in the planning and design of the external residential environment to be
considered holistically by the BEPs. These findings sit well with the literature, as Briggs (1993, pp.
53-67) found that a range of diseases and age-related changes often affected elderly people, while
Katz et al. (2011) suggested that each variable had a cumulative effect on the others, consistent
with the holistic approach of understanding systems. Chapter 2 also discussed QoL as a highly
complex concept, undeniably based as much on individual experience and perception as objective
indicators, further demonstrating the need for the requirements of elderly people to be considered
holistically.

BEPs are responsible for providing open, legitimate and accountable societies, which have a direct
influence on the QoL of the residents and as such the entire planning initiative is motivated and
justified in terms of the contribution it can make to QoL (Friedman, 1987; Massam, 2002). This,
together with public policy promoting independence and active contribution to society, puts
pressure on the BEPs to develop new ideas to meet the changing requirements of the ageing
population, which is why it was important to establish the nature of the limitations and QoL value
factors affecting elderly people that were taken into account by the BEPs when planning and
designing the external residential environment. The results revealed a disparity in the limitations
and QoL value factors considered by the BEPs and those identified by the elderly people
themselves, with the requirements considered by the BEPs being more closely aligned with those
of the CPs, suggesting that the opinion of the CPs was a greater source of guidance than the
elderly people. In light of this finding, it could be suggested that the BEPs were not well placed to
account for the requirements of the elderly people, necessitating a better process or guidance tool
that made the requirements of elderly people the central focus, hence the development of the
BEDSEQoL-QFD framework.

There were various potential approaches to developing the decision-support framework (Chapter
4), including BIM, which has become increasingly popular over the last decade. The decision was
taken to base the decision-support framework on the principles of QFD because it places the voice
of the client at the centre of the decision-making process.
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The BEDSEQoL-QFD framework makes the opinion of the elderly people central to the planning
and design process of the external residential environment, providing a useful tool in defining the
requirements of elderly people and potentially identifying the incremental changes to the design of
the external residential environment that could enhance the QoL of elderly people. It is recognised
that it is the small incremental changes that will have the most influence on QoL because the
Homeostatic Model of QoL, discussed in Chapter 2, demonstrates that people’s level of satisfaction
is relatively stable, averaging around 75 on a zero to 100 scale, suggesting that the population is
generally satisfied with life to three quarters of the maximum effect (Cummins et al., 2003, pp. 303328). In comparison to the Lifetime Homes, Lifetime Neighbourhoods standards (DCLG, 2008), the
BEDSEQoL-QFD framework allows direct consultation with elderly people, and as a result the
ability to tailor the design of each project to the specific requirements of the elderly people involved.

Put together, the findings of the research amount to important contributions of the study to the
knowledge enterprise.

7.3.2 Contribution of the research to the body of knowledge
The contribution of the research to the body of knowledge follows on from the gaps identified in
Chapter 1, which can be summarised into four themes: elderly specific domains of importance to
QoL; the need for qualitative research as well as quantitative research; the need for holistic
approaches to design decision-making; and lastly, the importance of the external residential
environment to elderly people’s QoL.

In the case of the domains of importance for elderly people’s QoL, this research identified the
common limitations and QoL value factors of elderly people in the context of the external residential
environment and although the findings broadly confirmed through empirical research the results of
other studies, such as Briggs (1993, pp. 53-67), the age related and built environment focus of this
study means that the contribution to the understanding of the limitations affecting the daily activities
of elderly people were arguably less health related, concentrating more on the limitations
associated with the process of ageing.

The ability of elderly people to function in their living

environment has been recognised as the outcome of the relationship between the ability of an
individual and the demands put on them by the environment in which they live (Day, 2008, p. 300),
although very few studies focused on the wider external residential environment, which is equally
important in promoting independence and active participation amongst elderly people (Schaie et
al., 2003, p. 3). Therefore, this research contributed to the existing knowledge by considering the
wider external residential environment and not on the immediate dwelling design. A mixed method
research methodology was implemented to ensure the use of both qualitative and quantitative
research, a fundamental departure from the existing research that has tended to champion
quantitative research on the subject.
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Perhaps the most important contribution of the study centres on the Built Environment DecisionSupport for Elderly Quality of Life-Quality Function Deployment (BEDSEQoL-QFD) framework.
This decision-support framework was designed to assist central decision-makers within the built
environment profession to take into account the specific requirements of elderly people in the
planning and design of the built environment. The BEDSEQoL-QFD framework is holistic in that
none of the traditional trade-offs are being made in the decision-making process, the decisionsupport framework highlights which environmental features are most important for supporting the
requirements of elderly people. The framework also combines qualitative and quantitative data
approaches: it is completed in a qualitative way, with the requirements of elderly people and built
environment features elicited through qualitative techniques (public consultation and experience)
and rated using different colours; the relationships between the requirements and built environment
features are then analysed using quantitative techniques in order to illustrate the relative
importance of each built environment feature in enhancing the QoL of elderly people.

The

framework validation equally proved that this framework has a practical application within the
decision-making process of planning and designing the built environment and as such, can be
viewed as groundbreaking not only in terms of knowledge building but also the practical
implications of the framework.

However, in spite of the above achievements, it is important to bear in mind that no single study
can ever claim to be exhaustive and as a result there will always be some limitations to the
research and acknowledgement in that regard is in order.

7.4

Limitations of the research

As with all research, the process of posing and answering questions typically generates further
questions that need to be explored through additional research.

With the philosophical

underpinnings of the research, outlined in Chapter 4, a mixed method approach was used to
conduct the study, the primary means of data collection being interviews and questionnaire
surveys. Non-random sampling techniques (snowballing and opportunity) were used to recruit the
participants for both the interviews and questionnaires, which made the results vulnerable to bias,
possibly leading to the over or under-representation of a particular group (for example, housebound
or inactive elderly people).

Chapter 1 identified both bureaucratic and subjective methods of categorising age and whilst
neither proved ideal for this research, it may have been beneficial to sub-categorise elderly people
as per Menvielle et al.’s (2010) study. As this research required a numerical starting point for the
elderly population group, the decision was made to implement the same starting point of sixty plus
years agreed by the UN, WHO and Age UK. However this line of thinking did not benefit the
research because the difficulty in defining ‘elderly’ (Chapter 1), as well as the decision to utilise one
category of elderly people (sixty years plus) was possibly responsible for the discrepancy in
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responses identified between the elderly, CP and BEP stakeholder groups. The elderly people who
participated in this study were mostly active and mobile, while the CPs were more likely responding
with much frailer elderly people in mind. This, together with the sampling technique employed,
potentially means that one category of elderly people was too broad to properly account for the
various levels of ability of elderly people. With this in mind, as well as the distribution of the
questionnaire being restricted to the Hampshire, in particular Portsmouth, area, the extent to which
the results can be generalised requires further investigation.

A significant level of qualitative data was collected regarding elderly people’s subjective feelings
and QoL. This data was collected through a questionnaire survey with both open and closed
ended questions, and as the interviews with the elderly people were limited, the physical
environment was potentially explored more than the social environment of elderly people.
However, volunteering at Age UK provided useful comments upon which to reflect.

It is also

possible that question six, option four (inquiring into the respondents’ understanding of QoL) on the
elderly people’s questionnaire might have been too technical to understand.

However, the nature of the BEDSEQoL-QFD framework, developed as part of this research, allows
the requirements of elderly people and technical characteristics of the built environment to be
tailored according to the specific requirements of each project, as it is recognised that the
requirements of elderly people may vary according to circumstance due to the subjective nature of
human perception.

As a generalised statement, elderly people are possibly more vulnerable to imperfections in design
and as a result are less able to cope with environmental stresses than younger people, who are
more able to adapt and change to manage the challenges, presented by the built environment.
However, the built environment cannot be designed solely for elderly people and as such, their
requirements need to be considered in relation to and balanced with those of other community
groups.

Despite the limitations of the research, the implementation of the mixed method approach ensured
that the research was successfully completed, demonstrated by the contribution to the body of
knowledge outlined in the section above. It is important to note that this research is not considered
exhaustive and as such, further research needs to be conducted to develop these ideas within the
context of the built environment. It is equally important to convey the results of the research to both
policy-makers and practitioners by way of recommendations for improvement in the way things are
done.
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7.5

Recommendations

Recommendations are often included in the conclusion chapter and suggest actions to be taken in
response to the findings of the research (WHO, 2011a). The recommendations in this research
take two forms: the recommendations for policy and practice and recommendations for future
research.

7.5.1 Recommendations for policy and practice
Based on the findings of this study, it is recommended that the BEPs use the BEDSEQoL-QFD
framework, which provides a solution to enhancing the QoL of the elderly population in the context
of the external residential environment through the planning and design decision-making process.

The primary advantage of the framework is that it is client driven, with the focus being on the
requirements identified by elderly people themselves.

The requirements of elderly people are

defined in a structured and precise way, by systematically collecting and identifying the
requirements of elderly people in the early stages of a project and translating the requirements into
design parameters. Not only does the BEDSEQoL-QFD framework ensure that the requirements
of elderly people are central to the design process, it is also a useful communication tool for the
BEPs in terms of explaining design decisions to less experienced clients, as well as being useful in
tracking design decisions throughout a project.

Although there are a couple of disadvantages of using the BEDSEQoL-QFD framework, namely, its
completion relies on the BEPs subjective judgement, which possibly means that it reflects the
preferences of the team responsible for implementation; and that the completion and analysis is
carried out as if there are no constraints, such as budgets, the potential of the framework, used in
conjunction with the guidance already available, to identify incremental changes in the design of the
external residential environment that could enhance the QoL of elderly people, makes it a valuable
resource to BEPs in the design decision-making process. Good design is important to all social
groups and as such, designing for elderly people benefits all of society.

7.5.2 Recommendations for future research
The sheer complexity of the relationship between QoL, elderly people and the built environment
means that there are a number of additional areas for further research, including further
investigation into the reasons for the disparity in response between the limitations and QoL value
factors considered by the BEPs and those identified by the elderly people themselves.

This

research has implied that the guidance available to the BEPs explains the disparity in response,
but it is possible that there are alternative explanations, such as stereotypical views held by the
BEPs or because elderly people give little consideration to things that are always available.
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A social aspect and recommendation for future research might be to investigate the disparity in
responses between elderly people and the BEPs with a view to improving the way that the BEPs
view elderly people. As found in this research, two BEPs pointed out that public consultation had a
natural tendency to attract elderly people and as a result, they felt that the elderly population group
was often over-represented. If the BEPs are able to make elderly people central to the decisionmaking process, their role as stakeholders could be improved.

There is also potential to develop the BEDSEQoL-QFD framework into an online platform linked to
the various guidance available to the BEPs.

7.6

Chapter summary

The aim of this final chapter was to reflect on the important issues emerging from the study and
draw together the key outcomes of the research.

The central theme that emerged from the

research with regard to design decision-making for elderly people’s QoL is a disparity in the
limitations and QoL value factors considered by the BEPs and those identified by the elderly people
themselves.

This provided a platform upon which to design the decision-support framework

(BEDSEQoL-QFD). The BEDSEQoL-QFD framework was the most important contribution of the
study, designed to assist central decision-makers within the built environment profession to take
into account the specific requirements of elderly people in the planning and design of the built
environment.

The framework validation proved that this framework has a practical application

within the decision-making process of planning and designing the built environment, which can be
viewed as ground breaking both in terms of knowledge building and practical implication.
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Kimberley Parry
University of Portsmouth
Portland Building
Portland Street
Portsmouth
Hampshire
PO1 3AH
02392 842911
Kimberley.parry@port.ac.uk
th

7 August 2012

Designing for an Ageing Population: Older People and the Built Environment
Dear Sir/Madam
I would like to invite you to take part in my research study by completing the following
questionnaire. This study is part of my submission for PhD investigating the Quality of Life factors
of older people in the context of the external residential environment. With the growing interest in
Quality of Life and an increasing number of people living longer, the aim of this research is to
provide decision support tools to assist central decision makers to take into account the values,
needs and abilities of older people in everyday pursuits in the design of residential environments.
Participation is entirely voluntary, however your contribution would be greatly appreciated. The
questionnaire can be completed anonymously and steps will be taken to ensure confidentiality.
The responses from the completed questionnaires will be collated for analysis and retained until
successful completion of the research.
Thank you for taking the time to read the information sheet. Should you like any further information
regarding the study or learn more about the results of the research, please do not hesitate to
contact me at the above address.
Yours faithfully
Kimberley Parry
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Age:

60 - 70

Employed

71 - 80

Retired

81 - 90

Semi-retired

91 +

Gender:

Male
Female

Housewife/Husband
Other (please state):

I live in:

The country

Main mode of transport:

Car

A city

Walking

A suburb

Bus

A town

Train

A village

Bicycle

Other (please state):

Other (please state):

1. How would you rate your health in general?
Very poor
1

Poor
2

Fair
3

Good
4

Excellent
5

2. To what extent do you feel affected by the following limitations?
Never
1

Seldom
2

Occasionally
3

Often
4

Always
5

Arthritis

1

2

3

4

5

Falls

1

2

3

4

5

Slow reaction time

1

2

3

4

5

Osteoporosis

1

2

3

4

5

Joint stiffness

1

2

3

4

5

Poor hearing

1

2

3

4

5

Back complaints

1

2

3

4

5

Fatigue

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Poor vision

Others (please state below):

3. To what extent do these limitations affect your day-to-day activities?
Never
1

Seldom
2

Occasionally
3

Often
4

Always
5

Arthritis

1

2

3

4

5

Falls

1

2

3

4

5

Slow reaction time

1

2

3

4

5

Osteoporosis

1

2

3

4

5

Joint stiffness

1

2

3

4

5

Poor hearing

1

2

3

4

5

Back complaints

1

2

3

4

5

Fatigue

1

2

3

4

5

Poor vision
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Others (please state below):
1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

4. How do these limitations affect your day-to-day activities?

5. To what extent does the following in the external residential environment restrict your
daily activities?
On
Never Seldom
Often
Always
Occasion
Lighting after dark
1
2
3
4
5
Pavements and kerbs

1

2

3

4

5

Transport

1

2

3

4

5

Access

1

2

3

4

5

Walkways

1

2

3

4

5

Sitting and resting

1

2

3

4

5

Location of shops

1

2

3

4

5

Location of health services

1

2

3

4

5

A space for recreation

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Primary pedestrian
encouraging crime

routes

Public places are
encouraging crime

obscured

are

not

from

lit,

view,

Open green space
Others (please state below):

6. Which of the following best describes your understanding of Quality of Life with regard
to your external residential environment? (Please tick one)
Community well-being, that is a person’s satisfaction with residential environment, traffic,
crime rate, employment opportunities and amount of open space within the community.
Freedom and independence within the residential environment, that is the ability to move
around the environment to carry out day-to-day activities with ease and unaided.
A supportive environment that enables people to satisfy their daily needs and aspirations
that gives meaning, significance and purpose to human existence.
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Components of the external environment, which trigger internal psychological mechanisms
that produce a sense of satisfaction and gratification with life.
Other (Please state below):

7. How would you rate your overall Quality of Life in the residential environment where
you live?
Very poor
1

Poor
2

Fair
3

Good
4

Excellent
5

8. Thinking about your Quality of Life, to what extent do you value the following?
Very little
1

A little
2

Moderately
3

High
4

Very High
5

Recreation

1

2

3

4

5

Natural environment

1

2

3

4

5

Built environment

1

2

3

4

5

Living conditions

1

2

3

4

5

House

1

2

3

4

5

Independence

1

2

3

4

5

Control

1

2

3

4

5

Friendship

1

2

3

4

5

Neighbourhood

1

2

3

4

5

Safety

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

City of residence

Others (please state below):

9. To what extent does the external residential environment impact your Quality of Life?
None

Low

Some

High

Well maintained open space in the community

1

2

3

4

Very
high
5

Good paths and pavements, made of suitable
materials, that make going out easy and
enjoyable

1

2

3

4

5

The presence of street art and/or water features

1

2

3

4

5

A variety of activities available to participate in
or watch

1

2

3

4

5

The presence and quality of street greenery in
the area

1

2

3

4

5
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Good facilities such as seating, toilets and
shelters

1

2

3

4

5

Crime-free residential environments

1

2

3

4

5

Local amenities, such as shops and libraries,
are within walking distance or easy to get to

1

2

3

4

5

Public transport is easily accessible and travels
to a range of destinations

1

2

3

4

5

Car parking is readily available

1

2

3

4

5

There is not too much traffic

1

2

3

4

5

There are no physical barriers preventing
access into most places in the community

1

2

3

4

5

Access to most places within the community are
easy to find

1

2

3

4

5

There is good provision for pedestrians, joggers,
cyclists, etc.

1

2

3

4

5

Good indoor to outdoor connections

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Others (please state below):

10. To what extent are the following a problem in your residential environment?
Very
little
1

A little
2

3

4

Very
High
5

Some open space within the community but it
is not maintained

1

2

3

4

5

Paths and pavements are uneven or made of
unsuitable materials, which make getting
around difficult.

1

2

3

4

5

No street art and/or water features

1

2

3

4

5

Few activities available to participate in or
watch

1

2

3

4

5

No street greenery or it is unsightly

1

2

3

4

5

Few facilities such as seating, toilets and
shelters available in the area

1

2

3

4

5

Crime or nuisance level is high

1

2

3

4

5

No local amenities, such as shops and
libraries

1

2

3

4

5

Amenities, such as shops and libraries, not
within walking distance or easy to get to

1

2

3

4

5

Little or no public transport

1

2

3

4

5

Car parking is limited

1

2

3

4

5

Traffic congestion

1

2

3

4

5

Access to and around to community is limited
by barriers.

1

2

3

4

5

Little or no provision for pedestrians, joggers,
etc.

1

2

3

4

5

Little or no open space within the community
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No transition between indoors and outdoors

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Others (please state below):

11. Would you be interested in taking part in a follow up research, such as an interview?

Yes

No

If yes, please enter your details below:
Name:
Telephone:
Email:
Address:

12. Are there any final comments that you would like to add regarding your Quality of Life
or the environment that you live in?

Thank you for taking the time to complete the questionnaire your participation is
appreciated.
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Kimberley Parry
University of Portsmouth
Portland Building
Portland Street
Portsmouth
Hampshire
PO1 3AH
02392 842911
Kimberley.parry@port.ac.uk
th

6 August 2012
Designing for an Ageing Population: Older People and the Built Environment
Dear Sir/Madam
I would like to invite you to take part in my research study by completing the following
questionnaire. This study is part of my submission for PhD investigating the Quality of Life factors
of older people in the context of the external residential environment. With the growing interest in
Quality of Life and an increasing number of people living longer, the aim of this research is to
provide decision support tools to assist central decision makers to take into account the values,
needs and abilities of older people in everyday pursuits in the design of residential environments.
Participation is entirely voluntary, however your contribution would be greatly appreciated. The
questionnaire can be completed anonymously and steps will be taken to ensure confidentiality.
The responses from the completed questionnaires will be collated for analysis and retained until
successful completion of the research. Please send the questionnaire back by return email.
Thank you for taking the time to read the information sheet. Should you like any further information
regarding the study or learn more about the results of the research, please do not hesitate to
contact me at the above address.
Yours faithfully
Kimberley Parry
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Organisation:
Occupation:
Role:

1. Which of the following best describes your understanding of Quality of Life for older
people with regard to their external residential environment? (Please tick one)
Community well-being, that is a person’s satisfaction with residential environment, traffic,
crime rate, employment opportunities and amount of open space within the community.
Freedom and independence within the residential environment, that is the ability to move
around the environment to carry out day-to-day activities with ease and unaided.
A supportive environment that enables people to satisfy their daily needs and aspirations
that gives meaning, significance and purpose to human existence.
Components of the external environment, which trigger internal psychological mechanisms
that produce a sense of satisfaction and gratification with life.
Other (Please state below):

2. To what extent do you think that the following built environment elements impact the
Quality of Life of older people?
Very
None
Low
Some
High
high
Well maintained open space in the community
1
2
3
4
5
Good paths and pavements, made of suitable
materials, that make going out easy and
enjoyable

1

2

3

4

5

The presence of street art and/or water features

1

2

3

4

5

A variety of activities available to participate in or
watch

1

2

3

4

5

The presence and quality of street greenery in
the area

1

2

3

4

5

Good facilities such as seating, toilets and
shelters

1

2

3

4

5

Crime-free residential environments

1

2

3

4

5

Local amenities, such as shops and libraries, are
within walking distance or easy to get to

1

2

3

4

5

Public transport is easily accessible and travels
to a range of destinations

1

2

3

4

5

Car parking is readily available

1

2

3

4

5

There is not too much traffic

1

2

3

4

5

There are no physical barriers preventing access
into most places in the community

1

2

3

4

5

Access to most places within the community are

1

2

3

4

5
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easy to find
There is good provision for pedestrians, joggers,
cyclists, etc.

1

2

3

4

5

Good indoor to outdoor connections

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Others (please state below):

3. To what extent are the limitations of older people considered when designing and
planning the external residential environment?
On
Never
Seldom
Often
Always
Occasion
Poor vision
1
2
3
4
5
Arthritis

1

2

3

4

5

Falls

1

2

3

4

5

Slow reaction time

1

2

3

4

5

Osteoporosis

1

2

3

4

5

Joint stiffness

1

2

3

4

5

Poor hearing

1

2

3

4

5

Back complaints

1

2

3

4

5

Fatigue

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Others (please state below):

4. To what extent do you believe elderly people value the following?
Very little
1

A little
2

Moderately
3

High
4

Very High
5

Recreation

1

2

3

4

5

Natural environment

1

2

3

4

5

Built environment

1

2

3

4

5

Living conditions

1

2

3

4

5

House

1

2

3

4

5

Independence

1

2

3

4

5

Control

1

2

3

4

5

Friendship

1

2

3

4

5

Neighbourhood

1

2

3

4

5

Safety

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

City of residence

Others (please state below):
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5. To what extent do you consider the following to be attributes of good design with
regard to older people?
None
Low
Some
High
Very
high
Well maintained open space in the community
1
2
3
4
5
Good paths and pavements, made of suitable
materials, that make going out easy and
enjoyable

1

2

3

4

5

The presence of street art and/or water features

1

2

3

4

5

A variety of activities available to participate in or
watch

1

2

3

4

5

The presence and quality of street greenery in
the area

1

2

3

4

5

Good facilities such as seating, toilets and
shelters

1

2

3

4

5

Crime-free residential environments

1

2

3

4

5

Local amenities, such as shops and libraries, are
within walking distance or easy to get to

1

2

3

4

5

Public transport is easily accessible and travels
to a range of destinations

1

2

3

4

5

Car parking is readily available

1

2

3

4

5

There is not too much traffic

1

2

3

4

5

There are no physical barriers preventing access
into most places in the community

1

2

3

4

5

Access to most places within the community are
easy to find

1

2

3

4

5

There is good provision for pedestrians, joggers,
cyclists, etc.

1

2

3

4

5

Good indoor to outdoor connections

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Others (please state below):

6. What form of guidance do you rely on with regard to the design of the residential
environment for older people?

7. In your opinion, how much more important is the design of the external residential
environment as people age?
Very little
1

A little
2

Moderately
3
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7.1 What is the reason for your selection above?

8. In your opinion, to what extent do the following environmental features encourage
elderly people’s use of their residential environment?
Not at
Low
Some
High
Very
all
high
Well maintained open space in the community
1
2
3
4
5
Good paths and pavements, made of suitable
materials, that make going out easy and
enjoyable

1

2

3

4

5

The presence of street art and/or water features

1

2

3

4

5

A variety of activities available to participate in or
watch

1

2

3

4

5

The presence and quality of street greenery in
the area

1

2

3

4

5

Good facilities such as seating, toilets and
shelters

1

2

3

4

5

Crime-free residential environments

1

2

3

4

5

Local amenities, such as shops and libraries, are
within walking distance or easy to get to

1

2

3

4

5

Public transport is easily accessible and travels
to a range of destinations

1

2

3

4

5

Car parking is readily available

1

2

3

4

5

There is not too much traffic

1

2

3

4

5

There are no physical barriers preventing access
into most places in the community

1

2

3

4

5

Access to most places within the community are
easy to find

1

2

3

4

5

There is good provision for pedestrians, joggers,
cyclists, etc.

1

2

3

4

5

Good indoor to outdoor connections

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Others (please state below):

9. To what extent are the needs of older people considered in the different stages of a
project?
Not at
Low
Some
High
Very
all
high
Initial planning stage
1
2
3
4
5
Design stage

1

2

3

4

5

During construction

1

2

3

4

5

On completion and on-going use

1

2

3

4

5
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10. How does your organisation go about obtaining the views of older people in the design
of residential development?

11. In your opinion, to what extent is it possible to include the needs and abilities of older
people in the design of the external residential environment?
Very little
1

A little
2

Moderately
3

Considerably
4

Significantly
5

12. In your opinion, are there any residential developments in the UK that you think have
been particularly successful in supporting the needs and abilities of the elderly in terms
of the external environment? (Please state name and location)
Name:
Location:
Name:
Location:
Name:
Location:
13. What is it that makes the above to be considered successful?

14. Would you be interested in taking part in follow up research, such as an interview?
Yes
No
If yes, please enter your details below:
Name:
Telephone:
Email:
Address:

15. Do you know any other organisations that I could approach for this study? Please list
their names, addresses and organisation where applicable.
Organisation:
Name:
Telephone:
Email:
Address:
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Organisation:
Name:
Telephone:
Email:
Address:

16. Are there any final comments that you would like to add regarding Quality of Life for
older people or the built environment?

Thank you for taking the time to complete this questionnaire your participation is
appreciated.
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Kimberley Parry
University of Portsmouth
Portland Building
Portland Street
Portsmouth
Hampshire
PO1 3AH
02392 842911
Kimberley.parry@port.ac.uk
th

12 July 2012

Designing for an Ageing Population: Older People and the Built Environment
Dear Sir/Madam
I would like to invite you to take part in my research study by completing the following
questionnaire. This study is part of my submission for PhD investigating the Quality of Life factors
of older people in the context of the external residential environment. With the growing interest in
Quality of Life and an increasing number of people living longer, the aim of this research is to
provide decision support tools to assist central decision makers to take into account the values,
needs and abilities of older people in everyday pursuits in the design of residential environments.
Participation is entirely voluntary, however your contribution would be greatly appreciated. The
questionnaire can be completed anonymously and steps will be taken to ensure confidentiality.
The responses from the completed questionnaires will be collated for analysis and retained until
successful completion of the research.
Thank you for taking the time to read the information sheet. Should you like any further information
regarding the study or learn more about the results of the research, please do not hesitate to
contact me at the above address.
Yours faithfully
Kimberley Parry
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Organisation:
Occupation:
Role:
1. To what extent do you think people over the age of 60 are affected by the following
limitations?
On
Never
Seldom
Often
Always
Occasion
Poor vision
1
2
3
4
5
Arthritis

1

2

3

4

5

Falls

1

2

3

4

5

Slow reaction time

1

2

3

4

5

Osteoporosis

1

2

3

4

5

Joint stiffness

1

2

3

4

5

Poor hearing

1

2

3

4

5

Back complaints

1

2

3

4

5

Fatigue

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Others (please state below):

2. To what extent do you believe these limitations affect an older person’s day-to-day
activities?
Never
Seldom
On
Often
Always
Occasion
Poor vision
1
2
3
4
5
Arthritis

1

2

3

4

5

Falls

1

2

3

4

5

Slow reaction time

1

2

3

4

5

Osteoporosis

1

2

3

4

5

Joint stiffness

1

2

3

4

5

Poor hearing

1

2

3

4

5

Back complaints

1

2

3

4

5

Fatigue

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Others (please state below):

3. How do you think that the limitations affect an older person’s day-to-day activities?
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4. To what extent do you think that the daily activities of an older person are restricted by
the external residential environment?
On
Never
Seldom
Often
Always
Occasion
Lighting after dark
1
2
3
4
5
Pavements and curbs

1

2

3

4

5

Transport

1

2

3

4

5

Access

1

2

3

4

5

Walkways

1

2

3

4

5

Sitting and resting

1

2

3

4

5

Location of shops

1

2

3

4

5

Location of health services

1

2

3

4

5

A space for recreation

1

2

3

4

5

Primary pedestrian routes are not
lit, encouraging crime

1

2

3

4

5

Public places are obscured from
view, encouraging crime

1

2

3

4

5

Open green space

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Others (please state below):

5. Which of the following best describes your understanding of Quality of Life for older
people with regard to their external residential environment? (Please tick one)
Community well-being, that is a person’s satisfaction with residential environment, traffic,
crime rate, employment opportunities and amount of open space within the community.
Freedom and independence within the residential environment, that is the ability to move
around the environment to carry out day-to-day activities with ease and unaided.
A supportive environment that enables people to satisfy their daily needs and aspirations
that gives meaning, significance and purpose to human existence.
Components of the external environment, which trigger internal psychological mechanisms
that produce a sense of satisfaction and gratification with life.
Other (Please state below):

6. Thinking about Quality of Life, to what extent do you think older people value the
following?
Very little
A little
Moderately
High
Very high
City of residence
1
2
3
4
5
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Recreation

1

2

3

4

5

Natural environment

1

2

3

4

5

Built environment

1

2

3

4

5

Living conditions

1

2

3

4

5

House

1

2

3

4

5

Independence

1

2

3

4

5

Control

1

2

3

4

5

Friendship

1

2

3

4

5

Neighbourhood

1

2

3

4

5

Safety

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Others (please state below):

7. To what extent do you believe the following external residential environmental factors
impact the Quality of Life of older people?
Very
None
Low
Some
High
high
Well maintained open space in the community
1
2
3
4
5
Good paths and pavements, made of suitable
materials, that make going out easy and
enjoyable

1

2

3

4

5

The presence of street art and/or water features

1

2

3

4

5

A variety of activities available to participate in
or watch

1

2

3

4

5

The presence and quality of street greenery in
the area

1

2

3

4

5

Good facilities such as seating, toilets and
shelters

1

2

3

4

5

Crime-free residential environments

1

2

3

4

5

Local amenities, such as shops and libraries,
are within walking distance or easy to get to

1

2

3

4

5

Public transport is easily accessible and travels
to a range of destinations

1

2

3

4

5

Car parking is readily available

1

2

3

4

5

There is not too much traffic

1

2

3

4

5

There is easy to find access with no barriers to
most places in the community

1

2

3

4

5

There is good provision for pedestrians, joggers,
cyclists, etc.

1

2

3

4

5

Good indoor to outdoor connections

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Others (please state below):
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8. To what extent do you think the following are a problem for older people in their
external residential environment?
Very
Very
A little Moderate
High
little
High
Little or no open space within the community
1
2
3
4
5
Some open space within the community but it
is not maintained

1

2

3

4

5

Paths/pavements are uneven or made of
unsuitable materials, which make getting
around difficult.

1

2

3

4

5

No street art and/or water features

1

2

3

4

5

Few activities available to participate in or
watch

1

2

3

4

5

No street greenery or it is unsightly

1

2

3

4

5

Few facilities such as seating, toilets and
shelters available in the area

1

2

3

4

5

Crime or nuisance level is high

1

2

3

4

5

No local amenities, such as shops and
libraries

1

2

3

4

5

Amenities, such as shops and libraries, not
within walking distance or easy to get to

1

2

3

4

5

Little or no public transport

1

2

3

4

5

Car parking is limited

1

2

3

4

5

Traffic congestion

1

2

3

4

5

Access to and around to community is limited
by barriers.

1

2

3

4

5

Little or no provision for pedestrians, joggers,
etc.

1

2

3

4

5

No transition between indoors and outdoors

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Others (please state below):

9. Would you be interested in taking part in follow up research, such as an interview?
Yes

No

If yes, please enter your details below:
Name:
Telephone:
Email:
Address:

10. Do you know any other organisations that I could approach for this study? Please list
their names, addresses and organisation where applicable.
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Organisation:
Name:
Telephone:
Email:
Address:

Organisation:
Name:
Telephone:
Email:
Address:

Organisation:
Name:
Telephone:
Email:
Address:

11. Are there any final comments that you would like to add regarding Quality of Life for
older people or the built environment?

Thank you for taking the time to complete the questionnaire your participation is
appreciated.
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Interviewee

Built environment professional role

Interviewee A

Architect

Interviewee B

Planner

Interviewee C

Planner

Interviewee D

Landscape Architect

Interviewee E

Architect

Interviewee F

Architect

Interviewee G

Planner

Interviewee H

Architect

Interviewee I

Architect

Interviewee J

Architect

Interviewee K

Architect

Interviewee L

Care provider

Interviewee M

Care provider

Interviewee N

Care provider

Validation interviewee participant

Built environment professional role

Validation participant A

Civil engineer

Validation participant B

Surveyor

Validation participant C

Architect

Validation participant D

Architect

Validation participant E

Architect

Validation participant F

Architect

Validation participant G

Landscape Architect

Validation participant H

Planner

Validation participant I

Architect

Validation participant J

Surveyor
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Interview Schedule 1 – Built environment professionals

•

Introduction – My research is investigating how the QoL of older people is affected by the
design of the residential outdoor environment. The aim of the research is to provide decision
support tools to assist central decision makers to take into account the values, needs and
abilities of older people in everyday pursuits in the design of residential outdoor environments.

•

Do you mind if I record this interview just in case I miss anything important? The recording will
only be used to help me write notes of the conversation we have today.

•

I have a few questions around what you think is important for older people’s QoL and your
views on the features of the environment that could support it.

•

What changes have occurred in the residential property development industry over
recent years in terms of responding to the needs of the elderly?

•

What is done now in designing property for older people that was not done in the 1970s
or 80s?

•

What has necessitated these changes?

•

What are the likely future changes in designing and developing property for older
people and why do you think these will occur?

•

How are the needs of elderly people considered in the different stages of a
development project and what market research is undertaken? (From initial planning
stages through to completion.)

•

Where do you obtain design/development guidance and is there room for improvement
in this guidance? What sort of improvement and in any specific areas?

•

Which parts of the residential outdoor environment do you consider to be the most
important for supporting the changing needs of people as they age? (And why is this?)
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Interview Schedule 2 – Care providers

•

Introduction – My research is investigating how the QoL of older people is affected by the
design of the residential outdoor environment. The aim of the research is to provide decision
support tools to assist central decision makers to take into account the values, needs and
abilities of older people in everyday pursuits in the design of residential outdoor environments.

•

Do you mind if I record this interview just in case I miss anything important? The recording will
only be used to help me write notes of the conversation we have today.

•

I have a few questions around what you think is important for older people’s QoL and your
views on the features of the environment that could support it.

•

Do you know of any changes that have occurred in the residential property design over
recent years in terms of responding to the needs of the elderly?

•

What is done now in designing property for older people that was not done in the 1970s
or 80s?

•

What has necessitated these changes?

•

What do you think the likely future changes in designing property for older people
should be?

•

Which parts of the residential outdoor environment do you consider to be the most
important for supporting the changing needs of people as they age? (And why is this?)
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Kimberley Parry
University of Portsmouth
Portland Building
Portland Street
Portsmouth
Hampshire
PO1 3AH
023 92 842 911
Kimberley.parry@port.ac.uk
Quality Function Deployment (QFD) as a Residential Design Decision-Support Framework
for Enhancing Quality of Life for Elderly People

Date:
Participant name:

Please tick as appropriate:

I am happy for Kimberley to use material from this meeting in her research

I am happy to be identified in this research as the author of any material arising from this
validation exercise

I request that anything arising from this meeting remain anonymous and confidential

Signed (participant)

Date

Signed (researcher)

Date

Participation is entirely voluntary, however your contribution would be greatly appreciated. The
responses from the completed questionnaires will be collated for analysis and retained until
successful completion of the research.

The participant has the right to access the data by

completing the University ‘Subject Access Request’.
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The Built Environment Decision-Support for Elderly Quality of Life - Quality Function Deployment
Framework (BEDSEQoL-QFD) is a decision-support tool to assist central decision-makers in the
planning and design process of the built environment to take into account the requirements of
elderly people in everyday pursuits. This study and resulting framework is part of my submission
for PhD investigating the Quality of Life factors of elderly people in the context of the external
residential environment. Having examined the BEDSEQoL-QFD framework, please comment on
its clarity, logic and suitability for the intended purpose by completing the following questionnaire.
Any other comments or suggestions for improvement will be greatly appreciated.

1. Built environment professional affiliation:
Architect

Planner

Landscape Architect

Urban Designer

Civil Engineer

Other (please state):

2. In your opinion, how easy were the framework and results to understand? (1: not at all; 5:
very intuitive)

Framework:
1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Results:

Additional comments:

3. In your professional opinion, how practical is the decision-support framework? (1: not at
all; 5: very)

1

2

3

4

5

Additional comments:

4. In your professional opinion, how does the framework compare to the existing tools
and guidance you use in everyday practice?
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5. What is your overall opinion of the framework?

6. Do you have any comments or suggestions?

7. In your opinion, could this framework be adapted for use in an organisation? (1: not at all;
5: very adaptable)

1

2

3

4

5

Additional comments:

Thank you for taking the time to complete the questionnaire, your participation is
appreciated.
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